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THE RIEMANN-HILBERT CORRESPONDENCE
FOR UNIT F-CRYSTALS
Matthew Emerton, Mark Kisin

Abstract. — Let ¥ denote thefinitefieldof order q (a power of a prime /;), let X be
a smooth scheme over afieldk containing ¥ , and let A be a finite F algebra. We
study the relationship between constructible A-sheaves on the étale site of X, and a
certain class of quasi-coherent (fx ®F A-modules equipped with a "unit" Frobenius
structure. We show that the two corresponding derived categories are anti-equivalent
as triangulated categories, and that this anti-equivalence is compatible with direct
and inverse images, tensor products, and certain other operations.
We also obtain analogous results relating complexes of constructible Z//; Z-sheaves
on smooth W (A;)-schemes, and complexes of Berthelot's arithmetic f^-modules,
equipped with a unit Frobenius.
Résumé (La correspondance de Riemann-Hilbert pour les F-cristaux unités)
Soit ¥ le corps à q éléments (où q est une puissance d'un nombre premier p),
soit X un schéma lisse sur un corps k contenant F et soit A une F -algèbre finie.
Nous étudions la relation entre les A-faisceaux constructibles sur le site étale de X
et une certaine classe de û\ ®F A-modules quasi-cohérents munis d'une structure de
Frobenius « unité ». Nous montrons que les deux catégories dérivées correspondantes
sont anti-équivalentes comme catégories triangulées et que cette anti-équivalence est
compatible aux images directes et. inverses, aux produits tensoriels et à certaines
autres opérations.
Nous obtenons également des résultats du môme type reliant complexes de Z/p Zfaisceaux constructibles sur les W (k)-schémas lisses et complexes de .^-modules
arithmétiques de Berthelot munis de Frobenius unité.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Let X be a smooth complex analytic space. One knows that there is an equivalence of categories between the category of local systems of C-vector spaces on X and
the category of coherent Ox-modules equipped with an integrable connection V. A
serious defect of this theory is that the category of local systems, and similarly that
of modules with connection, is not stable under taking direct images. For example,
if / : Y —> X is a proper map of smooth complex analytic spaces, then the higher
direct images R f*C are guaranteed to be a local system only over the points where
/ is smooth. Similarly, the connection on the relative De Rliam cohomology may be
singular at the points where / is not smooth. This defect is remedied by the theory
of 5^-modules, which shows that there is a relationship between the category of construct ible sheaves, and the category of regular holonomic ^-modules. More precisely,
the two corresponding derived categories are equivalent as triangulated categories, and
this equivalence respects the "'six operations f\
/fi, f\. RHorrf, and (g>. This result,
originally proved by Kaslhwara and by Mebkhout with a later algebraic approach due
to Beilinson and Bernstein, is known as the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence' .
The purpose of this paper is to study a certain characteristic p analogue of the
above situation. Our starting point is a theorem of Nick Katz [Ka2, Prop. 4.1.1]
1
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Theorem (Katz).
Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p containing ¥ , where
q = p . If X is a smooth scheme over W (k), the ring of Witt vectors of k of length
n, and if Fx is a lift to X of the Frobenius on W (k), then there is an equivalence
of categories between the category of locally free átale sheaves of W (¥ )-modules C.
and the category of coherent, locally free Ox-modules £ equipped with an Ox-linear
isomorphism (F' )*£ —> £. This equivalence is realised by associating £ — C 0w m
O to C.
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In the context of this paper, Katz's theorem should be regarded as the analogue
of the relation between local systems and vector bundles with connection. The main
purpose of this volume is to extend Katz's result to a Riemann-Hilbert type correspodence. first when X is actually a smooth A'-scheme (§§1 12), and then more generally.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

for smooth Wn(k) schemes (§§13-17). Each of these two parts of the paper has its own
introduction, which provides a detailed outline of its contents. The remainder of this
general introduction is devoted to explaining our Riemman-Hilbert correspondence,
and some of its applications, in more detail. Let us also point out that the paper
[EK1] provides a summary of the main results and key techniques of this volume.
To explain our results, suppose that X is a smooth Wn(fc)-scheme with a lift of
Frobenius Fx, as in Katz's theorem. We begin by introducing the notion of a locally
finitely generated unit (9i?r,x-module. If r is a fixed positive integer, then a unit
OF<\X-module on X is a quasi-coherent Ox-module M. equipped with an isomorphism
(FX)*A4
Ai. This isomorphism endows M. with the structure of a sheaf of left
modules over the sheaf of rings OF>\x — Ox[Fr], where Ox[Fr] denotes the twisted
polynomial ring given by the relation Fra = aqFr, for any section a of Ox- The unit
OprX-module Ad is said to be locallyfinitelygenerated if, locally on X, it is finitely
generated as a left OF> ?x-module.
When X is a smooth /c-scheme, the main result of this paper generalises Katz's
theorem to an (anti-) equivalence of two triangulated categories: the derived category
Dhc{X^t) of bounded complexes of etale sheaves of F9-modules whose cohomology
sheaves are constructive, and the derived category F)\j {OF^\X) of bounded com
plexes of left OFv ,x-modules (on the Zariski site of X) whose cohomology sheaves are
locally finitely generated unit OFV,X-modules.
If we let Tlx • X^t —» X denote the natural morphism from the etale site of X to
the Zariski site of X, then this anti-equivalence is given by associating
M' = M(J^) =

Rnx*RHorr%Jf\Ox)[dx]

to a complex T* in Dhc(X^t), and associating
F = Sol(A4') =

RHomor..JnxM\Ox,f)ldx}

to a complex M* in Dbtjgu(0F^\X)• (Here dx denotes the (locally constant) dimension
of X.) A comment on the choice of notation: M is intended to suggest a Dieudorme
module functor, while Sol is borrowed from the theory of f^-modules.
When X is a smooth Wn(k)-scheme, the sheaf of rings OFV,X is replaced by a more
intricate sheaf of rings @F,X, obtained by adjoining to Ox the differential operators
of all orders on X, together with a "local lift of Frobenius.'1 (When n > 1 we consider
only the case r = 1.) A pleasing point is that the sheaf ^F,X that one obtains is
independent of the choice of local lift, as any two lifts are congruent modulo p, and
so either lift may be expressed as a polynomial combination of the other lift and
appropriate differential operators. Thus (unlike in Katz's result stated above) we are
not restricted to the consideration of smooth VFri(/c)-schemes which admit a global
lift of Frobenius. Another important technical result is that locally the sheaf Ox has
a finite length resolution by free left Sf x-modules, whereas this is false if one works
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just with differential operators, and does not adjoin the Frobenius lifts. Thus the
differential operators and lifts of Frobenius complement one another.
A sheaf of @F,X-modules Ai is called locallyfinitelygenerated unit, if it is quasicoherent over Ox, is finitely generated over 2$F,X locally on X, and if the maps
F*Ai —> Ai defined by local lifts of Frobenius are isomorphisms. The RiemannHilbert correspondence then asserts an anti-equivalence between two triangulated
categories. One is the category Dbctf(Xit, Z/pnZ), which is the full subcategory of
the bounded derived category of etale sheaves of Z/pnZ-modules, consisting of complexes with constructible cohomology, and finite Tor-dimension. The other is the
categoryDjh12(@F,X)°, which is the full subcategory of the bounded derived category
ofDfx-modulesDf,xconsisting of complexes with locally finitely generated unit cohomology sheaves, and finite Ox-Tor dimension. The definition of the anti-equivalence
is given by the same formulas as for OF,X-modules, except that OF,X is replaced by
@F,X in the definition of Sol.
When n — 1, there is an equivalence between DB^GU{^F,x)° and D^gu(OF,x), and
one recovers the previous correspondence.
The correspondence we construct is compatible with three of Grothendieck's six
operations, namely the operations f\, f , and 0 on Db(X^t). (Of course, for this
claim of compatibility to have any sense, one must have an a priori description of the
corresponding triple of operators on D\jgu(0F^,x) and DyGU(@F,x)°• A significant
part of our work is devoted to constructing such operations for left OF> ,x-modules
and @F,x-modules and establishing their main properties.) This may at first seem
disappointing, but in fact these are the only three which are defined in our situation.
Indeed for complexes of p-torsion etale sheaves the push-forward /* does not preserve
the property of having constructible cohomology sheaves. Also one cannot define f\
since there is no duality (for example because the purity theorem fails horribly). This
lack of a duality is also the reason that we construct an anti-equivalence rather than
an equivalence of categories.
As already remarked, when n = 1 we develop a somewhat more elaborate theory
than in the general case. For example we show that, as a (perhaps weak) compensation
for the absense of three of the six opearations, our correspondence relates two other
operations which have no analogue over C. Namely, if q' = pr , and ¥q C Fq' C fc,
then the functor "Fq' <S>^Q -" converts sheaves of ¥q-vector spaces into sheaves of Fq'vector spaces. Conversely the functor "pass to the underlying Fg-structure" converts
sheaves of Fq>-vector spaces into sheaves of Fg-vector spaces. We call these operations
respectively induction and restriction. There are corresponding operations for left
OF> ,x-modules, namely UOF>\x®o , Y " and "pass to the underlying 0Fr> ^-module
structure", which we also call induction and restriction. We show that our antiequivalence interchanges the operations of induction and restriction.
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Furt lier more, although in the statement of Katz's theorem k denotes a perfect
field, in the case when n = 1 we allow k to be an arbitrary field of characteristic p.
A technique of inseparable descent is included in our theory, in a manner compatible
with our Riemann-Hilbert correspondence.
Finally, we allow coefficients: wefixan arbitrary Noethcrian Fq-algebra A, and then
develop a theory of OF,. X =: A%^ OF> .v-modules. If A is a finite Fr/-algebra we show
a Riemann-Hilbert type correspondence between the triangulated category of bounded
complexes of left OF,. X-modules which have locally finitely generated unit cohomology sheaves and are of finite Tor-dimension as complexes of Ox &wq A-modules, which
we denote by Db (0Fr x)°. and the triangulated category of bounded complexes of
étale A-sheavesDbf3which have constructible cohomology sheaves and are of finite Tordimension, which we ( lenote by I)';.lf(Xn- A).
The Riemann-Hilbert correspondence for ^-modules takes the usual ^-structure
on the derived category of regular liolonomic ^-modules to an exotic ^-structure on
the derived category of complexes of sheaves with constructible cohomology. namely
the perverse f-structure corresponding to the middle perversity. The theory of perverse t-structures is developed in [BBD] in the context of £-adic sheaves on fc-schemes
(where £ denotes a prime different from /;). Gabber [Ga] has extended this theory
so as to define perverse ^-structures on the category Dh.{X^t). We show that our
Riemann-Hilbert correspondence takes the usual ^-structure on Dbj (OF'\X) to Gabber's perverse ^-structure on I)'('.(X('t) corresponding to the middle perversity. More,
generally, if the coefficient ring A is a product of fields, we can identify the exotic
^-structure on Dhcfj(X(-,t, A) with the perverse f-structure of Gabber corresponding to
the middle perversity. Taking the heart of this perverse /-structure gives a category
of "perverse A-sheaves" on X. In [EK1, §4] we show that these categories of perverse
sheaves satisfy properties analogous to those1 of the usual /-adic perverse sheaves of
[BBD] (namely, there is an intermediate extension functor j\* for any locally closed
immersion j . defined by the same formula as in [BBD]. and any simple perverse sheaf
is isomorphic to the intermediate extension of an irreducible local system placed in
the appropriate degree).
It is easy to see that one can only expect to have a Riemann-Hilbert correspondence
of the type we envisage when A is finite over Fr/. as otherwise one finds many left
0Fr x-modules that do not correspond to étale sheaves, even in the case that X
is a point. Our main motivation for allowing non-finite A is the hope that, even
when a Riemann-Hilbert correspondence does not exist, the theory of unit OF, X~
modules may nevertheless find other applications, for example to Drinfeld modules
(when A = Fq[T]). Here we were inspired by recent work of Bockle-Pink [BP], where
a trace formula for the L-function of a Drinfeld module is proved. After defining the
L-function of a complex in D\j (OF,- X)°• we prove that, when A is reduced, the
formation of L-functions commutes with /+. This result is closely related to the trace
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formula of Bôckle-Pink. One consequence is a new proof of a result conjectured by
Goss and proved by Taguchi-Wan [TW, §7], which says that the local L-function of
a Drinfeld module is rational.
The proof of our trace formula is reduced by a specialisation technique to the case
where A is a finite field. In this case the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence respects
the formation of L-functions, so that the trace formula can be deduced from the
corresponding formula for étale sheaves, due to Deligne [De, p. 116]. Interestingly,
Deligne's formula ultimately depends on the so-called "Woods Hole" trace formula,
which has an F-crystal flavour. (In fact, the main result of [EK2] specialises to yield
a proof of Deligne's formula which works directly with F-crystals.)
Our original motivation for writing this paper and its sequel was to try to gen
eralise the results (due to Bloch, Faltings, Fontaine, Hyodo, Kato, Messing, Tsuji,
. .. ) relating p-adic étale cohomology and crystalline cohomology of schemes over a
finite extension of Qp to a Riemann-Hilbert type correspondence. That such a theory
should exist is strongly suggested by the work of Faltings [Fa], where he treats the
correspondence between étale and crystalline cohomology allowing coefficients. We
intended the present paper and its sequel to be a "warm-up" for this more general
project, but as the reader will see, even the comparatively simple unit case has turned
out to be quite technical.
After we had begun this work, we were pleasantly surprised to find that a corre
spondence of the type we prove here had been suggested by Lyubeznik [Lyu, p. 69],
(although not on the level of derived categories). The reader will observe that we
are indebted to him for providing several important techniques for working with unit
OF> , v-modules, and especially for the notion of a "generator" of such a module.
We hope that our results will have applications in various directions. One ap
plication already found has been to a conjecture of Katz (stated in [Kal]) relating
L-functions of p-adic lisse sheaves on varieties over finite fields of characteristic p to
their cohomology with proper supports. Using the techniques of this paper, this con
jecture has now been proved [EK2]. There is also the possibility that the formalism
developed here will have applications to the study of local cohomology on varieties
in characteristic p. Indeed, in the case that X is a smooth affine variety over A;, our
notion of locally finitely generated unit (9/? x-niodule coincides with the notion of in
finite module, which was introduced by Lyubeznik [Lyu] expressly for that purpose.
Finally there is the possibility of applications to Drinfeld modules and related objects,
which we already alluded to above.
Acknowledgment. Our debt to the work of Genady Lyubeznik and of Pierre Berthelot will be obvious to the reader. The second author profited immensely from discus
sions with Bert helot during a visit to the Université de Rennes during March 2000,
when some of this work was done. It is a pleasure for him to thank Berthelot, and
the Université de Rennes, for their hospitality.
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INTRODUCTION TO §§1-12: OF.X-MODULES

We now give a more detailed outline of §§112 of the paper. They naturally fall
into three parts. The first, consisting of sections 1, 2, 3 and 4, introduces the notion of
left (9^r-modules, defines the functors f and /+, and develops their basic properties.
The approach is modelled closely on the theory of algebraic i^-modules, and as in
that theory, there is a close relationship between the properties of the functors f and
/+ and the Grothendieck-Serre duality theory of quasi-coherent sheaves.
The second part, consisting of sections 5 and 6, introduces the notions of unit and
locally finitely generated unit Opr-modules. The results of the first four sections are
specialised to and further developed in this particular context. One result which is
indispensable in the study of locally finitely generated unit Opr-modules is the fact
that any such module A4 on a /e-scheme X admits a presentation of the form
0 —> Ol_x 0oA M —> 0%-x 0oA M —> M —> 0,
where M is a coherent Ox =: A(g)jr (9x-niodule. The idea of using such presentations
to study locally finitely generated unit O^, A-modules is an extension of the main
technique of [Lyu].
Sections 7 and 8 provide a bridge between the first two parts and the third. Section 7 observes that the entire theory of sections 1 through 6 could have been developed
by working on the étale site Xét of a smooth /c-scheme X rather than on the Zariski
site. Indeed, both theories could have been developed in parallel, but we chose not
to do so for expository reasons; it seemed easier to fix ideas by working on one site
or the other. A key observation is that, if one restricts oneself to quasi-coherent left
Opr x-modules, then étale descent provides an equivalence between the Zariski and
étale theories. Section 8 recalls (very briefly) the theory of constructible A-sheaves on
Xét, as developed in [SGA4] and [De].
Of the final four sections. §§9 12, the first three sections are devoted to establishing
our Riemann-Hilbert correspondence in the case when A is finite over ¥q. In them we
define the functors M and Sol. and then prove that they yield the desired equivalence
of categories, that they respect the appropriate Grothendieck operations, and (if A
is a product of fields) that the exotic ^-structure that they induce on D^t^(Xét. A)
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is equal to Gabber's middle perverse t-structure. Section 12 provides a discussion
of L-functions attached to complexes in D\fquj {0Fr x)°, and proves the trace formula
discussed in the general introduction. It also includes the statement of the main result
of [EK2].
Just as in the case of the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence for ^-modules, the
proof of the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence of this paper uses excision arguments
to reduce to an explicit simple fact. In the case of ^-modules, one reduces to the
fact that any function on a smooth complex variety with vanishing partial derivatives
is locally constant. In our situation, one reduces to the fact that any section of
the structure sheaf on a smoothfc-schemewhich is Fr-invariant is locally constant
and FQ-valued. So just as the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence for f^-modules can be
regarded as a generalisation of De Rham theory, our Riemann-Hilbert correspondence
can be regarded as a generalisation of Artin-Schreier theory.
In setting up a cohomological formalism of the type that we have, there are in
variably a large number of compatibilities that can and should be checked between
the various functors and natural transformations that one defines. Our approach to
these has been as follows: those compatibilities which are essential for establishing
the main results are stated and either proved or left to the reader in the case that the
verifications are standard (if somewhat lengthy). In doing this our aim has been to
make the arguments clear and complete, while keeping the size of the paper bounded.
The construction and verification of the many other compatibilities that we have not
discussed are left to the imagination of the reader.
On a note related to that of the preceding paragraph, it is important to draw atten
tion to two foundational issues on which this paper depends. The first is that we need
some consistent choice of sign conventions for the various homological constructions
that we use. The second is that much of our theory depends (not only on the state
ments of, but) on the construction of Grothendieck-Serre duality, and the standard
reference [Hal] for this construction is incomplete in its details. Thankfully, both
issues are resolved by recent work of Brian Conrad [Con]; in this very detailed text,
Conrad lays down a consistent set of sign conventions, and also provides an extremely
close reading of [Hal], filling in many gaps and correcting various misstatements.
Throughout this paper we will follow [Con] with regard to both its sign conventions
(although these will not play any overt role) and its analysis of [Hal].
In the first appendix we have provided a summary of the results of GrothendieckSerre duality that we use in the paper, and have developed some consequences of the
general theory which are of particular importance for our purposes. In particular, we
generalise the definition of the Cartier operator on top-forms to a broader context than
that in which it is usually considered. In the second appendix we have given proofs
of some results from homological algebra which we could not find in the literature
(although they are probably standard for experts).
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0.1.
Wo fix a prime p > 0, a positive integer r, and set q — / / . Throughout the
paper A will denote a Noetherian F^-algebra, and A: will denote a field containing ¥q.
The phrases "scheme over A:" and "fc-scheme" will always be taken to mean "'finite type
separated A:-scheme,\ whether or not these hypotheses are explicitly mentioned.
If X is a A'-schcme, we let Ox denote the sheaf of A 0flr fc-algebras A<g>$ Ox on X.
This sheaf can be thought of as the push-forward to X of the structure sheaf on the
product Spec A OfX. (We do not adopt this point of viewr in the paper: rather we
regard A as an auxiliary algebra of operators.)
We say that a sheaf of 0 ^ - modules on X is quasi-coherent if it is quasi-coherent
as a sheaf of Ox-modules. Such a sheaf may be regarded as the push-forward of a
quasi-coherent sheaf on Spec A ®F X (although again, we will not adopt this point
of view in the paper).
We say that a sheaf of O y-modules on X is coherent if it is quasi-coherent and
locally finitely generated as an Ox-module, or equivalently (since A is Noetherian) if
it is locally finitely presented as an Ox-module. Such a sheaf may be regarded as the
push-forward of a coherent sheaf on Spec A
X.
0.2.
If / : Y —» X is a morphism of ^-schemes, we let f# : f~~1Ox —» O y denote
the morphism of sheaves of A;-algebras induced by /. Tensoring this morphism with A
over FQ yields a morphism of A <S>F(¡ A;-sheaves f~1Ox
Oyya, which we continue to
denote by /'' .
0.3.
We wish to explain a certain convention regarding our notation for shifts.
Suppose that X is a A'-scheme; then X is the disjoint union of finitely many connected
components:
71

х = ]]хг
1=1
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with each Хг a connected open subscheme of X. Let ф : X —» Z be a continuous
integer valued function on X. Then ф is constant on each X^; let ф\ denote the value
assumed by ф on Хг.
Let Л be a sheaf of rings on the Zariski or étale site of X, and let Лг denote the
restriction of A to each Хг. We let D{A) denote the derived category of complexes of
sheaves of A-modules on X, and D(At) denote the derived category of complexes of
sheaves of Л^-modules on Хг (for г = 1,.. ., n). We wish to define the shift operator
[Ф] on D(A).
There is an equivalence of categories D(A)
Yli=i D(Ai). This isomorphism
identifies any object A4* of D(A) with the n-tuple {M\,. . . ,M*n), where each A4*
is the object of D(At) obtained by restricting Ai* to Хг. On the right hand side of
this isomorphism we have the functor N Jr,-;. which is the product of usual shift
operators on each category D(AZ). We let [ф] denote the induced functor on D(A)
(via the preceding equivalence of categories). Thus if A4* is an object of D(A), the
object А4*[ф] is defined to be the object of D(A) corresponding (via this equivalence
of categories) to the n-tuple ( A ^ ' ^ i ] , . . . , АЛ*п[фп])We will also use some obvious variations on this notation. For example (if j is a
fixed integer), we will write that Hj(Mm) = 0 for j > ф if Hj(M*) = 0 for j > фг,
and i — 1,. .., n.
One example of such a function ф which is defined for any smooth /с-scheme X is
the morphism
dx • x I—> dimension of the component of X containing x.
More generally, if / : Y —» X is a morphism between smooth /с-schemes, then we may
consider the functions dY/x = dy ~ dx ° / and dx/y = —dy/x0.4.
We write Horn (respectively Horn') to denote the functor of morphisms in
an additive category (respectively the corresponding category of complexes), and we
write RHom* to denote the derived functor of Horn (when this exists). When our
category is the category of sheaves on a site, we write Нот, Нот* and В, Hот* to
denote the corresponding sheaf versions of these functors.
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1.1. — We begin by defining the sheaf OF, X on any A'-scheme X.
Definition 1.1.1.
If A is a //-algebra, we define A [Fr] to be the twisted polynomial
ring over A whose multiplication is defined by Fra = aqFr. If X is a scheme over A',
we can sheafify this definition, to obtain a sheaf of rings Ox[Fr] on X, whose sections
over an open subset U are Ox[Fr](U) = Ou(U)[F7']. We often denote Ox[Fr] by
0,.r_x. We set OF,.X = A ®¥Q OF^X.
Note that OF, X is a sheaf of A-algebras on A, because ¥q lies in the centre of
CV..V.

1.2.
If X is a A;-scheme, then the rth power of the absolute Frobenius Fx on A
defines a map of sheaves
Fxr* • Ox —> FX,OX

= OX

which is given on the level of sections by the formula A (g) a A 0 aq, if A G A and a
is a section of OxDefinition 1.2.1. — For any non-negative integer n we let Ox^tn^ denote the sheaf
Ox regarded as an (Ox, 0^)-bimodule in the following way: for the left (9^-module
structure, Ox is regarded as a module over itself in the usual way, while for the
right Ox-module structure, Ox is regarded as a module over itself via the morphism
(Fx7*)71- Thus any section A 0 a of Ox acts on Ox^17^ on the left as multiplication
by A 0 a, and on the right as multiplication by A <g> aq .
If M is an Ox-module, then we have a natural isomorphism
(1.2.2)

(F^yU

Ox(rn) <8>0A M.

1.3. — Since Ox is a sheaf of subrings of 0Fr x — Ox[Fr], we may naturally regard
0%. x as an (Ox, 0^)-bimodule.

12
Lemma 1.3.1.

1. O^, -MODULES

Tliere is an isomorphism of (Ox. Ox)-biniodules

0 с ' Г
-tV хn=()
which is given in degree n by the formula a i~» aFr", if a is a section of Ox ' . Thus
Opr x i's free as a 1,eft Ox-module, and so also as a left Ox -module. If furthermore
X is smooth over k, then Ofir x is locally free as a right Ox -module, and so also as
a right Ox-module.
Proof
The claimed isomorphism is immediate from the definition of the ring struc
ture of 0%.x and the bimodule structure of 0^(r"}. That 0% x is free as a left
Ox-module is now clear, and the analogous claim for the right O x-module structure
follows from the fact that, when X is smooth, each 0'x '"^ is locally free as a right
O^-module (see (A.2)).
^
•
Corollary 1.3.2.
If AI is a sheaf of Ox-modules, then tliere is a natural isomorphism
of left Ox-modules
X
о%. л- Нот ЛО'1-,Ог)202M5
n=0
Proof. This follows from the lemma and equation (1.2.2).
•
1.4.
The natural isomorphism Ox
Hom0\ (Ox, Ox) (given by a section a of
Ox acting as multiplication by a) extends to a map
0%. V —> Нщп лог.ог)
defined by taking Fr to the homomorphism (Fx)#. In future we will always regard
Ox with the left Opr x-module structure given by this map.
This map need not be an injection (despite a remark suggesting the contrary on
page 102 of [Lyu], where A[F] is denoted by A{}'})\ for example if k = FQ, and
X = Spec A;, then the global section 1 — Fr is in the kernel; if X — Spec A: [x. y}/(x2, xy),
then the global section ./; — xFr is in the kernel. The following lemma clarifies the
situation.
Lemma 1.4.1.
If X is a reduced k-scheme having each irreducible component of
positive dimension, then the map
о%. л-

Нот ЛО'px1-,Ог)

is infective.
Proof. —- It is enough to prove the lemma when r = 1, A = Fp, and X = Spec A
is affine, so that A is a reduced finite type fc-algebra. Let x be a closed point of X.
Since each irreducible component of X is of positive dimension, tliere exists a non-zero
divisor a G A contained in the maximal ideal m of x. Indeed, otherwise m is in the
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union of the minimal primes of A (since A is reduced, all the associated primes of A
are minimal), hence is equal to one of them, which contradicts the assumption that
the components of X have positive dimension.
Now suppose that X^=o a%^1 *s ^ne zero endomorphism of A. Then for any positive
integer m,
n
n
0 = ^2aiFi(am) = ^atamp\
i=0
i=0
But from this equation, cancelling a power of arn, we conclude that ao is divisible by
arbitrarily large powers of a. Thus ao vanishes in a neighbourhood of x. Continuing
in the same manner, we find that each az vanishes in a neighbourhood of x. Since x
was an arbitrary closed point of X, and X is of finite type over /c, we see that each al
vanishes on X.
•
1.5.
Suppose that M. is any sheaf of left Opr ^-modules. Multiplication on the left
by sections of Op, x-yields an 0^r x-linear, and in particular Ox-linear, morphism
fiM : O^r x (g)GA M —> M.
By Corollary 1.3.2 there is a natural isomorphism
oo
O^r x (g)GA M —> M.K,M • {FTYM
n=0
and so the morphism /IA/ determines, and is determined by, a series of Ox-linear
morphisms
K,M

• {F'XYM

= OTN)

(8)0A M —> M

(n a non-negative integer). Explicitly, 4>n,M is given by the formula
0n M '• a 0 rn i—> aF '(rn),
if a is a section of Ox^rn^ and rn is a section of Ai.
Lemma 1.5.1.

Suppose that M. is a sheaf of left Op-r x- modules, and let
K.M

: (F7yn)*M —> M

be the sequence of Ox-linear morphisms constructed above. Then 0o,A4 = idy^, while
for each n > 0, d)n M ls equal to the composition
{F'xl)*M

OM.K,M • {FTYM
pM : O^r x (g)GA M
{FTYM = Ox{rn) ® M
F'x*(pi,M

F'X*M <P\.M •M.
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Conversely, if M is a sheaf of Ox -modules equipped with a morphism <p\ :FX*M —> M.
and one defines (fio = ld^ and, for each n > 0, defines <f>n to be the composition
(Fxn)*M

FTYM = Ox{rn) ®GA
(FXR[N-^Y4>i
(Fy(n~ >)*M
Frx*<Pi
F'X*M 01

M,

then there is a unique left Opr x-module M. having M as underlying Ox-module and
for which (f)N,M — 0n for each non-negative integer n.
Proof
The fact that 0o,A4 = idx iy equivalent to the fact that the section 1 of
OF, X acts identically on J\A, and the composition formula for (j)N,M in > 0) is
equivalent to the associative law for the action of OF,- X on M. Conversely, suppose
given an Ox-linear morphism 0 : Fx*M —> M. For any section m of A4, define
Fr(m) = 0(1 ®m). This defines the required left 0Fr ^-module structure on J\A. •
Definition 1.5.2.

If A4 is a left 0Fr x-module, we write
<t>M =<t>\,M FX*M —> M,

defined by a 0 rn H-» aFr(rn). and refer to this as the structural morphism of A4.
The previous lemma shows that the left OF,- x-module A4 is uniquely determined
by its structural morphism.
Example 1.5.3.
The structural morphism of the OF, X-module OX is the natural
isomorphism Fx*Ox
Ox.
Lemma 1.5.4.
Suppose that 0 : AA —> Af is a morphism of left Op,- x-modules.
Then we have '0 ° 07W = <pj\f o Fx*y'j. Conversely, any morphism i\) of Ox-modules for
which this formula holds is a morphism of left Op,. x-modules.
Proof

This is immediate.

•

Definition 1.6.
We say that a left Op,. x-module is quasi-coherent if its underlying
O^--module is quasi-coherent. We let fi(X.A) denote the abelian category of quasicoherent left Opr x-modules. D'(Op, x) denote the derived category of complexes of
left Op,, ^-modules, D'(fi(X, A)) the derived category of complexes of quasi-coherent
left Op, ^-modules, and D*(Op,. x) denote the full triangulated subcategory of
D*(Opr x) consisting of complexes whose cohomology sheaves are quasi-coherent left
Op, x-modules. (Here • denotes any of usual boundedness conditions +, —, b, or 0.)
Theorem 1.6.1.
The morphism Db(fi(X. A)) —> Dqr(OprX) is an equivalence of
triangulated categories.
Proof

This follows from Bernstein's theorem [Bo. VI 2.10].
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Lemma 1.6.2. — (i) If X is a k-scheme, any left Of,. x-module is the quotient of a flat
left 0Fr x-module (which is in particular also a flat Ox-module). Thus any object of
D~(GFr x) may l)e represented by a bounded above complex of flat left Of.,^x-modules
(and so in particular of flat Ox-modules).
(ii) If X is in addition either smooth or quasi-projective as a k-scheme, then any
quasi-coherent left Of, x-module is the quotient of a locally free left OFrX-m0dule.
Thus any object of Dqc(0Fr x) may be represented by a bounded above complex of
locally free left Of, x-modules.
Proof. The construction of [Hal, II 1.2] allows us to write any left 0Fv ^-module
as the quotient of a flat left 0Fr x-module. The existence of flat resolutions for objects
of D~(0Fr x) nowfollowsby standard homological algebra. Also, since OF, X is free
as a left 0^-module, we see that a flat left OF, X-module is in particular a flat left
Ox-module. This proves part (i), and we turn to proving part (ii).
Let M. be an object of //(A, A). If X is either smooth or quasi-projective then
there is an Ox-linear surjcction E —> A4 for some locally free Ox-module E [Ha2,
Example III, 6.5.1. Excercise III, 6.8]. Thus we get a surjection 0Fr x <&ox E —> M.,
with 0Fr x ®OY E a locally free OF, A-module. The rest of part (ii) now follows via
standard homological techniques from this remark together with Bernstein's theorem,
since a locally free left OF, X-module is a quasi-coherent OF, x-rnodule.
•
Definition 1.6.3.
For any full triangulated subcategory D C Db(0Fr x) we denote
by D° the full triangulated subcategory of D consisting of complexes which have finite
Tor-dimension when regarded as complexes of (9x-modules. (That this Tor-dimension
is a well-defined notion follows from part (i) of Lemma 1.6.2.)
It is worth remarking that if X is a smooth /e-scheme, and we put ourselves in
the simplest case, when A = ¥q. then every complex in Db(0[?< x) lias finite Tordimension as a complex of Ox-modules (since a smooth A:-scheme is in particular
regular), and so the o notation is unnecessary.
Definition 1.7.
If M is an C^-module, then OF,XOXKM is a left °F<\X-module,
which we refer to as the left OF, X-module induced by M. More generally, if .Mis a
left OlFl x-module isomorphic to a left OF, X-module of the form OF, X O;S12M for
some Ox-module AL we refer to A4 as an induced left OF, x-module. (Note that if
M = 0Fr x 0C>\ M is induced, then M/F'M
AL and so M is quasi-coherent
if and only if the same is true of AL)
We say that M is absolutely induced if it is isomorphic to an 0Fl x-module of the
form 0Fr Y ®ox ^ for s°me O\--module AL
Lemma 1.7.1.
If X is either smooth or quasi-projective as a k-scheme, then any
quasi-coherent left Of, x-module is the quotient of an absolutely induced left OF, X~
module of the form OF, X 0ox M w'1^1 M a locally free Ox-module. Thus any object
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of D~c(0Fr x) may be represented by a bounded above complex of quasi-coherent abso
lutely induced left 0Fv x-modules, which may be taken to be of the form 0Fr x y.os M.
with M locally free over Ox •
Proof

We already saw this in the proof of part (ii) of Lemma 1.6.2.

•

1.7.2. — For any sheaf of Ox-modules M we have an isomorphism of functors on
the category of OF, x-modules
HOIII0A

(M, ) ^

Hom0AR x{0Fr^x • ox. ^- )•

Thus the forgetful functor from Op, Y-m°dules to Ox-modules is right adjoint to the
functor 0Fl x^o\
> which if X is smooth over A; is shown to be exact by Lemma 1.3.1.
As a consequence we see that if Z is an injectivc sheaf of OF, ^-modules, then X is
injective as a sheaf of Ox-modules (provided of course that X is smooth over A;).
1.7.3.
The previous paragraph provides a characterisation of the morphisms be
tween induced left OF, X-modules. Indeed, suppose that M and N are two Oxmodules. Using (1.7.2) and (1.3.2) we have the formula
H o n w . (Opr Y ®oA M^ Opr x 0ол N)
Hom^A (A/, Ofnx ®OA N) ^

Hom0A (A/, 0 ~ 0 № ) * W ) .

1.8. — Let M. be a left OF, x-module, equipped with its structural morphism <f>M '•
Fx*Ai —» A4. Consider the composite
id © -(j>M : FTX*M —> M 8 F7X*M C 0^LO F%n*M.
The isomorphism of Corollary 1.3.2 allows us to regard this as a map Fx*Ai —»
Opr x &0A A4, which then induces an OF, x-linear morphism
IM • 0%.x 0oA F'XM —> 0Fl^x •
Lemma 1.8.1.

M.

For any left 0F-r x-module M, the sequence

О —> l'V .у ®0л FV*M

im

OF,..V &О<\ M

IM

М^{)

is short exact.
Proof.
HM •

This follows from the definition of IM, and the construction of COM via
D

Corollary 1.8.2.
Let X be a k-scheme, and let M* be in D-(OF,. x). Then M*
has finite Tor-dimension as a complex of OX-modules if and only if M.* has finite
Tor-dimension as a complex of Of, x-modules. Furthermore, any such complex M.*
has finite Tor-dimension as a complex of K-modules.
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Proof. If Ai is a left OF,. X-module which is flat as an Ox-module, then the short
exact sequence of Lemma 1.8.1 provides a two-step resolution of M by flat left OF, X~
modules, and so Ai is of finite Tor-dimension as an OF, X--module. This prove one
direction of the equivalence. For the converse direction, recall that by Lemma 1.3.1,
0Fl x is free, and hence flat, as a left (9X-module. Since Ox = AOF OX is flat over
A, the final statement about Tor-dimension over A follows.
•
Corollary 1.8.3.
If X is a k-scheme, then any object of Db(0F,- x)° may be rep
resented by a finite length complex of left Of,. x-modules which are flat as OF,. Xmodules, and so also as Ox-modules. If X is furthermore either smooth or quasiprojective as a k-scheme, arid if M* lies in Dbc(0F, v)°, then the members of this
complex may be taken to be quasi-coherent.
Proof. Let M* be an object of D1>(OF> ,X)°- Part (i) of Lemma 1.6.2 shows that we
may represent Ai* via a bounded above complex V* of flat OF, x-modules. Since by
Corollary 1.8.2, V* is of finite Tor-dimension when regarded as a complex of OF, Xmodules, a standard argument shows that some finite truncation of V* is a complex
of flat left 0Fr Y-modules (which are in particular also flat as OX-modules).
If X is smooth or quasi-projective over A*, and if A\* lies in Db(.(Oy> ,x)°, then
part (ii) of Lemma 1.6.2 shows that V* may be taken to be a complex of locally free
left 0Fr Y_m°(biles. Any truncation of V* then consists of quasi-coherent OF,- Xmodules. as requircxl.
•
Corollary 1.8.4.
If X is a d-dimensional smooth k-scheme then any OF<\X-mod/ale
is of Tor-dimension at most d + 1.
Proof
Since X is smooth over A', and hence regular, any Ox-module is of Tordimension at most d. Also OF> X is flat as a right (9v-module by Lemma 1.3.1, and
so any induced left OF>\X'-module has Tor-dimension at most d. Since Lemma 1.8.1
equips any left OF> .x-module with a two-step resolution by induced left OF> .x~
modules, the corollary follows.
•
1.8.5.
Let X be a A'-schome and M* be a complex in Dbq(.{0^rX)- We say that M*
has finite locally projective dimension as a complex of sheaves of left OF, x-modules
if the functor Hom0.\ (A4*. ) has finite cohomological amplitude. A standard ar
gument via trimcating a resolution of A4* by free OF, Y-modules (as in the proof of
Corollary 1.8.3) shows that Ai* has finite locally projective dimension if and only if
it may be represented (locally in general, or globally if X is either smooth or quasiprojective, so that At* has a global locally free resolution) by a finite length complex
of quasi-coherent left OF, X-modules which are locally projective as sheaves of left
0Fr x-modules, in the sense that they are locally direct summands of locally free
sheaves of left OF,- X-modules.
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In a similar way we may define the notion of finite locally projective dimension for
complexes of Ox or A-modules. (Note that in general the stalks of Ox are not local
rings, and so the notion of locally projective is more general than that of locally free.)
Corollary 1.8.6.
Let AA* be in Db(Opr x). Then AA* has finite locally projective
dimension as a complex of Op, x-modules if and only if it has finite locally projective
dimension as a complex of Ox-modules. If M* has Ox-coherent cohomology sheaves,
then these conditions hold if and only if AA* is in Dbqr(Opr x)°.
Proof. Except for the last statement, the proof is entirely analogous to that of
Corollary 1.8.2, using Lemma 1.8.1. As for the final statement, only the "if direction
is not completely obvious. Suppose that Ai* is in Dhqc{Opr x)°, aRd has (^-coherent
cohomology sheaves. Then as a complex of Ox-sheaves, M* is quasi-isomorphic to
a finite length complex of coherent Ox sheaves Q*. having finite Tor-dimension. An
argument as in Corollary 1.8.3 shows that Q* is isomorphic to a finite length complex
of coherent flat 0X-modules V*. The terms of V* are thus locally projective, which
implies that AA* has finite locally projective dimension as a complex of Ox-modules.
The required result now follows from the first part of the corollary.
•
1.9.
Suppose that AA and Af are left Op, ^-modules. Then the C^-module
Ai <8>0A Af has a natural structure of a left Op,- Y-module, which is defined by letting
F act diagonally. Thus wre obtain a bifunctor
0oA

: Q%, A--Mod x 0%- x-Mod

•

A-Mod.

As the tensor product of quasi-coherent Ox-modules is quasi-coherent, this bifunctor
restricts to a bifunctor
- ®0A

: //..V. A) x //• V. A)

//•: V. A).

The following results describe the structural morphism of the tensor product
M ®c>A Af for two left Opr ^-modules M and Af.
Lemma 1.9.1.
If M and N are sheaves of Ox-modules on a k-scheme X then there
is a natural isomorphism,
F^*M0oA FX*N ^

f;x*(m ®0A N).

Proof. — Define a morphism on the level of sections by:
(a 0 rn) <S> (b 0 n) I—> ab & (in (g) n).
for a section a ® rn of Fx*M = Ox^7^ :0.\ M and a section b © n of Frx*N —
Oxr) 0oA N. Then it is immediate that this provides the required isomorphism.
(This is of course just a special case of a general property of 0.)
•
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Lemma 1.9.2.
If Ai and N are left QFr x-modules then the following diagram, in
which the top arrow is the isomorphism of the Lemma 1.9.1, commutes:
FX*M ®QA F7X*N

Frx*(M 0oA AO
tyM®^ AT

<PM ®

M ®0A Af.

Proof. — This is immediate.

•

Lemma 1.9.3. —- // Ai is a left Of>- x-module, then the natural isomorphism of
Opr x-modules Ox 05a Ai
Ai, defined by a (g) m —
i >• am for any sections a and
m of Ox and Ai respectively, is an isomorphism of left GFr x-modules.
Proof.

This follows from the equations Frarn = aqFrrn = (Fra)(Frm).

•

1.9.4. — Part (i) of Lemma 1.6.2 allows us to define the left derived functor of
®oA • We obtain bifunctors
- ®0A

: I> dOfx X) x I) (CV. V) — D~(0% ,.Y)

and
®0A - : D\GF,X)

x D\GF,xy

—> I)h(0F,,x).

exact in each variable, which restrict to bifunctors
- ®o£ - : D-C(OAF,^X) x D-C(OAF,.,X) —. D~C(0F,-X)

and
0oA - : D"qc(0F,,x) x Dl(0AF,,x)° — Dbqc(0$,.tX),
again exact in each variable (by arguing locally on affine patches of X, and appealing
to part (ii) of Lemma 1.6.2).
1.9.5. — If M. is a left OF, X-module, we may form the tensor product of left GFR X~
modules M ®QA 0Fr x . The right multiplication of 0FrX on itself equips M ®QA
Opr x with a right Opr ^-module structure, making it a (GFr x, Op, x)-bimodule.
Thus if N is a second left Opr x-module, we may form the tensor product (M. ®0A
°F>\X) ®o£r x N which is a left Opr ^-module.
Lemma 1.9.6.

There is a natural isomorphism of left GFr x-modules
{M ®QA 0FriX) ®oAF>. xN

Proof — This is immediate.

M ®0x N.
•
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1.10.
We will need a variant of the induced module construction, which will yield
bimodules for a certain pair of rings. We will need this construction in a relative
setting, so we let / : Y —-> X be a morphism of smooth Anscheines. We put ourselves
in the situation of the rth relative Frobenius diagram of Y over X, as discussed in
(A.2):
Fir)
F»
RY/X
Y
Y
f(x12)
f(w)
F
X

F

Fx

X.

The underlying topological space of Y^r) is equal to that of Y, and FyJx and Fx
induce the identity map on the level of topological spaces. As for the structure
sheaves, we have Oyin = f~lO^ ®f-iQx Oy. and the morphisms FyJx and Fx
induce respectively the morphism Oy(,-) —• Oy defined by a 0 b H-> a//7, and the
morphism Oy —» 0Y(,-) defined by 6 ^ 1 0 b. (Here a denotes a section of f~l0^x .
and b a section of Oy.)
We have / xOx C f~lOF,^x = f~lOx[Fr). If M is a sheaf of CV-modules, then
we may regard it as a sheaf of (/~1 Ox«Oy )-bimodules (where the f~1Ox action is
via the map fx : f~lOx
Oy corresponding to the morphism ,/'), and so the tensor
product f"lOF>. x ®f-lox A[ is naturally a sheaf of (/ ^O1^, x• OY)-bimodules.
Proposition-Definition 1.10.1.
Let AI be a sheaf of Oy -modules equipped with a map
0 : F^XJI M -± FX*M ofOyir) -modules. Then the natural (f~lOFr x,0$)-bimodule
structure on the tensor product f~lOF, x r£f-\Q\ AI may be ca/nonically extended to
an (f~[0Fr Yi OF, y)-bimodule structure, which we refer to as the bimodule structure
induced by •?/;.
Proof. Since Fy]x *8 tne identity on underlying topological spaces, we may identify
AI and Fy^x^AI as sheaves of abelian groups, and so regard %h as a morphism (of
sheaves of abelian groups) AI —> FX'*AI. If we follow this map with the composite
F;X'*M

f-lof

0F-,OA M

/

c \ r X7-I0A M

c / - ' ^ f F ' l 0,-.,„A M = f " 1 ^ , V 0 , ,„A M.
we obtain a morphism of sheaves on 10
a: M —> Г 1 ö l V 0 , - , л л Л/.
such that for any sections /; of Ot and // of AI.
ст F-Г
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We now define a right action of 0Fry 011 / L®F'\x
morphism induced by right multiplication by FR is
rloF,,x®

\/' xo-\ M as follows: the

f-lo %AXM id (g> CT f 10FrX 0/-1(9A / LOFrX ®f~l0A AI
• f-'Ovr

V 0.-1лл AL

where the second morphism is that induced by the ring structure of f~LOF, X.
It is easily checked that this does indeed give f~10F,- x j- icy\ AI the structure
of a right 0Fr Y-module which extends its Oy-module structure. From the con
struction, and the associativity of multiplication in f~lOFr x, it is immediate that
f~10Fr x j- iC).\ AI becomes an {f~10Fr X,GF, r)-bimodule when endowed with
a right OF, y-module structure in this way.
•
Lemma 1.10.2.
Suppose that we have a pair of Oy-modules AI and M' equipped,
with morphisms </> : F ^ J I a MFX'*AI and, ^ : F^'MJ^M'
F^AI' of OyA(,,modules, and a morphism of Oy-modules 0 : AI —» AI' such that the square
F51) ^IM

0

FT'* M

F{r) 0
F['L.M'

F^O

W

F%*M'

commutes. Then the induced morphism
id 0 0 : f-LOF,,X

• F ,C)A A/ —> /

'C^,. v • F ,C,A A/'

is a morphism of (f~LOFL x,0FrY)-bi'rnodules, when both source and target are
equipped, with, their induced, bimodule structures.
Proof.

This is immediate from the construction.

•

Remark 1.10.3. — The map f# : f~lOx —> OY corresponding to the morphism /
induces a map f~1Ox[Fr]
Oy[Fr}. Thus in the situation (1.10.1), we may re
strict scalars on the right via this map of rings to obtain an (f~[0Fr x. f~]OF, X)bimodule structure on f~10F>- X ®/--I^A ^F We refer to the resulting structure as
the induced {f~LOF,. x , f~LOF,. Y)-bimodule structure on f~LOFV X :-.F ,C1A AI.
1.10.4.
We can apply the induced bimodule construction in the particular case
when we have a single smoothfc-schemeX, and / is the identity idx : X —> X. In
this situation we find that if AI is a sheaf of OX-modules equipped with a morphism
ft : AI
F£AF the induced module 0%.x 0oA AI is naturally an (OF, ^X^°F< .X )"
bimodule.
Note that in this situation the endomorphism of OF>. X 0£>A AI (regarded as a left
GFr x-module) corresponding to right multiplication by Fr is the map of induced
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modules corresponding to the morphism (3 : M —> FX*M C @™=0Fxn*M via the
discussion of (1.7.3).
1.10.5. — Let us now return to the relative setting of (1.10.1). There is a straightforward but important fact concerning this situation that we will need.
Suppose that M is an £>£-module equipped with ip : F^^M -* F%*M. We have
maps
/.A/ ^ / i r ) 4 / A ' . M - ^ L fir)Fx'M F(r) I If.AFxf.MI.
where the last isomorphism is given by flat base-change applied to Fx. (Recall that
X is assumed to be smooth over /c, so that Fx is flat.) The composite is a map
/*M -+ F£f*M, which induces on 0%. x ®0A f*M an (0%. x, 0$r>x)-bimodule
structure.
On the other hand, we may equip the tensor product f~~1Opr x ® J - I 0 A M with its
induced (/_1Ofrx,Op' y)-bimodule structure, and underlying this is the induced
(/"1OF^x?/~10F^x)-b'imodule structure. Thus
0$r,x ®0A UM ^

W~lOAFr^x ®F-10A M)

(the isomorphism holding because X is smooth, so that by Lemma 1.3.1 Opr x is flat
as a rig ht e>£-module) is equipped with an {Op,- x-Op, x)-bimodule structure via
this construction.
Lemma 1.10.6. — In the situation of (1.10.5), the two (Op,. x,Opv x)-bimodule
structures defined on Op, x ®QA f*M are in fact equal.
Proof. — This is simply a matter of chasing through definitions.

•

1.10.7.
There are two remaining observations regarding induced bimodules that
we wish to make. As in (1.10.4), we take / to be the identity map from a smooth
fc-scheme X to itself, and we consider the particular case when M. is an Opr x-module
whose structural morphism (p^i iy an isomorphism. In this case, we may take ¡3 to
be <\>~]^. : M —> FX*M. Then Op, x (8>0A M. is equipped with its induced bimodule
structure. On the other hand, we may form the tensor product of left Op, ^-modules
M. &0A Op,- x, which by the discussion of (1.9.5) is equipped with the structure of
an (0%. x, 0^riX)-bimodule.
Lemma 1.10.8. — In the situation of (1.10.7), there is a natural isomorphism, of
(0£r x,0£r x)-bimodules
Op,.x ®QA M^M

®0A

C97\, v.

Proof. Write 0%. X ®0A M
®n=oFxn*M (via Corollary 1.3.2) and
M 0oA 0%-x
M[Fr] = ®n=oMFrn.
Define the isomorphism to be the
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direct sum of the isomorphisms
Fxll*M

<i>n,M
kx(F12°
Ai
MFrn.

One easily checks that this is indeed a map of (0Fr X, OF, x)-bimodules.

•

Lemma 1.10.9. — In the situation of (1.10.7), if M* is a left OFv x-module, then the
diagram
Of- x ®oA (M ®QA N)

Of- x ®oA (M ®QA NN)

{OF*-,X ®Oa M) 0OAR

Н>М®ЛГ

N

(1.10.8)
Ai 0oA Af

(M 0oA OF^X) ®0Ar

(1.9.6)

N

commutes.
Proof.

This is easily checked.

•

1.11. — It will be important in our later arguments to be able to make a change of
ground field in the theory of OF,--modules, and so we now explain the details of this
operation. Let k' be an extension field of k. If X is a /c-scheme, then X' — k' ©& X
is a A/-scheme. If Ai is an GFr ^-module, then k' (g)& Ai is naturally an 0Fr x>module (with Fr acting via a (g m i—• aq (g Fr • rn). This restricts to a functor
k' ®k : fi(X, A) —> fi(X'', A). The functor k' ®fc is exact (since k' is flat over k) and
so induces conservative functors (which hence reflect isomorphisms, since a map in a
triangulated category is an isomorphism exactly when its cone is zero)
k' ®k - : />Vc>,\ ,x :••

D-(0%.,x,y

(where • is any of 6, +, —, or 0 , and * is either o or 0 ) which restrict to functors
k' ®k

: D'qc(0%.,xy

These functors take (in an obvious sense)

D-qc(0%.tX,T.
L
L
®oA to ®oA, •

1.12. — If X is afc-scheme,we let D*{X, A) denote the derived category of complexes
of A-sheaves on A; here • can be any one of +, —, b or 0 . If AI* is in D~ (OFV X) and
Af* is in D+(OF, x), then we may form RHo7n9QA (M',Af*), which is an object of
'

F'R,X

D+(X, A). (Note that the constant sheaf A is contained in the centre of 0Fr x.)
Such sheaves will be at the basis of our later definition of the Riemann-Hilbert
correspondence, so their functoriality is of great interest to us.
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Lemma 1.12.1.
Suppose that M\ and M*2, are in D (0Fv x), and that Af* and AT*
are in Db(Opr x)°. Suppose furthermore that either both RHom*cA (M*i,Af*) and
RHom'0A (M*2)Af*) are bounded above, or that RHom*QA (M^.Af*) is bounded
and of finite Tor-dimension as a sheaf of A-modules. (Note that in either ease, the
derived tensor product RHom*cA ^ (M\,N[)
Then there is a natural transformation
RHom*A

(M\,Af*A <8>A RHom*A

FR . X

'

®A RHom*cA>

(M*2lJV*) is defined.)

(M^Afo)

^F'\X

—> RHorn*cA) (Ml <8>0A M*2,Af* ®0A Af*)This natural transformation is compatible with change of ground field.
Proof. Using Lemma 1.6.2 and Corollary 1.8.3 we may assume that both M\ and
M*2 are bounded above complexes of locally free left OF, ^-modules, and that Af*
and Af* are bounded complexes of left 0Fr x-modules which are (9^-flat (and hence
A-flat). Then Honi*0%. x (M*.Af*) computes RIIoni*cA (M\,Ni) (2 = 1,2).
Let V* be a bounded above complex of flat OF,. ^-modules that maps quasiisomorphically to Hom*oA (M*2,Af*)- Then we have a morphism
RHomrCAR (M\,Af;) ®A RHomrCAR ^M^Af*)
= Hom0AR {M\,Afi) ®A V*
—> Hom^r x(M\Mj)
—> Horrid

®A Horrid

JM^Af^)

(M\ 0oA M*2-:Af¡ 0oA A'_>)

= RHom*cA [M\ ®0A M*2,Af* h)GA Af*).
where the equality (1) holds because either the left hand factor in the tensor product of the first line is bounded above, or else the right hand factor is of bounded
Tor-dimension, so that V* can be chosen to be bounded. This is the required transformation, and it is clearly compatible with change of ground
field.
•
Lemma 1.12.2.
Let k' be an extension field ofk. let X be a k-scheme, let X' denote
the base-change of X over k', and let px - X' —» X denote the natural morphism.
Then for any objects M* of D~(0Fr_x) and Af* of D+(0F^x)f there is a natural
morphism
vxlRHom'csv ^ (M* .Af*) —> RHom*cAr {kf 0k M*, k' ®k Af*).
Proof. Let M* —+ T* be a quasi-isomorphism. with 1* a bounded below complex
of injective OF, x-modules. Since k' 0/, is exact, k' %k M* —> k! <g>¿. 1* is again a
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quasi-isomorphism. Let k' 0k X* X'* be a quasi-isomorphism with X'* a bounded
below complex of injective OF, V/-niodules. Then we have
yxlRHom9CAV (M\Af9) = p^Hornh*,.
Horn-A

х{М\Хщ)
(Ay 0k M\к'

0к X*)

—-> Нот- л
(к'^кМ'.1")
F'\X'
НПО,!,'; (к' »A. M\X").
F'\X'
This is the required natural transformation.
•
Remark 1.12.3.
If АЛ* is a complex in Dqc(GFr v), and if X is smooth as a A:scheme, then we may also compute the natural transformation of the preceding lemma
by replacing Л4* by a bounded above locally free resolution (which exists by part (ii)
of Lemma 1.6.2). rather than by replacing M* by a bounded below injective resolution.
This will prove useful in the proof of Proposition 6.10.1 below.
1.12.4.
phism

Taking global sections of the niorphism of Lemma 1.12.2 induces a nior
RHom'v

(M\AT)

—> RHom- д

F'.X

(Ay 0к M\k'

0к N*)-

*~ F'\.Y''

It is clear from the construction that the corresponding niorphism
Hom0AR х(М\ЛГ*Щ) —> Нот0л
(k' ®кМ\к' 0kN*[i])
induced between the iih cohomology groups of these complexes is just the niorphism
of Honrs induced by the functor k' 0k •
1.12.5. — One particular case of Lemma 1.12.2 that will concern us later is when
У is a purely inseparable extension of A;. In this situation, the morphism px of the
lemma induces a homeomorphism of the underlying topological spaces. If we use this
to identify X' with X as a topological space, the natural transformation of the lemma
reduces to a niorphism
Н11опГс, M*,?N* —> RHorn^

ДА;' кМ\к'

0kNm).

1.13.
Let X be a A'-schenie, and suppose that A' is a Noetherian A-algebra. We
have natural isomorphisms
(1.13.1)

Л7 @д OX

OX'

ac^.v

— O-;.; V.

and
(1.13.2)

л/

Thus the functor M ^ A' 0A M takes 0%. x-modules to G%. ^-modules. This
induces a functor
Л'0л

:l>

•О/

л:

l> : L » ; , V I .
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which restricts to a functor

M ®a - : n(f(.(Ol-,.x) —>

(0^.>X).

Although A' 0A does not in general preserve boundedness, it does restrict to a
functor
A' ®A - : Db(OL X)°
Db(o£, x)°,
and also (by working locally on a cover of X by open affine subschemas, and applying
Corollary 1.8.3 to the members of the covering), a functor
A' 0A - : Dbqc(0$r,x)° —

D';ic(0%,xr.

1.13.3.
The isomorphism 1.13.1 shows that there are natural isomorphisms of
bifunctors
A' (g)A (- ®0A -) ^ (A7 0A -) <g)oA/ (A' 0A -)
and
L
L
^
L
L
L
A (g)A (- 0oA -) —-> (A 0A - ) ®0A' (A' 0A - ) .
Lemma 1.13.4. — Let X be a smooth or quasi-projective k-scheme, let Ai* be a
complex in Dqc(0Fr x)> let Af* be a complex in Dh(Opr x)°, and suppose that
RHom%A (A4*,«/V*) is a bounded complex of K-sheaves. Then there is a natural
Fr , X
transformation
A' 0A RHom*A (M\Af) —> RHornn„ (A' <g>A AT, A' ®a Af').
F'.X
F'.X
(That the two sides of this map are defined follows from our various assumptions.)
This transformation is compatible with the change offieldmorphism of Lemma 1.12.2
(in an obvious sense).
Proof. — The existence of the natural transformation follows from Proposition B.l.l
if we take A to be Fq, A! to be A, A" to be A/ and B to be OF^\X- We leave the
checking of its compatibility with the change of field morphism as an exercise for the
reader.
•
1.14. — Thus far we have fixed q = pr. Suppose now that r' is a multiple of r,
write q' = pr , so that ¥Q C Fg/, and write A' = A
^q' • Assume furthermore that
Fq/ C k. Then we may form the sheaves of rings Ox' and 0^r, x, and we have
Ox' = A' ®Fg, Ox —+ A ®F„ Ox = Oxas well as
Or . x = A' ®K 0Fr.x
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There is an isomorphism of left O^,,., -modules
(r'/r)-l
ÍSrrr Y > e
OY' ®ox op
n=0

x.

In particular, if X is a smooth k-scheme then GFr x 75 locally free as a left 0Fr, module.
Proof. — The stated isomorphism follows immediately from Lemma 1.3.1, and its
analogue with r' in place of r. If X is assumed smooth then 0^xn^ is locally free as a
right Ox-module for every n, and the second claim follows.
•
1.14.2.
We let Res^ : D*(0FrX) -> £>#(0£', x) denote the functor defined by
regarding an object of the source as an object of the target D(0F1., x). (Here • may assume any of its possible values.) We refer to these functors collectively as "restriction".
We remark that they obviously have zero cohomological amplitude. Also, since Ox
and Ox are isomorphic, they restrict to a functor Res*' : Db(0Fr^x)° -> Db(0F'v, x)°.
Suppose in particular that M. is a left OF,. X-module, with structural morphism
4>M • Then it is immediate that the structural morphism of Res* M. is equal to the
morphism denoted <f>(r'/r),M LII section (1.5). Lemma 1.5.1 shows that this map is
equal to the composite Fx '^*4>M ° ' ' ' ° 4>M1.14.3.

Suppose that X is smooth over k.

We let Ind* : D*{0^, v) ->
Q
r ' ,X 7
D*(0Fr x) denote the functor obtained obtained by tensoring on the left by GFr x
over 0Fr, . (Here • can take on any of its possible values.) Lemma 1.14.1 shows
that this functor is well-defined for any value of that it has zero cohomological
amplitude, and that it restricts to a functor
Incty :Db(0%., x)°

-^Db(0$r,x)°.

We refer to these functors collectively as "induction1'.
Let M be a left 0F.r, ^-module, with structural morphism (J)M ' FX*M
Lemma 1.5.1 shows that there is an isomorphism of Ox-modules

—> M.

(r,/r)-l
hidQQ,M

0

F$*M,

n=()
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and that in terms of this isomorphism, the structural morphism of Ind^,.M is equal
to the map
(r'/r)-l
Fx ( 0
Frx*M) ^
n=0

(r'/r)
0
n=l

F^M

(r'/r)
{r'/r)
0 Fxn*M) © M A 0 Fxn*M.
11=1
71=0
1.14.4.
Since Ox and Ox are isomorphic sheaves of rings, it is obvious that the
bifunctors ReSg ( :• c0.\ ) and Res^ ( ) x t).\' H(\S^ (•••) are naturally isomorphic. On the
other hand, induction is not compatible with tensor products. Similar observations
apply to the corresponding derived tensor products.
id 0 • • • 0 id 0
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2.1. — Suppose that / : Y —> X is a morphism of smooth /c-schemes. We will define
a morphism of triangulated categories
.1:1)

(C>yN;

1) ; ^ y v i

called "pull-back by /." (With regard to notation, we note that if Ai* is a complex
of quasi-coherent OF, ^-modules, then the underlying complex of CV-modules f'Ai*
will not in general coincide with the complex of Oy-modules which is usually denoted
by f[Ai* in the duality theory of quasi-coherent sheaves [Hal]. In fact, temporarily
denoting the latter functor by '/!\ 011 the level of complexes of CV-modules there will
be isomorphisms
f-M'

hf*M'[dY/x}

^

OJ-}X ®0v

\fUM'.

In the following f- will denote the OF, -module pull-back that we define in this section,
except when we explicitly state otherwise.)
2.2.
Let f2 : f~1OX —• OY denote the morphism of sheaves of rings on Y arising
from the morphism of schemes / . Then (as was already observed in remark 1.10.3)
f^ induces a morphism of sheaves of rings
/

]OF,.x

= rLO!X[FR]

—+ Q$[FR] = 0F,.Y.

We use this morphism to make OF, Y a right f~LOF,.

X-module.

Definition 2.2.L
OF,- Y can be regarded as an (0Fr y, f~lOFr x)-bimodule, via its
standard left OF, y-module structure, and the right f~lOF, ^-structure constructed
above. We denote this bimodule by OF,. Y_^XLemma 2.2.2. - If f :Y^X
is an morphism of smooth k-schemes then the bimodule
OF, y_,x has Fn'l(' Tor-dimension as a right f~lOF, x-module.

30
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Proof. — By construction we see that OF, Y__>X *s isomorphic as a right f~~10Fr x~
module to Oy {<&f-^ox f~L®F>\x- Thus the lemma follows from the fact that since
X is smooth, the stalks of Ox, and hence of f~lOx, are regular, implying that Oy
is of finite Tor-dimension as a right f~lOx-module.
•
2.3. — We now define the pull-back functor.
Definition 2.3.1. — Let / : Y —» X be a morphism of smooth /c-schemes. We define
f- : D{0FrX) -> D(0FrY) as follows:
flM- = 0Fr^x

V'OA„X

rlM-[dY/x\.

That this functor is well-defined follows from Lemma 2.2.2, which shows further
more that it has finite cohomological amplitude.
Lemma 2.3.2. — (i) The functor f preserves the property of having quasi-coherent
cohomology sheaves, and so restricts to a functor f : Dqc(0Fr x) —> Dqc(0Fr Y).
(ii) The functor fl preserves the property of being of finite lor-dimension, and so
restricts to a functor f : Dh(0F^x)° ~^ Db(0F,.Y)°.
Proof. — We have the following formula for computing f on the underlying Oamodules or underlying 0-modules. Namely, if Ai* lies in D~(0Fr x) then
(2.3.3) fM'

= OkFrX^x ®f-i0*r x

rlM'{dY/x}

OY ^ _ 1 0 A rLM'[dY/x]

OY ®}-l0x

rLM'[dY/x\.

Together with part (ii) of Lemma 1.6.2 (which shows an object M* of D~C(OF,- X)
may be resolved by a complex of flat quasi-coherent left 0Fr ^-modules), for
mula (2.3.3) shows that f[ preserves the property of having quasi-coherent cohomol
ogy sheaves, proving part (i). It also shows that if A"!* is a bounded complex of left
0Fr ^-modules which are flat as 0^-modules, then flM*, regarded as a complex of
Oy-modules, is represented by the complex OyO1-OKX1f~lM'[dy/x],
which is a
bounded complex of flat Oy-modules. Thus we have established part (ii).
•
Proposition 2.4. — Let f : Y —> X and g : Z —> Y be two morplusms of smooth kschem.es. Then the functors g- f and (fg)1 from D(Of, x) t° D(0Fr z) are naturally
isomorphic.
Proof. We let A4* be a complex lying in D(OF, X). Using the canonical flat
resolution of [Hal, II 1.2], we obtain a resolution of M* by flat Opr ^-modules,
which are in particular flat as Ox-modules. This resolution may then be used to
compute the 0 appearing in the definition of /• and (fg)', even though it may be
unbounded (since the stalks of Ox are regular of bounded dimension).
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Replacing Ai* by its flat resolution, we then compute flA4* = Oy ^ - I ^ A
f~lA/t*[dY/x], and the right side of this equation is a complex of (9^y-modules
whose members are flat as (9y-modules. Thus we may use the right hand side to
compute q[ flA4*. and we see that
gif M' Л * 0AZ ®0-10Л Д - 1 ^ ®F-L0A / - ^ • K ' / x D M z / y ]
Oy, ®n-in\ (Г OY ® Я - . , - . 0 А д"Ч'~
— Oz®4-LF-10A

M'\dz\

g-\f-lM'\dz\

- 0'¿ ®(f0)-iOA (fg)-lM-[dzì

(fg)M'.

Proposition 2.5. — Let f :Y —>• X be a morphism of smooth k-schemes. If M* and
J\f* are objects of D~ (Of, x) then there is a natural isomorphism
f{M' ®ox A/"*)

I'M' ®0A

fAf'[dx/Y}.

Proof. •— We may suppose that Л4' and Af' are both bounded above complexes of
O^-flat modules. Then we compute
f(M'

®0л Af') = f(M'

®0A Af') = 0Y ® / - I 0 A /

'.:ЛГ ®0л Af')[dY/x}

( ^ r ® 0 AAf')/ - ^ - [ d r / . v ] ) ®0A.®0AAf')®/-.0л /-W'[dy/x])[dv/r]
/:ЛГ ®0л /!7V*[йл'/г]This proves the proposition.

•

Proposition 2.6.
Let f : Y
X be a morphism of smooth к-schemes. If AA* is in
D~c(0Fr x) and Af9 is in D+(Ofv x)> then there is a natural transformation
f-lRHom*c^

^{M\Af)

—> RHom"c\

(flM

\fANf).

If f is an open immersion, this natural transformation is in fact an isomorphism.
Proof. — We may assume that AA* is a bounded above complex of locally free left
0Fr ^-modules, and that Af* is a bounded below complex of left GF, x-modules
which are flat as Ox-modules (using the fact that the stalks of Ox are regular).
Then we obtain the natural transformation
f~lRHom*,

[М\Я*)

Hom*l/nA

= Г1 Horn* *

(Г1М\

f"W)

äom0AR .№,у-.л-®/->о£.,.XJ

RHom*,
RHom*x

(M\Af*)

M,,0'¿,.ÍY^X®F-L0A ®0A Af')t LN',

(fM*[dxiYlfM*\dx/Y\)
(fM*.flX*).
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where the second-to-last isomorphism holds because each of Ai* and J\f* is a complex
of Ox-flat modules (and so can be used to compute (g) appearing in the definition
of /!), and because 0Fr Y-^x ®f-lo£r. x Z"1^* 1S furthermore a complex of locally
free 0Fr y-modules. If / is an open immersion, then it is immediate that all the
arrows in this composite are isomorphisms.
•
Remark 2.6.1. — Taking global sections, the morphism of Proposition 2.6 yields a
morphism
RHom^

{M\M9) —> RHomJ>AR (/!M\ f[Nm).

One sees from the construction that the corresponding morphism
HomDl>(0,r x)(M',Xr'{i})

HOL

UomD„io,rY)(fM',fAf'[i})

induced between the ith cohomology groups of these complexes is just the morphism
of Horn's induced by the functor f\
Proposition 2.7.
Let f : Y —• X be a morphism of smooth k-schemes, let k'/k be
a field extension, and let f \ Y' —> X' be the base-change of f over k'. Then the
diagram
D(0F,,)

к'0 Ш.

X
D(0%,Y)

DÌO* у / )
F52

к' Ш.

D(0F,-Y>)

commutes up to natural isomorphism, in a manner compatible with the natural iso
morphisms of Propositions 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6.
Proof. This is a consequence of the standard compatibilities satisfied by tensor
products.
•
Proposition 2.8. —- Let f : Y —> X be a map of k-schemes, and let Af be a Noetherian
A-algebra. If J\A* is in D~(Of,- x), then there is a natural isomorphism
A' (IA fM'

^/!(A'

0AM').

Proof. — We may assume that AA' is a bounded above complex of flat O^-niodules,
which in particular are flat A-modules. The proposition then follows directly from
the formula for f.
•
2.8.1.
Suppose that / : Y —> X is a morphism of smooth A'-schemes, that AA'
is an object of D~C{OF,- X). that Af' is an object of Dh(0F, A-)°. and that both
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RHom*A (M'.Af9) and RHom*nA (flM*. f'Af*) are bounded complexes. In this
Fr . X
Fr .Y
situation we may form the following diagram:
(2.C)
Л' ®л f-xRHom'0 л
(M',Ai')A' ®A RHom'A F1Y (fM'jW')
F ' '. X
f-ЧН

®л li I lorn's-, (M*,AT*))

(1.13.4)

RHom',,D,v)(A' ®A f'M%A'

(1.13.4)

®A /!A/"*)

f-lRHom',,D(0'l,v)(A'©A A4\ A' ® A A/"* ) (2.8)
(2.6)
Mom',,

(/!(A' ®A AC s. /:i A' ®A A/"')).

We leave to the reader the tedious but straightforward task of checking that it com
mutes.
Proposition 2.9.
Let r' be a multiple of r, let cf = pr , assume that Fq> C k, and
unite A' — ¥q> (S)wq A. Then if f : Y —> X is a morphism of smooth k-schemes, the
dmgrams
F

D(0'F,.,x)-t-ï F D ( 0%.y)
Res;}
D(0'l,

Re*;;
v)

F/

D(Ot,, v)
and

D(0'l, Gv)

lud«,
D(0 FR,X )

D(Ot,FX, v)
ind;;,

F

D(Ot,,21Z v)

both commute up to natural transformation.
Proof. The first claim follows from the fact that there is a natural isomorphism
of (O'l:, ,.,/-'<^..Y)-bimodulesOF1XY^x <8>,_lov
/ " ^ - . . v ^ <9£,,y_x,
while the second claim follows from the fact that there is a natural isomorphism of
(0£,,y, F-LO%., x)-bimodules C'/ ®0.v( O12 ,OF1XvD(0'l,v)I'V v ,v.
•
2.10.
In this subsection we study the pull-back by a closed immersion / : Y —> X
of smooth A;-schemes in more detail. Denote by / C Ox the ideal sheaf of Y. We
put ourselves in the context of the rth Frobenius diagram of / . (See the appendix
for a discussion of this diagram, as well as a discussion of our conventions concerning
duality of quasi-coherent sheaves, which will be used below.)
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Lemma 2.10.1. — If N is a sheaf of Oy-modules equipped with a morphism
[Fr^N)[I] —> N.
then uj~Jx ®oY N is naturally equipped with the structure of a left Of,- Y-module.
Proof. It is explained in (A.2.2) that the relative Cartier operator CYjx induces
an isomorphism
UY/X ®oY FY*(LOy)x ®0y N)

(FX*(<*>Y/X ®oY u,Y)x ®oY N))[I}

(FX'*N)[I}.

Composing with the given morphism (FX*N)[I] —> N and then tensoring on the
left by ^y/x, we obtain a morphism FY(ujyJx ®oY N) —• ^yjx ®oY ^ which by
Lemma 1.5.1 is the structural isomorphism of a unique left OF, y-module structure
on uJyjx Ooy N^
Corollary 2.10.2. — If M is a left GFr x-module then uyjx ®Qy M[I] is naturally
equipped with the structure of a left Of, Y-module.
Proof. — Base-change via the flat map FRX yields a natural isomorphism
FT(M\I])

^

(FX*M)[/«'''],

where 1^ = FX*I. Using the structural morphism FxXi ^ M we obtain a map
{F£M)[I{r)] -> M[I{r)). Composing these two, we get a map F%*(M[I]) -> M[I{%
and hence a map (FX*(M[I]))[I] —• (M[I^))[I] = M[I). The previous lemma now
applies.
•
2.10.3.
Since 0Fr x is flat as a right Ox-module (by Lemma 1.3.1, as we are
assuming that X is smooth over /c), any injective left OF,- x-module is also an injective
Ox-uiodule. Thus, by computing with resolutions by injective left OF,- ^-modules,
we may use Corollary 2.10.2 to define the derived functor
Uy)x ®oY RHom^JLOy,

) : I)(Ol-,)

—> D+(QF^Y).

Since RHom'0x (/*Oy, ) has cohomological amplitude dx/y (< oo), as one sees by
computing locally with Koszul complexes, and since M I—> M[I] takes quasi-coherent
Ox-modules to quasi-coherent Oy-modules, we see that this functor restricts to functors
uY)x ®oY RHom^JLOy,-)
OJY)x ®oY RHom'oJf.OY,-)

: Db(0F,-,x) —
: Dt,c(0F,.x)

Dh(0F,y),
D+qc{0F,Y),

and
uY/X ®oY RHowbJf.Oy,
Proposition 2.10.4.

) : Dbc(0F,.,x) — Dhqc(0F,.,y).

There is a natural isomorphism of functors
Uy)x ®oY RHom'0x(f*Oy. -)
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On the level of O^-modulcs this is the (twist by ujyjx of the) isomorphism (A. 1.4).
Proof. — It suffices to construct a natural isomorphism
(2.10.5)

u>Y}x ®oY Exfc<Y(UOY,-) ^

Hd-'-(f)

The desired isomorphism will then follow by homological algebra ([Hal, I 7.4], and
[Con, 2.1]).
There is an isomorphism on the level of Oy-modules Hdx/y(f)
/*, and the
fundamental local isomorphism (see the discussion and references in (A. 1.3)) yields
(2.10.5) on the level of Oy-modules, and hence also on the level of Oy-modules by
functoriality. We will show that this is compatible with the GFr ^-module structures
on each side. This involves unwinding all the relevant constructions.
One thing that makes this slightly awkward is that the functor Fy/X, which is
the derived functor of the functor M I—> M[I] on 0Y(r) -modules appearing in the
statement of Lemma 2.10.1 and the construction of Corollary 2.10.2, usually has
infinite cohomological amplitude. This makes the edge morphism
Exfc^iUOy,

^ E M ^ x , y 1 if^Oy^y)

discussed in (A.2.2) a little difficult to analyse.
We can get around this problem by the following device. If M. is flat as a left
Op-,, ^-module (and so also flat as an (Dx-module) then
Edox (f*Oy,M) = Exf0x {fir)0Y„,, M) = 0
if i ^ dy/xi and 80 the above edge map in this case becomes an isomorphism
(2.10.6)

Exfc£Y (UOY..M)

m'oT^

(f*')oYir> ,M)[I]

Since any left Op.,, ^--module may be written as the quotient of a flat Op,, ^-module,
and since the functors appearing on either side of (2.10.5) are right exact functors
of Op, ^-modules, it suffices to verify that the isomorphism of (2.10.5) respects the
Opr y-module structures on each side in the case that M is a flat left Opr ^-module.
We assume that Ai is of this form from now on.
Let tti,--- , a.s be a regular sequence which (locally) generates /. We have the
following commutative diagram, in which the horizontal arrows are provided by the
fundamental local isomorphism, and in which the vertical arrows are constructed using
base-change by the flat isomorphism Fx, the structural morphism FxAiM—> 7W, and
the inverse of the isomorphism (2.10.6) (the explicit descriptions of the right hand
arrows being explained in (A.2.2); in particular, the morphism labelled (1) is given
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by the formula a\ 1 • • • aq~1 (da\ A • • • A da'l) 1 0 /// I-> (r/r/1 A • • • A dus) 1 0 ///):
oiY^ (f O y ,M)) [I\] ^(F%*(u;Y/x®Oy

(FTMErd

f*M))[I]

(FT^y/x ®oY(r) F%*M)[I\

ExtdoTir) U*r) 0Yi.-uFZM)) [I]

m0T{r)(fOF1X

^°YiruM)

(^>yX

®oy{r) f(r>F£M)[I]

){i}-> (Ujyoyx ®Oy(i, F{R)*M)[I]

а Г ' - í i r V i / x ^ o , . , Pr)*M
(1)
ExÙ!Y

(hOy.M)

iOyix ®Oy J M.

If one applies the construction of Lemma 2.10.1 to the composite of the left hand
arrows in this diagram, one obtains the Op, r-module structure defined on the left
hand side of (2.10.5).
On the other hand, recalling from (A.2.2) the explicit formula for the relative
Cartier operator
(r)
CY/X {da\ A • • • A dal)~l —> A F 1 • • • a*-1 [da\ A • • • A daqs)-\
we find that applying the construction of Lemma 2.10.1 to the composite of the right
hand arrows of this diagram yields the structural morphism
FpfM

f*F%M

^4)M > /* M,

which is exactly the structural morphism of Hdy/X (f'M). Thus (2.10.5) is an isomorphism of Op, y-modules, and the proof of the proposition is complete.
•
Remark2.10.7. — An alternative description of the isomorphism of Proposition
2.10.4, via residual complexes, is given in the course of proving Proposition 4.5.3.
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2.11. — If X is a smooth /c-scheme, then we may consider the rth relative Frobenius
diagram of X over k (see A.2)

X

Fx13

1 y/lc

X

x(r)7

Spec k

Fx1y

Spec k.

In this diagram, F^)h is a finite flat morphism of smooth /c-schemes. Thus
Fxrk :D -{0$rX M

)-*D-(0$rtX)

is simply pull-back via FXJK on the level of OX{R) -modules, and if we compose this
with the functor from D~(0F-R X) to D~ (O Fr^X{r)) defined as base-change via the
gth-power map from k to itself, we obtain a functor which we denote
F'x*:D-{0'F^x)^

D-

(0'F^X),

which on the level of O^-modules is just the usual pull-back by Fx. (We are forced
to describe this functor in this slightly round-about manner, because by restricting
ourselves to the context of /c-schemes and morphisms of /c-schemes, we have not defined
a pull-back functor for morphisms such as Fx which are not /c-linear.) In fact, since
all the tensor products considered in the definition of the functor Fx on D~(0FR X)
are taken with flat objects, this functor extends to a functor on D(GFv x) (that we
continue to denote by i7^*), which preserves D'(OF, X)*with • being any one of +,
—, b or 0 , and * being either o or 0 .
If Ai * is a complex in D{OF, X), then the structural morphisms of each member
of Ai* yield a morphism
<AM- : F^M*

—> Ai*

in D(GFr x), which we refer to as the structural morphism of Ai*. Note that since
Fx is a flat morphism, formation of the structural morphism commutes with the
passage to cohomology, in the sense that we have a commutative diagram of natural
transformations
F^Hl(M*)

</>HL(M*)

HUM*)

(2.11.1)
HHÔM-)
HHFr*M*)
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2.11.2.
Let M* be a complex in D~(0FrX) and ^ # a complex in D+{OF,. X).
Then we get a commutative diagram of complexes of sheaves on X:
RHom-A (M\Frx*Afm)
^pi X
RHom*A

> RHom*n\

(Fl*M\Fr*N*)

F'.X

(M\Af9)

, It Horn* A

^F'.X

C F'\X

(Frx*M\Af-)<
^

in which the horizontal arrows are induced by 0 M* F7X AA* —> AA#. the vertical
arrows are induced by 4>M* FxAf* —> Af*, and the diagonal arrow is induced by the
functor Fx* (by combining Lemma 1.12.2, remark 1.12.5 and Proposition 2.6).
2.11.3.
Suppose that k' is a field extension of k. and let X' (respectively X^'r)
denote the base-change of X (respectively X(r0 over k'. Then X(r) is naturally
identified with X'^ (the base-change of X' over k' via the rth power of the Frobenius endomorphism of k'), and under this identification, Fx^k/ is identified with the
base-change of Fx/k- Thus for any complex AA* in Db(GF>- x) there is a natural
isomorphism
k' ®k Fx AA*
Fx,(k' 0A- Ai*).
As in Lemma 1.12.2, let px denote the natural map X' —> X. Then for any pair of
complexes Ai* in D~(OF, X) and A/"' in D+(OF, X) there is a commutative diagram
(in which we have written ( )// to denote // <g>k )
vxlRHom*c* JM^A/',)

Frx*Afm

vxlRHom*A

(F^MVFJW)
A7 ®. -

pv RHom*n\

A7 ®. -

RHom'CA

(Ml,,Nk>)-

F ''. X '

((F[*M')y.(F'v*Xf')f,)

F< .X'

Frx

RHornn\

(Fx*,(Ml,),Fx*,(Arz,))

FR.X'

(in which the vertical morphisms are those provided by Lemma 1.12.2).
Recall from remark 1.12.5 that if k! is a purely inseparable algebraic extension of k
then we may use p\ to identify X' and X as topological spaces, and that having done
this, we omit pxl from the notation. The following Lemma studies a particular case
of this situation.
Lemma 2.11.4.
Let k' be a (necessarily purely inseparable extension) of k such that
(k')q is contained in k. Then for any two complexes Ai* and Af* as above there is a
natural morphism
RHom'c\
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such that the diagram
RHom-cA _ (M%M*)

R Horrig A (Fx*M',Fx*Af')

(M'K,M'KL)
RHom%A .{Fx*{M'kl),F^(N'k,))
Fr .X'
F>\X'
(in which the outer edges of the diagram, are provided by the discussion of (2.11.3))
commutes.

RHom°NA

Proof. Since k'q is contained in k, we have a sequence of morphisms k —0»0k' k.
Considering the corresponding maps on Spec's allows us to factor the endomorphism
F7k of Spec k as a composite Spec k —> Spec k' —» Spec k. Since Fx* is computed
by first base-changing via the Frobenius endomorphism of £;, and then pulling-back
via FxJk, we see that it may equally well computed by first base-changing from k'',
then base-changing from k! to k (via the qth power map), and then pulling-back via
F^jk. Thus (combining Lemma 1.12.2, remark 1.12.5 and Proposition 2.6) we get a
commutative triangle
RHom*CAR ^ (M\Af*)

v RHomrCAR (F£M*, F7x*jV*)

RHom-A
(ML.Afr,)
Fr.X'
whose diagonal arrow is the desired map. This triangle is exactly the upper portion of
the diagram appearing in the statement of the lemma, and so we conclude that that
portion of the diagram commutes. That the lower portion also commutes is easily
checked.
•
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3.1.

The object of this section is to define the push-forward
f± : n«D'L. ,A —> D(Oi\, V- )

for any morphism / : Y —> X of smooth /c-schemes.
3.2.
As observed in remark (1.10.3), the morphism FX : f~1Ox —• OY induces a
morphism f-lOFr x = f~1Ox[Fr] -+ Oy[Fr] = OF,X. Thus if M* is any bounded
below complex of left OF,. Y-module, its total push-forward Rf*M. is naturally a com
plex of left Opr x-modules. At first sight this may seem like a reasonable definition
of push-forward for OF, -modules. However, it turns out that this naive definition is
not the appropriate one, and we are led to a more involved construction, which we
now describe.
3.3.
Wc begin by associating an (f~lOFr x,OF, y)-bimodule to any morphism
/ : Y —> X of smooth /c-schemes.
Proposition-Definition 3.3.1.
If f : Y —> X is a morphism of smooth k-schemes,
so that f~1(DFr x ®f-i-Ox UY/X is naturally an (f~10F,- X.OY)-bimodule, then the
right 0Y-module structure extends to a right Of, Y-module structure in such a way
that f~LOF, X 0f-^ox uY/X becomes an (f~1 GFV X, Of,. Y)-bimod/ule. We denote
this bimodule by OF, X<~YProof — The discussion of the rth relative Frobenius diagram for the morphism /
and the rth relative Cartier operator in (A.2) shows that the latter is a morphism
LY/X

• ^Y/X^Y/X

> rx Wy/X>

Via the induced bimodule construction of (1.10) (applied to idA 0Fy ^y/x^ we
find that f~LOF, X ®f~lox ^Y/X is indeed endowed with the structure of an
( / " ' O ^ - x , C?£, y j-bimodule.
•
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Lemma 3.3.2. — If f : Y —» X is a morphism of smooth k-schemes then the functor
D~(0Fr Y) -> D-{f-lOFr,x)
defined by
M*,x ®f-iox UY/X) ®ri£)ARY g~lOFr^
has finite cohomological amplitude.
Proof — First note that (as is immediate from the construction), there is an isomorphism
AO,x ®f-iox UY/X) ®ri£)ARY g~lOX-Y
By definition, we also have an isomorphism OF, Y
A <S)FQ OF*,Y- Thus, if we
forget the auxiliary A-rnodule structure on an object M.* of D~(OF*\Y), we find an
isomorphism of complexes of f~~lOF<,x-niodules
Opr x^y ®0A
M ^ Oi.rX. y k)QFr Y M.
'
F' ,Y
Thus it suffices to prove the lemma in the case that A = ¥q. In this case, the lemma
follows from Corollary 1.8.4, as we see by computing the 0 using a flat resolution of
the second variable.
•
Lemma 3.3.3. — If f : Y —^ X and g : Z —» Y are morphisms of smooth k-schemes,
then there is a natural isomorphism of ((fg)~1Opr X,0FR z)~bi>m°dules,
9~1®F*\X*-Y

"'-'•<,

]0}.ry OF'\Y+-Z

> 0F<\X<-Z'

Proof. — We compute
(J~L°F'\X^Y

®g-lO*rY

g~\f~L0^^X

°F'\Y^Z

D
-aPO•2/fz. 'co.v UY/X) ®g-'oFl.Y 9 lOr>.y • u unv ^Z/Y

—> (/.^)~1(^F'',X ''(fu) lOx 9~LVY/X ^g-'Oy

^Z/Y

> U9)~L®F>\X ^(fg)-iOx ^Z/X

'

OF^X^Z-

It is clear that all the natural isomorphisms preserve the left (fg)~lOFr x-module
structure. That they also preserve the right Op, ^-module structure follows from the
formula for the relative Cartier operator of the composite fg in terms of the relative
Cartier operator of the morphisms / and g (A.2.3 (in))
•
Lemma 3.3.4. — If X = Spec ,4 is a smooth affine k-scheme, and a is an element
of A such that Y — V{a) is also smooth, then OF, X^-Y 'ls faithfully flat as a right
Opr Y-module.
Proof. —- In the situation of the lemma, the invertible sheaf ujy/x 1Sfreelygenerated
by the section (da,)'1 over Oy = Ox/a. Also Oyw) = Ox/aq, and the Cartier
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operator is the morphism b(da) 1 i—• baq lFr(da) 1 (A.2.3 (iv)), where the right
hand side is viewed as element of f~lOF, x 0ov ^Y/X- Thus
0%. v^v = rlO%- y §f-WA OJYIX —. / " ' C W

®,.1ПА

(Oí a da Г1

OO
•ffiOx „ ' / • " • (do)"1,
n=0
with the right O^, y -module structure on OF, X<-Y defined by
bFrn

(DA)-1FFR

baqn (q-l)Frn + r (day\

For each i ^ 0, set
OO
.m«(0,g"-i)OA Ul'prn ш - 1
Mi = O
I 6 e1
Then each M is a {f~lOFr Y, OF,. r)-submodule of 0F1. x^y^ l^ °"F>,X<-Y =
lim. JV[h. We claim that each J\AT is free as a right Op, y -module. Once we prove
this, the lemma will follow, since a direct limit of free right Op, y-modules is a flat
right GFr y-modulc.
It will suffice to show that each quotient MI/MJ+I
is free. Let M be the least
integer greater than or equal to log
Then
OO
max(0,q" -z)^A ^max(0,q" - v. + l) prn (¿¿^-1
Mi/Mi+i = O
n=0
OO
e ' a ^ ' - ^ i / a 9 " - ^ 1 ^ War1.
n — iu
and tins is a free right (9^, Y = (OX /a) [Fr]-module of rank one, freely generated by
Frm. This completes the proof of the lemma.
•
Corollary 3.3.6.
If f : Y —> X is an immersion of smooth k-schemes, then
0Fr x<_y lsfl(Jjtas a rwht 0Fr y-module.
Proof. We may factor / as the composition of an open immersion and a closed
immersion, and it suffices to prove the corollary for each kind of immersion separately,
by Lemma 3.3.3. For closed immersions, the result follows from Lemmas 3.3.3 and
3.3.4, since any closed immersion can be factored locally into a composite of closed
immersions of the form considered in Lemma 3.3.4. On the other hand, the result is
obvious for open immersions, since in this case Of, x<_y l* isomorphic to OF, Y. •
Definition 3.4.

Let / : Y

X be a morphism of smooth /c-schemes. We let

./+ : D(OAF,X)

D(0$,.,x)
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denote the functor which sends a complex A4* in D(OF,. Y) to the complex
f+M- = i?/.(^-,..v-v ^oF,,y M').
That this functor is well-defined follows from Lemma 3.3.2 together with
Grothendieck's theorem showing that Rf* has cohomological amplitude at most
dy [Ha2, III 2.7]. Indeed, taken together these results show that /+ has finite
cohomological amplitude.
Remark 3.4.1.
Note that if / : Y —> X is a closed immersion, then by Corollary 3.3.5, the sheaf OF,- x^-y *s faithfully fiat as a right OF, y-module, while the
functor fX is fully faithful and exact. Thus in this case, there is no need to consider
derived functors, and we see that the functor /+ is of zero cohomological amplitude,
and fully faithful.
3.5. — In this section we show that f+ restricts to a functor f+ : Dnc(0%r v) —>
Da(W%. v).
Lemma 3.5.1.
/ / / : Y —> X is a morphism of smooth k-schemes, then any induced
left 0F, Y-module is acyclic for the right-exact functor Of,- Xir_Y ®oFV y •
Proof. Let M be an Oy-module, and M = Of,-y ®oY M the corresponding
induced left OF,. y-module. By Lemma 1.3.1. OF, X is locally free as a right G\module. Thus f~LOF, X is locally free as a right f~l OX-module. Since lOy/x is an
invertible sheaf on Y, we conclude that
OF, X_Y = ./ LOF, X :•:_/• \ox ^Y/X
is locally free as an Oy-inodule. We now compute
O^^Y

^,,y M

oF,_x. Y :.0.rry oF,Y oysz3 M
^

0%;X^Y É0V M ^

proving that M is acyclic for OF, X^-Y ^OF,.

0KF,.^Y <8>0л M.

•

^

Lemma 3.5.2. — If f : Y —>• X is a morphism of smooth k-schemes and M is any
Oy-module, then the natural map)
0%-,x ®o* RF*M — / / / . ! / 'c\\.N ^ - . o j . M)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. — By Lemma 1.3.1, GFrX = ®Z=o(Fxn)*°x is a locally free right Oxmodule. The lemma is thus a special case of the projection formula.
•
We are now ready to prove that /+ preserves the property of having quasi-coherent
cohomology modules.
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Theorem 3.5.3. — Let f : Y —• X be a morphism of smooth k-schemes. Then the
functor /_)_ restricts to functors
f+:Dqc{0^iY)^

Dqc(0^x)

f+:Dhqc(<DFrtYy

Dgc(0$rtX)°.

and

Proof. — We begin with the first claim. A spectral sequence argument (taking into
account the fact that /+ has finite cohomological amplitude) shows that it is enough
to prove this for a single quasi-coherent Opr y-module AA. The two-step resolution
of A4 provided by Lemma 1.8.1 shows that in fact it suffices to prove the theorem
for an induced quasi-coherent Opr Y-module AA = OprY ®oY M, where M is a
quasi-coherent Oy-module.
Lemmas 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 shows that
H*(f+)M = Rfi(0^iX^Y
= Rfi{(rlO%.iX
= RfiLf

lOt,^

<8>0ARY M)
^ - i 0 x u)Y/x) ®0ARY <D$riY ®oY M)
^ - I 0 A (LJY/X ®OY

0$riX 0OA Rfi^y/x

M))

®oY M).

Since ujY/X®OYM is a quasi-coherent (9y-module, we see that Rfi(iuY/X^oYM) is
a quasi-coherent (9X-module. Thus /+M does indeed have quasi-coherent cohomology
sheaves, as we wanted to show.
We now turn to the second claim. Lemmas 1.6.2 and 1.8.1 show that any object in
DqC(Op7- Y)° lias a resolution by a bounded complex of left Opi-^-modules which are
induced from quasi-coherent flat OY-modules. Thus it will suffice to show that f+Ai
lies in Db (Opr x)° whenever AA — OF>Y &QY M is induced from a quasi-coherent
flat 0£-module'M.
In this case we compute that
f+M* = RMf-'Of;y^-^

®f-rQx ujy/x ®o-.,,Y {O^ry ®oA M))
^

0$riX 0oA Rf^Y/x

®oY M).

Since M is a quasi-coherent flat Oy-module, the same is true of uiy/x ®oY M. Thus
we are reduced to proving that if N is a quasi-coherent flat Oy-module, then Rf*N
is a complex of (9x-modules of finite Tor-dimension. However, this is standard.
•
3.6. — The proof of Theorem 3.5.3 shows that induced modules play an important
role in computing push-forwards. For this reason it will be useful to answer the
following question: suppose that (3' : Opv Y 0oA M —* Opr y 0C>A A^ is a morphism
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of induced left 0FR ^-modules. How then can one describe the induced morphism
OF'.X

®OA RMOJY/x
UP'

®OY A/) ^

F+(0FL..Y 0oA

!+(Opry ($0л TV)

M)

С'/ л ®0л Щ^изу/х ®Оу IS) <

As observed in (1.7.3), to give the morphism flf is equivalent to giving a morphism
00
(FÏ'TN
n=()
of Oy-modules. Since /+ commutes with direct sums of morphisms, wTe may deal with
each summand individually. Our question is then answered by the following result:
ft : M

Proposition 3.6.1.
Let f :Y —>• X be a morphism of smooth k-schemes. Suppose
given 0Y-modules M and N and a morphism
13: M —> (FYn)*N
for some n, and let ft' : Of,- y&oY ^ ~^ ®Fr y oy N l)e the corresponding morphism
of induced left Of,. Y-modules (via (1.7.3)).
Then ft gives rise to a natural morphism
7 : RU(U>Y,X

®oY M) — (Fx'TRMur/x

®oY N),

such that, if
l' • 0AF-„V ®o% RM^'Y/X

2>OY M) —

O}. .V ®OA RF^Y/X

®oY

N)

denotes the corresponding morphism of induced left Of, x- modules, then under the
naturaI identifications
U(0Fr,Y &OY AI)

OF,..X

®o% RM"Y,X

U(OF,,Y

OF,..X ®o% RM"Y/X

®o>. M)

and
®OY N) ^

®OR N)

(inverse to the isomorphisms provided by Lemma, 3.5.2), the morphism 7 ' coincides
with the morphism f+ft'.
Proof. We will construct the morphism 7, but leave it to the reader to check the
asserted equality 7 ' = F + y since it consists simply of chasing through the definitions.
We use the notation and terminology of the /'//'h Frobenius diagram of Y over X. (See
(A.2)). In particular, the rnth relative Cartier operator is an Oy-(,-,,>-linear morphism
Fyjlx^ujYix —> (FxnY*ujyyx- Combining this with the morphism ft and the projection
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formula for the affme morphism F^l!1! we obtain the following sequence of morphisms:
Fy/x^0Fr^z
^

FY%^Y/X

Y/x ®Oy M)0Fr^zFY/x,{uY/x ®Oy0Fr^z WT")
®Oy ( Fy'/x ) * ( F'x" )'* N) ^

F^uy/x ®0у.(,.п)0Fr^z (Fxn)'*N

( F V T " Y , X 0 F r ^ z0Fr^z(FV'TN

(FXNY*^Y/x

®Oy N).

Applying Rf¥? to the source and target of the composite of this sequence of mor
phisms, and applying base-change for the flat map F'x". yields the morphism
Rf*{"Y/x

®Oy M) — Rft'"'FYy'(LjY/x
Rfirn)(F%T("Y/x

0Oy M)
®oY N) ( F ^ r R M u y / x 0 F r ^ z % v N).

This is the required morphism 7.

•

Proposition 3.7'. — Suppose that g : Z —> Y and f : Y —> X are two morphisms of
smooth k-schemes. Then there is a natural isomorphism
/+</+

(/#)+•

Proof. —- Lemma 3.5.5 provides an isomorphism
UF'\X^Z

>

Я О F'..Х- Y • <i Ч'>,ХГ V UF<\Y+-Z-

So for any object M* of DB((DFrZ) we have
(/Yy)+M# = R(FG)*(0Fr^z

0oA. „ <M#)

- Kt**i<hUrloF,.^y
^RUOF,.0Fr^z^ Y êo*

©а--.0л,. у oF,.^z0Fr^z0Fr^zz м-)
Y Rfh(OF>,y^z

0oA. Y M*)) = F+G+M*.

Thus the proposition is proved.
Proposition 3.8.
Let f : F—>X 6c a morphism of smooth k-schemes and g : U —>X
be an open immersion. Denote by g' : f~l(U) —> F £/ic base-change of f by g. Then
there is a natural isomorphism of functors g- f+
(f\f-i^u^)^.(gf)1.
Proof. This follows from the fact that pull-back by an open immersion consists
simply of restricting to the source of the immersion, that the formation of Rf* is local
on the base, and that the construction of Op,. x<-y ^s a^so local 011 the base.
•
Proposition 3.9.
Let f : Y —•» X be a morphism of smooth k-schemes, let k'/k be
a field extension, and let f : Y' —>• X' be the base-change of f over k'. Then the
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DIAGRAM

D"(OF,Y)

D{0Fr,y)

F1
D»{OF,X)

Db(0FrY,)
F/

D (F,y)

Db(0F,x,)

commutes up to natural isomorphism, in a manner compatible with the natural isomorphisms of Propositions 3.7 and 3.8.
Proof. This follows from the standard compatibilities satisfied by tensor products,
together with flat base-change for the total derived push-forward of quasi-coherent
modules (applied to the base-change from kf to k) and the natural isomorphism
K' 0k uy/x —uYi¡X'

•

•

Proposition 3.10. — Let f : Y —> X be a map of smooth K-schemes f and let A' be a
Noetherian A-algebra. If A4* is in D~c(0Fr Y), then there is a natural isomorphism
A' 0A F+M* ^

U{A' ®A yVT).

Proof. -•— Using the formulas
O f r , x . y = A' ®A 0^-,x^y = A' (8>A ^ , x ^ y
and
O^ry = A' ®K Opr,Y = A' ®A

°F'.Y,

we compute that
/+(A' ®A M')

= RMO%-,X^Y

^

®o%,Y (A' ®A A4'))

RMA' ®A {0FrtX^Y ®oj,,y A4'))
A' ©A fl/.(C^,.,x_y ®0A,. „ A4')

A' ®A /+A4-,

as required. Here the existence of the second-to-last isomorphism follows from Proposition B.1.3, taking A to be Fg, A ' to be A, A " to be A', and C to be OF^X•
Proposition 3.11. — Let r' be a multiple of r, let q' = pr , assume that ¥q' C k, and
write A' = Wqf 0wq A. Then if f : Y —> X is a morphism of smooth k-schemes, the
diagrams
D{0Fr,y)

/+

Res*
D{0Fr,y)

Res*
F

D I>(0^ v) F12 D(OA'

I > ( 0 ^ v)
and

D12 {0Fr,y)

6o¿/¿ commute up to natural transformation.
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There is an evident natural isomorphism of (/ 1OAI./ X, OF, r)-bimodules
^fr' x+-Y ®Ox> ,

and this implies the first claim.
(f~l0F>,x-°Fr> y)-birnodules

®F'\Y

* ^F'.X- V

Similarly, there is a natural isomorphism of

, nA'
nA uFr,X^Yi
Jf~lnA
^F'\X ^' /• {Ox
F>, .XU F'J X*-Y
and the second claim follows from this together with the projection formula.

•
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4.1.
In this section we prove a projection formula relating /+ and f for any
morphism / : Y —* X of smooth /c-schemes, as well as an adjointness formula relating
f+ and fl in the cases when / is proper or an open immersion.
We begin with the projection formula, which is straightforward to prove.
Proposition 4.2. — If f : Y —> X is a morphism of smooth k-schemes, let AA* be an
object of D~(0F,. Y) and Af* be an object of D~c(Opr x). Then there is a natural
isomorphism
F+(MM ®0Y /'A/')

F+M'[dY/x] 8)0A AF'.

Proof
We may assume that A/"- is a bounded above complex of locally free left
Ovr -modules. Then flAf* is represented by
C#®r-lr)A

f-W'\dY/X}-

Observe also that this is a bounded above complex of locally free left Op, \ -modules.
Thus
U(A4-

®CA fW*)

/AA(C>/\,.V.. V :-:C,.\R , {M* y 0.\0Yy.f

^
(1)

/,'/.: lV

\. ) ®0A V M' ®F-TO*

,C,A

f-lAf[dY/x]))

r'M'[dy,x])

•'./••:CV .x. , ®0%. v. M'[dY/x\) <8>0A N'
F+M'[DY/X]

®0AM:

(Isomorphism (1) follows from the projection formula applied to the complex of locally
free (9^-modules Af9.) This proves the proposition.
•
4.3. — We now prove the adjointness between /+ and fl in the rather simple case
of an open immersion. In fact it will follow immediately from the fact that in this
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case one can describe f+ and f in terms of the usual pull-back and push-forward of
sheaves.
Lemma 4.3.1.
functor

If f : Y

X is an open immersion of smooth k-schemes, then the
F+ :D{OF..,Y) — D

is naturally isomorphic to the functor f
F+ :D{OF..,Y)

( O'Fx,,X)

, while the functor
—

D{0'F,,X)

is naturally isomorphic to the functor Rft. Thus if M' is any object of D (Of,• x)
and Af' any object of D+(Of, Y), then there is a natural isomorphism of objects in
D+{X,A):
RHORN',

(M'.

UAf')

RLRHOM'

OFY

{F'M'.Af').

In particular (take degree zero cohomology of the right derived functor of global sec
tions) the functor /+ is right adjoint to the functor /!, and the resulting natural
transformation
F'JF

— Hi

is an isomorphism of functors.
Proof. The descriptions of /+ and /! follow directly from the definitions, since
when / is an open immersion, f~lOF, x = ®F>-.Y an(l UY/X = f~lOx = Oy. The
consequent adjointness is a standard property of the functors Rf* and f~l.
•
4.4.
We now turn to the theorem which expresses the adjointness of the morphisms
/+ and f- in the sense of derived categories, for the case of a proper morphism:
Theorem 4.4.1.
(i) Let f : Y —» X be a proper morphism of smooth k-schemes.
If M* is any object of Dbqc{0F>. Y) and Af* any object of Dbqc(0Fr x). then there is a
natural isomorphism of objects in D^(X,A):
RHom-A

{f\M\N*)

^

RLRHom*A

F R . A' '

'

(M\

flAf).

^ F1 \Y

In particular (take degree zero cohomology of the right derived functor of global sec
tions) the functor f+ is left adjoint to the functor f.
(ii) Let f : Y —» X be a proper morphism of smooth k-schernes and g : U —> X be
an o'np.n immersion. Form the. cartesian d.i.a.ara.m
f/

V = <rl(U)

Y

f'

f
u
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Then for any objects M' ofDbqc(0Fry) and AT* ofDbqc{GFv ?x) the diagram of natural
isomorphisms
g~lRHom*0A (f+M\Af*)
F'-x

> a~l Rf*RHom*CA
part (i)
F''r

RHom'0, (g-lf+M\g-lM')
r .U
(4.3.1)

Rflci'-1 RHom',

(M%flAf)

(M% FW')
F1' .Y

~

пШш'0лг v(g'f+M',gW')

RflRHom'c,r ^(g''1 M%g'~l

(3.8) ~

(4.3.1)

RHom'0A

(f'+g''M\gW-)

fM')

~

R.flRHom'c,Ofxy\ (./ M', g'] f'N')
(2.4)

part (%)

RfiRHom^ Ofxy. (g"M',fgW')
(in which the isomorphisms are labelled by the result which gives rise to them) com
mutes. In other words, the adjointness of (i) is local on the base.
(Hi) Let f : Y —» X and g : Z —» Y be proper rnorphisms of smooth k-schemes.
Then for any objects M* of Dbc(0Fr z) and AT* of Dbqc(GAr x) the diagram of natural
isomorphisms
RHom*0A ((fq)+M\N9)

~ ) R(f(])*RHom'c\
part (i)

{M9,{fg)W')

(3.7)
RIIonfcy

Xf+g+M\,M')

(2.4)

part (i)
Rf*RHornc\
(q+M\ flAf*) ~ ) RLRcuRHom^A
'-'y
part (i)
F'-z

(M\glfW')

(in which the isomorphisms are labelled by the results which give rise to them) com
mutes. In other words, the adjointness of (i) is compatible with compositions.
(iv) Let f : Y —> X be a proper rrwrphism of smooth k-schemes, and let Af
be a Noetherian k-algebra. Then for any objects Ai* of Dbc(0Fr Y) and Af* of
Db(GFr^x)° with the property that
RHorn0X

(M\ flAf')

and RHornCA

(f+M*,Af9)
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are both bounded, the diagram

A' «>A RLRHorn-A^ F'.X (M'.fW')

-A'
part (i)

Rf*(A' I A RHornrc,^F'.X(M'.fW'))

\ lì 11 <•„,',
(f+M',N')
^F'.X
(1.13.4)

l!ll<nn\..^F'.X

_ (A' ®A f+M'.A'

(1.13.4)
RLRHom'.,^F'.X

<IA AT*)

(3.10)

(A' ®A M ' . A ' ®A V ) RHom',^F'.X (/+(A' ®A X ' ) , A' ®A A/"*)

(2.8)

part (%)

RLRHom'y^F'.X(A' <8>A M-,/!(A' 0A A/"-))

fzn which the isomorphisms are labelled by the results which give rise to them) commutes. In other words, the adjointness of (i) is compatible with change of coefficient
ring.

We begin by proving some necessary preliminary results.

Proposition 4.4.2. ----- (i) Let f : Y —> X be a morphism of smooth k-schemes, and
let M* be an object of D~C{Ofv^Y) and N be an object of D+(Of,.y).
Then there
is a natural transformation in the derived category of sheaves of K-modules
RLRHom*A

{M\N*)

—> RHorn-A^F'.X (f+M\f+J\T).

(ii) Let f :Y —> X be a morphism of smooth k-schemes and g : U —• X be an open
immersion. Form the cartesian diagram

V =

g-l{U)——+Y

f
l
u
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Then for any object M* of D~C(OF>\Y) and Af* ofD+(0FrY)
transfo rmati o ns

g~1 RLE Horn* A

RfLa'-lRHom'c*r

(M\,J\fm)

the diagram of natural

» g~lRHom'c,Y (f+M\

f+Af')

part (i)
RHorn'0, ^F'.X (g-\f+M',g-lf+N')

(Mm,AP

(4.3.1)

R f',RHom'c^^F'.Xr {g'-lM\g'-lN')

~

RHorn',^F'.X ((/• f+M\ g-f+Af')
(3.8)

(4.3.1)

RflRHomCAR (g']M\g'W-)
F'A

V RHom*CA (f'+g']M\ f'+g'W*)
part (i)
b 'Aj

(in which the morphisms are labelled the results which give rise to them) commutes.
In other words, the natural transformation of (i) is local on the base.
(Hi) Let f : Y —^ X and g : Z —» Y be morphisms of smooth k-schemes. Then for
any object AA* of D~c(0Fr z) and X'* of D+(Ofv z) the diagram, of natural transfor
mations
R(fQ)*RHomrCAT

(M\AT')

-J. RHom'0.\^F'.X X(jg)+M',(,fg)+M')
part (i)

RLRcuRHom'^F'.X, (M'.Af')

(3.7)

part (i)
RLRHom-A

(g+M\q+N')
Fr,Y

RHornMCA (f+g+M*, f+g+Af9
pari ( /

(in which the morphisms are labelled the results which give rise to them,) commutes.
In other words, the natural transformation of (i) is compatible with compositions.
(iv) Let f : Y —> X be a morphism of smooth k-schem.es, let Ai* be an object of
D-(0Fr,Y), let Af* be an object of Dh(0F>-, Y)°, and suppose that
RHornCAR y (M*,Afm) and RHom*CAV

(f+M'J+Af)
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are both bounded. Then for any Noetherian A-algebra K' there is a commutative
diagram
А' 0л Rf*RHom*A
(M\N*)
F'r , Y
part (i)
(B.1.3)

А' 1л RHom'A^F'.X {f+M'.f+Я')

Rf,(A' 0л ВЛот'0\,.

RUom',^F'.X

(1.13.4)

RLRHom'*,^F'.X

(1.13.4)

JM-M'))

(Л' ®л X V Л' ®л Л/"*)

(Л' ®л /+-М*, Л' ®л f+Af')

(3.10)

part (i)
RHom'A'^F'.X (f+(A' ®\ M')J+(A'

éA W*))

(in which the morphisms are labelled the results which give rise to them; note that in
the indicated application of Proposition B.1.3, one should take A = B = ¥q, A' = A,
and A" = Af). In other words, the natural transformation of (i) is compatible with
respect to change of coefficient ring.
Proof. Let us begin by proving (i). We may and do assume (via Lemma 1.7.1 and
Lemma 3.3.2) that A4* is a complex bounded above of locally free left OLF, y-modules
and that Af* is a complex of left OF, y-modules which are acyclic for the left-exact
functor 0Fv X^-Y ®o£7. у (which exists by Lemma 3.3.2; note that such a complex
may be used to compute the corresponding derived functor, even if it is not bounded
above, because this derived functor is of finite cohomological amplitude). Then we
have natural morphisms of complexes of A-sheaves
(4.4.3)

RHom%A (M\Af)

=ffom*^F'.Xл

(M'.Af)

/ ^ l d 0 / . Д о т ^ , 0 л г у ( ^ , , л - _ г S 0 ; „ . V M\0%X ^ Y ^ F ' . X0o%,Y M')
= Hm)-io$rJ°F-.x~-^F'.XY % . , Y M\0%.^y

®0.>RY Af)

- M o m } - , 0 ; . r ï ( O p . A V ! - 50Д, У М',0%.,х^у
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Let us denote the composite morphism by (j). Proposition B.2 yields a morphism in
the derived category of A-sheaves
(4.4.4)

</• : HF.H"•»<•:

,V ,'.e;x x. , 0OAR Y_ M'.OR

—> RHorrfc* W*(OF-:X~Y

®O$.,. Y

V. > ®0A,. Y

A/\)

M'),RMM",Rf*AT"))

— RHom'A

(J'+M-. f+N').

(Take ^4 to be A and B to be OF, X.) We take V' ° RJ'*<'> for the required morphism.
Part (ii) follows immediately from the fact that the construction is local on the
base. We leave the verification of parts (Hi) and (iv) (which is standard and tedious)
to the reader. In the case of part (iv), one should take into account the commutative
diagram of (B.3).
•
4.4.5.
In the following discussion we will have occasion to consider complexes of
sheaves of [OF,-. 0^,.)-bimodules on smooth A;-schemes. We will show that the derived
categories of bounded complexes of such bimodules are stable under push-forwards.
Suppose that / : Y —> X is a morphism of smooth //-schemes, and let Xi*
be a bounded complex of (OF,- Y,OF, Y)-bimodules. Lemma 3.3.2 shows that the
L
derived tensor product Of< X_Y ®o^r AA* is naturally a bounded complex of
(f~lOFr X.OFr y )-bimodules. The natural morphism
/ LOFR.X = f~1Ox[Fr]
<D$[Fr] 0%.Y
allows us to restrict scalars on the right from OF,- Y to j'~LOF, X and thus to regard
OF,x_y
h0*r v M* as a complex of {f~lOF,.,x, f~lOF,, Y)-bimodules. Now if we
resolve this complex by a complex of flasque (f~10F-r x. f~LOF, x)-bimodules, we
find that f+M* = Rf*(0Fl. \. > ®0'\. . A4*) is naturally a bounded complex of
(OF,. ,X-°F>-.v)-himodules.
For example, OF>- Y is naturally an (0Fr Y.OF, y)-bimodule, and the discussion
of the preceding paragraph shows that fYQF, Y is naturally an object of the bounded
derived category of complexes of (0Fr X,OF, X)-bimodules. If we forget the right
OF, X-module structure, then since OF, Y is induced by OY we see as in the proof
of 3.5.3 that f+0Fry
Of,x ®o\ R f^y/x4.4.6.
If Xi* is a bounded above complex of (0Fr x, OF, x)-V)imodules, then since
any object in D (OF, X) has a resolution by a bounded above complex of flat OF, Xmodules, we may define the derived functor
ATC!0A,^F'.XV

:D - (OF^X)^

D-

(OF,X)).

The following lemma is a variant for bimodules of Proposition 4.2.
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Lemma 4.4.7. — (i) Let f : Y
X be a morphism, of smooth к-schemes and let
Л4* be a bounded above complex of(Op^F'Y,0Fr Y)-bim,odules. If N* is an object of
D~c(Opr x). then there is a natural isomorphism of objects of Db(0F, x):
F+(M'

®0л,. Y FN')

^

F+M'[DY/X]

®0*RX

AT'.

(ii) Let f : Y —• X be a morphism of smooth к-schemes and let g : U —> X be an
open immersion. Form thefibreproduct
V

g'

Y

f

f
g

u
x.
Then for any bounded above complex M* of (OF, Y. Of, Y)-bimodules and any object
Af* of DZAO^T xr). the diaaram of isomorphisms
g-(f+M'[dY/x] ®CJA^F'.X Af')

part (i)

(2.6)

g\f+(M' cxw^F'.Xf'-Af')
(3.8)

î'+gf\M'ê0%.

g]f+M'[dY/x] ®0A^F'.X gW
(3.8)

v fAf')

(2.6)

f'+(g"M-®0A^F'.X./"/:A'-;

fLgnM'[dY/x] ®0A^F'.X gAf'
part fi J

(2.4)

./.•.</:.V( 0OAR V

f'-gW)

(in which the isomorphisms are labelled by the results which give rise to them) commutes. In other words, the natural isomorphism of (i) is compatible with localisation
on the base.
(Hi) Let f : Y —> X and g : Z —> Y be morphisms of smooth k-schemes. Then
for any bounded above complex M* of (0Fr z^F, z)-birnodules and any object Af*
of D~ (0Fr x), the diagram of natural isomorphisms
(fg)+M'[dz/x]

®0AR X Af'

part (i)

(ffj)+(M' i QA (f g) (N--°

(3.7)

f+g+M'\dz/x]

(2.4).(3.7)

0oA, VAf'

part (i)
f+(g+M'\d:Z/Y]®0%
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(in which the isomorphisms are labelled by the results which give rise to them) com
mutes. In other words, the natural isomorphism of (i) is compatible with composition,
(iv) For any Noetherian A-algebra A' there is a commutative diagram,
/+((A' ®A A4') ®0v . /!(A' (IA Af'))
part (I)
(2.8)

/+(A' ®A M')[dY/x] ®oA;^F'.X(A' <8>A Af')
(1.13.2)

/+((A' ®A M') éoK , (A' ®A FAF'))

/+(A' (E)A A4') ®0A^F'.XA/*

(1.13.2)

(3.10)

/+((A'®AA4')®0A^F'.X /!A/-

(A' ®A

F+M

®0AR^F'.X^Af'

(3.10)

part (zy
A' ®A F+(A4' ®0A„^F'.X / y V )

(in which the isomorphisms are labelled by the results which give rise to them) com
mutes. In other words, the natural isomorphism of (i) is compatible with change of
coefficient ring.
Proof. — To prove part (i) we may replace J\f* by a bounded above complex of
locally free 0Fr x-modules. Let V* be a bounded above resolution of Opr x<-Y by
(Op,- x,OpT ^)-bimodules which are flat as right Op,- y-modules. Then
f+(M- ®0л . /!ЛЛ) = RF,(V ®0A^F'.X M' e j - o A

J"1 AT{dY/x]).

Since Rf* has finite cohomological amplitude, we can apply the projection formula
to / and the complex of locally free OF, x-modules j\f* {Q obtain an isomorphism
MM*

®0AR V F-N')

^

RF*(V ©0A, Y M-) ®0API.X JV[dy/x]

= f+M'[dY/x] ®OAt.^F'.X A/V

This proves the formula of part (i).
The commutative diagram of part (ii) follows immediately from the fact that the
construction of the isomorphism of part (i) is local on the base (since the isomorphism
provided by the projection formula is local on the base).
The proof of parts (Hi) and (iv) are straightforward but tedious, and so we leave
them for the reader to verify.
•
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4.4.8.
Suppose that / : Y —» X is a proper morphism of smooth A>schemes.
Then (as discussed in (A.l)) Grothendieck-Serre duality defines a natural morphism
of complexes of OX-modules
RUuY/x[dY/x]

OX.

which after tensoring on the left by OF,- X over OX yields a morphism of left 0Fr xmodules
UOF,y

[dy/x]

> ®F<\X "^0% Rf*UY/x[d>Y/x]

t ®F'\X-

Now both the source and target of this morphism are naturally objects of the de
rived category of complexes of (OF,- X. GF, x)-bimodules, and we have the following
proposition.
Proposition 4.4.9.
(i) Let f : Y —> X be a proper morphism of smooth kschemes.* Then there is a natural morphism
0Fr_x <8>0A BJ,ujY/x{dY/x] — 0%-x
in the derived category of complexes of (OF,- X.OF, x)-bimodules, which after forget
ting the light Of, x-modules structure reduces to the morphism
0Fr_x <8>0A BJ,ujY/x{dY/x] — 0%-x
constructed via Grothendieck-Serre duality.
(ii) Let f : Y —> X be a proper morphism of smooth k-schemes and let g : U —> X
be an open immersion. Form thefibreproduct
V
r
и-

fj
c

Y
f
X.

Then the diagram
fÍI+0'F,,y[dyIX]
(3.8)

fW-oFr,Y[dY/x]

part (i)
Ч^F'.XО у

part (i)
= f'+0'F,,v[dv/u}

(in which the morphisrns are labelled by the result which gives rise to them) commutes.
In other words, the construction of tr^r is compatible with localisation on the base.
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(in) Let f : Y —> X and g : Z —> Y be proper morphisms of smooth k-schemes.
Then the diagram,
(F9) + 0%;Z[DZ/X]

part (i)

C1A
part (i)

(3.7)

I+9+0%.z[dz,Y\\dy,x\

part (i)

f+0F,Y[dY/x}

(in which the morphisms are labelled by the result which gives rise to them) commutes.
In other words, the formation of trpr is compatible with composition,
(iv) For any Noetherian A-algebra A, there is a commutative diagram,
part (I)
A'®AF+0F,.

Y[DY/X]

A' ®A 0F<TX

(3.10)

(1.13.2)
0%;X

/+(A' ®A 0'FR y)[DY/X]

part (i)
f+0Fr^Y[dY/x}
(in which the morphisms are labelled by the result which gives rise to them). In other
words, the formation of tip> is compatible with change of coefficient ring.
Proof. Note that it suffices to construct the morphism tr^- of the proposition in
the case that A = F^; the map for arbitrary A can then be obtained from that for ¥q
by tensoring through with A over ¥q. This will guarantee that part (iv) holds true,
and will affords us minor simplifications in the discussion to follow. Thus we assume
for the remainder of the proof that A = ¥q.
We begin by proving part (i) of the proposition. Let h : V —> U denote an arbitrary
morphism of finite type A:-schemes. Let us suspend our usual notational convention
concerning /r, and use this to denote (not Opr-module pull-back, but rather) the
functor which is normally so denoted in the theory of Grothendieck-Serre duality (as
explained in [Hal] and [Con]). We use the theory of residual and pointwise dualising
complexes developed in [Hal. VI, VII]. In particular, recall that there is a functor
hA : Res(£/)
Ros( \') from residual complexes on U to residual complexes on V
which realises on the level of complexes (of quasi-coherent, injective Op-modules)
the functor Jv restricted to pointwise dualising complexes on U. Following [Hal],
for a pointwise dualising complex M*, we denote by E9(M*) the unique residual
complex which realises it. It is pointed out in [Con] that E* is in fact not functorial
for arbitrary morphisms between pointwise dualising complexes, and hence that hA
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and the trace map tr^ are not functorial for arbitrary morphisms between residual
complexes. However, Conrad shows that they are functorial for isomorphisms of
pointwise dualising complexes, and this is all that we need for the argument we are
going to make.
Now let us return to the situation of the proposition, and consider the rth relative
Frobenius diagram of / (see (A.2)). Since / is proper, the same is true of f(r\ As
explained in (A.2), the morphism FyJx is finite, and so also proper. Thus the functors
try, trj(r) and trF(r) all yield morphisms of complexes.
Note that the morphism F\ is residually stable, meaning (following [Hal]) that it is
flat and integral, with Gorenstein fibres. In fact, since X is smooth the fibres are even
local complete intersections. It follows that the base-change Fx is also residually
stable. Thus F'x{E*{Ox)) is a residual complex, by [Hal, VI 5.3]. It provides a
resolution of the pointwise dualising complex F7x*Ox, and [Con, Lemma 3.2.1] shows
that the canonical isomorphism of pointwise dualising complexes F7x*Ox —> Ox is
induced by a canonical isomorphism E*(Ox)
F'x{E*{Ox))- Also, pulling back
the residual complex fAE*(Ox) by the residually stable morphism Fx, we see that
F£* fAE*(Ox) is a residual complex.
Consider the following diagram of morphisms of complexes of quasi-coherent OYMmodules:
F$XJ*E*{Ö>
Y jX
tr„(„
F^xA/xf(r)FA E A ^ ( O x )
(4.4.10)
F^r)x,F^fF^xA^F£E^Ox)

Fï

trF<„
—

x.FY,x~F¥fLE-iPx)

f^*E-(Ox)
firms'(Ox)
fW*F?E-(Ox)
> f^*Fx*E-(Ox)

tTF<rLF%*f*E-(Ox)
->F%*f*E'(Ox

The top-most vertical arrow in this diagram is deduced from [Hal, VI 3.1] (compare [Con, 3.2]). The upper square is defined using the isomorphism E*(Ox) ——•
F7X* E'(Ox) constructed above; that it commutes follows from the fact that tr (r) tY/X
is functorial for isomorphism of residual complexes. The lower square is constructed
using residually stable base-change to obtain an isomorphism f^'^Fx*E9(Ox) ~—»
FV*fAE*(Ox) [Hal, 5.5], and then applying functoriality of tr (r) to this isomorphism.
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If we trace the maps in (4.4.10) through from the upper left to the lower right,
we obtain a morphism Fy7^x^fAE*(Ox) —» Ex* fA Em (Ox), which (one sees after
comparing with the definition given in (A.2)) provides a realisation on the level of
residual complexes of the relative Cartier operator CYX : Fy x^UJy/x
Fx^^Y/x,
shifted by dy/xApplying the induced bimodule construction of Proposition-Definition 1.10.1, we
may endow the tensor product f~1OF->-,x ®f~lox fAF9(Ox) with the structure
of a complex of (f~^OFr,Xi OFr,Y)-bimodules, and (since /~1OF>,X is locally
free as a right /_1(9x-module) this complex provides a flasque resolution of the
(f~1OF^x1OFrIY)-hmiodule OF'\X^Y[OIy/x]
= f~10F>,x <8>/-iox ^Y/xldy/x]Thus we may apply /* to this resolution to compute the complex of [OF^\X, OFV,X)bimodules /+ OF<\YIn order to continue our construction, we apply(r)/*to diagram (4.4.10), and then
embed the result in the following larger commutative diagram (in which we have
abbreviated E'(Ox) to E*):
tVfE-

LfAE'

E*

ñr>FYrxJ*EfÌr)tr<r) f^*E*
ir fir) E*
f +x
j-(r) у(г)Д fi.
E*

Ar) Mr) F(r)A ,(г)д F
J* rY/X*rY/xJ
^
(4.4.11)

/ir)trF(r) f^*F'x*E*
tr/(T,
/ir)trF(r) f^*F'x*E* F7£E*

Ar) C4R) ЕЧГ)Л Z7?7* f Д 7^.

^YlX^YlXJ

Ar) C4R)

X

/ir)trF(r) f^*F'x*E*
/ir)trF(r) f^*F'x*E*
J Lj

ЕЧГ)Л Z7?7* f Д 7^.

•/* rYIX*rYlXrX

Fx*f,f*E-

FVtTf

F'X*E'.

The top-most rectangle of this diagram is constructed via [Hal, VI 4.2, TRA 1)].
The centre right rectangle is constructed by applying functoriality of tr/ to the iso
morphism E*(Ox)
F7X E*(Ox). The lower right rectangle is constructed using
residually stable base-change, and its commutativity follows from [Hal, VI 5.6]. The
remainder of the diagram is obtained by applying fi7"* to (4.4.10).
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From this diagram we can extract the following commutative rectangle:
trfE'(Ox)
—

f*fLE-{Ox)
F£fJAE-(Ox)

FV"tTfEm(Ox)
->

> E'(Ox)
F?E-(Ox).

By (1.10.4) and Lemma 1.10.2 we see that each of OF,JX 0ox f*f*E'(Ox)
and
OF>X ®OX E*(Ox) is endowed with the structure of an (OF<-,X5 0Fr,x)-bimodule,
and that trfE*(Ox) induces a morphism of bimodules
trF.,/ : O, .x ®0x fJAE'(Ox)

—+ C'V ,\ ®0jf

E'{Ox).

Furthermore, (1.10.5) shows that the bimodule structure that we have induced
on Opv x ®ox f*fAE*(Ox) is identical to the bimodule structure obtained by
pushing forward the (f~10F>\X, OF>\Y)-bimodule structure on f~xOFr x ®f-IOX
f(r)*E-(Ox), and so 0Fr,x ®ox fJAE-(Ox)
is a complex of (0Fr,x,0FrtX)bimodules which represents f^Oj?, y. On the other hand, since E*(Ox) is a
resolution of Ox, and since OF> X is flat as a right (9x-niodule, we see that
0FrX ®ox E*(Ox) is a resolution of 0Fr x as a complex of (0F>- x,0Fr x)bimodules. Putting this all together, we see that we have indeed found the desired
morphism
trFR j : f+0FR^Y[dY/x} —> 0FR xSince all of our constructions may be localised on X, part (II) of the proposition
is immediate. The proof of part (HI) relies on the compatibility of the trace maps
of coherent duality with composition [Hal. VI 4.2]. Granting this, the necessary
verification is standard but tedious, and is left to the reader.
•
4.4.12. Proof of 4-4-1 •
Let / : Y —* X be a proper morphism of smooth kschemes. Let M* be be an object of Db(iC(0F, Y) and let J\f* be an object of
Dbqc(0FR X). Combining the results of parts (I) of Propositions 4.4.2 and 4.4.9 and
Lemma 4.4.7 we obtain a natural transformation
RF*RHOMRCA (M\flAf)
F7'.Y

—> RHom*cA
{f+M\UfAf*)
Fr.X
^ RHom'0,rx (f+M',f+0-F,,Y[dY/x)
— RHom'0,rx(f+M-,0%%x

!0A,.X

®0*rxAr-)
M')

= R.Horn'Afrx (f+M'.M').
It remains to show that this is an isomorphism.
For this, we replace Xi* by a complex, bounded above, of induced quasi-coherent
left 0FR Y-modules, and by the usual spectral sequence argument, it suffices to verify
that the natural transformation is indeed an isomorphism for the case of a single
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absolutely induced quasi-coherent left O , -module M = O ,
is a quasi-coherent Oy-module).
In this case
F

f+M = 0 r
F

y

f

Y

®o ^"1 (where M
Y

- o KfrUy/.x ®O M),

jX

x

Y

and so there are natural isomorphisms
A

l

RHomby ( A f Af)

^

RHorjf ^
c

y

(M,

l

f Af)

and
RJIom*Q (R/*(coy/x ®o M),N')
x

Y

%

RHorrfy

^(f+MM ).

r

Finally we have natural maps
RLRHorn- (AL /\Af)
0v

—> RMoinbx W*(VY/X

®O

L
A/), Rf*ujy [dy/x] ®o AA)
RHornbJRfJuj Y
®o M)M*)^
#

Y

/x

x

Y/

Y

and the composite is an isomorphism by Grothendieck-Serre duality. (Note that here
we are using the ''explicit trace map" form of duality, rather than that based on
dualising complexes, and that we are also applying duality to the (not necessarily
coherent) quasi-coherent complex A/"*. The justification for this is provided in (A.l).)
These isomorphisms fit into the following commutative diagram:
r

RLRHorn% (AL fAf*)

> Rf*RHorn A ^ (M, fAf')

x

JU£omb W*(^Y/x

0

Vo A/),A/**)

X

——> RHcrm^jA^ ^(f+M,AT*).

Y

So the right hand vertical arrow is an isomorphism, and part (i) of the theorem is
proved.
Parts (it). (in) and (iv) of the theorem follow from the construction of the adjunction map. and the corresponding parts of Propositions 4.4.2 and 4.4.9 and Lemma
4.4.7.
•
4.4.13.
It will be useful to make Proposition 4.4.9 explicit in the case when
/ : Y —> X is the closed immersion of a smooth divisor into a smooth /.'-scheme X.
If a is a local equation for F, we can represent the commutative rectangle
tr E'(O )
f

A

,Uf O

x

> E-(Ox)

x

A

F£f,f E-(O )
x

F'' * tr fE* (Ox)
'
-^F£E'(Ox)
x

J
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in a more concrete fashion via Koszul complexes. Following the conventions of [Con,
1.3], the resulting diagram (in which the upper left complex is K*(a.,Ox) and the
lower left complex is i\"*(a9, Ox)) is
(Ox

•a

Ox)

(Ox

> 0)

(Ox

>0).

•A''-1

(Ox

•A'1

Ox)

Applying the induced bimodule construction of 1.10 we obtain a morphism of com
plexes of (Opr x, Op, x)-bimodules
u'V.x

-C\v.O

-CV- ,N

representing the morphism F+0Fr_Y[DY/X] ~> ^FT\X5 nere ^Fr x denotes 0FR x with
its usual left 0FR x-module structure, but with its right module structure defined by
prn m pr __ Qqn• (q-l) pr{n+\)
The differential 0FR^X -> 0%. x is defined by Frn ^ aqU Frn.
It will be useful to note for our applications that (since 0F'R x is isomorphic to
Op, x as a right 0^-module) both 0FR- x and Op', x are acyclic with respect to
tensor product on the right over 0FR x by induced left 0FR x-modules.
4.5. — If / : Y —• X is a proper morphism of smooth /c-schemes, then Theorem 4.4.1
yields an adjunction morphism F+FLA4* —> MI*. If ,/' is a closed immersion then
the source of this arrow has the following rather explicit description (if one combines
Corollary 3.3.5 with Proposition 2.10.4): it is equal to
U([F-LOFr,x(UYJX ®OYWY/X) ®0ARY (UYJX ®OY

RMOM'0X(F*0YLM')))-

There is an obvious morphism in the derived category,
(4.5.1)/ . ( ( r ^ . x ( U Y J X®OY0Y,M'))UY/X)®OA (ui-)x ®OY
/.:•/ : C ' y x 0f-lOx

RHombx(f*0Y,M')))

RHombJftOY,M'))

~ l 0FrtX ®OX LRHom'0 JLOv,M')

2

M\

in which the isomorphism (1) is given by the projection formula, and the morphism (2)
is obtained by resolving M' by a complex of hijective left OF, X-modules J*, and
then defining (2) to be the morphism
0%,X
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There is also a natural morphism
(4.5.2)

f*({rlO

—> SÀU~1O

Fr^x -,/• 1 0 , uY/x) (8>0A (u)-)x 0Oy M o m ^ ( / , ö y , A H ' ) ) )
F>,X ®f-iox UY/X) ®OFVY K " / X ®Oy RHomm0x{f*OY,M'))),

given by contracting the tensor product over Oy to a tensor product over öFr Y •
Proposition 4.5.3. —•• Let f : Y —> X be a closed immersion of smooth k-schemes, and
let M* be a complex in Db (0FR x). Then the diagram
./.U'7 .\. > ®o± K v x O0Y RHorn'0x(f,QY,M')))

(4'J,1)

)M'

(4.5.2)

ADJ.

/••H'V .A- > ®OA,,v K / . v »Ov RHorn'0x(.UOY,M'))) =

/./'.VI-

commutes.
Proof. To prove this one has to reconcile the isomorphism of Proposition 2.10.4
with the proof of Proposition 4.4.9. Let E* — E'(Ox) be the residual complex
resolving Ox • Since X is regular of dimension dx, E* is a complex of length dx • Then
E*[I] is the complex fAE', and the map tiyE* is simply the inclusion /*(£•*[/]) —>• E1-.
The fundamental local isomorphism (discussed in (A. 1.3)) shows that E*[I] is a left
resolution of uoyJx[dy/x]The isomorphism Ox
FrxOx inchices an isomorphism of complexes E* —>
F£E\ Thus the complex Of,-x ®ox E* is a complex of induced (OF^X, (0FV^X)bimodules, and the quasi-isomorphism Ox ~^ E* induces a quasi-isomorphism
0%- x — 0%

x 0ov E*

of (0FR XlOFxx)-bimodules.
Let us recall the construction of the rth relative Cartier operator in this context,
following the proof of Proposition 4.4.9. The isomorphism E*
F7XE* induces an
isomorphism
E'[I{R)]

(Fx*E')[L(R)]

F^(EM[I}).

Composing this with the map Fyr^x^E*[I] —> E*[I^]
Fy^E-W-^

we obtain the map

FpiE-lI})

which realises the relative Cartier operator (shifted by dy/x) 011 the level of residual
complexes. This morphism gives f~LOF,- X 0/-iox F*[I\ the structure of a complex
of induced (f~10F, X, 0F-R Y)-bimodules, resolving Of, x^-yldy/x}There is one fact which we did not take notice of in the proof of 4.4.9, but that
is useful to note here. Namely, the inverse of the above isomorphism E*
F7XE*
provides a structural morphism for E*, making it a complex of left 0i?rx-modules
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which resolves Ox as a left Op<\x-module. (This a generalisation to the non-affine
case of the observation of [Lyu, ex. 1.2 (b")].) The construction of Corollary 2.10.2
then applies to give wYjx <8>OY EM[I] the structure of a complex of left OF< Y-modules.
This complex is a left resolution of ouyjx 0§oY ^y/x[(W/x]
Oy[dYyx}. It follows
from the construction of 2.10.2 that the augmentation
(4.5.4)

uy)x %0y E*[I] — Oy[dY/x)

is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes of left Of r y-modules.
We may and do assume that A4* is a bounded above complex of locally free left
Op,, ^-modules (which are then also locally free as Ox-modules), so that f'Mm is
computed by f*M.*[dY/x}. We begin with an explicit description of the adjunction
map f+f-M.* —» A4*, following the proof of Theorem 4.4.1. Namely, it is represented
by the morphism
MOk;X^Y®0$,OFRXY. YF*M-[DY/X])

q.i. M i r ' O p r ^ O F R X Y

%R,GX E-[I}[DX/Y})C8W,.OFRXYV
O
F
R
X
Y
. F*M-[DY/X})

(o%,x® o x u m i ) ) ) ^ o i r O F R X Yv w

(4.5.5)

(0Fr x ®0yE*)OFRXY®ПАFX2M*

q.i.

OF>;X 0oAvOFRXYAT

M*
in the derived category. (Here the morphisms labelled q.i. are quasi-isomorphisms,
and so may be inverted in the derived category.)
Since the members of the complex Ai* are locally free as Ox-modules, the complex
E* ®ox M* is a resolution of A4# by a bounded complex of left OF, ^-modules (here
we are using the left Op> x-module structures on the complexes E* and A4 to put
a left Op,- ^-module structure on the tensor product) which are injective as Oxmodules. (To see this, note that X is Noetherian, so that a direct limit of injective
Ox-modules is injective and the property of being injective as an Ox-module may be
checked locally.) Thus
HIIOM:Y (LOv.M-)

^

(E* %0x M*)\IL

and so the construction of Corollary 2.10.2 yields an isomorphism of complexes of left
Op, y-modules
u-)x ®oY RHom-0Jf*Oy,M-)
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We now have an explicit representation of the morphism (4.5.1) as the composite
H{0F,

X^Y

®0A (UY)X ®OY (E- ®OX

UU~LOF,TX

®f-10x (E' ®Cx

0F,-,X ®0xM(E'
(4.5.6)

M')[I}))

M')[I\)

®OXM')[I})

—» Ot- x ®ПА (E* <g>0v ЛГ)
µ eO0 M* E* ®ox M*
Q.i. . À
- M *

in the derived category. (Again, the map labelled Q.i. is a quasi-isomorphism, and so
may be inverted in the derived category.)
Again using the fact that the members of M* are locally free as Ox-modules, we
see that there is an isomorphism of Oy-modules
(£• ®OX M*)[I)

E-[I)[DX/Y)

®0Y

F*M-[DY/X],

which induces an isomorphism
(4.5.7)

UJYJX(E' ®0x M')[I]

(LO-)x ® E'[I][DX/Y])

®OY

F*M'[DY/X}.

We may give the source of (4.5.7) the left GFR y-module structure provided by Corollary 2.10.2, and the target of (4.5.7) the left GFR y-module structure obtained by
applying Corollary 2.10.2 to E*, and then tensoring the resulting complex of left
0/?',y-modules over Oy with the complex of left OF, y-modules F*M9[DY/X]- It is
then easy to see that (4.5.7) is an isomorphism of left 0Fv y-modules. We may compose it with (4.5.4) (tensored by /*A4-) to obtain a quasi-isomorphism of complexes
of left 0Fv y-modules
(4.5.8)

^y/x(£- ®OX M*)[I]

F*M'[DY,X]

which is a realisation on the level of complexes of the isomorphism of Proposition 2.10.4 (as one sees by examining the construction of [Hal, I 7.4] and [Con,
2.1]).
To prove the proposition, we embed (4.5.5) and (4.5.6) into diagram (4.5.9), which
is displayed at the end of this section. The commutativity of this diagram then implies
the proposition. The only part of (4.5.9) whose commutativity is not clear is the lower
left quadrilateral, whose commutativity follows from Lemma 1.10.9.
•
The proof of [Lyu, prop. 3.1] involves, at least implicitly, the natural transformation (4.5.1). Thus Proposition 4.5.3 plays a role in showing that our constructions
generalise those of Lyubeznik.
Remark 4.6. — Let us note that all the constructions of this section are compatible
with change of ground field via an algebraic extension k'/k, in the obvious sense.
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Indeed, the only subtle point is the construction of proposition 4.4.9, which involves
base-change of the trace map and residual complexes. However, an algebraic field
extension is residually stable, and base-change via residually stable morphisms is
compatible with the formation of residual complexes and the trace map.
The constructions are also compatible with change of ring from A to A', if A' is a
Noetherian A-algebra. Indeed the key point is that this should be true for the trace
map, and in that case it is built into the construction.
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гох M-)[I))

/*.M'[G?y/A-])

///•:• .vi»

(E- ®0x 0$,..x)®o$M-

(E-®0xM-)[I\

(E- ®0x 0$,V ® F - J ( 9 A
/*.M'[G?y/A-])G?y/

/*.M

q.i.
AT

/*.M

/*.M'[G?y/A-])

/*.M

(E-®0xM-)[I\))(E-

/*.M'[G?y/A-])

/.№'[/]))

(S)0A;.

v M-

/*.M'[G?y/A-])G?y/A-

/*.M

(E-®0xM-)[I\))(E-®0x

(<Э$,шХ ®0х

®Gx /.(£•[/]))
• x '0f :clAE'[I][dx/Y])®0A v /*M'[(iy/x])

Kv/

f*(0*,^y 0OAF. ^

(С?£,,л- 0Ох /;(£•[/])) ®0л М- —•

Diagram (4.5.9)

(E- ®0x 0$,..x)®o$M-

0% Х я0л (/.(£•[/]) ®ох М-)

®Gx /.(£•[/]))
..V / 'O.Y
M-)[I\))0%,
®Gx /.(£•[/])
(^Wfe/r]%/^1d>7.v]))'®0A^•WKv/y])®C7A
f
/^1dy/A-])

hkja

/*.M'[G?y/A-])G?y/A-/*.M'[G?I*{0% x^y/*.M/*.M(uJyjx0oY q.i. f*(0%.^y ®0A f*M-[dY/X])
(E-®0xM-)[I\))
E-{I][dx/Y]®Oy .CM-A x))
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5. UNIT OAFr-MODULES

Definition 5.1. A unit F'\X~module on a smooth //-scheme X is a quasi-coherent
left GFr Y-m°dulc AA for which the structural morphism 4>M '• FX*M —» M is an
isomorphism of OX-modules.
Lemma 5.2.

Let X be a smooth k-scheme, and suppose that
M. = Mi —> Mi —> Mz —> M4 —> Mr,

is an exact sequence of left Of, x-modules, and that M\, M2, M4, and M^ are unit
0Fr x-modules. Then M% is a unit Of, x-module.
Proof. Since the Mi are quasi-coherent for i 7^ 3, we conclude that M3 is quasicoherent. Since X is smooth. Fx* is exact, and we get a morphism of exact sequences
F'x*Mm —> M., so that the result follows from the five lemma.
•
5.3.
The notion of unit OF, A—module, when K = ¥q, r = 1 and X — Spec A is an
affme scheme, is identical to that of F-module as defined in [Lyu]. Lyubeznik gives
a method for constructing F-modules via a generating morphism, which immediately
generalises to the case of general r and an arbitrary smooth A;-scheme X.
Construction-Definition 5.3.1.
Suppose that M is a quasi-coherent O X-module
equipped with a morphism of OX-modules
ft : M

FX* M.

We define M to be the direct limit of the direct system
M A—> FRX*M

F^ft

(FXR)*M

(Fir)* в
{Fx•n )*13 {F'x)*M

(FY)*/3
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Since pull-back commutes with direct limits, Fx Ai is the direct limit of the system
(F'xnYl3
[Fvi-r)*a
(F? Vi
{Fxn)*M
[F? Г M
and so is naturally identified with Ai. This identification Fx*Ai — Ai gives Ai the
structure of unit Opr x-module (by Lemma 1.5.1).
We say that Ai is the unit Op, x-module generated by the morphism ft : M —*
Fx*M. More generally, if A/" is a unit Opr x-module isomorphic to Ai, we will say
that N is generated by ft, or that ft is a generator of N.
FVM

Fx*(3

5.3.2. — If Ai is a unit Op, x-module, let ft denote the inverse to the structural
morphism:
ft = ^ :M ~^FxAi.
Then the unit Opr ^-module generated by ft is naturally isomorphic to Ai. Thus any
unit Opr x-module has at least one generator.
The following result gives an alternative description of the unit Opr x-module
generated by a morphism ft : M —> FX*M:
Proposition 5.3.3. --• Let M be an Ox-module equipped with an Ox-linear map ft :
M —>• Fx*M. Let ft' be the corresponding morphism of induced modules
ft' : 0'},,-,x (g)0A M

C>;,,A. 0oA

M

(in the sense of (1.7.3)); equivalently, ft' can be described as right multiplication by
Fr on Op, x
MY when this tensor product is given its induced bimodule structure
via the discussion of (1.10.4). Let Ai be the unit Op, x-module generated by ft. Then
Ai sits in the following short exact sequence:

1 — 3'
h—-> O^r x 0oA M —> Ai —> 0.
Proof. — The natural map of left Ox-modules M —> Ai induces a map of left Op, x~
modules OpT x ®Q\ M —> Ai, which is surjective by definition (see 1.5).
Furthermore, from the definition of the map ft' and the construction of the direct
limit we now see that AA is presented as
0 —> 0%-x 0oA M

Opr x 0oA

M

1 ~ F3 ) 0%.x ®GA M —> Ai —> 0.

It remains to see that the first arrow is injective. But this is clear, since ft' has image
in Op,- xFr 0oA M, so that any element in the kernel of 1 —ft'lies in the intersection
a : ,,^..A/••'•'
}l "•
D
5.3.4.
As already noted, if Ai is a unit Opr x-module then we can in particular
take ft = 0^} : Ai —» Fx*Ai to be a generator of Ai. We remark that with this
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choice of generator the short exact sequences constructed by Proposition 5.3.3 and
Lemma 1.8.1 are essentially the same; namely, they fit into the following diagram
0-

C'Y-.л ®си / 'v -v' u52 0%. x 0oA Ai um2 M

0

id ® Фм
0-

O}:,. x (g)0A A4

sw1z2

°F'-,X ®0* M

Um1

M

0,

whose commutativity follows immediately from the definitions of the maps involved.
5.3.5. — We suppose that X is a smooth affine fc-scheme, and that 71/ is a unit
Op, ^-module. We will construct a particular kind of free resolution of Ai, which
will be useful on several occasions.
Let (3 : M —» Frx* M be a generator of A4, and let P* be a resolution of M by
free Ox-modules. Then F'x P* is a free resolution of Fx M, and we may lift (3 to a
morphism
(3* : P* —> FJXP*.
From this we followT Proposition 5.3.3 and construct a double complex
0%.x ®o% I"

1-

[3'1 <-'V .Л ®0* ^

whose associated total complex is a free resolution of the complex
0%.x ®o% I"M 1 - 11' <-'V .Л ®0* ^
which is in turn a resolution of A4.
It is also useful to note that we may form the complex V* of unit Op, x-modules
generated by the complex of generators /3*, and that this complex again resolves A4*.
Since V1 is a direct limit of the pull-back of P' by powers of Fx for each integer i,
we see furthermore that each V1 is a fiat Ox-module.
5.4.
We define fiu(X,A) to be the full subcategory of /i(X,A) consisting of unit
Op,- ^-modules. We define D'^Opr x)* to be the full triangulated subcategory
of D*(Opr XY consisting of complexes whose cohomology sheaves are unit Opr xmodules. (Here • denotes one of +, —, or 0 , and * denotes one of o or 0 . )
Note that Lemma 5.2 shows that fiu(X,A) is a thick subcategory of fi(X, A), so
that D*u(Opr XY is indeed a triangulated subcategory of D*(Opr x)*.
5.4.1. — A complex AA* of D(0%. x) belongs to Du(0%.XY if and only if the struc
tural isomorphism o.v?« : Fr* Ai* —> Ai* is an isomorphism of objects in D(Opr x).
Proof. ----- The complex Ai* belongs to Du(Opr x) if and only if each (/)H*(M*) *S AN
isomorphism. Now (2.11.1) shows that this is the case exactly if each H1{4>M*) is
an isomorphism. Thus each ct>H>{M%) is an isomorphism if and only if OM is an
isomorphism in Dbqc(Opr x).
•
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5.5.
It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.9.2 that if Ai and N are unit
GFr x-modules then Ai &0A ÁÍ is a unit OF, Y-module. The following lemma makes
an even stronger observation:
Lemma 5.5.1.
Suppose that /3 : AI —> F'X*AI generates the unit Of, x-module Ai
and that 7 : N —> F7X*N generates the unit Of, x-module N. Then for each i > 0.
the Ox-module Тог^л (Л4.ЛГ) has the structure of a unit GF, x-module generated by
the morphism
HL(J3 el 7) : Тог^д (AI, N) —> Тог^л (FX*A/. Fx X)

Fx Тог^л (AL X).

Proof
As 0(9A commutes both with direct limits and with (Fx1)*, and both
these functors are exact, Тог^л also commutes with these functors for every i ^ 0.
The lemma follows.
•
Corollary 5.5.2. — The functor
- ®0д

: D-(OFI,X)

0ол

of section 1.9.4 rest/nets to a functor

x D~((Dp, x) —

DZ(0%;X).

Proof. A standard spectral sequence argument shows that this is a consequence of
Lemma 5.5.1.
•
Proposition 5.6.
Let X be a smooth к-scheme, and A' a Noetheruin K-algebra.
L
Then X 0л rest/nets to a functor
Л0л

:D-(0F,.,x)—^D-(0%.,x),

and so also to a functor
Л0Л
Proof.

•.Dhu(0%.,x)°

—D^(0^x)°.

Note that once we prove the first claim, the second immediately follows. If

Mm lies in D-(0F,.iX), then A' 0 M* lies in D~(OF, X). We must show that in
L
addition Л7 0л At* has unit cohomology sheaves.
We may check this locally, and hence may assume that X is affine. The usual
spectral sequence argument also shows that it suffices to consider the case when A4*
is a single unit OF,- x-module At. We apply the construction of (5.3.5), and deduce
that we may assume that M is generated by a map /3 : At —» FXAL for which the
0x-module A/I is free. In this case we see that X 0л AL is the unit OF,X-module
generated by the map
id.y 0 /3 : X 0л AL —> X 0л Fx AI
FX*(A' 0Л AI).
This proves the Proposition.
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Proposition 5.7. — Let r' be a multiple of r, let q' = pr , assume that Fq/ C k, and
write A' = Fq' ®wq A. Then for any smooth k-scheme X, restriction and induction
(as defined in section 1.14) induce functors
Res*' : Du(0%^x)

DU( OAF,, X)

Ind«, : Du{Of, x)

Du{0%^x).

and

Proof. Since restriction (respectively induction) has zero cohomological amplitude,
it suffices to establish the claim of the proposition in the case of a single unit Opv xmodule (respectively of a single unit 0^r, -module ) Ai. In this case, the result
follows from the fact that qt>M is an isomorphism, together with the prescription for
constructing the structural morphism of Res^ Ai (respectively lndqq,Ai) from that of
Ai given in (1.14.2) (respectively (1.14.3)).
•
5.7.1. — It will be convenient to note (and is easily seen) that if ¡3 : M —• FX*M
generates the unit Opr x-module A4, then the composite
M

8

FrxM

FTP

F{;-r>p

Ft* M

generates Res^ Ai. Similarly, if 7 : N —> F7X*N generates the unit 0^r, ^-module
Af, then the map
7 0 id 0 • • • 0 id
F{JhN 0 Fl* 0 • • • 0 Ft'~r)*N
N 0 Frx*N 0 • • • 0 F[x ~~r)*N •

Frx*(N 0 F£N 0 • • • 0 F<r~r >*N)
generates Ind^/A/'.
Lemma 5.7.2. — There is a projection formula relating induction and restriction for
unit modules. Namely, the bifunctors Ind^, ( -®0A' Res^ (-)) and Ind^(-) ®QA on
liU(X,A')

x /J,U(X,A) are naturally isomorphic.

Proof. Let Ai* be an object of /iU(X,A') and Af* be an object of /JLU(X,A). Then
Lemma 1.14.1 shows that lndqq/(Ai ®0A' Resq Af) is isomorphic to
(r-7r)-l

(r7r)-l
Frx*{M®0« Af)
n=0
while Ind^A^ ®QA Af is isomorphic to

F'xn*A4 ®GA; F'xn*Af,
71 = 0

(rVr)-l

(r7r)-l

Fxn*M ®nA, Af.

Frxn*Ai) ®0A>N

n=0

n=0
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We have the following natural isomorphism between these two objects of /iM(X, A),
(r'/r)-l
FXN*A4 ®QA> Fxn*N

n=0
id 0 id 0 id 0 4>I.M • • • ® id ® 0(r'/r)-i,M (r'/r)-l

FU1* M и м - M
n=0
(where we are using the notation <j)ruj^ introduced in section (1.5)), which one easily
checks to be compatible with the structural morphisms of source and target (using
the description of these structural morphisms provided by (1.9.2) and (1.14.3)).
•
Theorem 5.8. — Suppose that f : Y —> X is a morphism of smooth k-schemes.
(i) The functor f : D(G%. x)
D(G%. Y) restricts to a functor (which we denote
by the same symbol)
./• :Du(0%-tX) — DU{0F,.Y).
(ii) The functor f+ : D(Opr Y) ~^ D(Opr x) restricts to a functor (which we
denote by the same symbol)
F+:Du(0F,.,Y)—>Du(0!F,,x).
Proof - We prove part (i) first. Let Ai* be a complex in D(Opr x) whose cohomol
ogy sheaves are unit Op, x-modules. We must show that the cohomology sheaves of
f'Ai* are unit Opr^-modules.
We begin by considering the case of a single unit Op, ^-module Ai. We must
show that f'Ai has unit cohomology sheaves. This can be verified locally, and so
after replacing X by an open affme subset and Y be the inverse image under / of this
subset we may assume that X is affme.
We apply the construction of (5.3.5) to Ai, and so obtain a double complex
0%.X ®0A /'*

1 - ft"

0F,.X ®0A P'

whose associated total complex is a free resolution of Ai.
Thus flAi is (up to shifting) the total complex associated to the double complex
l eV

Y ®ГОЛ . Г / "

(my

0%.y

®0U*P'.

There is a spectral sequence converging to the cohomology sheaves of this total com
plex, whose E\ terms are the horizontal cohomology groups of this double complex,
which by Proposition 5.3.3 are unit Op, Y-modules. By repeated applications of
Lemma 5.2 we see that the Ex terms are again unit Op, y-modules, and so finally
we see that the same is true of the cohomology sheaves of f'Ai.
This proves the proposition in the case of a single unit Opr Y-module Ai. Now
by a standard spectral sequence argument, taking into account Lemma 5.2, as well
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as the fact that f is of finite cohomological amplitude by Lemma 2.3.2, we deduce
part (i) of the proposition for arbitrary complexes in DU(X).
We turn to proving part (ii). To begin with, suppose that Ai is a unit Opr Ymodule, with generator [3 : M —* Fy*A/, for some Oy-module Af. (As in the case
of part (i), it will be useful to give the proof having made an arbitrary choice of
generator.) Then Ai has the resolution
OyrY12<8>0zf0л M

1-/3'

О

Y

80д AL

which by Lemma 3.5.1 is acyclic for the functor Opr x+-Y ®e>£7.
Thus
f+M = Rf*((rlO£r>x®f-i0x

•

oJY/x) ®0,ry0(0F,..Y ®0A M12/2^0 £ , , Y ®0A A/)).

Now using this description of /+ Ai, the cohomology sheaves of f+Ai may be computed
by a spectral sequence whose E\ terms are equal to (using Lemma 3.5.2)
E[3 = R'f f12 'O/.-^.v f1a iC)A K 7 x 0oy A/)) = 0Fr,x ®QX R]f^y/x

®oY M ) ,

for z = —1 or i = 0, and vanish for all other values of i. We wish to compute the
boundary map d^-1'-7'.
This boundary map is equal to HJ(f+)(l — (3f) — 1 — HJ(f+)f3f. Now Proposition
3.6.1 shows that /3 induces a map
7 :DARFRM LJY/X ®Oy

M)

Fx*Rf\(LuY/x ®oY M),

such that /+/3' is equal to the corresponding map of induced complexes
i ' OF-,X ®O% RM"Y/X

®oY M) —> C9F,,X ®0A Rf^Y/21x ®oY A/)-

Let us write
y = /F(7) : RJf,(uY/x ®oY M) —> Fx*WU{uY/x ®oY M)
(since Fx is flat, the pull-back F7X* commutes with taking cohomology) and
7°' =

HJ(l') • O F ' , XOXF12Rjf*("Y/x

®oY M) —> 0%,x ®0A Rjf*("Y/x

®oY A/).

Then 7/J is the morphism of induced left Op-,. x-modules corresponding to the morphism 7J, and we see that
dxhi = 1-7°' • 0F,-.X ®0A R'f*(^Y/x ®oY M) —* OF,.,X ®0A RfJ(*Y,x

®oY M).

Thus Proposition 5.3.3 shows that E^1'3 (which is the kernel of d~[1^3) vanishes, and
that E^J (which is the cokernel of d^1^) is the unit Op, y-module generated by 7J.
Thus the spectral sequence collapses to a single column at the E2 stage, so that
Hi {f+) M = E0/ is the unit C>/X, y-module generated by y>. This concludes the
proof that f+M e Dhu(0Fr,_v).
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Now a standard spectral sequence argument, taking into account Lemma 5.2 together with the fact that /+ is of finite cohomological amplitude, establishes part (ii)
of the proposition.
•
5.9. •— If / : Y —• X is a closed immersion of smooth /c-schemes then we can give an
alternative proof of part (i) of Theorem 5.8 which is related to the description of f
provided by Proposition 2.10.4. In the following discussion we let / denote the ideal
sheaf cutting out Y in X.
We suppose that Xi is a single unit OF, x-module, generated by the morphism
(3 : M —• F7XM. Let J* be a right resolution of Xi* by injective (9x-modules. Then
(since F7X is residually stable) we see that F7XJ* is an injective resolution of FX*M.
The morphism (3 can thus be extended to a morphism
(3* : J* —> F7X\I*.
Let J* denote the complex of unit Opr ^-modules generated by the morphisms ¡3*.
Then J* is constructed as a direct limit of the modules Fxl*J*. Since each of these
is injective as an (9x-module, and since X is Noetherian, we see that J* is a complex
of unit 0F, ^-modules which are injective as Ox-modules. Since taking direct limits
is exact, we see that J* provides a right resolution of Xi*.
Being Ox-injective, each J* is acyclic for the functor RHorn*0x (/*QY, -). Thus
we may use the resolution J* of Xi to compute f' Xi, under the guise of ^Yjx 0oy
RHom*Cx (/* OY ,AA), as allowed by Proposition 2.10.4. Thus to see that f]Xi lies in
Dhu(0Fl- Y), it suffices to show that each of the 0Fr y-modules u>yjxdss1z j 1 Sisa
unit 0Fr y-module. This is a consequence of the following result.
Lemma 5.9.1. — Suppose that Xi* is a unit Opr x-module, generated by a morphism
7 : M —> F7X XI. Then 7 induces in a natural way a morphism
uy)x ®oY M[I]

FY%ujyl/x 0ev M[J]),

and the unit Of, Y-module generated by this morphism is naturally isomorphic to the
0Fr y-module UJ~Jx ®oY M[I] constructed via Corollary 2.10.2. In particular, this
latter module is a unit Of,- Y-module. (Of course, this last claim also follows from
Theorem 5.8, part (i), and Proposition 2.10.4-)
Proof. — The morphism 7 induces a map
M[I{r)] —> {F^XI)[I{r)}

Frx*(NI[I]),

and consequently a morphism
M[I]-^FX*(M[I})[I\.
Combining this with the inverse of the isomorphism
OJY/X
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constructed at the end of (A.2.2) (taking the N of that discussion to be UJYJ x (g)M[I]),
we obtain a morphism
M[I]

LJY/X ®0y F?(uY]x & M[I\),

and consequently a morphism
uv V S 0 V M /

> Fv (ыЛ,.. (V А/ Л).

Tracing through the construction of Corollary 2.10.2 and (hence) that of Lemma
2.10.1, one verifies that this morphism does indeed generate ujyjx (S)oY M[I].
•
5.9.2.
This recipe for passing from a generator of Ai to a generator of ujyj x ®oY
Ai{I] = H{](f)A\ is found in the proof of [Lyu, prop. 3.1] (although it is not expressed
in this language).
5.10.
The following theorem, which is the analogue for unit (9^, -modules of Kashiwara's theorem in the theory of ^-modules, generalises [Lyu, prop. 3.1]. To see the
connection between our approach and that of Lyubexnik. one should refer to the de
scription of f provided by Proposition 2.10.4 and the discussion of section (5.9), as
well as the description of the adjunction morphism /+/! —> id provided by Proposi
tion 4.5.3.
Theorem 5.10.1.
Let f : Y —> X be a closed immersion of smooth k-schemes. If Ai
is a unit Opr x-module supported on Y, then the adjunction map f+f'Ai —> Ai is an
isomorphism. As a consequence, we see that H°(f)Ai ^> f'Ai. The functors /+
and f induce an equivalence of categories bet/ween the category of unit Op,• Y-modules,
and the category of Op, x -modules supported on Y.
Proof
Since by remark 3.4.1 /'_(_ has zero cohomological amplitude, we see that
if the stated isomorphism holds, then f'Ai must be a single4 module in degree zero,
which proves the second claim. The final claim then follows because /+ is faithful by
the remark in 3.4.1.
The isomorphism of the theorem may be verified locally, and so we may assume that
X is affme and that Y is cut out by a regular sequence (ai,. . ., as) with the property
that each of the subschemes V(a\,.. ., a}) of X is smooth over k, for 1 ^ i ^ s. Then
we may factor the closed immersion / as a product
Y =

V(AI....,AS)

fs

V"(ai,... ,fl,s_i) fs-l

h

V"(«i)

/1

X,

with each fi being the closed immersion of a divisor. The adjunction morphism liât
the factorisation
UfM

= /i+--•/.+/,! ---AM
—* J\+ • • •./'- , . /; , •••/'.vj

•

> }\+f[M — M.
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Since each f\_l-'-flXiM is a unit Op,y(ai ....,a^-module
V[a\,..., a2), we see that to prove that
UFM

—

which is supported on

M

is an isomorphism, it also suffices to consider the case of s = 1. Thus for the remainder
of the proof we assume that Y — V(a) is a smooth divisor on X, and that Xi is a
unit Opv x-module supported on Y.
To prove that the adjunction map is an isomorphism, we factor it as follows:
U f M M f+0%.,y[dy/x} 0OArv M

TFK1^

^

C\V v (g,oAr x At —> Al.

(Compare the proof of Theorem 4.4.1.) We will use the explicit formula of (4.4.13) to
show that
(5.10.2)

f+0F,.iY[dY/x} ®0Arx

M—*M

is an isomorphism.
Since Xi is supported on F, every section of Xi is annihilated by some power of a,
and so Xi — [J^Q -M.[aqU}. Base-change by the flat morphism Fxn* shows that
Fx*(M{a})

(Fxn*M)[aq"].

Composing with ([jM we find that F1xn*(X/i[a]) Xi[aq"]. Thus Xi is generated by
the inclusion
M[a]
M[aq]
Fx*(M[a\),
and we have the consequent presentation
0 —> Opr^x • C)A M[a] —> Opr^x o\ M[a] —> Xi —> 0
of Xi.
We now compute (5.10.2) using (4.4.13) and this presentation. The source of
(5.10.2) is represented by the tensor product
(0%;X — 0 # , x ) 0oA,.V (0%.x ®0A M[a] — OFX1 ®0x M[a\).
(Here we are using the observation of (4.4.13) that the modules Op,- x and Op, x
are acyclic with respect to tensor product by induced left Op, Y-m°dules.) To prove
that (5.10.2) is an isomorphism, it suffices to show that
0%,x ®0$,.x ^"i

x ®ox M[a] — e,v .v ®GA M[a])
^

(OF',,X Q)0X

M[a]

0$',.,x ®GA M{a\)

is an acyclic complex. Let d denote the differential of this complex.
Since Op, x is isomorphic to Op,- x as a right 0x-module, we see by (1.3.2) that
oo
OF>,X ®Ox M[a]
0%,x ®0A M
0MK*],
n=0
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Using the explicit description of the right Op,. x-module structure of Opr x, we see
that d restricted to Ai [aq ] is given by
i > m © a9 ^
Ai[aq } rn —

' m M[aq"}QM[aqn+1] C

CO

Ai[aq"}.
71 = 0
Since aq te-1) annihilates Ai[aq ], this map is simply the tautological injection of
Ai[aq"] into ©^L0 M[aq"]. This shows that d is just the identity map, and in partic
ular an isomorphism, and so completes the proof of the theorem.
•
We have the following corollary of this result:
Corollary 5.10.3.
If f : Y
X is a closed immersion of smooth k-schemes, and
Ai is a unit Op,- x-module, then the adjunction morphism
f+H°(f)M
is an injection, and identifies f+H°(fl)Ai
of sections of Ai supported on Y.

— M
with the sub sheafTy(X) of Ai consisting

Proof — Since Ty(Ai) = \Jn=iMlI% AND Fr*(M[In]) C Ai[Iqn), one sees that
Ty(Ai) is a sheaf of left Op, Y-submodules of Ai. Furthermore, the structural iso
morphism oM induces an isomorphism Fx* (Ty(Ai))
Fy(Fx*(Ai))
Ty(Ai).
Thus Ty(Ai) is a unit 0%r ^-module.
Now Ty (Ai) [I] = Ai [I], and so one concludes by proposition 2.10.4 that the natural
morphism H°(f)Ty(Ai)M -> H°(f)M is an isomorphism. Thus
UH°(f)Ai

M

UH°(f)Ty(M)

M

where the second isomorphism is given by Theorem 5.10.1.

TY(M),
•

5.11. — We will also deduce an analogue of Theorem 5.10.1 for the derived category.
First, some definitions:
Definition 5.11.1. — If X is a fc-scheme, and if Ai* is an object of D(Op, x), the
support of Ai* is defined to be the Zariski closure of the union of the support of the
cohomology sheaves H'l(Ai*), for every i.
Definition 5.11.2. If Y is a closed subset of a smooth fc-scheme X, we define
Du,Y(Opv x) to be the full triangulated subcategory of Du(Opr x) consisting of
objects whose support is contained in Y.
Corollary 5.11.3.
Let f : Y —> X be a closed immersion of smooth k-schemes. Then
the essential image of the functor
F+: DU(Of,^y)

Du(0%.iX)

is equal to Du_y(Opv x).
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Furthermore, /+ induces an equivalence of categories between DU(Of,. Y) and
Duy(0FV x)> wtth f' Providing a quasi-inverse.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.10.1 by a standard argument, bearing in mind
that f and /+ are both of finite cohomological amplitude. (In fact, /+ is even of zero
cohomological amplitude, since / is a closed immersion.)
•
5.11.4.
Recall that if Y is a closed subset of X then the functor RTY is defined
as the total right derived functor of the functor TY of sections with support in Y.
If Xi* is a bounded complex of left OF,- Y-niodules. then RTY(Xi*) is naturally a
complex of left OF, Y-modules, since we may compute RTY by taking a resolution of
XI* by injective left OF, Y-modules (1.3.1). By a result of Grothendieck, RTY has
finite cohomological amplitude. Thus RFY(Xi*) has only finitely many non-vanishing
cohomology sheaves and so is an object of Db(0F, Y).
The following result generalises [Lyu. e.g. 1.2 (b)]. and provides an analogue of
Corollary 5.10.2 for the derived category.
Proposition 5.11.5.
If f : Y
X is a closed immersion of a k-scheme Y into
a smooth k-scheme X and M* is an object of D+(Of.,^x),
then RTY(Xi*) is an
object ofD+Y(0Fr x). If furthermore Y is smooth k-scheme, then there is a natural
isomorphism
/.'I,RY (M¨°* •/.I'M'
of objects inDD+iy(0%,x).
Proof
Let j : X \ Y —>• X be the open immersion of the complement of Y. Then
we have the distinguished triangle of objects ofD+'{OF,- X)
> I{\Y(M*)

—* M* —> j.jM*

—

Since Xi* and j+y Xi* are both objects of
(OF, X) we see that the same is true
of RFY(Xi*). By construction, it has support in Y.
If furthermore Y is smooth as a //-scheme then we may apply f to the above
distinguished triangle to obtain the distinguished triangle
> f'RTY{M")

—> f'M* — 0

of objects in D+{0Fr,Y). Thus flRTY(M*) ^
DuA°F'\x)i
Corollary 5.11.3 gives
Itty(M)

^

f.f[RlY

fM*.

As RFY{Xi*) is an object of

(M-**) ^

f.f-M*.

Example 5.11.6.
Consider the case when Y is smooth and Xi* = OX. Then
flOx = Oy[dY/x]. Thus we sec that in the situation of the preceding proposition
UOY
5.12.

RTY(Ox)[dx/Y}.

We present one final application of Theorem 5.10.1.

asterisque 2m

•
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Proposition 5.12.1.
Let X be a smooth k-scheme, and let Ai* be an object of
D+(Opr x) with support contained in the closed subset Z of X. Let U be any open
sub scheme of Z which (given its reduced induced structure) is smooth as a k-scheme,
and let f : U —> X denote the immersion of U into X. Then there is a natural
morphism
M'
f+f'-M;
whose cone is supported on Z \ U.
Proof
Let V = X \ (Z \ U). Then U is closed in V and V is open in X. Let
i : U —» V and j : V —• X denote the corresponding immersions, so that / = ji. Then
by Lemma 4.3.1 there is the natural morphism of adjunction
(5.12.2)

M* —>j+jlM\

Now since Ai* is supported on Z, we see that jlA4m is supported on ZD V = U. Thus
by Corollary 5.11.3 we see that
(5.12.3)

fMm

-^i+vj'M\

This induces an isomorphism
i.i'M' -^j+i+rf M'* = f+flM\
Composing with the morphism (5.12.2) yields a morphism
</; : M'

j+i+i'-fM' = FU fM'.

Applying jl to 0 recovers the isomorphism (5.12.3), and so the cone of if) is supported
on X \ V — Z \ U. This proves the proposition.
•
5.13.
Let X be a smooth //-scheme. If k/ is an extension field of A;, and X' is the
base-change of X over A7, then base-change of Op, ^-modules via k' induces functors
k'&k

://„(X,A) —Wu(X'.A)

and
k'Qk : l)„.0}.
R , I C / V;.
A particular case of interest is that in which k' is a purely inseparable algebraic
extension of k.
Proposition 5.13.1.
Let k/ be a (necessarily purely inseparable algebraic) extension
of A; such {k')q" is contained in k for some n, let X be a smooth k-scheme, and let
X' = k' X/,; X be the base-change of X over k'.
(i) For any pair of complexes M9 in D~(OprX) and AT* in D^(OprX), f"( nat
ural morphism
RHom'x

(M\Af)

—> RHom-A

(A;' 0k: M\ k' ®k AC)

of (1.12.5) is an isoniorphis'in.
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(ii) The functor k' <&k '• Mu(A, A) —• iiu(X', A) induces an equivalence of cate
gories.
As a consequence of (i) and (ii) we deduce that
A-'®,

:D

bu(Ol,.,x)^Dl(0$r>x,)

induces an equivalence of categories.
Proof. By considering successive changes of ground field and induction on n, we
may reduce to the case that (k')q C k.
Since Xi* and TV* are unit 0Fv x-modules, we deduce from the commutative dia
gram of (2.11.2) that the morphism
RHom-A

(M\M*)

—> RHom'A

(Fx

M\FTXf)

is an isomorphism in D+(A), and similarly for the morphism
RHom-A
(kf ®k M\k' ®k M*) —> RHorn-A (Fx*,(fc' ®k M*)< Fx*(k' ®k N*)).
F>\X'
F> .X'
Now in the commutative diagram of Lemma 2.11 A we see that the two horizontal
arrows are isomorphisms. This is sufficient to conclude that the left-hand vertical
arrow is an isomorphism, proving (i).
Since (i) shows, in particular, that the functor of (ii) is fully faithful, to establish
(ii) it remains to show that any object Xi' of \iu(X', A) is isomorphic to k! ®k Xi for
some object Xi of /iu(A, A). As in the proof of (i), we may assume that (k')q C k.
Via this inclusion, we obtain a diagram
X'
>x
> X'

Spec k'

> Spec A;

> Spec k!

such that the composition of the top two horizontal arrows is F7X, and the composition
of the bottom two horizontal arrows is Ff,. If we define Xi = k ®k/ Xi' (where k is
regarded as a /^-algebra via the inclusion (k')q C k) then Xi is an object of fiu(X, A)
and k' ®)kXi — Fx,*Xif. But the structural morphism <f>M' provides an isomorphism
between the 0F-r x,-module Fx,*Mf and Xi'. Thus Xi' is isomorphic to k'®kXi.
•
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6.1.
In [Lyu] there is defined a notion of F-finite module, which in our terminology
is a unit OF,x-module over an affine scheme X which can be generated by a morphism
¡3 : M —> F*M with M a coherent OX-module. Our first aim in this section is to show
that a unit Opr ^-module admits such a generator if and only if M. is locally finitely
generated as an Op,, ^-module. We first state a definition, which is an adaptation of
a notion of [Lyu].
Definition 6.1.1.
A root of a unit OF,- x-module M on a //-scheme X is an injective
morphism [3 : M —> FX M, with M a coherent OX—module, which generates M.
Remark 6.1.2. By definition, if a unit OF, ^-module has a root, then it has a
coherent generator. Since coherent OX-modules are (by definition) locally finitely
generated as OX-modules, we see from Proposition 5.3.3 that any unit OF,. X-module
which has a coherent generator is locally finitely generated as an OF,. X-module.
The following result completes this chain of implications, by showing that all three
conditions are equivalent:
Theorem 6.1.3. — Let X be a smooth k-scheme. If M is a unit Of,. x-module which
is locally finitely generated (as a left Of,. x-module), then M has a root.
Proof. The quasi-coherent module M is equal to the direct limit of its OX-coherent
submodules. Since M is locally finitely generated as an OF, ^-module, there exists
an O^-coherent submodule M C M which generates M. The morphism OF,- X (8)^A
M —• M is then surjective.
Pulling back by FX , we see that FX*(OF,. X ®0A M)
FX*M is surjective. By
Corollary 1.3.2,
CO
ОС
Рх*«Я,..х®оь AI) = Fl-*
Fxn)*M ) =
[FX" )* M.
71 = 0
71=1
Thus we have a surjection 0^=1(F^)*A/ ^ F7X*M.
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Consider the isomorphism qhj^ : M —> FrxM. Since M is coherent, its image
under (j)J^ is contained in the sum of the images of (Fxn)*M for finitely many values
ofn, say 1 ^ n ^ N.
Let M' = "£n=o <l>nMFxl*M c M- Then we *ee that
N-l

N

<t>M{FxM') = Y4>nMFxn*M)
11 = 1

3 M + V 0n.M(Fx*M)
11 = 1
N-l

E 4>nMFx M) = M'.
n=0
(To see the inclusion, note that the inclusion of the second summand is obvious, while
the inclusion of the first summand follows from the choice of N.)
Define (3 to be the restriction of øM to M'. We see from the preceding calculation
that f3 : M' —> Fx*Mf. This morphism generates M by construction, and is injective
with coherent domain, again by construction. This proves the theorem.
•
6.2.
The following results generalise some of the more elementary results of [Lyu,
§2] (once one makes the translation from locally finitely generated unit 0F-niodules
to modules admitting a coherent generator).
Lemma 6.2.1.

If

Ai —> At —> M" —> 0
is a short exact sequence of unit Op, x-modules on a smooth k-scheme X, then Ai is
locallyfinitelygenerated if and only if both Ai' and Ai" are locallyfinitelygenerated.
0 —>

Proof. The proof of this result follows that of the proof of [Lyu, thm. 2.8]. The key
ingredient in this argument is the construction of a root of a locally finitely generated
unit Op,- x-module Ai, and this is provided by Theorem 6.1.3.
•
Remark 6.2.2. The conclusion of Lemma 6.2.1 is false without the unit hypothesis.
For example, if A — k[x] then the ring A[F] is not left Noctherian (consider the
left ideal generated by the elements xFn for N ^ 1). and so submodules of finitely
generated left A[F]-modules need not be finitely generated in general.
Corollary 6.2.3.

If
Aij —> Ai2 —-> Ai* —> Mi —> Mr

is an exact sequence of Op, x-modules and Mi, M2, M.\ and Mr, are LOCALLY FINITELY
generated unit, then M?> is locallyfinitelygenerated unit.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 5.2 that M:i is a unit 0$r_x-module. Let M' be
the cokernel of the morphism M\ —> Mi. Then by Lemma 5.2. M' is a unit Op,xmodule, and so by the preceding lemma. M' is locally finitely generated. A similar
argument shows that the kernel M" of M\ --> Mr is locally finitely generated. Since
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M:] is an extension of A4F by M.", we see by the preceding lemma that Ms is locally
finitely generated.
•
Definition 63.
We let ////r/„( A. A) denote the full subcategory of fi(X, A) consisting
of locally finitely generated unit Opr x-modules. We let D*f (Op.,. A )* denote the full
triangulated subcategory of D*qc(Opr x)* consisting of complexes whose cohomology
sheaves are locally finitely generated unit Opr x-modules. (Here • denotes one of +,
—, 6, or 0 , and * denotes one of o or 0 . )
It follows by the preceding corollary that [iifgu(X, A) is a thick subcategory of
/i(A, A), so that the full subcategory D\fgu(G%. XY of Db(0%-X) is indeed triangulated. It is for the category D\j (Op,- x)* that we will eventually prove our RiemannHilbert correspondence, in the case when A is a finite ring.
Lemma 6.4.
If Ai and Af are locallyfinitelygenerated unit O^,. x-modules, then
for every i > 0, the Ox-module Tor^A (AA,Af) has a natural structure of a locally finitely generated unit Opr x-module. In particular this holds for the product
M ®0.\ Af.
Proof. - - This follows immediately from Theorem 6.1.3. Lemma 5.5.1 and the fact
that for i ^ 0, the bifunctor Tor^A ( . ) takes (pairs of) coherent G\-modules to
coherent O\V-modules.
•
Corollary 6.4.1.

Let X be a smooth k-scheme. Then the functor
®o% • DVllu(0%.x) x DV(JO%,x) — D-<iv(0%,x).

restricts to a functor
®o% • DVllu(0%.x) x DV(JO%,x) — D-<iv(0%,x).
Proof
If Ai* and Ar* are two objects in D (Opr x) then there4 is a convergent
spectral sequence
IIp(Hq(M*) ®AT) =>Hp+q{M* ® Af*).
Thus Corollary 6.2.3 shows that it suffices to prove the proposition in the case that
Ai* is a single object At of ////y7n(X, A). Interchanging the roles of Ai* and A/** allows
us to similarly assume that N* is a single object Af of fiifgu(X, A). The result now
follows from Lemma 6.4.
•
Proposition 6.5.
If Ai* is in DZtOL

Let X be a smooth k-scheme, and let A' be a Noetherian A-algebra.
Y) then At* lA A' is in D~ni (Oïl x ).
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Proof. —- First let Ai be any locally finitely generated unit Opr x-module, and [3 :
Af —» F7XM a root for A4. Then Tor^ALA7) has a canonical structure of a unit
Op,- x-module, generated by
Tbr\(M, A7)

Tor\(/3,A7)

Tor\(Fx*Af, A7) = Fx* Tor\(Af, A7).

Now, since Af is a coherent Ox-module, taking a local resolution of Af by finite flat
©^--modules shows that Tor\(Af, A') is a finitely generated Ox -module (since A7 is
Noetherian!). This shows that Tor\(Af, A7) is locally finitely generated.
Now consider Ai* as in the proposition. We have a convergent Kunneth spectral
sequence
Tor^(f^(AT), A7)
HQ~P(MM ®A A7).
We have already seen that the expression on the left is a locally finitely generated
Ox -module, so Corollary 6.2.3 implies that the expression on the right is also. This
completes the proof of the proposition.
•
Proposition 6.6.
Let r' be a multiple of r, let q' = pr , assume that Fq/ C k, and
write A7 = Fq/ (S>w(} A. Then for any smooth k-scheme X, restriction and induction
(as defined in section 1.14) induce functors
Res^' : DLFGU(0%,X)

DLSGU{0K;, X)

ind;;, : DV9U(OA;

DlJgu(oAF,,x).

and
) _^

Proof. — Since restriction (respectively induction) has zero cohomological amplitude,
it suffices to establish the claim of the proposition in the case of a single locally
finitely generated unit Opv x-module (respectively O^.,., -module ) Ai. In this case,
the result follows by observing that the prescription of section (5.7.1) shows how to
construct a coherent generator for Res^ A4 (respectively Ind^,At) from a coherent
generator for Ai.
•
Proposition 6.7. If f : Y —> X is a morphism of smooth k-schemes, then the
functor f : D(Opr x)
D(Opr Y) restricts to a functor (which we denote by the
same symbol)
f : DlfgJOAF,,x) — DL}LLU{0F,X).
Proof — Let A4* be a complex in D(Opr x) whose cohomology sheaves are locally
finitely generated unit Opv x-modules. We must show that the same is true of the
cohomology sheaves of f'Ai*.
If we consider the proof of part (i) of Theorem 5.8, and note that Corollary 6.2.3
provides the analogue in the context of locally finitely generated unit Opr ^-modules
of Lemma 5.2, we see that it is enough to prove the proposition in the case of a single
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locally finitely generated unit Opr ^-module M. We must show that f'M has locally
finitely generated cohomology sheaves.
Since this can be verified locally, after replacing X by an open affine subset and Y
by the inverse image under / of this subset, we may assume that X is affine.
By Theorem 6.1.3 we may choose a generator (3 : M —>• Fx* M of M with M a
coherent (9^-module, and so applying the construction of (5.3.5), we choose a free
resolution P* of M. Since M is coherent, we may choose each P3 to be free of finite
rank. We then choose a lift of j3 to a morphism (3* : P* —* FX*P* and construct the
double complex
(6.7.1)

0£,.iJf ®0A P'

1 ~ (3" » 0^X

®0A P*,

which as in the proof of 5.8 (i) gives rise to a spectral sequence computing the cohomology sheaves of f'M. The E\ terms of the spectral sequence are the horizontal
cohomology groups of the double complex obtained from (6.7.1) by pulling back by / ,
and tensoring by Opr y^f~^orr x- These are locally finitely generated unit Opr Ymodules, since the P3 are of finite rank. By repeated applications of Corollary 6.2.3
we see that the EQQ terms are again locally finitely generated unit Op, r-modules, and
so finally the cohomology sheaves of f'M are locally finitely generated unit Opr Ymodules. This completes the proof of the proposition.
•
6.8. — The analogous result for /+ is also true, but the proof is more involved.
Proposition 6.8.L — Let f : Y —• X be an open immersion of smooth k-schemes such
that the complement of the image of f is a divisor on X. If M. is a locally finitely
generated unit Op,Y-module, then H°(f+)M — f+M is a locally finitely generated
unit Opr x -module.
Proof. — By part (ii) of Theorem 5.8 wTe see that f+M is an object of Dhu{Opr x).
However, since / is the open immersion of the complement of a divisor, the higher
derived direct images of / vanish when applied to quasi-coherent OY-modules, and
so by Lemma 4.3.1
f+M = RUM = H°(RUM) = UM
is in fact an object of /i(X, A).
Let D = X \ Y be the complement of Y, and let Ox(D) denote the associated
invertible sheaf. Let
(3 : M —> FY *M
be a generator of M, with M a coherent Oy-module. Then applying /* we obtain a
map
F*(ß) • F*M

F*Fy*M

l\-F.M.
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(The isomorphism holds by fiat base-change.) This morphism generates f\M, but
/*M is not coherent. To find a coherent generator, we argue as in the proof of [Lyu,
prop. 2.9(b)].
Let Àr be a coherent submodule of ,/*M such that /*TV = AI. Then
OG
/ . A / = u N<Z0x
Ox(Df\
n=U

while

DC
= u Fx*N<?JOx Ox(D+>\
n=0
Since TV is coherent, there is an integer n of the form n = (q — l)m for some positive
integer rn such that / . ( . | ) ( . V ) C F V " A' x0.Y Oa(/;) ". Let us denote by i the
morphism 7 ' : TV -> FV \ Y • ov Ox{D)®n obtained by restricting />:( J) to TV and by
7 the morphism
F+(+M)

7=7'®icl0x(D)«". :JV®ox 0 * (£>)«'"
— Fj,*iV0o.v 0x(£>)«""1 = F^*(7V0O.Y C?x(£>)®m).
Then 7 is the generating morphism for a unit Op, Y-mo(lule, which is immediately
seen to be f*A4, since rn was chosen to be positive. Since N0Qx Ox{D)^'m is coherent
we see that f\M is locally finitely generated, proving the proposition.
•
Proposition 6.8.2.
If f : Y —> X is a proper morphism of smooth k-schemes, then
the, functor f+ : D(OprY) —> D(Opr x) restricts to a functor (which we denote by
the same symbol)
U

: DVGN(0%..Y) — , DLFAV(0%.,X).

Proof
The proof of this follows the proof of part (it) of Theorem 5.8. We note
that Corollary 6.2.3 provides the analogue in the case of locally finitely generated unit
modules of Lemma 5.2. As in that proof, we may reduce to the case of a single locally
finitely generated unit module M, generated by ,3 : AI Fy*M, with M a coherent
O^-module.
Then, in the notation of that proof, we see that HJ f+M. is the unit module generated by
r> : P'fA^v xx ®oY M) —> l-x 11'f.UyfX ®cv M)Since /' is proper, and uJy/x %>oY A/ is coherent, we see that R?f*(ujY/x ®oY A/) is
coherent. Thus indeed HJ f+M is a locally finitely generated unit Op, ^-module, and
the proposition is proved.
•
Corollary 6.8.3.
If f : Y —>• X is an immersion of smooth k-schemes, then the
functor f+ : D(Op, Y) ~^ D(Op, x) restricts to a functor (which we denote by the
same symbol)
F+ : DV!IU(0%X)
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Proof. —- We factor / = /1/2, with f\ an open immersion and /2 a closed immersion.
To prove the corollary, it suffices to prove it for open and closed immersions separately.
Suppose first that / is an open immersion, and that M is a locally finitely generated
unit Op-,- y-module on A". We have to show that f+M has locally finitely generated
unit cohomology sheaves.
We can check this by restricting f+M to affine open subschemas of X, and so we
may assume that X = Spec A is affine. Let Y be the complement of the closed subset
V(ai,.. ., as) cut out by the elements a+,..., as of A
By Lemma 4.3.1 we see that f+M = Rf*M. We may compute Rf\M by using the
Cech complex associated to the covering {Xa^}i^^s of Y. Then Rf\M is represented
by a complex which in each degree is a direct sum of terms of the form j*M\u, where
U is the complement of a divisor in X, and j : U —>
• X is the natural inclusion.
By Proposition 6.8.1, each term in this complex is a locally finitely generated unit
OF, X-module, hence its cohomology sheaves have the same property.
Now by the standard spectral sequence argument, together with Corollary 6.2.3,
we see that for any complex M* in D^gu(Y), its push-forward f+M is a complex in
D\j (X). This completes the proof of the proposition for an open immersion.
Suppose that / is a closed immersion. Then in particular / is proper, and so this
case follows from Proposition 6.8.2.
•
Corollary 6.8.4. If f :Y —> X is a morphism of smooth k-schem.es, then the functor
f+ : D(OF, y) —> D(Of, x) restricts to a functor (which we denote by the same
symbol)
f+ : Difgll(Opry) —> Difgu(0FrX)Proof. —- Suppose first that Y is quasi-projective, and choose an immersion g : Y —»
Pj£, for some positive integer 7/. Then we may factor / as
>

' ' •V

V i,U - ' U

I x P ^ X

where F/• is the graph of / and p\ is the projection onto the first factor.
It suffices to prove the corollary for each of the morphisms of this factorisation.
Since Tf and idx x fj are both immersions, the result follows for these two morphisms
by Corollary 6.8.3. The result follows for the proper morphism p\ by Theorem 6.8.2.
This completes the proof of the corollary if Y is quasi-projective.
For the general case, note that since f+ is of finite cohomological amplitude, it
suffices to prove the corollary for objects of Dhlfgu(0F,.Y). If M* is such a bounded
complex, then by Theorem 5.8 (ii) we know that f+M9 is a bounded complex of unit
0F,. ^-modules. To show that f+M9 is in D^gu(0Fr x) we proceed by induction on
the support Z of M9. Choose a dense open affine U C Y such that U FL Z is dense
in Z, and denote by j : U —> Y the natural inclusion. As the cone of the adjunction
morphism M9 —> j+j'1 M9 is supported on Z \ (Z PI [/), it is enough to prove the
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result for j+j~1Xi*, by Corollary 6.2.3. Using Proposition 3.7, we see that we may
replace Y by (7, and Xi by j_1A4. As U is affine, the result now follows from the
quasi-projective case.
•
6.9. — Let A be a smooth fc-scheme. In this section we will show that a locally
finitely generated unit OF<,x-module has a particularly nice form on a dense open
subset of A. This will be important later for calculations.
Definition 6.9.1. — We call a unit OF, x-module which is a coherent locally projective
(9^-module a unit (A, Fr)-crystal, or if A — Ff/, simply a unit Fr-crystal.
Lemma 6.9.2.
If f : Y —> X is a morphism of smooth k-schemes and Ai is a unit
(A, Fr)-crystal on X, then f'Ai[dx/Y} is a unit (A, Fr)-crystal on Y.
Proof.

If Ai is a coherent locally projective 0\-module then
FM\DX/Y]

^

Oy k,f-i0x rLM

Oy ®f-i0x

^

rLM

is a coherent locally projective O^-module. This proves the lemma.

•

Proposition 6.9.3.
If Ai is a unit OF>\X-module on X which is coherent as an Oxmodule, then Ai is a unit Fr-crystal.
Proof. —- Suppose that Ai is a unit OF* ,x-niodule which is coherent as an Oxmodule. It suffices to show that the stalk of Ai at x is free for any point x of A
Let Ox,x be the stalk of Ox at x, a local ring with maximal ideal mx and residue
field K(X). Choose a surjection
(6.9.4)

CT(-—+

M,

with n minimal (so that n equals the rank of the K(x')-vector space Aix/mx); then
this surjection becomes an isomorphism after reducing modulo mx.. Thus if we let R
denote the kernel of (6.9.4) then R C mxOXx.
Applying Fx* to (6.9.4) yields a surjection
(6.9.5)

0'X x = Fx*Ox,x

F'X*MX

whose kernel is Ox,xRq (that is, the module generated by the vectors obtained by
raising the elements of R to the qth power coordinate-wise).
We may find a morphism A : Ox x —> Ox x (which is simply an n x n matrix with
coefficients in Ox,x) which makes the following diagram commute:
(6.9.5)
(Y1
A
C12z
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Upon reducing this diagram modulo mx, the two horizontal arrows become isomorphisms. Since the right vertical arrow is also an isomorphism we find that A becomes
an isomorphism when reduced modulo mx. Thus the determinant of A is a unit modulo mx, and so is a unit in the local ring Ox,X, showing that A is an isomorphism.
We conclude that R = AOx,XRQ • Proceeding by induction we see that
R = Al+q+''-+qmOx,xRqm+l c mf '+10XiX
for all integers m. This implies that R = 0, hence that (6.9.4) is an isomorphism, and
so we conclude that A4X is indeed a free (9x,x-niodule.
D
Proposition 6.9.6. Assume that k is a perfect field. Let Xi be a locally finitely
generated, unit OF> x-module. Let Z C X denote a closed subset containing the
support of M.. Then there exists a smooth, dense open subset U C Z such that if
f : U —» X denotes the natural inclusion, then f'M. has Ox-coherent cohomology.
Proof. — Since k is perfect, we may find a dense open subscheme V of Z (given its
induced reduced structure) which is smooth as a /c-scheme. Let W = X \ (Z \ V).
Then W is an open subscheme of X and V a closed subset of W. Let g be the
open immersion of W in X, and i the closed immersion of V in W. Then g]V[
is simply the sheaf-theoretic restriction g~1M of M. to W, which by assumption is
supported on V. Thus by Theorem 5.10.1 together with Proposition 6.7 we see that
rgXi = H°(rglXi) is a locally finitely generated unit Op->, \/-module, which thus
admits a root, by Theorem 6.1.3. That is, we may find a generator /3 : N —> Fy*N
with Ar coherent on V and [3 injective. Then we may find a dense open subscheme
U of V on which N is locally free of finite rank and ¡3 is an isomorphism. If j is the
open immersion of U in V then we see that yvgJ\A = {gij^'Xi is coherent on U. •
6.10.
Let X be a smooth A;-scheme. If k' is an extension field of k, and X' is the
base-change of X over k!', then base-change of Opv ^-modules via k' over k induces
functors
k' 0k • Mfgu{X, A) > V>lfgu{X', A)
and
k' ®k - : Dlfgu(0%.tX)
DVgu{0$,.tX,).
Again, a case of particular interest is that in which k' is a purely inseparable
algebraic extension of k.
Proposition 6.10.1. — Let k' be a purely inseparable algebraic extension of k, let X be
a smooth k-scheme, and let X' = k' xk X be the base-change of X over k!.
(i) For any two complexes M* in Dffgu(Opr x) and L\f* in D~Lfgu{Opr x), the natural morphism
RHom-cA \M\j\f9)—>
F' ,X
of (1.12.5) is an isomorphism,.

RHom'cA (kf ®k AT, k' ®k Af9)
F'', X '
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(ii) The functor kf &k - : pifgu(X, A) —> /j,ifgu(X/, A) induces an equivalence of
categories.
As a consequence of (i) and (ii) we deduce that
k' ®fe : Dllfgu(0AF,,x) —. Dblfyu(0%^x,)
induces an equivalence of categories.
The statement of this proposition is similar to that of Proposition 5.13.1, except
that k' is allowed to be an arbitrary inseparable extension of k.
Proof. — To prove (i), note that (since HomD\F',X (-,-) is right exact in its first
variable and left exact in its second variable) it suffices to check the claim when Xi*
and Af* are bounded complexes, and then an argument using truncation and induction
on the length of a complex allows us to restrict to the case in which each of Xi* and
Af9 are objects Xi and Af of mfgu(X, A). We may also work locally on A, and so we
may assume that X is affine.
Then, via the construction of (5.3.5) applied to a coherent generator of Xi, we may
find a resolution V* of Xi by left OF, ^-modules which are free of finite rank. We
may use this resolution to rewrite the natural transformation of (i) as the map
RHorn'x (M,JV) = Horn* a
(V\Af)
F1' ,X
^F'\X
> Horn* A (kf ®k V*, k' ®>k Af) = RHom*A (k' ®k Xi, k' ®k Af).
F1'. X 1
F'.X'
(since k' (&k P* is clearly a locally free resolution of k' ®k AA\ compare remark 1.12.3).
Thus we must show that the morphism of complexes
Horn* A (V\Af) —> Horn* A {k* ®kV,k' ®kAf)
is a quasi-isomorphism. Since both source and target of this morphism are bounded
below, it suffices to show that the corresponding map of truncations
(6.10.2)

T<:iHom*x CP-, AO —> t<,Hojn*n\ (kJ <g)fc V\ k' ®k Af)
F1 .X
Fr.X'
is an isomorphism for each integer i. This it is what we will show.
Let k\ denote a finite subextension of k in k/. and let X\ denote the base-change
X\ —k\ xk X. By Proposition 5.13.1, the morphism
Horrid JV.X)

—> l/oni^y ^ (7/, <%k V. k\ ®kAf)

is an isomorphism, and so the natural map
Horn* A (fP'.Af) —> lim Horn* A
I' ' . A'
T - ^F>-.X]
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is an isomorphism, where the direct limit is taken over all finite subextensions k\.
From this we obtain the following sequence of isomorphisms:
T<jHom*nA {V. AO
F' .X

~

r<i lim Horn* A
(h ®k V*, kv ®k Af)
>
L /• ' . V ,
lim T<iHom%A (ki ®k V\ k\ ®k A/)
lim Ho7ii*n\ (fci (8)r>_./P',fci <8)jt A/*)

^

ffor^A

(A/ ®A; T^—iV*,k! ®k J\f)

T^Hom*0A {k' ®kV\M).
Fr .X'
(Here, isomorphism (1) is obtained by truncating, isomorphism (2) follows from the
exactness of direct limits, and isomorphism (3) follows from the fact that, since V* is
a bounded above complex of free left OFV Y-modules, r^—{P9 is a bounded complex
of finitely presented OF< X-modules.) The composition of these isomorphisms is the
morphism (6.10.1), which is now seen to be an isomorphism.
The proof of part (ii) uses a similar argument. Since (i) shows that the functor
in question is fully faithful, we need only show that any object M1 of fiifyu(Xf, A) is
isomorphic to k/ (&k M for some object M of /.j,ifgu(X, A). Since X is of finite type and
Xi' is determined by a generator with a coherent domain, by the same direct limit
argument as used above, we may first reduce to the case in which kr is finite over k,
and the result then follows from 5.13.1 (it).
•
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7.1.
We let Xgt denote the small etale site of X, and we let 7rx • X(>t —•» X denote
the natural morphism of sites. (In this context, we write X without a subscript to
indicate the Zariski site of X.) As usual, OxH will denote the structure sheaf of Xe^,
defined by Ox(^(U) = OF(U). The morphism TTX is naturally a morphism of locally
ringed sites.
We may use TTX to pull-back the sheaf OF, x, and for any U etale over X, there
is a natural isomorphism 7TxOFr x(£0 = 0Fr u(U). Thus irxOFr x is naturally a
sheaf of rings on X^t. (Note that this is not a formal consequence of it being the
ringed site pull-back of a sheaf of rings, because Ox is not in the center of OF,- X.)
Definition 7.1.1.
sheaf of rings.
7.2.

We define OF, X(H = ^x^FR x' wrtn its natural structure as a

The maps
0%,u{U)

HomA(Ob(U),Ob(U))

induce a map
Q$,.tXfJ -^HomA(0XiU,OxJ.
The following lemma shows that OF, X(H always acts faithfully on 0Xn.
Lemma 7.2.1. — The map
O}, v .

• //o,,/A,;C^ . c ^

is injective.
Proof. — Let k denote the separable closure of k. It suffices to show that if X =
Spec(yi), then the map
A®¥qA[Fr] —> KomA(A®¥qA®kk,A®¥tiA®kk)

A®¥q HomF</(A®fc fc, A®kk)

is injective, and for this it suffices to show that the map
A [Fr] —> HomFf/ (fc, A ®k k) = A ®k HomFy (fc, k)
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is injective. But this map is obtained by tensoring the injective map k [Fr]
Honip (A;, k) on the left with A over k.
•
7.3. •- Just as we have considered OLF,- Y-modules, we will now also have to consider
OF>. Y.-modules. In particular we may consider sheaves of left 0%. x -nioduk xs on
X(-it which are quasi-coherent as 0Xf-modules. We will refer to such a sheaf as a
quasi-coherent left OF,• X -module, and let //.(A//,. A) denote the category of such
sheaves.
lA x-module, then 7ixXi is naturally a quasiIf Xi is a quasi-coherent left GF,
coherent left 0Fr y ,-module, and the natural map Xi —-> nx^xAi M is an isomorphism. Conversely, the theory of étale descent shows that if A/" is a quasi-coherent left
(DFr A- -module, then irx*N is a quasi-coherent left OF,- v-module, and the natural
map 7Tx TTX*AÍ —• X" is an isomorphism. Tims the functors TT\ and 7Tx* provide an
equivalence of categories between p(X.A) and ¡.i(X¿t.A).
We let D9(0FrmX(,t) denote the derived category of complexes of left 0F,.X(imodules satisfying the boundedness condition • (equal to one of +, —, h, or 0 ) .
For any triangulated subcategory D of Db(0F, x ) we denote by D° the full triangulated subcategory consisting of complexes which have finite Tor-dimension when
considered as complexes of 0Xn-modules. We let D*q(.{0Fr X(U) denote the triangulated subcategory of D*{OF, X ) consisting of complexes whose cohomology sheaves
are quasi-coherent left OF, X -modules. We let Db{p{X¿u A)) denote the derived
category of finite length complexes of quasi-coherent left GF, x -modules.
Theorem 7.3.1. - The morphism. Dh(p.(X(u, A)) —>• Dhq({0Fr x y) is an equivalence of
triangulated cat eg o ri es.
Proof. - This follows from Bernstein's theorem [Bo, VI 2.10]. (That Bernstein's
theorem holds in the étale case is a consequence of étale descent. Alore precisely, the
crux of the proof of Bernstein's theorem is that quasi-coherent cohomology vanishes on
an affine scheme, and étale descent shows that quasi-coherent cohomology computed
on the étale site agrees with quasi-coherent cohomology computed on the Zariski
site.)
•
7.3.2.
Since étale morphisms are flat, the ringed site pull-back TTX from X to
X¿t is exact, and so we obtain a commutative diagram of morphisms of triangulated
categories
D(p(X,A))
>Dqc(0$,.x)
**x
D(p(X(U,A))

**x
>Dqc(0%,xJ

It is an immediate consequence of étale descent that the left-hand vertical arrow is
an equivalence of categories. It is a slightly less obvious consequence of étale descent
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that the same is true for the right hand vertical arrow. (If we had restricted our
attention to bounded derived categories, then this would follow from Theorems 1.6.1
and 7.3.1.)
We first note that the functor Rnx* - D+(0^R^X,T) -> D+(0$R x) hasfinitecohomological amplitude, and so extends to a functor Rnx* : D(OF,. XÉT) —> D{Opr x).
Proposition 7.3.3. — The functor RTTx* restricts to a functor
RTTX* : D,.LO}

.V..> —•

Dgc(0%.,x)

which has zero cohomological amplitude, and the natural transformations 7TXoRTTX* —»
id and id —* Rnx* o TTx are both isomorphisms. Thus Rrrx* is an equivalence of
categories, with quasi-inverse given by TTx. If A' is a Noetherian A-algebra, then this
L
equivalence of categories is compatible with the functors A' 0A on its source and
target.
Proof. — Since Rnx* has finite cohomological amplitude, one immediately reduces
to checking the corresponding statements for bounded complexes. If A4* is a complex
in Dbqc(Opr Xét) then by Theorem 7.3.1, we may assume that A4* is a complex in
Db(/jJ(Xét, A)). The fact that the étale cohomology of a quasi-coherent sheaf on an
affine scheme vanishes shows that the higher derived direct images of TTX vanish when
applied to quasi-coherent left 0FR X ^-modules, and thus when applied to complexes
of quasi-coherent left 0FR x -modules. Thus RTTX*AA*
TIX*A4* is a bounded
complex of quasi-coherent 0FR X-modules and
nxR7TX*M9

7rXTTX*M'

Ai*,

the second natural isomorphism holding by étale descent. The composite of these
morphisms is the adjunction morphism
7TXR7TX*M- —> AA\

and so we see that this morphism is indeed a natural isomorphism.
A similar argument shows that for any complex AA* \w DBQC(0FR X) the adjunction
morphism A4* —>• RTIX*IIXA4* is an isomorphism. Thus we see that RTTX* is an
equivalence, as claimed.
The compatibility of this equivalence with A' 0A follows from (an obvious variant
of) Proposition B.1.3.
•
7.3.4. — Let us remark that all the definitions and results of section 1 carry over
directly from the Zariski to the étale setting, and we will feel free to use them in either
setting from now on.
7.4. — We now briefly discuss pull-back and push-forwards of OFV-modules in the
context of the étale site.
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Definition 7.4.1. — If / : Y —» X is a morphism of smooth /с-schemes then we define
the (Op,+-rf Opry^x v >bimodule 0FrY(4_x,t to be
Opr y, .v. = ТГуорг Y—>X ч
where the bimodule structure is induced by the (0F,. Y,f
ture on Opr y^xDefinition 7.4.2.

lOFr x)-bimodule struc

Let / : Y —> X be a morphism of smooth connected /c-schemes.

We define f : DQC{0F, Xl )

DQC{0F,.YI ) as follows:

fM- = Opry^x,

®/-io*r.x„

r1Ai*[dY/xb

This functor is well-defined because Op,. Y x is of finite Tor-dimension as a
right f~lOF, x -module (being the pull-back by 7Гу of OF, y_^x* which is of finite
Tor-dimension as a right f~lOF, x-module).
This functor satisfies analogues of all the results of section 2. We also have the
following result, which shows that it is compatible with pull-back of Zariski OF,modules via étale descent.
Proposition 7.4.3. Let f : Y —> X be a morphism of smooth к-schemes, and let
Tlx '• Xét —> X and 7Гу : Yét —> Y denote the natural morphisms of sites. Then if we
restrict our attention to complexes with quasi-coherent cohomology sheaves, there are
natural isomorphisms Rjry.f - ^ > f'Rftx* ^nd 7ry/! —> f'^xProof. Since RTTX* and тгх (respectively Buy* and 7ry ) are quasi-inverse, it is
enough to construct the second isomorphism. If Ai* is a complex in Dqc(Opr x)->
then we have (using Definition 7.4.1)
n*yf'M- =n*Y(0F,,Y_,X

%-од, v

r'M'){dY/x]

TTyfM' = **Y(0%;Y-.x V'O*,...V r]M-){dY/x} = Fxnx M*
Definition 7.4.4. If / : Y —> X is a morphism of smooth A:-schemes then we define
the {.rLO'Fr x , 0'F,.X )-bimo(hile OF,. X _Y as
f+ : D(0'F,,yJ —+D(0F,..xj
with the bimodule structure induced by the (/ IOF, V, OF, y)-bimodule structure
on 0 F,.x^y.
Definition 7.4.5.

Let / : Y

X be a morphism of smooth A;-schemes. We define

f+ : D(0'F,,yJ

—+D(0F,..xj

by the formula
f+M-=
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That this functor is well-defined follows for the same reasons as in the case of Zariski
OF, -modules: the bimodule OF,- X,T<^_YN 1S of finite Tor-dimension as a right Op, Y,~
module (being the pull-back by Try of OF, X^Y^ which is of finite Tor-dimension as
a right Op, y-module), and the functor Rf* is of finite cohomological dimension.
This functor satisfies analogues of all the results of section 3. The following result
shows that it is compatible with the push-forward of Zariski OF, -modules via étale
descent.
Proposition 7.4.6. Let f : Y —> X be a morphisrn of smooth k-schemes, and let
TTx : Xét —> X and Try : Yet Y denote the natural morphisms of sites. Then if we
restrict our attention to complexes with quasi-coherent cohomology sheaves, there are
natural isomorphisms Rnx*f+ — f+Rny* and ftxf+ = f+^yProof. Since RITX* and TTX (respectively Rjry* and 7Ty) are quasi-inverse, it is
enough to construct the first isomorphism.
If A4* is a complex in Dqc(Opr Yl ), then we have
URny^M*

=Rf*{OprX^Y
~ltfJ!-Y,fOwxapiX

(8>0ArAFXA2V1RTTY*M*)
r YI ®0ARAFXA2V1M*)

-^R7rx*Rf*(0±xw X..YU ®0AFXA2 M9) = Rnx*f+M9.

•

7.4.7.
Propositions 7.3.3, 7.4.3 and 7.4.6 show that the morphisms nx and Ritx*
provide an equivalence of categories between Dqc(Opr x) and Dqc(0Fr x ) which is
compatible with pull-backs and push-for wards. We now observe that the obvious ana
logues of all the results proved for OF, Y-modules in sections 4, 5 and 6 have obvious
analogues for OF, X -modules. Indeed, most of these results concern complexes with
quasi-coherent cohomology, and so their analogues follow immediately by étale de
scent. The only exceptions are the results that deal with RHom*0\ (- , -), since this
functor produces sheaves of A-modules which are in general not quasi-coherent and
so do not satisfy étale descent. However, the analogues of these results are also easily
established by applying their Zariski topology analogues to each étale neighbourhood
U of X.
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8.1.
Recall [S G A4] that a constructible sheaf of A-modules on the étale site of a
scheme X is a sheaf of A-sheaves on Xét which restricts to a locally constant sheaf of
finitely generated A-modules along the members of some stratification of X by locally
closed subsets.
We let D*(Xét,A) denote the derived category of complexes of A-sheaves on X(u
satisfying the boundedness condition • (equal to one of -f, —, b, or 0 ) . We let
Dm.(Xét< A) denote the full triangulated subcategory of D*(X(^U A) consisting of finitelength complexes of A-sheaves on X(it whose cohomology sheaves are constructible.
Finally we denote by D^tj-(Xét, A) denote the full triangulated subcategory of
Dr(X(it,A) consisting of complexes which have finite Tor-dimension. Such com
plexes are represented by finite length complexes of fiat constructible A-sheaves [De,
Prop. 4.6, p. 93].
8.2.

If / : Y —>• X is a morphism of schemes, it induces morphisms
/-1 : D{X(H, A)

/M...A:. and RF, : D+(Y,H,A) —-> D+(XÉt, A),

the first having zero cohornological amplitude, and the second having finite cohomological amplitude. If / is an immersion, we also have the extension by zero functor
fr-D+(Yét,A)^D+(X<H,A).
which has zero cohornological amplitude.
If / : Y —• X is an arbitrary morphism of fc-schemes, let i : Y —* Y be an
open immersion of Y into a proper A: scheme. (Such an immersion exists by Nagata's
theorem.) We may factor / into the product of an immersion and a proper morphism,
as follows:
r.f
X xY idx x i X xY Pi X
Y
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where Tf is the graph of /, which is an immersion, and p\ is the projection onto the
first factor, which is proper. We then define the functor f\ as the composite
/, = RPl* ((idx x Or/), : D(YéuA) —+ D(XéuA).
If f = hj is any other factorisation of / into the composition of a proper map h with
an immersion j then one verifies that / j , as defined above, is naturally isomorphic to
the functor Rh*j\. Thus the functor f\ is (up to natural isomorphism) independent
of the choice of factorisation of / as the composition of an immersion and a proper
map. (See [De, p. 48]). It has finite cohomological amplitude.
If g : Z —> Y is a second morphism of /c-schemes, then there are natural isomor
phisms
(/.9É1 =g-1r1

and Ug)\ = f\m-

8.3. — Any morphism / : Y —» X pulls back a stratification on X to a stratification
on Y, and f~l is an exact functor which takes locally constant sheaves to locally
constant sheaves. Thus f~l restricts to functors (denoted by the same symbol)
/-1

:Dc(XéuA)—+Dc(YéuA)

and
/-1 :Dhctf{XétlA) —> D»ctJYét,A).
If / : Y —> X is an immersion, then f\ is an exact functor, and takes constructible
sheaves on Y to constructible sheaves on X whose stalks are zero outside Y. Thus f\
restricts to functors (denoted by the same symbol)
fi

:Dc(Yét,A)—>Dc(Xét,A)

and
fr-Dbctf(Yét,A)^

Dbctf(Xét,A)-

If / : Y —> X is a proper morphism, then it is a consequence of the proper basechange theorem that Rf* restricts to functors (denoted by the same symbol)
/,'/. : /;,.:V.....\,

• l>.:- A\ ,. A •

and
RU : Dctf(Yét, A) — Dctf(Xét,A).
Thus for any morphism / : Y —• X of /c-schemes, f\ restricts to functors (denoted by
the same symbol)
fi :Dc{Yét,A) — *Dc{Xéuk)
and
f]:Dctf(Yét,A)—
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8.4. — We will frequently use the following analogue of Proposition 6.9.6: if A; is
perfect and C is a constructible A-sheaf on X(;t for some smooth /c-scheme X, with
support contained in a closed subset Z of A, then there exists an open subscheme U
of Z (given its reduced induced structure) which is smooth as a /c-scheme, and such
that the restriction of C to U is locally constant.
8.5. — In order to apply (8.4), we will have to be able to replace k by its perfect clo
sure if necessary. That this is legitimate follows from the topological invariance of the
étale site. More precisely and more generally, let k//k be a purely inseparable alge
braic field extension. If X is any smoothfc-schemethen the base-change X' = k' xkX
is a smooth k' scheme, and the morphism X' —>• X induces an isomorphism between
Xét and X'ét. Thus there is induced an equivalence of categories between D*(Xe^, A)
and D*(X'év A) (where • can be any one of +, —, b or 0), which restricts to equiva
lences of categories between Dc(Xéu A) and Dc(X'ét, A) and between Dbfj(XéL, A) and
^,f№,A).
8.6. — Let A; be a Noetherian A-algebra. Then the functor
A7 <8>A - : D~(Xét, A) —> D~{Xét,M)
restricts to a functor
V 0A : D~{Xét, A) —+ Dr (Xr/.A7).
and hence also to a functor
A7 ®A - : Dbctf(Xétl A) —+ Dbctf(Xét, A7).
To see this, note that any bounded above complex of sheaves with constructible
cohornology has a bounded above resolution by a complex consisting of flat and constructible A-sheaves [De, Prop. 4.6, p. 93], which may then be used to compute the
L
above 0.
It is immediate that the functor A' ®A is compatible with f-1 , and that it is
compatible with f\ when / is an immersion. That it is compatible with Rf* follows
from (an obvious analogue of) Proposition B.1.3. (Take A = B = F9, A' = A,
A" = Ar, and recall that Rf* is of finite cohomological amplitude.) Thus we see that
L
f\ is compatible with A' ®A for any morphism / of A;-schemes.
8.7. — Let r' be a multiple of r, write q' = qr, so that ¥q C Fg/, and let A7 = A ^ ^ F ^ .
We let Resqqf : D*(Xéu A7) —^ D*(Xét, A) denote the functor obtained by regarding
a complex of étale sheaves of A'-rnodules as a complex of étale sheaves of A-modules.
(Here . can assume any one of its usual values.) We refer to this functor as "restriction". It is clear that it is of zero cohomological amplitude, preserves the properties
of having constructible cohornology sheaves and of having finite Tor-dimension (since
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A7 is free of finite rank over A), and commutes with f ~1 and f\ for any morphism /
of /.'-schemes.
We let Ind*' : D*(X(H.A) —> D*(X(U.Ar) denote the functor obtained by tensoring
by A' over A. (Again • may take on any one of its usual values.) We refer to this
functor as "induction1". That it is well defined follows from the fact that A' is free
of finite rank over A, which also implies that it is of zero cohomological dimension,
preserves the properties of having constructible cohomology sheaves and of having
finite Tor-dimension, and commutes with /_1 and f\ for any morphism /' of //-schemes.
It is immediate that induction is compatible with taking the tensor products of etale
sheaves, and so with derived tensor products of complexes in the derived category. On
the other hand, restriction is not compatible with tensor products, but does satisfy a
projection formula: there is a natural isomorphism between the bifunctors
R<(
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9. THE FUNCTOR Solét

9.1. — In this section we will construct a functor from the derived category of lo
cally finitely generated unit DF1 x-modules to the derived category of constructible
sheaves. Although the definition makes sense in general, many of the good properties
of this functor can be proved only when A is a finite ring. Proposition 9.6 is a notable
exception.
Definition 9.2. — Let A be a smooth /c-scheme. Define
SoW-) = RHom'ot0Xfx ir,0Xfx)[dx] :DZ0Xfx{0F,xJ

D+(XÉt,A).

Remark 9.2.1.
Note that the functor Solét is compatible with inseparable basechange, in the sense that if k! is a purely inseparable algebraic extension of /c, if AT is
a smooth /c-scheme, and if X' is the base-change of X over k'', then the diagram
<>,,,jOr. ч !
Sole;(
D+(Xét,A)

K' ®K

D7fnJO%. v, )
Soléi
>D+(X'évA)

commutes (by Proposition 6.10.1).
Proposition 9.3. — Assume that A is finite. Let f : Y
X be a morphism of smooth
k-schemes. Then the functors f~1Solét and Sol^/' are naturally isomorphic, in a
manner compatible with inseparable base-change.
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Proof. If we note that flOx = Oy^{dYix]* then we may use Proposition 2.6 to
define a natural transformation
f-lSoUt(M9)

=f-lRHomhFr.x,,$r K (M\OxJ
RHom'0,F¡

[dx]

YFr.x,,i(fM\0-Y(t[dY/x])[dx

= BMom'o-Fr.x,,,

(f-M.

0-Yil)[dY]

= SoUt(flM').
We must now prove that this natural transformation is an isomorphism.
By Proposition 2.7 this morphism is compatible with inseparable base-change.
Thus we may replace k by its perfect closure, and for the duration of the proof
we assume that k is perfect. Secondly, we may wrork locally on X and Y, and so we
may assume that X is affine. Thirdly, truncation and induction on the length of the
complex Xi* allow us to reduce to the case of a single locally finitely generated unit
0F, x -module Xi. This completes our initial set of reductions.
Let ft : M —^ /'y M be a generator of Xi, with 71/ a coherent OX -module. Using
the construction of (5.3.5), we choose a resolution P* of M by finite rank free OXmodules, and a lift ft* : P* —> Fx*P* of the morphism ft. Let V1 be the locally finitely
generated unit OF, X, -module generated byft'1.Then the complex V* is a resolution
of Xi, and the complex fV* is a resolution of f Xi.
Thus there is a spectral sequence computing the cohomology sheaves of Solg^Ai)
whose Ei terms are El{] = //•'(Sol^/('P')): applying the exact functor f~l yields a
spectral sequence computing the cohomology sheaves of f~l§o\£t{Xi) whose E\ terms
are E\'J = HJ(f~lSolet(V1)). Similarly, there is a spectral sequence computing the
cohomology sheaves of H'l(So\f'.t(flXt)) whose E\ terms are E['3 = HJ(So\et{f'V1)).
The natural transformation /'_1Sol^ —
i > Solf^/! induces a morphism of spectral sequences. Thus it suffices to show that the morphism
f 'Solr/CP') — SoU/'!'P'
is an isomorphism for each i. Write P — Pi, V — V1, and choose an isomorphism
P
(OX )N. The map (J1 is then identified with an n x n matrix /i
fl = (f : (OxY'

^

(O'l)".

The generator P of V induces a free presentation of V
0

(O^r.xJ'

1

//JP/ (0Fr.x,,)n - • F

- <>•

(Here, the n x n matrix jiFr is acting by right multiplication on {OpvmX )n.)
Similarly, fV is the unit OF, Y -module with free presentation
о

(0F,.yJ'

placed in degree dx/y-
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We have the isomorphisms
Solét(V) —> Hornc,
((oF..XilT
0Faxa

1 - /iF'

(0F,.xJ"-OxJ

[dx}

1 - nFr
(OxJn)
{(oL)n
(where in this last complex, the two members of the complex sit in degrees —dx and
—dx + 1), and similarly
1 - /iF'
(OyJ")
(№)"
We may regard //, as an Fr-semi-linear transformation between two free Ox(^-modules
of rank n,[A : ¥q]. Thus, to show that the natural map f~iSolét{T>) —> Solétif'V) is
an isomorphism, is is enough to show that this is the case when V is considered as an
OF>\x'-module, since A is a finite ring. From now on we therefore forget the A-module
structure on V and assume that A — ¥q.
If (yL) is an ?i-tuple of sections of Ox over any étale neighbourhood U of A, the
equation
(1 -,iFr )(:/:,) = (Xi)-»(xï ) = (№)
describes a (not necessarily finite) étale cover of U, and so the morphism
SolfH(f-P)

1 - fiFr : Ox.t

> Ox.{

is surjective. Thus Sol^('P) is isomorphic to the kernel of the morphism 1 — /JF,
placed in degree —dx, arid since f~l is exact, we find that
rlSol(H(V) ^

/ 1 kev(0XiU 1 "

) Ox„)[dx].

A similar computation shows that SoUt{flV)
ker(G^ 1 - uFr 0$.t)[dx], and
that the map f~{Solfit(V) —> Sol(if(flV) is simply the natural map
/ 'k.'ncvv

1 ~ ,lF'

0'Xn){dx}

ki'i!c'^* _l^j£L>

OyJ[dx\.

Thus to prove the proposition, we are reduced to showing that this map is an isomorphism. We begin by studying a number of cases.
(i) f is the closed immersion of a divisor: As remarked at the beginning of the
proof, we may work locally. Thus we may assume that Y is the divisor cut out by a
global section a of Ox,,•
We may work on the level of stalks; thus we are reduced to showing that if A is
a strictly Henselian local ring occurring as a stalk of a geometric point of X, /./. is an
n x n matrix with entries in A. and a, G A lies in the maximal ideal of A, then the
natural map
ker(An

1 - uFr
1 - uFr
f- > A") —+ ker((A/a)n
> (A/a)n)

is an isomorphism.
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To see that it is injective, suppose that (axz) G aAn satisfies (1 — jiFr)(ax1) = 0.
Then (axi) = /xFr(axl) = aq/xF7\xi), and
(Xi) = aq-^iFr(xt) = aq ],iF'(aq FV (.''/))
= a{q+l)iq-1)fjLFrfjiFr(aq-1 {iFr (xt))
Continuing, we find that the xt G A are divisible by arbitrarily high powers of a, and
so vanish, since a lies in the maximal ideal of A. This yields the injectivity.
To see the surjectivity, suppose that ixt) G (A/a)n satisfies (1 — /xFr)(xt) = 0. Let
(x^ G An lift (xi). Then (1 - iiFr)(xx) = (ax'J for some (x^) G An. Now since A is
strictly Henselian, we may find an n-tuple (yl) G An solving (1 — aq~~lfiFr){yl) = (a^).
Then x% — ayt = xx modulo the maximal ideal of A, and
(1 - iiFr)(xi - ayt) = (ax'i - ax-) = 0.
(ii) f is étale: We must show that
/-1 ker(0Xtli 1 ~ MF' . OXJ[DX] — ker(OL,

1 ~ 1 - uFr 0YJ{dx}

is an isomorphism. But since / is étale, f~lOxH = OyH, and so
1 — NFR
1 — NFR
/

'KRR!C>'<.

^

> OXJ[DX)

= KER(rlOnXt.t

^

•

rLOX()[DX]

uFr
= ker(0?.(
'
> 0YJ{dx].
Thus in this case we do indeed have an
1 -

(Here we have used the exactness of
isomorphism.
(Hi) f is the projection I x A ^ —» X: Let s be any section of / . Then the composite
1 _ /y PR
1 — // PR
s"1/"1 ker(C^,
^
> OXJ[DX]
s'1 ker(0£,
^ > 0YJ[dx]
1 - nFr
—, KER(0Xei

Ï

> OXJ[DX],

corresponds to the identity map, and the second arrow factors as a composite of
embeddings of smooth divisors, and so is an isomorphism by (i). Thus the first arrow
is also an isomorphism. It follows that
1 — A FR
1 — A FR
/ k.TiC'U
'
> OXJ[DX] — ker(0Yci
^
• 0$„)[DX]
is an isomorphism, as it is after pulling back by any section.
More precisely, denote the cone of this morphism by C. Any closed point of X x A£
is in the image of an étale local section of / (since k is perfect), and so we see that C
has vanishing stalks at any closed point of X x A£. Since these elements are dense in
X x AJJ, we see that C does indeed vanish.
(iv) f is arbitrary: We factor / : Y —>• X as
Y
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Now T f is a closed immersion, and so locally factors as a composite of embeddings of
smooth divisors. Thus part (i) above shows that the proposition holds for Tj.
Since the morphism Y —> Spec k is smooth, it factors locally as an etale morphism
followed by the map AjJ —> Spec A', and so the result follows by (ii) and (in).
•
Example 9.3.1.
If X is a smooth A'-scheme, then SoUt(Ox.f) = A[dx}- When A
is finite, this result follows from Proposition 9.3, since taking / : X —> Spec A: to be
the projection to the point, one sees that it suffices to prove the result for the point,
where it is immediately verified.
In general, one may verify this result directly by computing
SobACA) ) = RHom-c^ ^ (0Xi,rOXtU)[dx]
using the canonical resolution of Ov, bv left O l . Y -modules:
II

'I'/ v

1 'F'

: C'V \ •

It then amounts to the fact that the sequence of sheaves
\
10 —> A — • 0'XRI ——

F'

A
• 0XRI — • 0

is exact on XétIt will be convenient to isolate the following lemma from the proof of Proposition
9.3.

Lemma 9.3.2.
Suppose as before that A is finite. Let P be a locally free (Dé
module, ft : P —• F'*P an Ox -linear map, and V the unit Of, x -module generated
by ft. Then V is acyclic for the functor Hom0\da2 (-•, Ox ) . This holds in particular
if V = P is a unit F-crystal.
9.4.
The following lemma is a mild generalisation of part of [Ka2, Prop. 4.1.1].
We recall the proof, which depends on a technique of Lang.
Lemma 9.4.1. — Suppose that A is finite, that X is a smooth k-scheme and that Ai
is a unit (A, Fr)-crystal on X. Then Ai is, étale locally on X, isomorphic to a
left Op,. x -module of the form L (g>jr Ox(f for some finitely generated projective Amodule L.
l — F'
Proof
Denote by C the kernel of the map M —> M. We claim that the natural
map C ®FR/ Ox(>.t —» A4 is an isomorphism, and that C is a locally constant sheaf.
This claim implies the lemma (and conversely it is easy to see that the lemma implies
that this map is an isomorphism). Indeed, if C is locally constant, then, by descent,
it must be a locally finitely generated and locally projective sheaf of A-modules, as
Ai = C ®FR 0X(H is a coherent and locally projective sheaf of Ox, -modules.
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To prove the claim, it is enough to check that it is true when A4 is regarded as an
Opr x^-niodule, and so we may assume that A = ¥q. In this case, we have to show
that A4 is étale locally isomorphic to Ox as an Op>- ^-module for some integer n.
By assumption A4 is locally free of finite rank on X. Let U be any open set of X
over which A4
Ox (as Ox--modules). Then the structural morphism of Ai is an
isomorphism 0\ — Fx*Ox —> Ox, and so is given by some section A of GLn(Ox)
over U.
If B is a section of GLn(Ox), l^t B^ denote the section of GLn(Ox) obtained
by raising the entries of B to the qth power. Lang has observed that the equation
JB^] = BA describes a finite étale cover V of U. Thus over V, we obtain the following
commutative diagram:
Onv

A

µix

C,n1
B
Omv

which shows that Ai is isomorphic as a left Oi?< x-vnoà\i\e to Ox over V.
Corollary 9.4.2.

•

In the situation of the previous lemma, we have
RHom-OfrxA (M.Ox.)

=C

for some locally constant étale sheaf of projective A-modules C
natural transformation
M

HomA(C, 0X(.F)

Furthermore, the

HOMA(C< A) ®¥Q 0X(LT

is an isomorphism.
Proof. — Both claims may be checked locally on X^u 80 that Lemma 9.4.1 reduces
us to checking them for Ai of the form LOf OxfH f°r some projective A-module L.
Aloreover, if L' is a finitely generated projective A-module such that L ® L' is free,
then the corollary holds for L provided it holds for L® L'. Thus, we may assume that
L is a finite free A-module, in which case our result follows by example 9.3.1.
•
Proposition 9.5.
{%) Suppose that A is finite. If f : Y
X is an open immersion
of smooth k-schemes, there is a natural isomorphism of functors
/iSolet
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(ii) If g : Z —» Y is a second open immersion of smooth k-schemes then the diagram
of natural isomorphisms
So\itf+g+

(3.7)

SoUt(fg) +

part (i) ~
f\SoUtg+

~ part (i)

part (i)
f\g\SoUt —LJ1—» (fg)\Sol6t
(in which the natural isomorphisms have been labelled by the results which give rise
to them) commutes.
Proof. — We first construct a natural transformation f\Sol^t —• Sole-t/+, which will
clearly satisfy the compatibility with compositions claimed by part (ii). We then show
that it is an isomorphism.
Recall from Lemma 4.3.1 that flOx,t = f~lOx.t = 0 $ „ , and that if M* is any
complex in D\f (O'F'\U(I,)I there is a natural isomorphism f-f+Xi*
Xi*. Thus we
obtain the natural isomorphism
f-'SoUtif+M')

= rlRHom'oU x
^f

(f+M-,OxJ[dx)

RHom,hF,.ujff+M',OtrJ[du]
^RHom'oOfFRxiM'.0\

;d, [ = SoUt(M'),

in which the isomorphism labelled (1) is provided by Proposition 2.6. By adjointness
of f\ and J™1, the inverse of this isomorphism induces a morphism
f\SoUt (M*)

^SoUt(f+M*),

which is the required natural transformation. It is straightforward to verify that this
natural transformation satisfies the claim of part (ii).
Let Z — X \ Y denote the complement of Y, endowed with the reduced induced
scheme structure, and let g : Z —> X be the closed immersion of Z into X. To show
that the morphism f)Solet{Xi*) —> Solet(/+A"f*) is an isomorphism, it suffices to show
that ^~1Solet(/+A/l#) is quasi-isomorphic to zero.
This can be checked locally on X = Spec A, and so we may assume that X is affine,
and that Z — V(ai,... ,as). Also, by truncation and induction on the length of a
complex, we may reduce to the case of a single finitely generated unit GFr Y-module
Xi. In this situation, the proof of Corollary 6.8.3 shows that f+Xt is represented by
a Cech complex whose members are finite direct sums of modules of the form j+A/\
where j is the open immersion of some open subscheme of Y of the form Xa (with a
being a product of some number of the a2's) into A, and A7 is the restriction of Xi
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to Xa. The cohomology sheaves of Solf^(/+A4) are computed by a spectral sequence
whose E\ terms are finite direct sums of the cohomology sheaves of the So\('lt(j+N).
Thus g~~1Sol(u(f+Xi) is computed by pulling back this spectral sequence by the exact
functor g~l. and so it suffices to show that each g~1 Sole'/,(.y+A/") is quasi-isomorphic
to zero. Let h : V(a) —> X be the closed immersion. Then Z C V(a), and so it will in
particular suffice to show that h~lSoUt{j+xV) is quasi-isomorphic to zero. Thus we
need only consider the case where Y is the complement of a divisor V(a) in X.
The proof of Proposition 6.8.1 shows that f+Xi is a locally finitely generated unit
Opv Y-module which admits a generator of the form M
F'x " M. where M is a
coherent 0\) -module, and .i = aft' for some .i' : M —> F'rx*M.
Let P be a resolution of M by free finite rank O v -modules, and lift ft' to
.) # : P —> FX*P.
Define ft* = aft'*. Let V1 denote the unit (9^, Y/-module generated by ft2. Then "P*
is a resolution of Xi, and by the usual spectral sequence argument, it suffices to show
that r/~1 Sol^("Py) is quasi-isomorphic to zero for each /'.
Let P' = (OxJl and write
//. = //' : (OxJ" — FX*(GX„)" =

[OxJ\

Then, as was observed in the proof of Proposition 9.3,
SOLA(F') = kei((Oi,)"

1~

"'lF' •. «D^J')\<lx}.

(It is at this point that the hypothesis that A is finite is used.) We want to show that
the stalks of this kernel vanish at the geometric points of V(a). Let A be the stalk of
Ox at such a point; then a lies in the maximal ideal of A. Thus if (.r,) G An lies in
this kernel.
(xt) = afiF'ix,) = a'1' ftid-'fiF'ix,)) = • • • :
thus each xt is divisible by arbitrarily high powers of a and hence it vanishes. This
completes the proof of the proposition.
•
Remark 9.5.1.
The reader should compare this result with Lemma 3.3 of [De.
p. 120]. In that lemma Deligne takes a ''dual"' approach to the one taken here. Suppose
t hat / : Y —> X is an open immersion of the complement of a divisor, and that Xi is
a unit F'"-crystal on Y. Let us follow the steps of the proof of Proposition 6.8.1 by
letting N be a coherent extension of Xi to X. In this proof we tensor the coherent
sheaf N with large positive powers of the sheaf 0\{D) to obtain a generator
7 : N ®0x Ox(Dfm

— FX*(N 9;Qx

Ox(Df'")

for f+Xi. Rather than doing this. Deligne tensors Ar with a largc^ negative power of
Ox(D), to obtain a morphism
$ : FX*(N Oo.s Oxi-DY"1)
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Thus N becomes a (non-unit) OF, x -module, and Deligne shows (when A = ¥q)
that
RHom9CAR X {0X(U,n*x{N ®0x Ox(-D)®m)) = vRHom^

^ (0Y(,tyTTYM).

The disadvantage of this approach is that there is no unique choice of the integer m,
and so the OF,- ^-module N ®ox OX(—D)(G)NI is not uniquely determined. From our
point of view, this is analogous to the fact that there is no unique generator for a unit
(DFr x-module. Although the generators are useful for computations, it is the locally
finitely generated unit GFr x-module f+M which is the object canonically associated
with pushing forward Xi via / .
Proposition 9.6.
(i) Let f : Y —> X be a proper morphism of smooth k-schemes.
Then there is a natural isomorphism
Sole-*/+

/iSole-t.

(it) If g : Z —> Y is a second proper morphism of smooth k-schemes then the
diagram of natural isomorphisms
Sole'*/+0+3 7 — S o l a ( , / ' # )+
part (i) ~
/iSole^T

~ part (i)

part (i)
f\g\So\6t

—(fg)\SoUt

(in which the natural isomorphisms have been labelled by the results which give rise
to them) commutes.
Proof. — Since / is a proper morphism. we have f) = Rf*. Let Xi* be an object of
D\jgu(0Fv y). Then using part (i) of Theorem 1.1.1. we compute that
SoU(UM-)
^

= RHom*c.r x

(f+M\0F,.,x„)[dx]

RLRHom*c\f y (M\,fOF,.,X(1t)[dx]

/•Pl/on,^Ofrxy (A4\ 0Fr_Y,t)[elY]
= f\Sol(UM\

The compatibility with compositions claimed by part (ii) follows from the given construction, together with part (Hi) of Theorem 4.4.1.
•
9.7.
We would like to prove an analogue of Propositions 9.5 and 9.6 for an arbitrary
morphism f : Y -+ X of smooth A'-schemes. If we can factor / as a composition of open
immersions and proper morphisms then we can combine the results of Propositions
9.5 and 9.6 to obtain an analogous result for the morphism /. Unfortunately, in order
to prove that this isomorphism is independent of the choice of such a factorisation,
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our techniques require us to assume that / has a factorisation of a more restricted
type.
We will say that / is allowable if there is a smooth /e-scheme W and a factorisation
/ = gh, where g : Y —>• W is an immersion and h : W —> X is a smooth proper
morphism. The main examples of allowable rnorphisms that we have in mind are
quasi-projective rnorphisms. If one had resolution of singularities in characteristic p
then by combining it with Nagata's theorem on the existence of compactifications,
one could show that every morphism / is allowable.
Theorem 9.7.1.
(i) Suppose that A is finite. Let f : Y —> X be an allowable
morphism of smooth k-schemes. Then there is a natural isomorphism
SoU/+

f\SoUt-

(ii) If g : Z —> Y is a second allowable morphism of smooth k-schemes such that
the composite fg is also allowable then the diagram of natural isomorphisms
Solétf+g+

>Solét(/^)H
(3.7)

part (i) ~
f)Solétg+

part (i)

part (i) ~
f\g\So\ét -

-ï (fg)iSolét

(in which the natural isomorphisms have been labelled by the results which give rise
to them) commutes.
(Hi) The natural transformation of (i) is compatible with inseparable base-change.
9.7.2. — The construction of the isomorphism of part (i) will depend upon the factorisation of the allowable morphism / into a composition of proper rnorphisms and
open immersions, and so not only is the compatibility with respect to compositions
as stated in part (ii) not immediate from the construction, but it implicitly includes
as a special case the independence of the construction of part (i) from the particular
choice of such a factorisation.
Lemma 9 J.3.
Suppose that f : Y
has two
factorisations,
F-Y

X is a morphism of smooth k-schemes which
Ji W1 Pi X

and
P-2 W< J2 X
in which each of Wi,W2 is a smooth k-scheme, each of the rnorphisms ji,J2 is an
open immersion, and each of the rnorphisms p\,p2 18 proper. Then the diagram of
F •• Y
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natural isomorphisms
pi+ji + SoU

(9.5)
(9.6)
•»Pl + Sole-£ji!
•» SolétPv.jv.

(3.7)

/+Solei

SoW,

(3.7)

J2+P2+ Sola

* j2+Sole^2!
•> SolaJ2!P2!
(9.6)
(9.5)

(m which each isomorphism has been labelled by the result that gives rise to it) commutes.
Proof.

We may form the commutative diagram
h
У

h x P2 Wi xx W2

W
Pi

P2

w2

J2

X

in which the square is cartesian, and the morphism ji x p2 is both an open immersion
and a proper morphism. Applying parts (ii) of Propositions 9.5 and 9.6 respectively
to the upper and left-hand triangles, we sec that it suffices to verify the claimed
commutativity in the case that the pair of factorisations
F = Pi.h = J2P2

arises from a cartesian square. In this case the result follows from the constructions
of Propositions 9.5 and 9.6, together with part (ii) of Theorem 4.4.1.
•
9.7.4. Proof of Theorem 9.7.1.
Note that if we have the isomorphism of part (i)
for two morphisms / and g, Proposition 3.7 will allow us to construct such an iso
morphism for the composite fg. (In other words, we can take the diagram of part
(ii) to define the isomorphism for the composite fg.) Thus if / is allowable, and
/ = fi ''' fn is some factorisation of / into a composite of morphisms ft between
smoothfc-schemes,such that each ft is an open immersion or a proper morphism,
we may construct a particular isomorphism Sol6^/+
/iSol^. (At least one such
factorisation exists, since we have assumed that / is allowable.) We will prove that
the isomorphism so constructed is independent of choice of such a factorisation of / .
This will in particular provide a proof of part (ii).
We first suppose that / is a closed immersion equipped with a factorisation / =
fi ' • • fn of / into a composite of open immersions and proper morphisms. Using
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induction on n, we will show that the isomorphism of part (i) obtained by using this
factorisation of / is the same as that obtained by applying Proposition 9.6 directly
to the closed immersion (and hence proper morphism) / itself.
If n ~ 1 this is a tautology, and if n = 2 it follows from Lemma 9.7.3. The
general case now follows immediately by induction on n, since / being a closed im
mersion shows that each of the partial composites ft • • • fn (1 ^ i ^ n) is also a closed
immersion.
Now suppose that / : Y —> X is an allowable morphism of smooth /c-schemes, and
that we have a factorisation
SZ X fl
f:Y = Yn F0 Y-1 In-l
X
in which each of the morphisms f7 is either an open immersion or a proper morphism.
We will show that the isomorphism induced by this factorisation is independent of
the given factorisation. In order to do this, we choose a factorisation of /,
i U i w p X.
f-Y
in which i is a closed immersion, j is an open immersion, and /; is a smooth proper
morphism. We will prove that the isomorphism of part (i) obtained using the fac
torisation / = fi - • • fn is the same as that obtained using the factorisation / = pji.
Since this latter factorisation is independent of the factorisation / = / 1 • • • fn with
which we began, the independence will follow.
The argument depends on a consideration of the commutative diagram
i

fn x \du
Yn x x U -

f'2 x idf/

fn x idw

h x [dw

Yi xx U

fi x idw

id x /
Y

U
j

id x (ji)

Yn xx W

Yi x x W

fi x idw

W
p

Yn

In

h

Y

f1

X.

(Because p is smooth, each of the A'-schemes appearing in this diagram is smooth.)
The case of a closed immersion considered above shows that we get the same
isomorphism whether we use the closed immersion i or the factorisation
Y —> Y„ xx U —>

> Yi xxU —> U.

Also in each square, opposite sides are either both open immersions or both proper
rnorphisms. Thus Propositions 9.5 and 9.6. and Lemma 9.7.3, show that we get
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the same isomorphism whichever way we go around each square. Finally, the edges of
each of the two left-hand triangles are either open immersions or proper maps, so that
Proposition 9.6 and Lemma 9.7.3 show that we get the same isomorphism whichever
way we go around each of the triangles. This completes the proof of the first two
parts of the theorem. The compatibility with inseparable base-change follows from
remark 4.6, which observes that the constructions of that section, and hence those of
Propositions 9.5 and 9.6, and hence that of this theorem, are compatible with change
of ground
field.
•
Proposition 9.8.
Suppose that A is finite and let X be a smooth k-scheme. Then
Sol^ restricts to a functor
Sol,, : D'lfyJO^)

-^D+(Xét,A).

and
Sol,, : D'^JO^^X
— D';:II(X^A).
Proof. First note that the compatibility of Sol^ with inseparable base-change al
lows us to replace k by its perfect closure, and so for the duration of the proof we
may assume that k is perfect.
Suppose M* is in Dllf (Op,. Y J . We begin by showing that Sol^(A4*) is in
D+(X(it. A). We proceed by induction on the dimension of the support of A4*. Let
Z be this support. Let U be a smooth dense open subscheme of Z (given its reduced
induced structure4), and denote by / the inclusion of U into X. Proposition 5.12.1
shows that there is a morphism A4* —• /+/!A4* whose cone is supported on Z \ U,
which has dimension strictly less than that of Z. Thus to prove the proposition for
M*. it suffices to prove it for f+f]M*.
Now Sola(/+/!A4*) = fiSoUtif-M')., and /, takes D+(U(H.A) to Dt(XH.A).
Thus, it suffices to show that Sol^(./'!A4*) is in D^(U(it. A). Moreover, we are free to
replace U by any dense open subscheme.
Let Af = Hl(fM*) be a cohomology sheaf of A4*. By Proposition 6.7. flM* is
in Dfrx (Op,->t/fU). and so Af is a locally finitely generated unit Op, (/ -module. A
standard dévissage implies that it suffices to show that So\<it(Xr) has constructible
cohomology sheaves. For this, we shrink U if necessary and perform the construction
of (5.3.5). That is, we choose a Op, -coherent generator ft : X —» Fr*Ar for Af, a left
resolution P* of N by finite free Op -modules, and a lift of ft to a map of complexes
of 0$,-modules ft* : P* -> Fr*P*. The complex P* of locally finitely generated unit
Op,. ^-modules generated by ft* is a resolution of Af. Lemma, 9.3.2 implies that
SoU(Ar) ^

Horriy^ r (PVC^J.

and so it suffices to show that each term Sola(P') = HornGa (V\Op,t) is con
structible. Shrinking U further if necessary, and combining Proposition 6.9.6 and the
fact that A is finite, we may assume that V' is 0^-coherent. Since V' is flat over
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Op, it must also be a unit (A, Fr)-crystal. The desired constructibility now follows
from Corollary 9.4.2.
Now suppose that M* is in D^gu(Opr X(>.t)°- ^ remains to show that Sole-*(.M*) is
bounded of finite Tor dimension. Again, we may proceed by induction on the support
Z of X4*. Using our previous notation, note that /? takes Dbctj(Uet* A) to Dbctj(X^t, A)
and that Lemma 2.3.2 implies that flM* is in Dfrx (OF*-,x(H)°• An argument as
above shows that it is enough to prove that Sole't(/!A4*) is in Dbctj(Uet,A) for some
dense open subset U of Z. By Proposition 6.9.6 we may choose U so that /!Ai* has
Of (;-('()herent cohomology sheaves. Then Corollary 1.8.6 implies that f'M.* has finite
locally projective dimension as a complex of left Op, ^-modules, so that fXi* is
represented by a finite length complex of locally projective left Op, ^ -modules A/'*,
and we have
SoU(/!Ar)
Homo*,. L, C^", Ofrj.
We complete the argument by observing that the right hand of this isomorphism is a
bounded complex of flat (9^ -modules, and so of flat A-modules. Indeed, since locally
on U each term of M* is a direct summand of a free left Opr ^ -module, this follows
from the fact that
Homo*.,, ((OF'.UJ^(OF'.UOU) = n oA
iei uu(H
is Of/^-flat for any index set / (since U is a Noetherian scheme).
•
Proposition 9.9. •— Suppose that A is finite, that X is a smooth k-scheme, that A4*
is a complex in D^gu(0A, x.t), and that Af* is a complex in Dfrx (Op7- x.f)°• Then
there is a natural isomorphism
SoUt(M-) ®A SoUtW)

SoUt(M* 0oA M*)[dx]

in D^(Xet), which is compatible (in an obvious sense) with inseparable base-change.
(Note that the ® on the left-hand side of this isomorphism is defined, since Proposition 9.8 shows that Sole^(A/"*) has finite Tor-dimension over A.)
Proof. — If we combine Lemmas 1.12.1 and 1.9.3, then we obtain a natural transformation
S o U ( A T ) 0ASO1C^(A/'0)

= RHom*C£r x ( ^ V ^ J [ 4 ] ^ M M ^ r x
—> RHom^

x (M* ®CA M\,0X(U ®CA 0XfH)[2dx]

= RHorn*CA ^ (AT IC9A

= Sola(M# 0oA Nm)[dx}-
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Denote the composite of the above maps by x(A/f*, A/"*). This is the natural transfor
mation which we will show is an isomorphism.
Suppose first that M.* is of the form L 0 A OX for some projective A-module L .
L
Then M* ®e>A Af* = L 0A N* and Corollary 9.4.2 shows that

Sol^(A4-) = L*[dx],

where L* denotes the A-dual of L . Thus the natural transformation constructed above
reduces to the isomorphism

L*[dx] 0A SoUt{.rV)

SoUt(L ®A N*)[dx],

and we are done in this case. The case when An* is a single unit (A, Fr)-crystal follows
from this by Lemma 9.4.1.
We now turn to the case of an arbitrary complex A4V Lemma 1.12.1 together
with the compatibility of Sole^ with inseparable base-change shows that /y(A/l-,A/'-)
is compatible with inseparable base-change. In particular this allows us to replace k
by its perfect closure, and so for the remainder of the proof we may assume that k is
perfect.
We proceed by induction on the dimension of the support of M.*. Let Z be this
support, and U C Z a smooth dense affine open subscheme (given its reduced induced
structure). Proposition 5.12.1 now shows that there is a map A4* —> f+fAi* whose
support is contained in Z \ U, which is of dimension strictly less than that of Z'. By
our inductive assumption, we are reduced to verifying that the natural transformation

(9.9.1)

Sul.,;/..r.VC, ®A Soldt(V)

S.,l,,.i/./:.vr <g>oA Af')[dx]

is an isomorphism.
Proposition 4.2 provides a natural isomorphism

F+F'-M* ®0A(!( Af'

F+(FLM' ®OBFI FLM')[Dx/u],
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and so we obtain the following commutative diagram:
Soléí(/+/!A4') ®A SoUtiAf')

1

• ftSoUtifM')

®A So\ét(AÍ')

(9.9.1)
SOLÉT(F+FM' cxw

AF')[DX]

/!(Sole-t(/!M') ®A /^Sol^jV*))

(4.2)

(3)

Solét(/+(/!A<- <gw

fM')[dx,u])\dx]

/.(Sole-t(/!A<«)®A S o W / W ' ) )
(4)

SOHTIF+IFM'

®0A

/!AA-))K/]

(2)

/!(Sole-t(/!M') ®A /^Sol^jV*))

Here (1) and (2) are deduced from the natural isomorphism Sol ¿¿7+
/iSolgt, isomorphism (3) is deduced from the natural isomorphism Sola/'
/_1Sole'£, and
(4) is obtained by applying f) to the morphism ;\/(,/'!A4#, f'Af*) . From this diagram we see that to show that (9.9.1) is an isomorphism, we have only to show that
x(/!A4#,
is an isomorphism. Let M' — Hl(f[Mm) be one of the cohomology
sheaves of f'AA*. A standard spectral sequence argument shows that it suffices to
prove that x(A4/, f'Af*) is an isomorphism.
Since U is affine we may apply the construction of (5.3.5) to a coherent generator
of AA', and so obtain a complex V* of locally finitely generated unit Op,• ^-modules
resolving AA', whose members are flat as Op -modules.
We are thus reduced to proving that the natural morphism x(F*', f'Af*) is an
isomorphism, and a standard spectral sequence argument shows that is suffices to
prove that x(V3, f'Af*) is a quasi-isoinorphism for each integer j . Shrinking U further,
if necessary, Proposition 6.9.6 allows us to assume that Vj is coherent as a Op module. Since it is fiat as a Op, -module, we see that it is in fact a unit (A. Fr)-crystal,
and so indeed xCPf f'Af*) is an isomorphism.
•
Proposition 9.10. -— We continue to assume that A is finite.
(i) Let A' be a Noetherian A-algebra a/rid X a smooth k-scheme. If M* is an object
of D\fgu(OpT x,f)° then there is a natural isomorphism,
A' 0A Sola(AT) ^

Sol*(A' 0A M*),

which is compatible with inseparable base-change.
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(ii) If f : Y —» X is a morphism of smooth k-schemes, and if Xi* is an object of
Dhjgu(0Fr XH)0> then the following diagram of natural isomorphisms commutes:
A' ®A So\,t(fM')

- f - > A' ®A rlSoU(M')
(9.3)

(8.6)

/_1(A' (8)A SoUt(M'))
part (i)

part (I)

Sol¿t(A' ®л f-M-) —® SoU(/!(A' «л M')) ——> / - ^ S o W A ' ®л M'))(2.8)
(9.J)
(Hi) If f : Y —> X is an allowable morphism of smooth k-schemes, and if Xi*
is an object of D\j (Opr y(U)°, then the following diagram of natural isomorphisms
commutes:
A' ®A SoUtU+M*)

(9.7.1

» A' (g)A /.Sol^(M')

(8.6)

•»/.(A' ®ASo\ét(M'))

part (ij

part (%)

Sole-t(A'<8>л f+M')

> Sole-t(/+(A' 0A A4')) —^•/,(SoU(A' ®A A4*))
(3.10)
(9.7.1)

Proof. •— Let A4* be an object of I>;/s„(OpiX.,)°. Then Proposition 9.8 shows that
SoL^A-T) = RHom'CK

>\V.O\

•

FR,XFH

is bounded, and so Lemma 1.13.4 yields a natural transformation
A' ®A Sola(AT) —^ Sola(A' 0A AT),
which by that lemma is compatible with inseparable base-change. (Here we are taking
into account the fact that Ox is flat over itself, as well as the isomorphism (1.13.1).)
This is the natural transformation of part (i), which we must show is an isomorphism.
We will not prove this directly; rather, we first establish the commutativity of the
diagrams of parts (ii) and (Hi).
Since it is the natural transformation of Proposition 2.6 which gives rise to the
natural transformation of Proposition 9.3, it follows from remark (2.8.1) that the
diagram of part (ii) commutes. Also, the commutativity of the diagram of part (in)
in the case that / is an open immersion is clear. (In this case, all the members of the
diagram have vanishing stalks on the complement of Y in A, and so its commutativity
can be checked after restricting to Y, where it becomes immediate.) It remains
to establish the commutativity of this diagram in the case that / is proper (since
any allowable morphism factors as the composite of open immersions and proper
maps). This case follows from the compatibility of the adjunction isomorphism of
Theorem 4.4.1 with change of coefficient ring.
We now return to proving that the morphism of part (i) is an isomorphism. Since
it is compatible with inseparable base-change, we may replace k by its perfect closure,
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and thus assume that k is perfect. We proceed by induction on the dimension of the
support Z of Ai*. Give Z its reduced induced structure, and let f : U —> X denote
the immersion of a dense open affine subset U of Z into X. An excision argument
(made permissible by the commutativity of the diagram of part (Hi) in the case that
/ is an immersion), together with our induction hypothesis, shows that it is enough
to prove the result with flA4* in place of Xi*. Thus we may replace A4* by f'AA*,
and X by c7, and so assume that X is a smooth affine /c-scheme.
Suppose to begin with that A4* is a single object A4 of nifgu{Xéu A). If Xi is a
unit (Fr, A)-crystal then Lemma 9.4.1 shows that Ai is étale locally isomorphic to a
tensor product L(g)F Ox,>.,-> f°r some finitely generated projective A-module L. Let L*
denote the A-dual of L, and let Z/* denote the A'-dual of Af 0AL. Then the inorphism
of part (i) simplifies étale locally to the canonical isomorphism A'^A-k* —* L'*. This
establishes part (i) in this case.
If A4 is not a unit (Fr\ A)-crystal then we apply the construction of (5.3.5) to
a coherent generator of A4 to obtain a resolution of A4 by 0^- -flat locally finitely
generated unit Op, x -modules. Since A4 is assumed to be of finite Tor-dimension,
some finite-length truncation of this resolution again consists of Ox -ûa,t modules.
Using Proposition 6.9.6 and an excision argument to replace X by a dense open
affine subset on which the members of this complex are furthermore coherent as
Ox, -modules, we obtain a bounded resolution of A4 by (A, Fr)-crystals. A spectral
sequence argument now shows that the inorphism of part (i) is an isomorphism, since
it is so for a unit (A, Fr)-crystal.
We now proceed by induction on the number of non-vanishing cohomology sheaves
of the complex A4-, and given the result of the preceding paragraph we may as well
assume that there are at least two such. For ease of notation, apply a shift to A4so that its highest non-zero cohomology sheaf appears in degree zero. Then we may
replace A4* by its truncation r^oAi*, and so write it as a complex
> M~l —> M° —> o —
By assumption, H°(M*) is a locally finitely generated unit Op, X;/-module on the
affine scheme A", to which we may apply the construction of (5.3.5).
Let p : M -> FX*M denote a coherent generator of H°(M*), let P -> M be a surjection from a finite rank free 0^-module onto M, let 7 : P —> F7X*P lift /3, and let
V* denote the object of /i|/5îi(A^,A) generated by 7. The surjection of P onto M induces a surjection oiV onto H°(Ai*). Applying the construction of Proposition 5.3.3
to 7 yields a short exact sequence
о _ > oF,,Xfi ®0л( Р
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We may lift the surjection of V onto H°(Ai*) so as to obtain a commutative diagram
>0

> °F'\X,T ® P

> °F',X,T

®P

>0

> •••

> m~2
> M~l
> m°
>o
>
Abbreviate the top row of this diagram by Q*, and let C* denote the cone of the
morphism Q* —» Xi* that it provides. Since both Q* and Xi* are of finite Tordimension, we see that the same is true of C*.
A consideration of the long exact sequence of cohomology sheaves provided by this
morphism shows that the morphism Hl(Xi*) —» Hl(C*) is an isomorphism if i ^ —2
or if i ^ 1 (in the latter case both cohomology sheaves vanish), and yields the exact
sequence
0 —-+ H~\Mm) —» H~\C*) —• H°(Q') —• H°(M9) —> H°(C*) —> 0.
By construction the map Hi}(Q*) —» H{)(Ai*) is surjective, and so we see that
II0 (C*) = 0. Thus C* is a complex with one less non-vanishing cohomology sheaf
than Xi*. Our induction hypothesis implies that the morphism of part (i) induces
isomorphisms
A' <g>A SolP:t(C*)

Sol,:,(A' <g>A C*) and A' 0A Sola(Q#) ^ Sol^(A/ |>A Q*).
L
^
L
Thus it also induces an isomorphism A' ®A Sola(A4-) —> Sole;*(A' ®A Ai*). This
completes the proof of Proposition 9.10.
•
9.11.
Let r' be a multiple of r, q' = pr , A' = A (g)fq F,/, and suppose that
Fq/ C A;. The following proposition studies the compatibility of Sola with induction
and restriction. Since the statement involves both thefieldsF, and F,/, we will denote
the corresponding functors Sola by Sola,, and Sola,'Proposition 9.11.1.
If X is a smooth k-scheme and A a Noetherian FQ-algebra, then
there is an isomorphism of functors onDafig(GFr x,t)°,
(9.11.2)

Sol,,,, o Ind*,

Res*, o Sola.,-

which is compatible with inseparable base-change. If furthermore A is a finite F,algebra, then there is an isomorphisms of functors on Dafifgu (0Fr x,t)°,
(9.11.3)

Ind*' o Sola,,

Sola,,/ o Res^,

which again is compatible with inseparable base-change.
Proof. Let 1* be an resolution of OX,T by injective OF, ^-modules. Since OX
is isomorphic to 0Xf and since OF>. X^-modules is flat as a right OFV, X -modules
(by Lemma 1.14.1), we see that X* is also a resolution of OX,T by inject ive OFV, modules.
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Let Ai* be a complex in D^gu[PFv, x). Then we have the natural isomorphism of
complexes of étale sheaves of A-rnodules
Solc't>g o Ind'AT = Horn*cADafig (Or,.mXti (g)oA,DafigM\lX*)
Hom'oADafafig (M',1')

= Res', o S o l ^ A T .

This constructs the isomorphism (9.11.2). It is easily seen to be compatible with
inseparable base-change.
Now assume that A is finite. To construct (9.11.3), let A4* now denote a complex
in D'ifgu{0Fr x). Then there is a natural morphism of complexes of étale sheaves of
A'-modules
Ind*' o §o\étiqM* = A' 0A HomrCAr x

(M\T)

—> Hom*QX, (M*,r) = So\ét,q> o Res*'A4-.
F'J .Xflf
This induces the morphism (9.11.3). Again, it is clearly compatible with inseparable
base-change. Thus in order to show this is an isomorphism, we may replace k by its
perfect closure, and so assume that k is perfect.
We proceed by induction on the dimension of the support of A4-. A spectral
sequence argument allows us to reduce to proving that the morphism under study is
an isomorphism when A4* is a single object A4 in fj,ifgu(XéU A). An excision argument
allows us to restrict to a dense affine open subset U of A. An application of the
construction of (5.3.5) to a coherent generator of Ai allows us to replace A4 by a
complex V* of locally finitely generated unit OF Fr.-modules which are flat as d é modules, and another spectral sequence argument allows us to reduce to proving
the map in question an isomorphism for each member V1 of V*. Proposition 6.9.6
together with another excision argument allows us to shrink U so that V* becomes
OJJ, -coherent, as well as flat, and hence a unit (A. Fr)-crystal. Thus we are reduced
to the case when A4* = A4 is a unit (A, Fr)-crystal, and so, by étale localising and
applying Lemma 9.4.1, of the form A4 = L Ç)¥q Ox(U for some finitely generated
projective A-modules L.
Let L* denote the A-dual of L, and L'* denote the A'-dual of A' (g)A L. Then the
above map now reduces to the map
A' 0A L* = A' (8)A Hom0A ^ (L ®¥q Ox<^A ®¥<i Ox,-,)
—> Hom0 ,

((A/0AL)%/^(;/,A/®F/Ox(J-^i/*.

Since this is simply the standard isomorphism A' 0A L* —> Lf*, we see that (9.11.3)
is an isomorphism, as required.
•
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10.1.
Suppose that X is a smooth A;-scherne. Then the sheaf of rings Op, x,
is flat over A, and so any injective Opr x -mo&vle is also an injective A-module.
(The forgetful functor "regard an öpr x -module as a A-module'1 is right adjoint to
the exact functor Op, x ®A .) Thus if Ai* is any complex in Db(Opr x ), any
resolution of A4* by injective Op, Yf.,-m°dules is also an injective resolution of A4*
by injective A-sheaves. Thus we regard RHom\( ,Ai*) as a contravariant functor
HUom\( .M-) : D~(Xtt, A) —* D+(ö£vYfJ.
Definition 10.1.1.

If X is a smooth A;-scheme, we define the functor
M(H : D~(Xét. A)

D+(0£,VYJ

as follows:
MH{F*) = RHorn\(T*, Ox.t)[tlx
Lemma 10.1.2.
If X is a smooth k-scheme then there is a commutative diagram of
n attirai transfo rm ati o ns
Fx*Mét(F*)

FxRHom\(F*, Ox t )[dx]

Mét(F*)
Mét(F*)

RHom\(F*,Fx*OJ

)

RHom\{T\<t>0A)
RHomUF*.0Xi)[dx}

in which the upper horizontal arrow is an isomorphism. Since (j)0A is an isomorphism, we deduce that the same is true of 4>M,-t{T*)'
Proof. Let 1* be a right resolution of Ox by left Op,- x,f-modules, which are
injective as A-modules. The sheaf Ox\* ^ is locally free as a right Ox -module, hence
FXT* is a direct limit of injective A-sheaves, and so (by the usual Noetherian argument, since by [SGA4, IX 2.9] any A-sheaf is the direct limit of its constructible
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subsheaves) we see that FXX* is again a complex of injective A-modules. Thus the
commutative diagram
Fx*Hom\(F\I*)[dx]

> Hom\(F\Fx*X')
Eom{F\0jA

HomA(F\l-)[dx}
is a realisation of the diagram of the lemma on the level of complexes.
To show that the horizontal arrow is an isomorphism, the usual spectral sequence
argument reduces us to the case in which the complex F* is a single constructible
sheaf T. Since T is Noetherian, we may pass the tensor product with the locally free
sheaf Ox through HomA(F, -). This completes the proof.
•
Remark 10.1.3. — We see from this lemma (via (2.11.1) and the remark following
it) that the structural morphisms of the cohomology sheaves of \\('t{F*) are iso
morphisms. We will see in Proposition 10.4 below that in fact M^t(F*) lies in
Dfkx (Opfrx X).
10.1.4.
Let X be a smooth A;-scheme, let k' be a purely inseparable algebraic
extension of k, and set X' = X ($k k'. The morphism X' —> X identifies X'6t with
Ae:t, and induces an isomor phism k! ®k Ox, ^ Ox .
If X* is a resolution of Ox by injective Op,-<x -modules, then k! ®k X* is a
resolution of Ox, by Opr x, -modules, and so we may find a quasi-isomorphism
k! 0^ X* —•
where X1* is a resolution of Ox, by injective Op,. x, -modules. Thus
for any object F" of Db-.{X^t) there is a natural morphism
k' ®fc Hom\ (F*,!*) —> Hom\ {F*, k' ®k X*) —> Hom\ {F*, X'*),
and hence a natural transformation k'
Met computed on X' rather than X).

\ \(f —> Mfu (where Met denotes the functor

Lemma 10.1.5.
The preceding natural transformation is an isomorphism. Thus the
functor Me-f is compatible with inseparable base-change.
Proof. Since the objects of F* are Noetherian, computing Horn* (F*, -) commutes
with passage to direct limits. Since k' is a limit of finite dimensional A;-vector spaces,
we conclude that the morphism k' ®k Hom\(F\X*) —> Horn\(F*. k! ®k ^#) is an
isomorphism. Also, we see that k' ®kX*. being a direct limit of injective A-sheaves,
is itself an injective A-sheaf. Thus k' ®k X* —> X'* is a quasi-isomorphism of injective
A-sheaves, and so the morphism Hom\(F*.k/ /, X*) —> Horn\(F*,X'm) is a quasiisomorphism.
•
10.2.

The following simple lemma will be the basis for all our computations of

MÉt:
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Lemma 10.2.1.
Proof.

If X is a smooth k-scheme, then M(H(A) = OX.\DX\-

This follows immediately from the definition.

•

10.3.
In this section we will prove the existence of a natural isomorphism M¿¿/1 ~
f^M^t when / : Y —> X is an immersion of smooth /c-schemes.
Lemma 10.3.1. — If f : Y
X is an open immersion of smooth k-schemes, then
there is a natural isomorphism of functors:
M,//i

/+Ma.

Proof. Let T* be an object in D~[X^t, A), and let X9 be a resolution of Ox by
injective Op, x,f-modules (which are also A-injective, by the above discussion). Then
f~lX9 is an injective resolution of Oy(U in the category of Op-,- y^-modules (since f~l
is right adjoint to the exact functor /1).
We have a natural transformation of complexes of Opv x
M.<•: /'•/"• :• = I! I h„„\ ;[.:/-•. O)

^

Hom\

(fiF\r)[dy]

иНотА(Т\.ГT1 Ч- )¡dx RF RUHmn\lF\rLr)\

dx\ = '*'/• M. <;/"* i

where the final equality follows from the fact that X and Y have the same dimension.
To check that this is a quasi-isomorphism it suffices to check on the level of complexes
of étale A-sheaves in which case the composite of the natural maps above becomes
the composite of the isomorphisms
\Ud№)

-RlIomfk\(l\f.Ol) Ox+1 RhRHom\ (F\ f [OJ;) = Rf

Mét(f)

induced by the adjointness of f\ and f-1.
Nowr we saw in Lemma 4.3.1 that
f+Méf(f')

/.7.M..

Putting all these natural isomorphisms together, we see that
Mét(f,F)

f+M<u(F'),

proving the lemma.

•

Proposition 10.3.2.
If f : Y —> X is a closed immersion of smooth k-schemes, there
is a natural isomorphism
UMét
^uétf,
Proof — We begin by describing the natural transformation. Recall by example
5.11.6 that we have canonical morphisms (in the derived category)
f+oYjdY/x]

f+fol,

^

RTY(OxJ

—» OAXII,
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whose composite is the trace map of Proposition 4.4.9. Also, for the closed immersion
/*, no derived functors are required to define the functor /+; it is given by the simple
formula
/+(-) = / . ( ^ « ^ , , - ) Thus for any complex T' in D~(Yét) we have the natural transformation
F+0YI!L[DY] RVY{0XI!I)[DX\ ^ RHOM\(FTA,QAXJ[DX}.RHOM\(F^\MO
RHOM\(F^\FY?
RHORN\(/*,
RHOM\{

MO %

^

YI U ®0,

v.0^T)[DY))

/+F+0D1[DY/X])[DX]
LF\OX<.;)[DX]

bUt(f*F)
which we will show is an isomorphism. This can be checked locally on X^t. Note also
that both sides of this homomorphism vanish on the complement of Y in A, so it
suffices to verify that we obtain an isomorphism in a neighbourhood in Xgt of each
point of Y. As the last step of our initial reductions, note that the compatibility of
Me-£ with inseparable base-change allows us to replace K by its perfect closure, so that
for the duration of the proof we may assume that K is perfect.
By [De, Prop. 4.6, p. 93], T* is represented by a bounded above complex of constructible, flat A-sheaves. Thus by the usual spectral sequence argument, it suffices
to treat the case of a single constructible sheaf T of flat A-modules.
Suppose first that the constructible sheaf T is locally constant. Then being flat
over A, it is a locally constant sheaf of finitely generated projective modules, and so
is etale locally a direct summand of a free A-module of finite rank. Thus to show that
the natural transformation /+Me^(.F) —» M^IFIJ7) is an isomorphism, it suffices to
treat the case when T = A, in which case this natural transformation reduces to the
composite of the isomorphisms
F+0YI!L[DY]

RVY{0XI!I)[DX\ ^

RHOM\(FTA,QAXJ[DX}.

We now proceed by induction on the dimension of the support of T. Let Z denote
this support. There is a dense open subscheme V of Z (given its reduced induced
structure) which is smooth over K, such that over V the sheaf T restricts to a locally
constant sheaf of finitely generated projective A-modules C. Let G be the immersion
of V into Y. Let W = Z \ V. a closed subset of X of dimension less than that of Z,
and let H : W —» Y be the closed immersion. We have a short exact sequence
0 —> GX = G\G~LT —> T —> H\H'LT —> 0.

By induction, we already know the result for H\H~LJ-", so it suffices to prove it for G\C.
We may factor the immersion G as the composite of an open immersion J with a
closed immersion I: G = JI. We also factor the immersion FJ as the composite of an
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open immersion I and a closed immersion k: j j — Ik. We obtain a diagram
UM,t(gX) =

UW^iX)

UuMetitX)

Mit{f\9\C) —

MaihhiX)

l+M6t(hMC)

=

l+k+M6t(i\C)

— l+k+i+Mit{£)

in which the two right pointing horizontal arrows are the natural isomorphisms of
Lemma 10.3.1 applied to the open immersions j and /, the left pointing horizontal
arrow is induced by the natural transformation (fci)+Me-t(£) —• M£t((ki)}C), and so
is an isomorphism since C is locally constant, and the right vertical arrow is induced
by the inverse of the natural transformation i+Mit(C)
Mit(i\£) (which again is
an isomorphism because C is locally constant). One easily verifies that this diagram
commutes, and thus that the left vertical arrow is also an isomorphism, as required.
•
Corollary 10.3.3. — If f : Y
is a natural isomorphism

X is an immersion of smooth k-schemes, then there
f. M.,

\i.,r..

Proof. — Since any immersion decomposes as the composition of an open and closed
immersion, this follows from the preceding two results.
Proposition 10.4. — If X is a smooth k-scheme, then M^ has image lying in
Dtr (Opr x,)- Furthermore, Ma restricts to a functor
t

Ma : Dbctf(X,H, A) —+

DHLF(0%.xY.

Proof. The compatibility ofMetwith inseparable base-change allows us to replace k
by its perfect closure, and so for the duration of the proof we may assume that
k is perfect. Let T* be a complex in D~tf(XéuA). By [De, Prop. 4.6, p. 93], T* is
represented by a bounded above complex of constructible, flat A-sheaves, which can be
taken to be of finite length in and only if T* lies in DHCT^(0Ft;x) • A spectral sequence
argument then shows that to establish the proposition, it suffices to prove that if T
is a single flat constructible étale A-sheaf, then Mét(3~) lies in D\f (Op*\x(H)°•
We proceed by induction on the dimension of the support of T. Let Z denote this
support. Then there is a dense open subscheme Y of Z (given its reduced induced
structure) which is smooth as afc-scheme,restricted to which T becomes a locally
constant sheaf C of finitely generated projective A-modules. Let / : Y —> X denote
the immersion of Y into X. Let W = Z \ Y be the complement of Y in Z, a closed
subset of X of dimension less than that of Z. Let i : W —» X denote the closed
immersion of W into X.
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Applying AI et to the exact sequence 0 —* f\C —> T 21m ^ —> 0 of constructible
flat A-sheaves yields the distinguished triangle
Mét(iii-lF)
Mét{F) — U(Ulf\C) —+ Mét{M-lr)[l].
Since i\i~xJ- is supported on U. it follows by induction that \\('\(\\\ 1 J7) is in
DtfguiOp,- x)°. Thus to conclude the corresponding result for Ma(f). it suffices
to prove it for Mét(f\£)We have seen that M,-/(./•£) F/+M^(£). Since /+ takes Dblfgu{0^r^,t)° to
D ^ ( 0 ^ . X J ° , it is enough to show that U(H(C) is a complex in D\fgu(0^r x,t)°. In
fact, we will see that it is a unit (A, Fr)-crystal supported in degree —dy.
Indeed M,-/(£) = RHornA(C*. Oy )[dy\. Locally on Y(it. C is isomorphic to a direct
summand of An for some n, and so RHom\ (C. OY ) = HomA(C. OY ) is a sheaf
which is étale locally on Y, isomorphic to a direct summand of (OY )N. and so is a
unit (A,Fr) crystal, as claimed. This completes the proof of the proposition.
•
Proposition 10.5.
(i) Lei X be a smooth k-scheme, and let A/ be a Noetherian
A-algebra. If T* is a complex in Dhrtj(Xtt. A), then there is a natural isomorphism
A/ lA AUt(-P-) ^ M „ ( A / ë A J " - ) .
which is compatible with inseparable base-change. (Note that by Proposition 10.4- the
(8) appearing on the left side oj the map is well-defined.)
(ii) If f : Y —> X is an immersion of smooth h-schemes, a/nd if T* is an object of
Dbf,tl(Y(jtl A), then the following diagram of natural isomorphisms commutes:
A'® A Ma(fiP)

(10.8.3)

A'®A/+M„(^-)

(3.10)

part (i.)

part (i)
M,t(/,(A'®A J"))

/+(A'®AM(ÍÍ(^))

(8.0)

M,t(/,(A'®A J " ) )

(10.3.3)

U(MlH(A' 0A T')).

Proof. We apply (the obvious analogue for XfA of) Proposition B.l.l. taking A —
B = ¥q. A' = A, A" = A'. M* = f and Af* = Ox,r (Note that Ox./ is of flnite
A-Tor-dimension, in fact flat, over A, and that RHom*A(iF*. Ox,.) is bounded, by
Proposition 10.4.) This yields a morphism
A/ 0A RHoinA (T*. OlXi ) —> RHoiny [A' A A N , A' 0 A 0 £ ) .
Shifting by [dx] and taking into account the isomorphism (1.13.1) yields the morphism
of part (i). Using functoriality of the natural transformation of Proposition B.l.l in
t he second variable, it is easy to see that this morphism is compatible with inseparable
base-change.
Before proving that the map just constructed is an isomorphism, we will establish
the commutativity of the diagram of part (ii). By factoring the immersion / as the
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composite of an open and closed immersion, we see that it suffices to handle each
of these two cases separately. In the case of an open immersion, this commutativity
follows from the commutativity of the diagram of section (B.1.4) together with the
construction of the natural isomorphism of Proposition 9.5. The case of a closed
immersion is more tedious to check, but is nevertheless straightforward, if one takes
into account the commutativity of the diagram of section (B.3), as well as the fact that
the trace map of Proposition 4.4.9 (which is used in construction of the isomorphism
of Proposition 10.3.2) is compatible with change of coefficient ring.
We now turn to proving that the morphism of part (i) is an isomorphism. Since it
is compatible with inseparable base-change, we may replace A: by its perfect closure,
and thus assume that k is perfect. Using [De, Prop. 4.6, p. 93], we may represent
T* by a bounded complex of constructible, flat étale A-sheaves. By induction on the
length of this complex, we see that it suffices to prove that the morphism of part (i)
is an isomorphism in the case that T* is a single flat constructible A-sheaf T.
We now proceed by induction on the dimension of the support of T. Using part (ii)
of the proposition, an excision argument of the type used in the proof of Proposition 10.4 reduces us to the case when T is a locally constant sheaf of finitely generated
projective A-modules. Working étale locally and writing T as a direct summand of
a sheaf of free A-modules, we reduce to the case when T equals A. In this case the
morphism of part (i) reduces to the natural isomorphism A' ®A 0\ -^A OX . This
completes the proof of the proposition.
•
10.6.
Let r' be a multiple of r. q' = pr , A' = A (g)jr(/ FQ', and suppose that
FQ> C k. The following proposition studies the compatibility of \1,7 with induction
and restriction. Since the statement involves both thefieldsFQ and F^, we will denote
the corresponding functors M(if by M('fq and M,-/,/.
Proposition 10.6.1.
Let r' be a multiple of r, q' — pr . A' = A (g)^tj FQ'. and suppose that FQ' C k. Then we have natural isomorphisms of functors on D~(Xét, A),
respectively D~ (A^f, A').
(10.6.2)

GA]> o ind;;' -^A Res;{ o uéLq.

respectively
(10.6.3)

/ « 4

o M(5,„, ^M„.(,°Res;;,.

Both of these maps are compatible with inseparable base-change.
Proof. Let £• be in I)R (A,/. A). Then, keeping in mind the equality 0X) = OX\.R
we have the natural isomorphism
MéUq, o Iiid^r- = RHom\,(C* 0A A', Ox[u)
RHom\(C\ 0XiU) = Res*' o\\(,.qC\
which is clearly compatible with inseparable base-change. This constructs (10.6.2).
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Let X* be an resolution of Ox by injective Opvxa -modules. As observed in
the proof of Proposition 9.11.1, X* is also a resolution of Ox.t by injective 0^r, x modules.
Let £* be in D~t^X^t, A'). Then we have a natural map
Ind*, o Mtt,q,£9 = 0$riX„ 0oA^ OFRX Hom\,(C\r)
—> Hom\(£\r)
= Mit,q o Res*,£V
This induces the morphism of (10.6.3), and we have to show this map is an isomorphism. It is again clear that this map is compatible with inseparable base-change; in
particular in order to prove that it is an isomorphism, we may replace k by its perfect
closure, and so assume that k is perfect.
To prove that (10.6.3) is an isomorphism we observe first that the usual spectral
sequence argument allows us to reduce to the case when £* is a single constructible
etale A'-sheaf £. We proceed by induction on the dimension of the support of £*.
An excision argument (taking into account the fact that induction and restriction are
compatible with f\ and /+ for any morphism / of smooth /c-schemes, and that M£t
interchanges f1 and /+ for any immersion of smooth /c-schemes) allows us to assume
that £ is locally constant. Working etale locally, we may assume that in fact £ is the
constant sheaf corresponding to a finitely generated A'-module. Finally, by working
with a resolution of £ by free A'-sheaves of finite rank, we reduce to the case that
£ = A'.
In the case that £* = £ = A, the map above reduces to a map
(r/r)-l
0
OxFn ^ 0£r Xa 0 o vOfrxOx — HomA(A\ 0$)
n=0
Hom¥ri(¥c^Ox) ^ Ox ®F(( HomF,(F,,,F„).
This map in turn is obtained by tensoring the natural map
(r'/r)-l
0
F,F"^HomF(j(F,,,F,)
n=0
by Ox over Fq, and the latter map is an isomorphism because the automorphisms
1, Fr,. . ., Fr'~r of FQ'/FQ are distinct, hence linearly independent.
•
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11.1.
Throughout this section A will be assumed to be a finite ring, unless explic
itly stated otherwise.
We now have all the machinery necessary to prove our Riemann-Hilbert corre
spondence between const ruct ible A-sheaves on X^t and locally finitely generated
unit GFr ^ -modules. We begin by noting that there are natural transformations
rj : id —>
- Sol,:/M,'/ and 0 : id —> \I,',Sol,:/. If X* is a right resolution of Ox by
injective left OF, ¥;/-modules, then for any complex Xi* in D\jgu(0Fr x,t)° we define
CM* as the composite morphism
Xi*—> HornA(Hom-CAR (A4#,X-),X#)
—> Hom\(HomrCAR x (M\

Ir)[dx],r)[dx].

Similarly, if T* is a complex in Dhctj{Xet, A), we define rjjr* as the composite morphism
T* —>Hom90^ Ofrx (Hom\(T\l*),l*)
—> Horn^Ofrxx (Hom\ (T*, X*) [dx}, X*) [dx} •
(We refer to [Con, 1.3] for a discussion of the sign conventions involved in the defini
tions of these morphisms.) It follows from the analysis of signs in [Con, 1.3] that the
composites
M(H(f)

Cm'v(^') » MMSOWMMF')))

M6DR}JRM) •.

MAT')

and
SoU(AT) 1hMfAM']

SoU(M«(Sol«(A<-))) l ^ ^ X

So\a{M')

are the identity morphisms. Also, it is immediate that both ( and rj are compatible
with base-change by an inseparable field extension, in an obvious sense.
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We will prove that both (" and rj are isomorphisms, and consequently will conclude
that Sola and Ma induce an equivalence of categories between D\j {Opv x,t)° and
Dbctf(X£t, A). The proof will be via an excision argument, combining Theorem 9.7.1
and Corollary 10.3.3. Before making this argument, we must verify that these two
results are compatible with the natural transformations £ and rj in an appropriate
sense.
Proposition 11.2. — - // / : Y —> X is an immersion of smooth k-schemes and if Xi*
is an object of Db^gu(0Fr x,f)°, then the diagram of natural isomorphisms

F+M-

ч+м*

->Mét(SoUt(f+M'))
(9.7.1)

/+(Cvi-)
F+MÉT(SO\ÉT(M'))

[10.3.3)

*MÉT(F,SO\ÉT(M'))

(in which each natural isomorphism has been labelled by the result that gives rise to
it) commutes.
Similarly, if T' is an object of Dhctj(X(it. A), then the diagram of natural isomor
phisms
F+M-

ч+м*

/+(Cvi-)
f,Solét(Mét(T'))

Sol^M^/i-F*))
(10.3.3)

(9.7.1)

SOLÉT(F+MÉT(M-))

(in which each natural isomorphism has been labelled by the result that gives rise to
it) commutes.
Proof. — The natural transformations of both theorem 9.7.1 and of Corollary 10.3.3
are defined by factoring / as a closed immersion followed by an open immersion. One
verifies that the diagrams whose conimutativity is to be checked are compatible with
compositions in an obvious sense, and thus it suffices to verify that each diagram
commutes in the case when / is either an open or a closed immersion.
If / is an open immersion, then the conimutativity of both diagrams may be verified
after restricting to Y, at which point it is immediate from the constructions.
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If / is a closed immersion we have the diagram
f+M-

RHom'(RHorn'(f+M\Ox){dx\,OXOx

RHom'(RHom'(f\M',

f\0Yldv}),

f+ObJdv])

RHom'(RHom'(UmM'. f.O}

RHom'( f„RHom'(M',0'Y

)[dx]

[dy]),Q^.)[dy]

){dv}, f+QYJ{dY]

RHom'(

hRHom'{M\0^.)[dY\,0%.)[dy\

as well as the diagram
UM-

RHom'(RHom-(UM',

URHorn-(RHom-(M\ 0^)[dY],

f+Oy\dY]),

f+0Y\dY])

0^)[dY

RHorn (LRHom*(M\ 0$.t)[dY], /+ 0$.f)[dY].
The first of these obviously commutes, while the second is also seen to commute
once one unwinds the "double duality" maps that it involves. If one glues these
two diagrams along their common edge one obtains (an expanded version of) the
first diagram in the statement of the proposition, and so one sees that this diagram
commutes.
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One sees that the second diagram in the statement of the lemma arising from the
closed immersion / commutes by considering an analogous pair of diagrams, whose
construction we leave to the reader.
•
Theorem 11.3. — The natural transformations of functors £ : id —> M^Solgt and
rj : id —>• Sol^M^ on Dbjgu(Opr x,t)° and Dbctf(Xtt, A) respectively, are isomorphisms.
Thus, the functor Ma : Dbctf(X^A)
Dblfgu{0Fr_Xft)° is an anti-equivalence of
triangulated categories, with Sol,-/ : Dbj (OprmXn)° —> Dbfj(X(u,A) providing a quasiinverse.
Suppose that T* and Q* aire two complexes in I)BTF( X('f A), and that M* and AT* are
two complexesin,Dufg(Opr x-t)°' Then there are natural isomorphisms of complexes
of A-modules,
(11.3.1)

RHomXCFV^) ^

RHom^.y ^ (MniQ*). WrAff ))

and
(11.3.2)

RHom^A ^ [AA\Af)

RRom\(Sol^V).

Sol^(AT)),

a natural isomorphism of complexes in Dbj (Opr x(U)°'
(11.3.3)

M,/(^-) ®0A ^ M,i(Ç*) ^A \\(i(F* lA G*)[dx],

and a natural isomorphism of complexes in D^(A^.A),
(11.3.4)

SoUOT) CÔA Sol^/(A'-)

• Sob'/C.VI- 0oA A'*)'//.vj.

IF F : Y —> X is any map of smooth k-schemes, then there is a natural isomorphism
of complexes in Dblfgu{OhF^YJ9
(11.3.5)

/!Mét(F) ^ M , f ( / - ! ^ - ) ,

and a natural isomorphism of complexes in Dbctj(Yét, A),
(11.3.6)

SoW!(A/T) ^A

f~lSo\ét{M*).

If furthermore f is allowable (in the sense of (9.7)) then there is a natural isomorphism
of complexes in Dblfgu{0^r XJ°,
(11.3.7)

GfiiJ7*) -^A /+Me't(F),

and a natural isomorphism, of complexes in D^(X^,A),
(11.3.8)

SoW+(AT) ^A /.Sob'/CW).

Finally, this equivalence of categories and each of these natural isomorphisms is compatible in an obvious sense with inseparable base-change and with change of coefficient
ring, and interchanges induction and restriction.
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Proof. — Assuming for a moment that rj and ( provide the asserted equivalence of
categories, we will construct the natural isomorphisms (11.3.1) (11.3.8). The iso
morphisms (11.3.4), (11.3.6) and (11.3.8) were constructed in Propositions 9.9 and
9.3 and Theorem 9.7.1.
We define (11.3.3), (11.3.5) and (11.3.7) to be the corresponding isomorphisms that
arise from the equivalence of categories. (If / is an immersion then Corollary 10.3.3
yields an alternative definition of (11.3.7), but this is shown by Proposition 11.2.1 to
agree with the more general definition just given.) In each of the results cited, the
compatibility with inseparable base-change has been noted.
11.3.9.
To explain the isomorphism (11.3.1) and (11.3.2) requires a slight digres
sion on some sign conventions that are not treated in [Con, 1.3].
Suppose that A*, B* and C* are three complexes of objects of an additive category.
Then there is a natural morphism
0 : Hom*(A\23*) —> Hour*(Нот*(B*, С*), Нот*(A*, C*))
defined as follows: if F = (fq) G Ylq Hom(A9, Bn+q) is an element in the degree n
member of the left-hand side, then
•0(f) £ П Hom ( Пр Hom(#p, Cp+9), UP Hom(Ap, Cn+p+(?))
я
(which is the degree n member of the right hand side) is defined via the formula
Hf)q : (фр)

> ((-l)n90n+p/p).

The sign is chosen so that (when one uses the sign conventions of [Con, 1.3] for the
Нот* complexes) vb is a map of complexes. One checks that 0 is compatible in with
the "double duality" maps
A* —> Нотв(Нотв(А#,С7в),С#)
and
В* —> Нот*(Нот*(Б*, C*),C*),
in the sense that the diagram
Нот* (A*. B*)

> Horn* (Horn* (£•,£?•), Horn- (A*, C*))

Нот*(Нот*(Нот*(А*, 0е), (7е), Нот*(Нот*(Б*, (7е), С*))

Horn* (Horn* (Horn* (A*, C*), C), B*)
commutes. (Here the upper horizontal arrow is the map 0, the right hand vertical
arrow is the analogous map obtained by replacing the pair (A*,B*) with the pair
(Hom*(i3*,(7#),Horn*(A#,C-)), the left hand vertical arrow is induced by the double
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duality map for A*, and the lower horizontal arrow is induced by the double duality
map for B* ) Also, it is compatible with making a simultaneous translation in A*
and B*. The morphism induced by 0 on the degree n cohomology objects of each
side is (up to a sign) the natural morphism
Hom(A\ B*[n]) —> Hom(Home(#>-], C*), Home(A\ Ce)).
11.3.10 (Construction of (11.3.1) and (11.3.2)).
Let T* and Q* be two complexes in
Dbctj(Xét. A), and let X* be a right resolution of Ox,t by injective left Opr x,^modules.
We may assume that T* is a complex of A-flat modules, and that Q* is a complex of
inject ive A-modules.
Then we define the morphism (11.3.1) to be the derived category avatar of the
composite
Horn; (T*, Q-) —> Hom,AJ ^ (Hom\ (Q\Xm). Hom\ [T%. Xе))
АНош.л( v (IIom\(G-.X-)[dу]. Hom\(T*.X*)[dx]).
where the first morphism is defined via the discussion of (11.3.9). Note that since the
members of T* are A-flat. Hom*n\ (T*.X*) is a complex of hijective left Op, x modules. Thus this does realise on the level of complexes a morphism
RHom-v(^V6?-) —> КНош,лг ^ {M(H(g-). М(Н(ТП)
between objects of D+(X¿t. A). To see that this is an isomorphism, it suffices to
consider the resulting map on cohomology modules; since M¿/, is an equivalence of
categories, these maps are indeed isomorphisms.
The morphism (11.3.2) can be defined in a similar way. or simply by applying
the equivalence of categories to (11.3.1). Both definitions yield the same morphism,
since the construction of (11.3.9) is compatible with double duality and translations.
Finally, we observed in remark (9.2.1) and Lemma 10.1.5 that \ I a n d Sol¿¿ are
compatible with inseparable base-change, while if X is a finite4 A-algebra then Propositions 9.10 and 10.5.8 show that they are compatible with the change of coefficient
ring functor (?JA A7. That t hey interchange induction and restriction follows from
Propositions 9.11.1 and 10.6.1. (It is easy to check that the natural isomorphisms of
these two Propositions are compatible with the natural isomorphisms ( ^nd //.) It is
also straightforward to check that the natural transformations constructed above are
compatible with t hose various operations.
11.3.11.
It remains to prove that С ^nd // arc1 natural isomorphisms. It has already
been observed that these morphisms an1 compatible with inseparable base-change; in
particular, we may replace к by its perfect closure, and so assume that к is perfect.
Let us suppose first that T* is a complex in Dbfj(X(u*A). and show that // : T* —>
Sole^Me^.?7*)) is an isomorphism.
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We may assume that T* is a finite length complex of flat constructible A-modules.
We will argue by induction on the dimension of the support Z of T*. Let Y be a
dense open subset of Z which is a smooth A'-scheme and over which T* restricts to
a complex C9 of locally constant sheaves of finitely generated projective A-modules.
Let W — Z \ Y be the complement of Y in Z; then W is a closed subset of X of
dimension less than that of Z. Let i : W —•» X be the closed immersion of W into A,
and / : Y —» X the immersion of Y into A.
There is a distinguished triangle
f\f~lf*

—> T% —> ini F- —> /!/"1Jr-[l]

By induction, we already know the result for in"1 T*, so it suffices to prove it for
f\f-l-1 F =F+f\C\But by 9.7 and 10.3.3 we have
№oU(Ua{C*)) ^

SohtU^UAC-)) ^

Sola(Ma(/>£-))

and Proposition 11.2 shows that the morphism '///,£• : f\C* —> Sol f/(A 1,7 (/!>£*)) is
obtained by composing this natural isomorphism with the morphism obtained by
applying f\ to the morphism //£• : C* —> Sola (AI a (£*))• Hence it suffices to show
that this latter morphism is an isomorphism. It is enough to check this for each one of
the members C = CJ of the complex C*. Working etale locally, we may assume that C
is a constant sheaf of finite projective A-modules. Writing C as a direct summand of a
constant sheaf of finite free A-modules, we reduce to showing that ^ —> Sola(Ma(A))
is an isomorphism. Now M^(A) = Ox [dx], by Lemma 10.2.1. and the claim follows
by example 9.3.1. We have thus proved that // is an isomorphism.
11.3.12.
We now turn to proving that ( ^ au isomorphism. The proof is quite
analogous to the preceding proof that // is an isomorphism. There is a slight complication, however, caused by the fact that we have not proved that any complex in
Dbjj(jV(0Fr x t) can be represented by a complex of unit (A. Fr)-crystals on a dense
open subset of its support. (This would be the analogue of the replacement of X* by
C* in the preceding argument.) That such a representation exists is a consequence of
the theorem we are trying to prove (consider the proof of Proposition 10.4). but we
have not been able to find a proof of this fact that does not depend on Theorem 11.3.
In the absence of this result, we proceed by an argument similar to that used in the
proof of Proposition 9.10.
Let XI* be a complex in Dbjfru(0Fr XlU): om" £oal *s t() prove that ( : M* —>
Mf'/(Sola(A4#)) is an isomorphism. We begin by noting that if A4# is a single unit
(A, Fr)-crystal. then the result follows by example 9.3.1 and Lemma 10.2.1. as above.
In general, we proceed by induction on the dimension of the support. Z of Xi*.
Give Z its reduced induced structure?, and let / : U —> X demote? the immersion of
a dense open affine subset U of Z into X. An excision argument, together with our
induction hypothesis, shows that it is enough to prove the result with f+flM* in
place of A4\ and Proposition 11.2.1 shows that C/+/!,M# is an isomorphism provided
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(f<M* 1S- Thus we may replace A4# by f'Xi*, and X by U, and so assume that X is
a smooth affine /c-scheme.
Suppose to begin with that Xi* is a single object Xi of fiifgu(X^u A). We may apply
the construction of (5.3.5) to a coherent generator of Xi to obtain a resolution of Xi
by Ox -fiat locally finitely generated unit GFv x^-modules. Since Xi is assumed to be
of finite Tor-dimension, some finite-length truncation of this resolution again consists
of O-flat modules. Using Proposition 6.9.6 and an excision argument to replace X
by a dense open affine subset on which the members of this complex are furthermore
coherent as O^- -modules, we obtain a bounded resolution of Xi by (A, Fr)-crystals.
A spectral sequence argument now shows that £ is an isomorphism, since it is so for
a unit (A, Fr)-crystal.
We now proceed by induction on the number of non-vanishing cohomology sheaves
of the complex Xi*, and in light of the result of the preceding paragraph we may
assume that there are at least two such. As in the proof of Proposition 9.10 we may
include Xi* in a distinguished triangle ••• —» Q* —> Xi* —> C* —> ••• of objects
in D\f (Opr X(H)° such that Q* has a single non-vanishing cohomology sheaf, which
maps surjectively onto the highest degree non-vanishing cohomology sheaf of Xi*. As
noted in the proof of that proposition, this implies that C* is a complex with one less
non-vanishing cohomology sheaf than Xi*, and our induction hypothesis then implies
that ( induces isomorphisms C* A^-> Me'£(Sole't(C#)) and Q* AA Ma(Sola(Q#)). Thus
C also induces an isomorphism Xi* -^A Ma(Sola(A4*)). This completes the proof of
Theorem 11.3.
•
11.4. -— We are now ready to prove the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence between
Dbtf(X,t,A) and D»lfgu(0^.xy.
Definition 11.4.1. — Define the functor
M:Dbctf{X4t,A) — Dblfgu(0£,,xy
to be the composition of the functors Met and RTTX*Define the functor
So\ : DblfgJOAF, ,xr — Dbctf(Xit,A)
to be composition of the functors nx and Sol a.
Theorem 11.4.2.
The functors M and Sol are quasi-inverse to one another and
hence induce an anti-equivalence of triangulated categories between Dbctj(X^t^A) and
L
Difgu(Opr x)°, which respects RHorn* and 0 (up to a shift of dY/x)i exchanges f
and f, f\ and f+ (for allowable morphisms f), and induction and restriction, and is
compatible with inseparable base-change and descent, as well as with change of ring.
Proof. This follows immediately from theorem 11.3, which provide the analogous
result in the etale setting, together with the etale descent results of section 7.
•
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11.5.
Suppose that A is a product of finite fields, so that Dlfjgu(0Fl. x) =
Dtifgu(°F'\x)°- Theorem 11.4.2 shows that the triangulated category DB(X6T,A)
admits a ^-structure whose heart is equivalent to the category of locally finitely
generated unit OF, x-modules. The purpose of this section is to give an explicit
description of this ^-structure.
11.5.1.
In the analogous situation of 9-modules, one has the notion of a perverse
complex of sheaves with constructible cohomology sheaves T*. It is defined using the
following condition (which is dual to condition (p) of [Bo, IV, §22]):
(*) for any immersion i : Y —* X there exists a dense open sub scheme Yq C Y such
that the cohomology sheaves of' i~~l\F*\y{) are concentrated in degrees ^ — dimY".
Then T* satisfies (*) if and only if the corresponding complex Xi* of '/-modules
has its cohomology sheaves supported in non-negative degrees. (Here T* and Xi* are
assumed to be related via T* —> \U\om*, v (Xi* 1 Ox)[dx}- which is the the contravariant form of the Riernann-Hilbert correspondence.) In particular (since the RiemannHilbert correspondence is compatible with taking duals) T* is perverse (that is, the
complex Xi* reduces to a single ^-module placed in degree zero) if and only if both
T* and its Verdier dual DT* satisfy (*).
One can eliminate the reference to duality by introducing the condition
(**) for amy immersion i : Y —> X there exists a dense open sub scheme YQ C Y
such that the cohomology sheaves of T* with support on YQ, that is. writing i0 for
the immersion Y{) —» X, the cohomology sheaves of i^F*, are concentrated in degrees
^ -dimF.
Since ?*5 is naturally isomorphic to D o i^1 o D, we see that the complex of 9)modules Xi* attached to J7* is supported in non-positive degrees if and only if T*
satisfies condition (**). In particular, perverse sheaves are precisely the complexes
T* satisfying both conditions (*) and (**).
Returning to the situation under consideration in this paper, Gabber has noted that
although there is no duality functor, and although the functor ?'[} does not preserve
the property of having constructible cohomology sheaves for a general immersion ?'o,
nevertheless the conditions (*) and (**) make sense. Furthermore, he has shown that
they define a t-structure on the category of sheaves of A-modules on anyfc-schemeX.
11.5.2.
Before making a precise statement of Gabber's result, we introduce some
notation and terminology. Let X be a //-scliemo. For x G X, denote by ix : x —> X
the natural inclusion. Recall that a (bounded) perversity function on X is a function
p : X —* Z such that for all x G X and y G {x} we have p(y) ^ p(x). Given such a
function, define full sub-categories pn^° and pn^° of DBC(X6UA) by the conditions:
T* is in PD^° if and only if for all x e X Hl(iXLF*) = 0 for i > p(x).
T* is in P £ ^ ° if and only if for all x G X Hl(vXT*) = 0 for i < p(x).
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Theorem 11.5.3 (Gabber).
The subcategories pD^° and PD^° underly a (necessarily unique) t-structure on Db(Xa.A).
Proof. This is essentially [Ga. Thin. 10.3]. More precisely, he proves the theorem in
the case A = Z/p. The general case follows immediately from this one, by restriction
of scalars.
Gabber's argument depends on first considering the analogous subcategories pD^°
and pD^° of Db(XttiR) (using the same conditions as above), for any sheaf of rings
R, and checking that these underly a ^-structure. He then proves that if R = Ox{n the
^-structure on Db(Xit, Ox<H) induces a ^-structure on the full subcategory consisting of
complexes with coherent cohornology sheaves. Finally, he uses Artin-Schreier theory
to pass from this case to the case of l)b.{X(-h Z/p).
D
The middle perversity is the perversity p : X —> Z defined by
p(.x') = — dim {,/;}.
The /-st ruct nro defined on Db(Xst. A) by the middle perversity is a precise analogue
of the perverse ^-structure defined by conditions (*) and (**) above in the case of the
usual Riemaim-Hilbert correspondence.
We will recover Theorem 11.5.3 in the special case that X is smooth over k and p
is the middle perversity as a consequence of the following result.
Theorem 11.5.4. Let p : X —* Z be the middle perversity. Then under the equiv
alence of categories of Theorem, 11.4-2. the essential image of the full subcategory
DffgU(°F'\x) ts e(lual t0 the ful1 subcategory PD^° ofDb(X6t.A), while the essential
image of the full subcategory Df^u(0F, x) is equal to the full subcategory pD^° of
Db(Xtt, A). In particular, the full subcategories pD^° and PD^° define a t-structure
on Db{Xtt,A), and a complex T* in Db.{X^t,A) is of the form Sol(A4) for a locally
finitely generated unit Op,. x-module Xi if and only if T* lies in pD^° D PD^°.
Proof. By the usual arguments, we may replace k by a purely inseparable exten
sion, and so assume that k is perfect. We do this from now on.
We begin by proving the statement of the theorem relating D^0(OF,. x) and PD^°.
Let Xi* be a complex in Dbjgu, and suppose first that the cohornology sheaves of Xi*
are concentrated in non-negative degrees.
Fix x G X. Then IP{fiflT*) is equal to zero if and only if there is a non-empty open
subset of {x} such that (letting ijj : U —> A denote the inclusion) H'l(iu1Jr*) — 0.
Let U be such an open subset, and factor the immersion i\j as a composite U —^
X' —AT, where i is a closed immersion and j an open immersion.
Since the cohornology sheaves of Xi* are concentrated in non-negative degrees, the
same is true of the cohornology sheaves of y Xi* —
Xi*, and so also of those of
ryXi* — ipXi*, by Proposition 2.10.4. Proposition 6.9.6 shows that we may shrink U
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so that the cohomology sheaves ofipAd9 are unit (A, Fr)-crystals, and so in particular
acyclic for Hoin0A( ^ (-, Op(if), by Lemma 9.3.2. Thus shrinking U, we compute that
ivlSo\(M*) = S6l{i}uMm) =
RHom^A l (nh'iuM*, Ob(H)[du] = Hom0AR v

fâi\jM\

O^J[du]

is supported in degrees < —du, and so conclude that Hl (i~lSo\(Xi*)) = 0 for de
grees i > —p(;r). Since x was an arbitrary point of X, we conclude that Sol takes
Dffgu(°F>-,x) into PL^°. as required.
We now turn to proving the converse. To do this, it will be enough to prove that for
any complex Xi* in Dffgu(0FrX) for which H{\Xi*) ^ 0, there is a point x in X such
that H-p(x){i~lSo\{M*)) / 0. To this end, observe that by Proposition 6.9.6, we may
find an immersion irj : U —> X with irreducible domain and such that i[rH°(Xi*) is a
non-zero unit (A, Fr)-crystal. We may furthermore shrink U so that each cohomology
sheaf of ipXi* is a unit (A, Fr)-crystal.
Applying i[j to the distinguished triangle
H°(M9) -^M-

-^T>()m-

yields the distinguished triangle
rrli[)(XV) — i\ M* —>

I\T>()M\

Using the fact (observed in the preceding paragraph) that i\j has non-negative coliomological amplitude, we see that this is equal to the distinguished triangle
H{)(iRM-)

i\M-

T>()IVM\

Applying Sol(7T^R ) as in the preceding paragraph, and using the fact that unit (A, F1')modules are acyclic for Hom^^ ^ ( , OV,T), yields the distinguished triangle
r^^SoX^pM*)

— S o l ( 4 ^ - ) —» Sol(/-7H°(.M-)).

Thus H~dv (SoltfuM*))
$o\(ipH{\M*)) is a non-zero étale A-local system, since
ruH°(Xi') is a non-zero unit (A. Fr)-crystal. Letting x denote the generic point of [/,
we find that // p(-r)(/,. 1 Sol(.Vf )) ^ 0. as required.
We now prove the statement of the theorem relating D^()(OF, X) and PD^°. Let
Xi* be a complex in Dhj . and suppose first that the cohomology sheaves of Xi* are
concentrated in non-positive degrees.
Fix x G X. Then W^T*)
is equal to zero if and only if there is a non
empty open subset of {x} such that (letting ip : U —> X denote the inclusion)
H'yiyT*) = 0. Let U be such an open subset, and factor the immersion ip as a
composite U
X' —J-+ X, where /' is a closed immersion and j an open immersion.
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Since the cohomology sheaves of Xi* are concentrated in non-positive degrees, the
same is true of the cohomology sheaves of jlXi* = j~lXi*. We now compute that
%Sol(M') = tjl$ol{M-) = iSol{jlM9)
= RHorn\(nXSol(rM9))

= RHom\ (i * Sol(C$ [du ]). Sol( i ! AT))

= RHom\ (Sol(i+0£ [dn]) • Sol( / ! A4 * A = RHom%A jmxM {f^xM\i+Ol)\du}).
Since the cohomology sheaves of y Xi* are concent rated in non-positive degrees,
and since i+0{j sits in degree zero (remark 3.4.1), we see that the cohomology
sheaves of 4/Sol(A4*) are concentrated in degrees ^ —du. This shows that Sol takes
Dffgu(°F>-.x) into p ^ ° , as required.
We now turn to proving the converse. To do this, it will be enough to prove that
for any complex Xi* in Df^u(0F,- x) for which H[){Xi*) ^ 0, there is a point x in X
such that // p[j](rv^)\(M*)) / 0. To this end. observe that by Propositions 5.12.1
and 6.9.6, we may find an immersion Q : U X with irreducible domain, factored
as above into a product of open and closed immersions [/ —^ X' — X. such that
jlH°(Xi*) is equal to i + E where £ is a non-zero unit (FA A)-crystal on U. The
calculation of the preceding paragraph, applied to the members of the distinguished
triangle
r<0Ar —*M'
~^H{]{M*)
then shows that
i/-^(v:[7Sol(A4#)) = Hom0Ar ^ tiyiitj£.i+0Un) = Hom0^ r ( ^ £ , ( 9 ^ ) .
which is non-zero, since £ is a unit (A. F'')-crystal. Letting x denote the generic point
of U, we find that #~p^;) (rrSol(A4*)) is non-zero, as required. This completes the
proof of the theorem.
•
Remark 11.5.5. It seems reasonable to call complexes in Db(X{:UX) which lie in
the heart of the equivalent ^-structures in the statement of Theorem 11.5.4 ''perverse
sheaves" (or "perverse A-sheavesA if we wish to emphasise the ring of coefficients A).
11.5.6.
Let us take r — 1 and A = Z/p. It follows immediately from [Lyu,
Thm. 3.2] that the category p,ifgu(X, Z/p) is Artinian. Thus the same is true of the
category of perverse Z//> sheaves on X. (Gabber has also given a direct proof that
this latter category is Artinian in [Ga].) Using this fact, it is easy to define, for any
immersion j : Y —> A, an intermediate extension functor
j\+ : pipjAY.Zjp) —> pif(JU(X.Z/p);
for any object Xi of the source?, the lfgu Or, \-module y^-Xi is the minimal subobject
of H(){j+M) in pifgu(X. Zip) whose restriction to Y (equals Xi. (See [EK1, Cor. 4.2.2]
for a detailed proof of the existence of this minimal subobject.) In [EK1. Lein. 4.3.1],
we show that under the Rieinann-Hilbert correspondence, this functor corresponds
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to the functor j\* on the corresponding categories of perverse sheaves, defined in the
following way:
]UC = Im(PH0(j.£*)
PH°(Rj,C')),
for any perverse Z/p-sheaf C* on U. (Here PH°(-) denotes the Oth cohomology
sheaf computed with respect to the perverse t-structure on Db(Xet, Z)p given by the
pervesity p, and the image is computed in the abelian category of perverse sheaves.)
We also prove that any simple object of [Hfgu(X, Z/p) is (up to isomorphism) of the
form ji-jJV, for some immersion j : Y —> X and some simple F-crystal TV on Y [EK1,
Cor. 4.2.3]. Correspondingly, one finds that any simple perverse Z/p-sheaf on X is
(up to isomorphism) of the form j\^C[dy}, where C is an irreducible local system of
Z/p-sheaves on Y [EK1, Cor. 4.3.3]. (Recall that the analogue of this latter statement
is a fundamental result in the theory of c-adic perverse sheaves of [BBD].)
11.6.
Suppose that X is a smooth A;-scheme. A natural question is whether the
functor Db(nifgu(X,A)) —>
- Dbifgu{0FrX) m an equivalence of categories. Note that
in the context of holonomic ^-modules the corresponding result has been proved by
Beilinson [Be]: a bounded complex of ^-modules with regular holonomic cohomology
sheaves is represented by a complex of regular holonomic ^-modules. In the case that
r = 1 and A = FP this result will be proved in §17. The proof uses in an essential
way the Riernann-Hilbert correspondence proved here, but also the theory of S#F,X~
modules to be developed in §§13 17.
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12.1.
In this section we will define (in certain cases) L-functions for complexes in
Difgu(0Fr x)° an(l Dctf(Xét, A) when X is a smooth scheme over a finite field k. Thus
for the remainder of our discussion we assume that k is a finite field containing Fq.
In fact we give two definitions of L-functions, one when A is any reduced Noetherian
ring (which is applicable to complexes in Dbjgu(0Fr<x)) and one when A is a finite
ring (which is applicable to complexes in Dbfgu(0Fr,x)°)î however, these agree for
reduced finite rings (i.e. for a product of finite fields). Unfortunately we do not know
of a more general definition which encompasses both of these.
12.1.1.
Suppose first t hat A is a product of finitely many fields. We begin by
defining L-functions in the case that X is a point. Let k! = Fp* be a finite extension
of k and write x — Spec //. Note that Fq C k C F?rs, by assumption. If AI* is a
complex in Dbfgu(0F,then
the restriction Rcs*f M* is a complex in Dbfgu(0^,x),
where X = A <S>wq k'. For each integer /', we consider the inverse of the structural
isomorphism
^S'hhm.)

: H'[M']

^

K'HHM-)

=

H'(M'),

where the last equality holds because F* is the identity on x.
We define
LV(*,M-) = I p e t A<(1 - C r « . , J , . , r l I K ^ ( ^ , ) ) , - 1 , i + '
i
One sees that this lies in A;[T]. and in fact it lies in A[TJ, as will follow from Lemma
12.1.2 below. Also note that if Ff/ C Fq< C k thcîii
Lu{x,Retf' M9) = Lu(x,Mm),
as follows directly from the definition together with transitivity of restriction.
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Lemma 12.1.2. — With the notation of (12.1.1) the factor
det A' (1 - (p'1 p* .
ofLu(x,M9)

T's'|Resf Ai1)

lies in A[T].

Proof. — In fact consider any finitely generated A'-module Ai and any mapOM-1:
A4 —> Lr*A/l which we do not assume is an isomorphism. Then we claim that the
characteristic polynomial of the A'-linear map
=:F's-"0711o...oF''>T)1o0-vlI
0-1
Res'' M
has coefficients in A. Choose a finite projective A (g^ AAmodule Af such that AA.(&Af
is finite free, and extend (pf^ to Ai 0 Af by setting it equal to 0 on Af. Clearly it is
enough to prove the claim with AA(&Af in place of A4, so we may assume that AI is a
finite free A'-module. In this case the result follows by choosing a basis of A4 (which
also gives a basis of Fri*AA for each i) and noting that the matrix describing 0R\p« M
is then invariant under the action of Gal(fc'/Ff/), since this group is generated by Fr.
Hence this matrix must have coefficients in A.
•
12.1.3.
Now let X be any smooth fc-scheme. Denote by M(X) the set of closed
points of A, and for each x £ M(X), write ix : x
X for the natural closed immersion. Let AA* be a complex in Dblfgu(0%. T). We define the L-function LU(X, Ai*) e
A[TJ by the formula
LU{X,M*) =

I I Lu{x,ixMm).
./- \H\)
That this L-function has coefficients in A follows from Lemma 12.1.2. If FQ C Fqf C k
then
L^X.Res^AT) = LU(X, M*),
as follows from the corresponding property of L-functions of points. Note also that this
L-function depends only on the scheme X itself (and of course the complex Ai*), and
not on the particular finite field k over which it is a scheme. (Note that usually factors
in the L-function of an F-crystal are defined using the characteristic polynomial of
the structural morphism, not its inverse. Our definition has been chosen so as to be
compatible with the Riemarm-Hilbert correspondence that we have constructed, as
Proposition 12.3.1 below will show.)
12.1.4.
We are going to define L-functions for complexes in D\f (Opr x) f°r ar_
bitrary reduced, Noetherian A. Denote by Q(A) the total ring of fractions of A. Since
A is reduced and Noetherian. Q(A) is a finite product of fields. If X is a smooth k
scheme, and Ai* is a complex in F>\fgu(OprX) we set
LU(A,M-) = L(/(A,A4-0AQ(A)),
where the expression on the right is defined using the construction of (12.1.2).
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12.1.5.
Suppose now that A is a finite ring. We will give a definition of LU(X, A4*
for Xi* in D\r (0Fr x)°, which agrees with our previous one if A happens to be
reduced.
For general X the L-functions will be defined by the same formula as in (12.1.3),
so we only have to define them for X a point x = Speck', where the notation is the
same as that in (12.1.1).
If Xi* is a complex in Dbjgu(Opr x)°, then it is represented by a finite length complex V* of locally finitely generated unit Opr ^.-modules whose members are finitely
generated and projective as k' 0wq A-modules. To see this, note that Xi* = \\ ,'/(£*)
for some £* in Db,tj.(x^tl A), and £* can be represented by a finite length complex of
finitely generated and flat, and hence projective, A-modules. Replacing C* by such a
complex, we have
M* = IIoni\(V*.k' v A).
and the result follows. Just as in (12.1.1) we have a morphism
dr1
„, v : V*
F**V
= V\
1 Res''
J
and wre define (with the notation of (12.1.1))
La(x.P') = TJdct A,(l - 0Rfrx^ psq r i R c s f r j t - " ^ ' .
Lemma 12.1.6. Lu(x, V*) depends only on Xi* and not on the choice of V*. We
denote it by Lu(x,M9).
Proof
Suppose that V\ and V*2 are two different choices for the complex V* above.
Using Lemma 9.3.2, we have So\ét(V*) = Hon*, x(V*.Ox). Denote the right hand
side by £*. It is a finite length compk^x of finitely generated projective ótale Asheaves. Such complexes may be regarded as finite length complexes of discrete
(Gk' • A)-modules, where Gk' is the absolute Galois group of k'. Furthermore, GV
acts on all the terms of C* (1 = 1, 2) through some finite quotient G, and hence there
exists a finite length complex L3 of A[G]-modules mapping cniasi-isomorphically to C\
and L2 suc'h that the terms of £*. <\VCfinitelygenerated and projective as A-modules.
(To see this, take a left resolution of C\ or £*2 by free A[G]-modules, and truncate.)
Passing back to the sheaf theoretic point of view, we see that V* = HoniA(£*^ Ox)
also represents Xi* and admits a qua,si-isomorphism from each of V* and V*2. Thus
it is enough to prove the4 lemma under the additional assumption that there is a
quasi-isomorphism %h : V\ —> V*2.
In this case we have an exact sequence of complexes of (A, F')-crystals
0 —> V\ —> cyl(u) —> cone(V') —> 0.
and cone(0) is an acyclic complex of unit (A, F')- crystals. It is straightforward to
check that Lu(x, cone(VO) — 1- On the other hand, the definition of cyl('ijj) implies
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that Lu(x, cyl('0)) = Lu(x.V*). Thus we obtain
Lu(x, V2) = Lu(x,cyl(0)) = Lu(x. V[) • Fu(x. cone(^)) = L„(s, V[).

•

Remarks 12.1.7.
(i) Both types of L-functions that we have defined are multiplicative with respect to distinguished triangles. (In fact this was used to conclude
the preceding argument.)
(ii) The definitions of (12.1.4) and (12.1.5) are compatible for A a finite, reduced
ring. This follows easily from the fact that the Euler characteristic of a finite length
complex is equal to that of its cohomology.
(in) In the definition of (12.1.5) we have used a trivial case of the result mentioned
in (11.6), which says that a complex in D\j (Op,- x)° can be represented by a finite
length complex of flat locally finitely generated unit A-modules.
(iv) It is not a priori, obvious that the L-function defined in (12.1.4) is compatible
with a change of coefficients A —>
- A7 between reduced rings. We will prove that this
is the case in section 12.4. In general the proof makes use of de Jong's results on
resolution of singularities in characteristic p [deJ. 4.1].
12.2.
We keep the notation of the previous paragraph. We will define L-functions
for complexes in Dbtj(X(it, A), following [De, p. 116]. (In particular, the L-functions
that we define will depend only on A, and not on the particular finite field k over
which we view it as a scheme.)
12.2.1. — If x = Spec k' with k' = ¥p, a finite extension of k and £• in Dhctf(xtu A)
denotes a finite length complex of flat constructible A-modules, then we define
L(H(x,Cm) e A[T] by the formula
Let(x-C-) = Udet A(l - (T) l'riC^){F(1-1)y+1
i
where x — Spec A; for some algebraic closure k of k containing A;r, and Fs : a —
i » ap
is regarded as an automorphism of k over k (with inverse (Fs)~l) which acts on the
fibre C^r by functoriality. Note that if ¥Q C FQ> C k then
L^XMd!iC-)

= Ltt(XX*),

since determinants are invariant under base-change.
12.2.2.

If £• is in Dbctj(Xtt< A) we define the L-function L6t(X,C) e A[TJ by
L/t(X. £*) -

Y[

L,t(xJ-lC).

xGM(X)
If F9 C FQ> C k then
Ltt(X And* C*) = Ltt(X,C*),
as follows from the corresponding property for the L-functions of points.
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12.3.
For A a finite reduced ring, we can show that L-functions respect the func
tor /+ by using the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence, and the analogous fact for
constructible etale sheaves.
Proposition 12.3.1. — Suppose that A is a finite ring. If Xi* is in Dygu(GFr x)° and
C* = So\(M.*) then we have
Lu{X,M*)

= Lit(X,C*)-

Proof. — As Sol is compatible with pull-backs, we reduce immediately to the case
X = x = Spec A;7, with k' a finite extension of k. Considering k' rather than k to be
the ground field does not change the L-function, so we may also assume that k' = k.
Furthermore, since Sol interchanges induction and restriction, and Lu is invariant
under restriction and L^t is invariant under induction, we may replace ¥q by A;, and
assume that k = ¥q.
As in (12.1.5) we may assume that .M* is a finite length complex of unit (A,Fr)crystals, and then by devissage that Xi* = M is a single unit (A,Fr) crystal. Thus
Xi is simply a projective A-module equipped with an automorphism C^MThe complex C* = So\(M) is then a single locally constant sheaf £, which when
regarded as a Gal(A;/A;)-module by taking its fibre over Spec k is isomorphic to the
kernel of the morphism of Gal(/c//c)-modules
_
1-Fro(07!)*
HomA(A1, A 0k k)
MJ ) HorriA (Xi, A ®fc k)
(where ((pj^)* denotes the morphism of Horn-groups induced by the automorphism
Фм of Xi. and Fr is the automorphism of k defined by a aq). Thus we see that
(Fr)~l and (0X1)* have the same action on C
A linear transformation and its adjoint have the same characteristic polynomial,
and this characteristic polynomial is invariant under extension of scalars. Also, the
natural morphism A; <S>k £> Honu\(.M, A ®& A;) is an isomorphism. Putting these
observations together we find that
/..,íS,„W,-..tl:. = detA(l -

ФмТ\М)

= det л(1 - (ф^)*Тг\Нотл(Л4, Л))
= det лвД(1 - (фи)*Тг\ Нотл(М, Л ®fc fc))
= detA0^(l-(tí)*T'"|fc«)fc^)
= det,(l^(tì)*T'"|%)
= de ,!l - (Fr)-1Tr|£fc) = L¿í(Specfc,¿).
Theorem 12.3.2. Let f \Y —> X be a morphism of smooth k-schemes. Suppose that
A is finite and reduced (i.e. a product of finite fields). If M* is in Dbjgu(Opr Y) and
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£• = Sol(Ai-) then

LU(Y, AT) = Lét(Y, £•) = Lét{X, /,£•) = LU(X, /+AT ).
Proof. — The first equality follow from the previous proposition, while the middle
one is a result of Deligne [De, 22, p. 116]. (An alternative proof is presented in the
article [Cr, 5.1] of Crew. Yet another proof of the theorem (and in fact of a more
general result which was conjectured by Katz) is given in [EK2] as an application of
the techniques developed in this paper. See (12.5) below for further remarks.) The
right-most equality follows from the previous proposition together with the RiemannHilbert correspondence, in the case that / is allowable. To see this equality in the
general case, note that we may write Y as the finite disjoint union of locally closed
affine sub-schemes, and that since L-functions are multiplicative with respect to distinguished triangles and are computed point by point, it suffices to verify this equality
for the restriction of A4* to each of these affine subschemes. Since any map whose
source is an affine scheme is allowable, this proves the stated equality.
•
12.4.
Given the definitions of the previous sections, it is natural to ask whether
all the L-functions LU(X,A4#) have coefficients in A, and whether one can prove a
trace formula for them as in Theorem 12.3.2. In this section we show that the answer
to the second question is affirmative if A is reduced, and that the answer to the first
question is affirmative if A is normal. Moreover, we will establish that our L-functions
are compatible with change of scalars A —> A' between reduced rings.
The main technique is a specialisation argument, which allows us to reduce to the
case of A a finite field already proved above.
Theorem 12.4.1.
Suppose that A is a regular ring. Af a reduced ring, and X : A —> A'
a map of ¥q-algebras. For any smooth k-scheme X and and any complex A4* in
D\fgu(°F>\x) we have that LU(X,M') is in AfT] and
(12.4.2)

LU(X,AT L A7) = \(LU(X<M*)).

Proof. - First note that since A is regular any module over it has finite projective
dimension, so that M* 0A A' is in D\fgu{0F,^x)° and the left hand side of (12.4.2)
makes sense.
From the definition, it is enough to consider the case X = x — Spec //. and as
usual we may replace k by kf and so assume that kf = k. Since the L-functions only
depend on Res^ XA\ whereps=k—
we may also replace q, A and Af by ps, A 0py k
and A' &w{J k respectively, and so assume that s = r.
By dévissage and the multiplicative properties of L-functions. we may assume
that M* is a single locally finitely generated unit OF, ^-module M concentrated in
degree 0. Let ft : M —» F' 'M be a generating morphism for M, with M a finite Amodule. Since A is regular we may take a finite left resolution X* of M by projective
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A-modules, and lift ft to a map ft' : X* -> Fr*7VV Let A/'- be the complex of 0%. rmodules generated by ft'. By dévissage, it is enough to prove the proposition with
one of the terms of Af* in place of A4, and so we may assume that the generator AI
of A4 is a projective A-module.
Since X — SpecFf/, we have that ft induces a map ft : M —> Fr*M = M. Now it
is easy to see that we have
/>,/(•/'• M

®A Q(A)) = detA(l - (1Tr\M),

L
which already shows that the left hand side is in A[T]. On the other hand, Ai 0A
X — A4 ®A A', since A4 is flat over A, and Ai 0\ A' has generator
ft' : M 0A A' fj® 1 > A/ 0A A'.
Thus we have
La(.x. Ai lA Ar) = detA,(l - ft'Tr\M 0A A') = A(detA(l - ftTr\M)) =

\{Lu(x,M)).
•

Theorem 12.4.3.
Let f : Y —> X 6c a map of smooth k-schemes, A a reduced
Noetherian ¥q-algebra, and AA* inDbfigre1(Op-,- Y). Then we have
Lu(X,f+M-)

=

Lu(Y,M-).

Proof. ~ By dévissage we reduce to the case of A4* a single finitely generated unit
OF, y-module Ai concentrated in degree 0.
Now we are going to modify the ring A. To begin with, just from the definition of
the L-functions, we can replace A by Q(A), and so assume that A is a finite product
of fields. It is then clear that we may further reduce to the case in which A is a
single field. Next. since A4 has a generating niorphism ft : AI —> Fr*M with AI
a finite Oy--module, if we write the field A as a limit of finite type F^-subalgebras
A = linu A, then we may descend our situation to one of the domains A2. In other
words there exists a finite Oy -module M' and a niorphism ft' : M' —> Fr*M' such
that .1/ —> M' 8)A, A and ft' g) 1 become ft under this identification. Then we can
replace A4 by the 0F\. Y-module generated by ft' and A by A?:. Note here that we
have used the fact that the field A = Q(A) is fiat over A,, since it is a Q(A7) algebra,
L
so that M' 00A, A = M' ®A/ A.
We have reduced to the case where A is a domain of finite type over ¥q. Choose an
element u of A such that A[l//i] is a regular ring. Then we may replace A by A[l/n]
(since4 these both have Q(A) as their quotient field) and so assume that A is regular.
SOCIÉTÉ MATHÉMATIQUE DE FRANCE 2001
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Now let m С Л be a maximal ideal, and write Am : Л —> Л/тпЛ for the projection.
Using Lemma 12.4.1, Proposition 3.10, and Theorem 12.3.2 we compute
Am(Ln(X,/+M)) - LU{XJ+M 1л Л/т) = LU{XJ+{M 0A Л/т))
- LXY-M 1л Л/т) = Ym(Lu(Y,M))
Since this holds for every maximal ideal m. and the maximal points are dense in
Spec Л we must actually have LU(X, /+Л4) = LU{Y, Xi).t as required
•
Corollary 12.4.4.
If X is a smooth к-scheme. Л is a reduced Noetherian ring, and
M* is in I)Dfigru(Orr x). then LU(X.M*) is rational,
Proof. If X is a point, the result is obvious. The general case follows by applying
Theorem 12.4.3.
•
Theorem 12.4.5.
is т Л [ Г ] .

With the above notation, if A is a normal ring, then LU(X. Xi*)

Proof. Since Л is normal, it decomposes as a product of normal domains, and it
clearly suffices to prove the theorem for each of these normal domains individually.
Thus we assume for the remainder of the proof that Л is a normal domain.
If we let p С Л be a height one prime ideal then Лр is regular, and so Theorem
12.4.1 implies that La(X, Xi*) lies in Лр[Т]. Since Л is a normal domain we also have
Л = Пр Ap. The result follows.
•
Theorem 12.4.6.
Suppose that X is a smooth к-scheme, that A is a reduced finite
type ¥q-algebra, that Xi* is a complex in D\fgu(GFr x)°, and that Lu(X.Xi*) lies in
Л|Т]. (The preceding result shows thai this last condition is automatic if A is normal.)
Lei A : Л —» X be a map of reduced Noetherian rings. Then we have
LU(X,M*V)OKA X)=X(LU(X.M*)).
Proof. From the very construction of //-functions, we see that we may replace Л7
by its fiat extension Q(A'), which is a product of fields. It suffices furthermore to
prove the result with Q{X) replaced by one of its field factors. Thus we may assume
that X is a field, which we do for the remainder of this paragraph. Then if A is an
injection, it is an injection of domains, and so induces an injection of fields Q(A) —> Л7,
for which the result is obvious. In general A factors as Л —> Л/р —> X, where p is a
prime ideal of Л, and the second arrow is an injection. Thus it suffices to prove the
result for the first of these morphisms.
For the remainder of the proof we let p denote a prime ideal of Л, and assume
that A is the surjection Л —> Л/р. We apply the desingularisation results of [deJ. 4.1]
to each of the irreducible components of Spec Л. (It is at this point that we assume
that Л is of finite type over ¥q.) Thus we obtain a smooth variety Z over Fr/ and a
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surjective proper map Z —» Spec A, with the additional property that each irreducible
component of Z dominates an irreducible component of Spec A. Choose a point p
of Z mapping to p, and a dense open affine subset Spec A C Z containing p. Then
Spec A dominates Spec A, and the corresponding injection of rings r\ : A —» A extends
to an injection of total quotient rings Q(if) : Q(A) —• Q(A), as well as inducing an
injection of domains 77 : A/p —> A/p. Thus we have a commutative diagram
Q(A)

л-

A

F

Q('Ì)
Q('Ì)

A

Л/р
ч

A

Л/р

in which all three vertical maps are injective, and we deduce, using the known case of
injections between domains (or of injections between products offields,which iminediately reduces to the case of injections offields)that ij(Lu(X, M*)) = LU(X, M* 0A A)
and that rj(Lu{X,M* 0A A/p)) = LU(X,M* 0A A/p). We now apply Lemma 12.4.1
to the morphism A (remembering that A is regular) to compute that
(r/oA)(Lw(I.Af)) = (\oV)(Lu(X,M*))

= \(LU(X,M- 0A A))

= LU(X,M* lA A/p) = rj(Lu(X,M* 0A A/p)).
_
L
Since rj is injective, we conclude that \(LU(X,M9)) = LU(X,M* 0A A/p).

•

Remarks 12.4.7.
(i) We do not know if Theorem 12.4.5 holds without assuming
A normal.
(ii) Corollary 12.4.4 generalises some of the results of [TW]. In particular it implies
Goss's conjecture (proved in [TW]) that the local L-function attached to a Drinfeld
module is rational - see [TW, §7].
(Hi) Theorem 12.4.6 can be proved more generally. The assumption that A is of
finite type over Fr/ was used only to know that there exists a regular ring A contain
ing A. However this is true in many cases when A is not of finite type over ¥q.
12.5.
Theorem 12.4.3 can also be generalised to A where p ^ 0. In [EK2] we
prove the following result.
Theorem 12.5.1.
Let k be a finite field of characteristic p containing FQ, and let
f :Y —» X be a morphism of (not necessarily smooth) k-schemes. If C* is a bounded
complex of Wn(¥q)-sheaves of finite Tor-dimension and having constructible cohomology sheaves on Y^t (where Wn(¥q) denotes the truncated ring of Witt vectors of¥q of
length 7?-, for some given positive integer n) then the quotient Let(Y, C*)/Let(X', f\C*)
(where the L-functions are defined in the usual manner, generalising the definition of
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(12.2) in the case when n = 1 )7 a priori an element of 1 + TWn(Fg)[T], is in fact an
element of 1 + pTWn(¥q)[T].
This theorem has the following corollary:
Corollary 12.5.2. - Let k be a finite field containing ¥q and X be a smooth kscheme. Let £ be a lisse W(¥q)-sheaf on X^. Then the ratio of L-functions
Lst(X, C)/Lit(Spec /c, f\C), which is an element of W(¥q)lT}, defines an invertible
rigid analytic function on the closed unit p-adic disc.
Proof. — For each positive integer n we see that
L4t(X,C)/Lit{Speck,fiC)

= Lit(X, C/pn) / L6t(Spec A;, f{C/pn)

(mod pn\

which by the theorem lies in 1 + pTWn(¥q)[T}. Taking the limit as n goes to infinity
proves the corollary.
•
12.5.3. — This result proves part of a conjecture of Katz [Kal, Conj. 6.1]. In loc. cit.,
in addition to conjecturing our corollary 12.5.2, Katz conjectures that the L-function
Lst(X, C) extends to a meromorphic function of T on the entire affine line. (Since
Le't(Spec /c, f\C) is manifestly a rational function, this is equivalent to the quotient
La(X, £)/Let(Spec /c, f\C) so extending, where / : X —>
• Spec A: is the structural
morphism of the /c-scheme X.) However, this result has been disproved for general
p-adic lisse sheaves by Wan [Wa]. Note that from Corollary 12.5.2, one sees that
Lit(X, C) is a meromorphic function on the closed unit disc (since as already observed,
it is the product of the quotient L^fX, £)/L^t(Speck. f\C), which is defined on the
closed unit disc by Corollary 12.5.2, and the rational function L^(Spec fc, f\C)).
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In §§1-12, we worked over a field k of characteristic p, and (in particular) con
structed for a smooth /c-scheme X an anti-equivalence of categories between the
bounded derived category of constructible etale sheaves of ¥p-vector spaces on X,
and a certain triangulated category of Ox [F]-modules, where F denotes the absolute
Frobenius. We showed that this anti-equivalence respects three of Grothendieck's six
operations (that is, those three that are actually defined in this situation).
In §§13 17 we extend these results to a situation where /; is nilpotent, but p^O.
Namely, we consider a perfect field k of characteristic p, and a smooth Wn(k)scheme X. Denote by Db(X(it,Z/pnZ) the bounded derived category of etale Z/pnZsheaves, and by l)['lf( A',,. Z/pnZ) the full triangulated sub-category ofDb(Xdu Z/pnZ)
consisting of complexes with constructible cohornology sheaves that have finite Tor
dimension over Z/p"Z. We construct an anti-equivalence between Dbctj(X^t.Z/pnZ)
and a certain triangulated category of "arithmetic ^-modules equipped with an action
of Frobenius.1'
We now describe the contents of §§13 -17 of the paper in more detail. In §13, we
introduce a certain sheaf of rings f^f\x- Tins sheaf of rings is obtained by adding a
local lift of Frobenius to the ring r/\ of arithmetic differential operators introduced by
Berthelot [Berl]. A key point is that the resulting ring is independent of the chosen
lifting, up to canonical isomorphism. Hence we get a sheaf of rings on X. Formally,
the construction of '//.-. y is based on the observation of Berthelot [Ber2] that even
when one does not have a lift of Frobenius, one nevertheless has a functor F* on the
category of .^A-Inodules. We then define (/}.-x = 07.^o(^*)r-^x, and show that it
has a ring structure.
We collect in §13 various results about &F,X-modules. The most important of
these are characterisations of left and right ^T?a-modules in terms of the functors
F* and F! introduced by Berthelot. Namely, giving a left S^F.A'-module is equivalent
to giving a left SX -module S together with a map of '/A - modules F*£ —» £. Giving
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a right ÇÏÏp, x-module is equivalent to giving a right ^A-module together with a map
M -+F-M.
One may also consider a sheaf of rings (J F\X. defined with reference to the F!
functor on @x~modules, rather than the F* functor. Left ^F\X-modules are characterised as being left ^x-modules £ that are equipped with a map of left 3>x-modules
£ —> F*£, while right<3F\x-modules are characterised as being right 3>x-modules
X4 that are equipped with a map of right i^A-modules F!A4 A4.
Thus if one considers both i^r x-niodules and '//.ly-modules, a certain symmetry
is maintained, which is lost if one considers &F, v-modules alone. Also, modules
over these two rings interact with one another when one considers tensor products
or Horn functors. (See section (13.8) below.) Nevertheless, we focus primarily on
^F,X-modules in this note, since such modules suffice for the construction of our
Riemann-Hilbert correspondence.
In §14 we introduce direct and inverse images /+ and f for @F,X-modules, and
prove some of their properties. As usual, the definitions depend on the construction of
suitable bimodules. The most delicate result here is that /+ is left adjoint to f when /
is a proper morphism. It is this result that underlies the fact that the anti-equivalence
of categories, constructed later on, respects direct images. To prove this result we
rely heavily on ideas of Virrion [Vil], [Vi2], and in particular on her interpretation
of certain complexes in terms of residual complexes on nilpotent neighbourhoods of
the diagonal X c—» XkJrl. However, our method differs somewhat from hers, since
we replace her use of the dual Cech-Alexander complex [Vi2, I, §2] by an application
of the unnormalised bar complex construction (see (14.4.2)). Our approach has the
advantage that several compatibilities that our construction is required to satisfy can
be deduced from known compatibilities in the theory of the trace map for residual
complexes. This allows us to avoid some of the more painful calculations in [Vi2].
Although we work with $>F,X-modules, the reader will check that our method also
works for ^A-modules, and hence gives a new construction for the trace map of [Vi2].
Since the theory of arithmetic ^-modules does have a duality functor (see [Ber3]),
the reader may wonder if the theory of &F,X-modules does also. This would allow
IL
one to extend the three operations / + , / ' and ($OX t° ^ne mu srx operations. Unfortunately this seems not be the case, because a good duality theory for @F,X would
involve Tate twists, which one cannot make when P is nilpotent.
In §15, we study unit and locally finitely generated unit (lfgu) @F,X-modules. A
unit @F,X-module is a quasi-coherent $F,X-module A4 such that the map F* A4 —» Xi
is an isomorphism. An lfgu module is a unit @F,X-module that is finitely generated
locally on A. A key point is that when n — 1. there is an equivalence between
the category of unit $>F,X-modules and the category of unit OF.X-modules, which
was studied in §5. This equivalence preserves the property of being locally finitely
generated. Using this, we are able, by dévissage, to reduce problems about unit
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and lfgu 3>F,X- modules to analogous questions about OF,x®k-modules, which have
already been handled above.
In §16, we construct the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence alluded to earlier. To explain it, denote by Db(S^F,x) the bounded derived category of f^p,x-niodules, and by
DbifGU(^F.x)° the full triangulated sub-category of DB(@F,x) consisting of complexes
that have lfgu cohomology sheaves, and finite Tor dimension over Ox- We construct
an anti-equivalence between this category and Dbctf(Xét, Z/pnZ), and we show that it
interchanges ®ox an(l ®z/p"Z: / ' an(l /F-1> an(l ,/+ and j \ . The proofs proceed mostly
by reduction to the results of §11, using the dévissage technique explained above.
Let nifgu denote the abelian category of lfgu £^p,x-modules. In §17, we show that
the natural functor D (jiifgu)° —* Dbjgu(&F,x)° is an equivalence of categories. This is
an analogue in our context of a theorem of Beilinson concerning the derived category
of regular holonornic 5^-modules [Be]. Its proof depends on the Riemann-Hilbert
correspondence.
Let us note that in the first two sections, we work in more generality than indicated
here: namely, we studyf12R^--modules for any level v G No Ui00}? and establish the
results indicated above at any such level. Since unit modules always have a natural
module structure over the full ring of differential operators, beginning with the third
section we restrict our attention to &F,X-modules.
Finally we mention some extensions of the results of this paper that we have not
included here:
(1) The most important extension would be to pass to the limit in all our constructions
(in a sense which will not be made precise here) and so develop a theory of @FXmodules. Although many of the constructions are formal, and almost completely
analogous to those performed in the work of Berthelot (see for example [Ber3, §§3 4]),
they nevertheless take some space to write out, and we decided not to include them
here.
(2) There is a connection with F-crystals. If X is a smooth k-scheme, then it is easy
to define a category of F-crystals on the infinitesimal site of X/Wn (i.e. no divided
powers), that play the role of lfgu modules: namely these should be locally provided
by lfgu S?/? x-modules on liftings of X to a smooth 11^-scheme. Using the results of
§16, one can then easily define an anti-equivalence between Dbctf(Xit,'L/pn'L), and a
suitable triangulated category of F-crystals. This has the advantage that one needs
only a smooth A;-scheme to get a Riemann-Hilbert type correspondence. The draw
back is that this correspondence is not as interesting, because, for example, we do not
know of a definition of direct image functors on the categories of such crystals.
(3) Assume that ¥q C k, where q = pr. As in §§1 12, one could consider @Fr,x~
modules, and even @F'-,x ®wTI(FQ) A-modules for some noetherian Wn(¥q) algebra A.
Since the changes necessary for these variants are all explained in §§1 12, it seems
safe to leave their implementation as an exercise for the reader.
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13.1. — We fix a prime p, an integer n, and a perfect field k of characteristic p. We
let Wn(k), or just Wn if k is understood, denote the ring of Witt vectors of length n
with coefficients in k.
We let a denote the canonical Frobenius automorphism of Wn. If X is a /c-scheme,
we let Fx denote the absolute Frobenius endomorphism of X.
13.1.1. — Let X be a smooth Wn-scheme. Liftings of the absolute Frobenius on
X &w7l k will play a crucial role in this paper. If X is affme, then such a lifting always
exists: it exists locally by smoothness, and the obstruction to a global lifting lives in
the cohomology of a coherent sheaf, hence vanishes.
If / : Y —» X is a smooth map of smooth VFn-schemes, and Fx is a lifting of the
absolute Frobenius to X, then there is a lifting Fy of the absolute Frobenius to Y
that is compatible with / and Fx, using the smoothness of / , and the fact that Y is
affirie, as above.
If / is etale then there is a unique lift Fy with the above properties (and so in this
case Y need not be affine).
13.1.2. — If X is a smooth Wn-scheme, write X' for the pull-back of X by a : Wn —>
Wn, and Fw.n - X' —» X for the canonical projection.
Suppose one is given a lifting F to X of the absolute Frobenius of X ®wri k. By
definition, the map F : X —» X factors through X'. We write Fx/wTl : X —> X' for
this factorisation, and call this map the relative Frobenius of X/Wn. It is a lifting of
the relative Frobenius of X (&w.„ k.
13.1.3. — Let X be a smooth Wn-scheme. Assume that there exists a lifting F of the
Frobenius on X. We denote by OF,X the twisted polynomial algebra Ox[F) defined
by the relation F(a)F = Fa for a G Ox- As an Ox-bimodule we have
Fr*Ox

O F, x =
r>0

O (r) x
1=0
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whereО(т)X denotes Ox viewed as a left Ox module in the usual way, and as a right
Ox-module via the map Fr : Ox —> OxProposition 13.1.4.
Let Л4 be an Оx-module. Then giving a left
О-module
structure on M. is equivalent to giving a map of Ox-modiiles ф : F*A4 —> Л4.
Proof. — Given a morphism ф : F*Ai —> M. we define
OF.X 0ox M

A , 0 / . - C ) A 0ox M

FIXV

> M.

One verifies immediately that this gives A4 the structure of a left OF,X-module.
Conversely, given an OF,X-module Л4, we have in particular a morphism
ф : F'M = ОЛ

0euv M —>

M

D

13.1.5.
If M is a left OF.X-module, we call the map F*M -> M defined by
Proposition 13.1.4 its structural morphism. and denote it by 'фм- We denote by
ам '• OF.X®ox М- ^ A4 the map describing the left action of OF.X on Mi. Note that
for any non-negative integer r, Fr*A4 has a natural structure of left OF.x-module,
defined by pulling back the structural morphism of Л4 by Fr*.
Consider an Ox-module M. Then Л4 = OF.X 0Ox W is naturally a left OF.Xmodule. Left OF, x-modules of this type are called induced. The following proposition
shows that any left OF.X module has a canonical two term resolution by induced
OF, x -modules
Proposition 13.1.6. - Let Л4 be an OF.X module. Then there is an exact sequence of
OF.X modules
0 —> OF,X ®OX F*M —> OF.X
Proof.

О,

M

am

м —> 0.

Consider the map

F M

ei 0 rn ь-> a 0 m — 1 0 'фм(a A m)
V '

*

r,. , j
F M Ф Л4 С OF.X ®OX M.

One sees immediately that this is an Ox-linear map. when OF.X ®OX АЛ is regarded
as an Ox-module via the left Ox-module structure on OF.X- It follows that there is
an induced map of induced OF.X-modules
OF.X ®OX I'M

—

О FX ®QX M.

given by
J2(l>r' ® m> 1—> J2(^F^1

0 nn - a,Flil){l 0 ///,•))

1=0
i>0
(where the mt are sections of Ai). This map is immediately seen to be injective.
because if r is chosen such that aRFR r/j nir ^ 0 and a-, — 0 for / > r. then there is
nothing in the sum above to cancel the term a,.Fr+I 9j mr. The image of our map
is clearly in the kernel of the natural map OF.X OX M
M. \\We claim that this
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image is equal to the kernel. To see tins consider an élément h = Yll=o aF1 ® mi
such that Yl]-{) aiFl(mi) = 0 G M. We will show that h is in the image of our map
by induction on r. If r = 0, we hâve h = 0, so there is nothing to prove. In gênerai
we have
r
r
h = 2_^(atFl 0 m, - a{])),)) = 2 J r / , F x ///,• - (itF'itn,)).
i=0
1=1
By induction on r, it suffices to show that Fr 0 mr — Fr(mr) is in the image of our
map. We have
F' 0 ///,. - F'(nir) = (Fr 0 mr - F' 1 0 r(l 0 ///,.)) + (F7"1 0 r(l 0 rnr) - Fr(m,r))
Now the first term on the right hand side above is the image of Fr~l 0mr, while the
second is in the required image by induction.
•
13.2. — Let v G N>0 U {oc}; furthermore, assume that v ^ 1 if p = 2. Keeping the
notation above, we denote by @x]w , or simply D(n) (when Wn-scheme structure on
X is understood), the sheaf of rings of differential operators of order v on Ox over
Wn see [Berl, §2]. When v = oo, we sometimes denote this sheaf simply by @xMore generally, omission of the index v in some piece of notation means that we are
working with v = 00.
For any left '/^-module M we denote by [3M •' ^x ®ox M —> M the map that
gives Xi itsS(N)-module structure.
Proposition 13.2.1.
Let X be a smooth Wn-scheme, and M a left &x -module.
Then for any Frobenius lifting F on X, F*A4 has the canonical structure of a left
£^Y+1^-module, that is independent of F up to canonical isomorphism.
Proof. Base-change by a equips F^v A4 with a structure of left i^'?-modules
[Ber2] 2.1.3. Since F\\n is independent of the choice of F, this structure on F^n
is evidently also independent of the choice of F. (Note that we are using the notation
of (13.1.2).)
Thus [Ber2] 2.2.3 shows that F*M = Fx/WnF^nM has the structure of a left
^•,+1)-module. If FL. F2 are any two liftings of Frobenius on X then by [Ber2, 2.2.5].
there is a canonical isomorphism of left £^Y+1 ^-modules
TFL.F2: F*M = FIX/W>F;VIIM

^

FIX/WIIF;VIM

= F*M

that for any three lifts F[,F2, F$ satisfies the transitivity property TF^F* = TF},F2 0
TFa x Fx

13.2.2.
Let X be any smooth U'„-seheme. and M a left ^ - m o d u l e . Then 13.1.1
shows that locally on X there exists a Frobenius lift F. so we can define F'Xi by
the above proposition. The above proposition shows that this leftD(v+1)^- module is
independent of the choice of F up to canonical isomorphism. Thus, even when no
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global lifting F exists on X, we can nevertheless define a functor F* on the category
of left @x^-modules on X. (As always, we are assuming that v ^ 1 if p — 2.) This
crucial observation is a mild variant of [Ber2, 2.2.6], which is the analogous result for
lifts of the relative Frobenius.
The functor F* commutes with the left @x -module pull-back functor /* for / an
arbitrary map of smooth Wn-schemes / : X —> Y; more precisely, there is a canonical
isomorphism of functors F*/* -^A pp* (asfollowsimmediately from the arguments
of [Ber2]).
13.3. — Let X be a smooth Wn-scheme. We write
(13.3.1)

®WX = ($(F*yS>xv)
r>0
where F* is the functor defined in (13.2.2). By Proposition 13.2.1 this is naturally a
left f$^x-module on X. This subsection will be concerned with showing that ^FX
has a natural structure of a sheaf of rings, extending the ring structure on @x .
We begin by defining a map of left f$x-modules
yyF,X Wg,^) ^F7X

> yyF,X^

where the term on the left is a @x-module via the first factor. First note that, using
the left 5^-module structure on (F*)rn@x \ we have, for any non-negative integer
m, a natural map
®F}C = ®(nr^x] — OF,X ®= ®(nr^x] — F,X SOX
Using the functor (F*)r, for any non-negative integer r we then obtain an isomorphism
(F*)r^}®(nr^x] (F-k)""/x] ^ A (F*)m+r&{x\
Combining these for all m, r ^ 0 gives the required pairing.
13.3.2. — To verify that the above pairing makes $pX a sheaf of associative rings
we will give a more explicit local description of @FX and of the above pairing on it.
We work locally on X, so that we may and do fix a lifting of Frobenius F on X.
In this situation we have
®F}C =® ( n r ^ x ] ( D x i )— OF,X ®OX®(nr^x]
r>0
Consider a left ^ x -module Ai, together with a map of left ^ x -modules ipM '•
F*Ai —• Ai. We call Ai equipped with such a datum, a left @pX-pre-module. (The
term "module" is not justified before we know that ^FX is a ring !).
A morphism of left pre-modules is defined to be a morphism of @x -modules
h : M —» Af that is compatible with the maps I/JM^N m the sense that we have
ipxf ° F*h — h o I/JM-
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If Ai is a left &F'3^-pre-module, then it is, in particular, a left 0F,x-niodule, by
Proposition 13.1.4. Using the left f/{x] and 0F,x-niodule structures on Ai, we obtain
a map
1M

: ® ( n r ^ x ] M = OF,X ®ox @{x]®(nr^x]At

0FJX

®ox M —> Ai.

In particular, @FX is a left f$FX-pre-module via the natural inc lusion F*^{pX C
^FX- It is easy to see that if we apply the above construction to f/\!'x itself, then
the resulting map f^FX 0^o<) @FX FX.^ *s equal to the pairing of (13.3).
More generally if Ai is any left 5^-module, then &FX 0^oo Ai is a ^FX premodule, via the first factor.
Lemma 13.3.3. — Let M be a left f0F x -pre-rnodule. Then the map P(r) FX' @FX®M.
—» Ai is a map of left f9Fvx-pre-modules, if the left hand side is regarded as a left
ffiFX -pre-module via the first factor.
Proof — Since Ai is a module over the ring f$x\ the morphism PM : ^x^g(.i')Ai —»
Ai is a map of left 5^-modules, when the term on the left is regarded as a left Q^x module via the first factor. By functoriality it follows that (F*)r/3/w is also a map of
left $tx -modules. Composing this with the map of left Q>x -modules (F*)rAi —> Ai
induced by xpM yields a map of left &x -modules
(F*)r&{£) (8)^(,o Ai —» {F*)rM —> Ai.
The direct sum of these maps is the map 7 ^ , which is therefore a map of left ^ x modules.
Since 7>f is visibly a map of OFix-modules, we see that it must be a map of left
^F x-pre-modules.
•
Lemma 13.3.4. — Let h : Ai —• Af be a map of left f9F\-pre-rnodules. Then we have
a commutative diagram
id^(-„) 0 h
®(nr^x]Xn1 N

®(nr^x]f12 M

7AA

1M

M

H

N

Proof. - This is immediate from the functoriality of the construction of 7 ^ and
IN-

•
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Corollary 13.3.5.
3Fx ls a sheaf of associative Wn-algebras. The natural embed
ding 3X^ —>• 3FX is a Wn-algebra homomorphisrn.
Proof.

The multiplication on 3FX was described in (13.3) and (13.3.2). Lemma

13.3.3 implies that the multiplication 3>FVX ®^(>•> 3FX ~^ ®F% ^ a maP °^ ^ ^F%~
(v)
pre-modules, when the left hand side is regarded as a leftC3FX-pre-module via the
first factor. The associativity of the multiplication now follows by applying Lemma
13.3.4 with h equal to this multiplication map. That the map ?/{x] —» 3F\ is an
algebra homomorphisrn follows directly from the construction of the multiplication
on y);v.
•
13.3.6. — We conclude this subsection by providing a characterisation of left 3FXmodules. Let X be a smooth VFn-scheme. We do not assume that there exists a
global lift of Frobenius on X, but we nevertheless have the functor F* on 3X modules, explained in (13.2.2). We generalise the definition of (13.3.2), and call a left
3FX-pre-module aP(x)-module Xi together with a morphism '^M F*Ai —> Ai.
Morphisms of left ^j^-pre-modules are defined as in (13.3.2). We then have:
Proposition 13.3.7.
There is an equivalence of categories between the category of left
3FX-pre-modules, and the category of left ^FX-modules.
Proof. — If Ai is a leftP(f)x-module then we have in particular a map
F*Ai

FMf/x'] ® {v) Ai c y),r)v 0^(„)
Ai-^M.
X
'
X
Since Ai is assumed to be a '7).' v-module, this is a map of left S>x^-modules.
Conversely, let Ai be a left c^x -module, and suppose that we are given a map of
left 3>x -modules 'ijiM '• F*Ai —• Ai. Pulling back i])M by F repeatedly we obtain
maps of left 5^;)-modules V^M,r • (F*)rAi —> Ai. which combine to yield a map of
left ^ - m o d u l e s
2>{FVx ®s* M = ®(FTM
r>0

mM* : Ai.

Lemma 13.3.3 shows that this is a map of left 3F-pre-modules, and Lemma 13.3.4
then implies that it is a map of leftrSF^-modules. One easily checks that the two
constructions we have given are quasi-inverse to one another.
•
Corollary 13.3.8.
There is a functor F* from the category of left 3F x-modules to
the category of left ^Jl''^-modules, that agrees with F* on underlyingP(v)-modules,
and which is an equivalence of categories.
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Proof. If Ai is a left 3F v-module, then pulling back the map '^M DY ^* gives a
map of leftD(v+1)X^- modules
F*F*M —> F*M.
This endows F*M with the structure of a leftD(v+1)X-module. The fact that F * is
an equivalence of categories follows from the corresponding result for 3X ''-modules
[Ber2, 2.3.6], and Proposition 13.3.7.
•
13.4. — We want to give a description of right 3FX-modules, analogous to Proposi
tion 13.3.7. The functor F * that plays a key role in theory of left 3F\-modules will
be replaced by the functor F ! of coherent duality theory.
More precisely, suppose first that X is a smooth Wn-scheme equipped with a lifting
F of the absolute Frobenius. If Ai is a right 3X ''-module, then we define
(13.4.1)

F-M

=F-lHom0JF*Ox,M)

In fact this definition makes sense for any (Av-niodule Ai, but if Ai is a right r/x']module then we have the following proposition, which is the analogue of Proposition
13.2.1 for right ^ - m o d u l e s .
Proposition 13.4.2.
Let X be a smooth Wn-scheme, equipped with a lifting F of the
absolute Frobenius. If Ai is a right 3^ -module, then F[Ai has a natural structure
of right 3X^ ^-module. The right 3X+L">-module F!Ai is independent of the choice
of F up to canonical isomorphism.
Proof. [Ber2, 2.4.1, 2.4.5] proves the above proposition, but with the relative
Frobenius Fx/w„ m place of F . The result of the proposition follows as in Proposition
13.2.1, by applying [Ber2, 2.4.1] to F\v Ai. (Note that as always we are assuming
that v ^ 1 if p = 2.)
•
13.4.3.
Let X be a smooth IT?7-scheme, and M a right 3X]-module. By (13.1.1)
there exists a lift F of the absolute Frobenius locally on X, so we can define F]Ai.
Proposition 1.5.2 implies that F!A4 is independent of the choice of the local lift F , up
to canonical isomorphism. Thus, even when no global lift exists we can nevertheless
define a functor F ! on the category of right 3^-modules. (Again, we require v A 1
ifp = 2.)
This observation is a mild variant of [Ber2, 2.4.5], where the analogous functor
is defined in the relative situation. Namely, let X' denote the pull-back of X by the
Frobenius on Wn. If X admits a lifting of the absolute Frobenius, then there is an
induced map Fx/w : X —* X', and one can define the functor FL/ti, from rip lit
3{V) to right r/{- '

- modules. If Ai1 is a right £^lv, -module, then FLnv turns out
to be independent of the choice of lifting up to canonical isomorphism, so that we can
define a functor F^^
from right 6^^/-modules to right 3X +1^-modules, without
assuming the existence of a global lifting of Frobenius.
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13.5.
Let X be a smooth Wn-scheme. We call a right 3X -module Xi equipped
with a map of right 3X^-modules if M : A4
FlXi d right &FX- pre- module. A
morphism of right 3FU'X-pre-modules (Xi. i. \vi ) —» (A/', V'iv) is a morphism h : A4 Af
of rightDX(v)-modules such that V-W O /I = F!/i o 'AMThe aim of this subsection is to prove an analogue of Proposition 13.3.7. We will
need two lemmas.
Lemma 13.5.1.
(13.5.2)

There are canonical isomorphisms of (S>x+l\ @x+l^)-bimodules
f/xtX) A A F7•VV', -AA

F'F*'/X]

Proof. The second isomorphism follows as in [Ber2, 2.5.1], from the formal properties of a 3X -bimodule: that the two 3X actions commute.
We adopt the notation of (13.4.3). By [Ber2, 2.5.2], we have an isomorphism of
.'Ay'111 -^A Fx/fxWFxjw 3X), and it is easy to see that one has
D (v + 1-bimodules
X
an isomorphism Qrx; —>FW,FwxFWi '/v . Thus we obtain
yX

> r XIWn r XI Wn r Wn r Wn J'X
FvnvFw,FxlwFw&^>—.

F FD(v+1X.

Here the second isomorphism follows as before, as a formal consequence of the definition of a bimodule.
In fact the result of [Ber2, 2.5.2], is proved assuming that there is a fixed lifting F
of the Frobenius to X. Thus, one has to check that our isomorphism (or equivalently
the one of loc. cit.) is actually independent of the choice of F. It is enough to check
this after a base change, so we may assume that k is an algebraically closed field.
Suppose that F\^x, F2,x are two liftings of the absolute Frobenius to X. The
construction above yields two isomorphisms (/x 11 -^A F*F~ 3^ corresponding to
the choice of Fix and F2x respectively. Composing the first with the inverse of
the second gives an automorphism of the (3X+L\ 3X+1^) bimodule 3X^1\
Such an
automorphism is given by multiplication by a unit a(F\%x, F'2,x) m the centre of 3X •
This centre is equal to Wn. Indeed, locally on A, we can embed X into a smooth
W(k)-scheme X and lift Fix and F2i\ to automorphisms Fix and F2,x that cover
the absolute Frobenius on W(k). Now the reductions of F\,x and F2^x modulo pl give
rise to a unit in the centre of ^x^w.-{K)M These units are compatible, and hence give
a unit in the centre of 3^X) =: lim F>^+1)X ® Wt(k). Let x G X be a closed point,
with residue field k(x) — k. Then the completion of the local ring Ox,x is isomorphic
to a power series ring over W(k). It follows that our unit must be contained in W(k)
for every closed point x £ X. Reducing modulo pn proves our claim.
Now suppose that / : X —> Y is a smooth map of smooth Wn-schemes, and that
we have liftings Fi5y and F2y of the absolute Frobenius to Y such that F^x and
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Fly are compatible via /, for ¿ = 1,2. It is not hard to see from the construction of
[Ber2] that we must have a(F\^x, F2^x) = &{FI,Y, F2Y )• Applying this in the case
where Y = Spec(Wn) and Fi = F2 = cr we see that we must have a(F\ix, F2ix) = 1,
as required.
•
Lemma 13.5.3. — If Xi is a right 9^x -module and £ is a left Q>]{yx-module, then there
is a canonical Wn-linear isomorphism
FlM <g> (u+1) F*£
MODx(v)£
^x
that is functorial in Xi and £.
Proof — Let X' be the pull-back of X by the absolute Frobenius on Wn. By [Ber2,
2.5.7], there is an isomorphism
F-MOD(v+1)F*S ^

F'x/WnF'WnM ® ^ + n F*x/WnF^n£

F\VnMD(v+1)F^J.

In fact Berthelot's result is proved in the context of of a fixed Frobenius lift, so one
has to check that the isomorphism of [Ber2, 2.5.7] is independent of the choice of
F, and hence glues over all of X. However, examining the constructions of [Ber2],
it is not hard to see that this follows once one knows that the isomorphism [Ber2,
2.5.2] is independent of the choice of F, because [Ber2, 2.5.7] is constructed using
formal manipulations of [Ber2, 2.5.2], which makes sense without assuming a local
lift of Frobenius. However we already saw in the proof of Lemma 13.5.1 that this
isomorphism is indeed independent of the choice of Frobenius lift.
It remains to show that there is a canonical isomorphism
F\ViiM ®^<„> /<\*r £
•"x1

M 0 ^ ) £.
"'X

We have
F-VrM = Hom0x (FWn.*Ox>,M) =

HmwAFwn*Wn,M).

Under these identifications the required isomorphism is given by h 0 F*e —
i » h(l) <S>E.
Alternatively, we could have deduced the lemma from Lemma 13.5.1, using the
same formal manipulations that one uses to deduce 2.5.7 from 2.5.2 in [Ber2]].
•
Proposition 13.5.4. — There is an equivalence of categories between right 9^x-premodules and right 9FX-modules.
Proof. — We will construct functors between the two categories, but leave it to the
reader to check that these really are inverses.
Suppose that M is a right 9FX module. We have a map
M ®^,) F*@x C M 0^(V) 9F,x —> M,
X
^x
where the last map is given by multiplication on the right. Since Xi is assumed to be
a right £^x-module, this is a map of right 5^-modules, where the left hand side
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is viewed as a right 9>x^ module via the second factor F * 3 X \ Applying the functor
F! and using Lemma 13.5A, we obtain a morphism of right ^^-modules
M

—> M ®„u» f^'+1)

M

®„(..> F!F*^,} ^A F\M

X

X

(A,.(,)
X

F * ^ } ) —> F!AA

Conversely, suppose we are given a right 3F^-pre-module {A4,'4>M)- Let r be a
non-negative integer. Repeatedly applying F! to i. '.vi and composing the resulting
maps gives a morphism of right ^'''-modules U'M.T '• At —> (F!)7At. We therefore
obtain a map of right &>x ''-modules
lM,r : M D(v+1) (F) A " - V>A1'R ® 1 = (F'-YM 3 ^ . ( F * ) ' ' A °
— (F!)''>f 0^,+1, ( F T A ' ^ MD(v+1) PX = A4.
Here the third map is obtained by applying Lemma 13.5.3 n times. Below, it will be
convenient to denote by PM.V the composite of the last three maps above. Taking the
direct sum of the maps 7x,7- we get a map
MD(v+1)1^ A = 0 A I

.

(FT®1*

D(v+1)

M.

We have to check that this map makes AI into a right f/\[- 'v module. In fact this
turns out to be formal: what we have to check is that for non-negative integers m, r
the following diagram commutes
(F!r-AV( • ,/!,; (F*yn3X} ?> u:) (/•"" )r A(vr:'

> ( F ! r + ' > 1 ® <,} ( F * ) m + ^ ; )

•>{ I" )'M.m A 1
(Fy'M&^r,

(F*y&x

A Vi./// • /•

pM.r
M

M

where the top map is given by the multiplication in 3FX. Using the definition of the
maps f?M.r ()ne reduces to the checking the commutativity of the following diagram
(FT(FlYMç',^n

(F*)'"0!'') 0Y(.-I ( F * ) < 0 ' '

(F!)'"(F!)'A1«D(v+1),(, (F*)"'(F*)''0':

•*(F!)rM®ej,:l (F*)''0

(F'-YM^u;

(F*Y&x

where the map on the left is given by multiplication in 9FX, the bottom map is
induced by the map in Lemma 13.5.3. and the top map is /?(Fy-yM.m A 1- In fact this
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follows from a more general situation: Suppose that £ is a quasi-coherent left 3X }module. The multiplication map /i£ : 3^x ®@(v) £ —> £ is a map of left S>X^ modules,
hence we also have a map of left ^-modules (F*)m/X£; : (F*)m^} <g> (v) £
(F*)rn£. We claim the following diagram commutes
(F'-)m(F'-yMD(v)X{F*)m^

®^„ £

• (F'-)rM ®^> £

1 ® {F*)mns
(F'-)m(F'rM09wD(Xv)(F*)mE— ^(F)rM0D(v+1)^„)£
where the map on the bottom is induced by the map of Lemma 13.5.3, and the top
map is /3(FL)RA4,m ® 1- When £ = (F*)r@x^ this diagram becomes the previous one.
The question of whether the diagram commutes is local on X. Hence we may assume
that we have a surjection of left ^x - modules £' —> £ with £' a free ^x -module. By
the functoriality of all the maps in the diagram above, we are reduced to checking that
the diagram commutes in the case £ — @x\ when this commutativity is obvious. •
Corollary 13.5.5. — There is a functor Fl from the category of right 3FX-modules
to the category of right 3F~x^ ^at agrees with Fl on underlying @x^ -modules, and
which is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. — If Ai is a right i^j^-module, then we may pull back the map I^M by Fl to
obtain a map of right ^+1)-modules FlM -> FlFlM. By Proposition 13.5.4 this
implies that FAX has a structure of a rig ht ^+1)-module. That F is an equivalence
of categories follows from the corresponding result for right f^-modules [Ber2, 2.4.6]
and Proposition 13.5.4.
•
Corollary 13.5.6. — The right @x -action on the canonical bundle UJX extends canonically to a right @F,X-action
Proof — Using [Ber2, 2.4.2], one deduces that there is a canonical isomorphism of
right ^x-niodules UJX
F^OJX- The result now follows from Proposition 13.5.4. •
Lemma 13.5.7. — Let Ai be a (3tx\ 3?x"*)-bimodule. Then there is a canonical isomorphism of (3X+1\D(v)3x^)-bimodules
F*FlAi

FlF*Ai

Proof — Suppose first that X admits a lift of Frobenius F. Then the required
isomorphism is easy to construct, as in [Ber2, 2.5.1]. We have to check that this
isomorphism does not depend on the choice of F. If Ai' —> Ai is a surjection of
(S>X \ i^^)-bimodules, then by the functoriality of our isomorphism, it is enough to
prove this independence for Ai'.
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Write A4 as a quotient of a locally free Ox-module E. There is a surjection of
(^^^J-bimodules
9^

®wn E ®Wn 9^

—• M.

For the bimodule on the left, the fact that F* and F! are additive functors implies
that we have obvious (and in particular intrinsically defined) isomorphisms
FlF%9ix) 0 E 0 3$)

F*9{x] 0 E 0D(v+1) ^

F*F!(^' 0 F 0 ^v)),

where all the tensor products are taken over Wn.
Proposition 13.5.8. — There is an isomorphism of
®FT

•
(9Fx^\9pX1^)-bimodules,

^F*Fl9^x

Proof. — The bimodule structure on F*Fl9(FX is deduced from Corollaries 13.3.8
and 13.5.5.
By Lemmas 13.5.1 and 13.5.7 we have for each non-negative integer r, the following
sequence of isomorphisms of (9X+1\ £^+1^)-bimodules
(F*)r^+1)

(F*)rF*F!^}

F*F](F*)r9(x(v)

Taking the direct sum of these over n ^ 0, gives an isomorphism of(DX(v+1),DX(v+1)
bimodulesDX(v+1)^F*F'-@{;]X
To check that this is a map of(DX(v+1)D^+1))-bimodulesis an easy exercise, and
left to the reader. (It may be done by "pure thought", or by choosing a local lift of
Frobenius, and using the explicit local definition of the isomorphism in 13.5.7).
•
Corollary 13.5.9. — Let Ai be a right S^FX-module, and £ a left
is a canonical Wn-linear isomorphism
F-M ® ^ + D F*£

-module. There

M ®0g)x £.

Proof. — The proof of this is formally identical to the proof of [Ber2, 2.5.7] using
Proposition 13.5.8 in place of [Ber2, 2.5.2].
•
Corollary 13.5.10. — The equivalence of categories F* of Corollary 13.3.8 has an explicit quasi-inverse, given by the formula
e — F'-^;x ® („+1) f.
' -*F,X
Proof. — This follows from Proposition 13.5.8, and Corollary 13.5.9.
13.6. — Let M be a (left) ^-module. Then 9^x <8>^(w) A4 is naturally a (left)
i^j^-module, which we call the left f^j^-module induced from A4. We want to
explain the analogue of Proposition 13.1.6.
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There is a canonical exact sequence

0 — ®F!X ®a#> F* M —*DX(v+1)®a#> A( —> Aï ^

0,

where the first two terms are regarded as leftDX(v+1)modules via the first factorD(v)f.X•
Proof. — By Proposition 13.3.7 there is associated to M a map of ^x -modules
I/J : F*Ai -A Ai. We define a map as in Proposition 13.1.6
F*M

h HA fee -^(ft)

F*®x ®*м M®M

С @$>x ®„<„> M.

This is a map of f$^x-modules, as ip is. Here we have identified F*@x^ (S>^) Ai
and F*Ai via the isomorphism obtained by applying F* to the natural isomorphism
D x D X ( v + 1 ) — A i . Note that if we fix a lifting F of the absolute Frobenius, then
this map is given by a<g>m —
i > aF®ra— ^(a® ra), for a® m e F*M = OxF®ox M.
The above map of left 5^-modules, induces a map of induced f^j^-modules
(13.6.2)

®FX ®*«0 F*M ^

®FX ®*<«> M.

We claim that (13.6.2) is injective, and that its image is equal to the kernel of the
multiplication DX(v+1)®&(v) AdM-MAi. This claim is local on X, so we may assume
that there exists a Frobenius lifting F on X, and write S>FX = ®F,X ®Ox ^x • ^n
this case (13.6.2), when viewed as a map of OF,X-modules, reduces to the map of
Proposition 13.1.6. The proposition follows.
•
Corollary 13.6.3. — If Ai is a right @pX-module, then Ai has finite Tor dimension
as a right 3FX-module if and only if it has finite Tor dimension as a right ^x module.
Proof. — Suppose that Ai has finite Tor dimension as a right @pX-module. Let N
be any left ff$^x -module. Then we have
MDX(v)NAf M®^ (@WXDX(v)F.X DX(v) NAf)
and the right hand side is afinitelength complex, since 3FX is locally free as a right
i^^-module.
Conversely, suppose that Ai has finite Tor dimension as a right @x^-module. We
have to show that there is an integer i > 0 such that for any left @pX-module Af,
L

M- ®o*(v) Af is acyclic in degree < —i. By Proposition 13.6.1, it is enough to show
F. X
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this for J\f of the form N — @p^x D(v) N for some left f^j^-module N. However, in
this case we have
AI <8>^ Af = M ®^(«) N,
so the existence of the integer i follows from the factor that AI has finite Tor dimension
as a right @x^-module.
•
13.6.4. — There is a similar notion of induced rightD(v)F.X-module: if M is a right
D (v) F.X
module, then M = M <8>^(V) @p^x is a right f^^-module.
The following result shows that if AI is a right @p x-module, then F!AI has a
canonical two term resolution by induced modules.
Proposition 13.6.5. — Let M be a right @pX-module, and denote by AI' the right
^x -module AfD(v)XF*@x\ There is a canonical exact sequence of right S>FXmodules
0 —• Af' (8)^) ®(F% —+MD(v)F.X9^x—-> AI — 0
where the first two terms of the exact sequence are right 3FX-modules, via the second
factor in the tensor product
Proof. — Let M" be the right ^_1)-module M (8)^) F D (v-1) X. Then we have
isomorphisms of right @pX-modules
M' ®9y $>£x ^

M ®9w F*9™ ®9ы<2>^xD(v)F.XM ®9мF * ^ x D(v)F.X
MD(v)F.XD(v)F.XF*S>X

®9^

&$xD(v)F.XM"fc^-x,9>™x

Proposition 13.5.8 implies that we have AI
F!AI". Proposition 13.5.4 implies
that AI" has a canonical right D^^-module structure which induces the right 3FXmodule structure on AI by applying F\ In particular we have map of right ^ x ~ ^ modules ^>Mn : AI" -> F!AI" = M.
Denote by (3 the composite the isomorphism of right @x~1^-modules
M"^F]

M" ®9M

F*^~1]

given by Lemma 13.5.3. We define a map of rightD(v-1).X^-modules
M"

m H-> ipM" {m) ® —0{m)

F'M" e F'-M" ®л(И) F*@x '
M®M

0 J , . , F*2>x c XMOD(v)D (v) F.X

We get an induced map of right 3>p y-modules
(13.6.6)
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To prove the proposition, it will suffice to show that (13.6.6) is an injection, and that
its image, is exactly equal to the kernel of the natural map of right @pX-modules
M ®вм Щ'х —>M(FM
Consider an element m = Y^i=Qmi £ M" 0^(V-i) @FJX WRTN M*^OPDD(V-1)X
(F*Y@X^ and mr ^ 0. The image of m under the composite of (13.6.6) with the
projection
M ®вм Щ'х —> A4 ® (e)( F T + i ^ ; D(v)F.X
is equal to the image of mr under composite of the isomorphisms
(13.6.7) M" ®3(„-« ( F * ) ^

-/3® 1

F'jU"®^., FD(V-1) X ®^(„-1} ( f * ) ' ^
A4 ®»w (F*)r+1^}

Since mr ^ 0, we see, in particular, that the image of m under (13.6.6) is non-zero,
whence (13.6.6) is injective.
To check that the image of (13.6.6) is in the kernel of /x, it is enough to check that
¡1 kills the image of Ai" itself. For this we consider the following diagram
M"

0 M''

M

FlM"®0wF*@$-1)>F]M ® (w) F*®^
x
F"t\)M" 0 1
x

>F]M 0^+1) F*®^
x

Note that the left rectangle in the above diagram commutes by the functoriality of the
isomorphism ¡3. On the other hand the maps obtained by composing FltpM" 0 1 =
ipM 0 1 with the two maps going around the triangle on the left are equal, since the
right ^Fx^-mochAe structure on M is obtained from by restriction of scalars from
its right 9FX-module structure. This implies that the outer boundary of the above
diagram commutes. Since ¡1 o /3 is the map obtained by going around the diagram
counterclockwise, one sees that ¡1 kills the image of M" under the map (13.6.6).
Finally we check that (13.6.6) is a surjection onto the kernel of ¡1. Suppose that
m — Y^i=Q mi wrtn mi £ M 0 ^ ) (F*)l^x\ and /x(m) = 0. To show that m is in the
image of (13.6.6), we proceed by induction on r. If r = 0 then we must have m = 0. If
r > 0, choose h G M" 0^(„-D (F*)1"1^ such that (13.6.7) maps h to mr. Let m'
denote the image of h under (13.6.6). Then we have m — m — m' + m*'. Now m — m'
is in the image of (13.6.6) by induction, while m' is in the image by definition.
•
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13.7. — Proposition 13.3.7 (resp. 13.5.4) shows that if .Mis a left (resp. right) DX(v)
module, then extending this structure on AI to a left (resp. right) i^j^-module struc
ture is equivalent to equipping Ai with a pre-module structure - that is, a map of
left (resp. right) ^-modules F*A1 -» At (resp. M -> FlM).
It is natural to also consider left (resp. right) ffi^x-modules together with a map
ofDX(v)-modules Ai —> F*Ai (resp. FlAi —> Ai). (Objects of the first type appear,
for example, in Berthelot's treatment of F-crystals from the ^-module point of view
[Ber3, 5.1.1]. This section is devoted to giving an analogous module-theoretic inter
pretation of such objects.
13.7.1. — Let X be a smooth Wn-scheme, and let v be an element of N>0 U {oc};
as always, we assume that v > 1 if p = 2. We define
4 A = ©(^!)r^)r>0
(Of course, we are using the functor F! on right Qix -modules described in (13.4.3).)
Each summand in this direct sum is naturally a right sf^1 -module; hence for any
integer r ^ 0 we have an isomorphism of rightDX(v)-modules
(F!)^}D(V-1) X(F'r^ ^A (Fl)r+m®$\
Applying (F!)m for any integer m ^ r gives an isomorphism
( F ! ) ^ } D ( V - 1 )X ( F ' r ^^A (Fl)r+m®$\
Combining these for all m, r > 0 gives a map of rightDX(v)-modules
(13.7.2)

®WX ® ^

@%\xD(V-1)X9%\x.

13.7.3. — Let X be a smooth Wn-scheme. We call a leftDX(v)-module Ai equipped
with a map of left ^-modules ifM : Ai -> F*M a left ^ x -pre-module. A
morphism of left ^^x-pre-modules (At, ^M) —> (A/", iptf) is defined to be a morphism
h : Ai —> Af of left f$^x -modules for which
oh = F*h o i/jj^. (Here we are using
the functor F* on left ^j^-modules described in (13.2.2).)
Fix a leftDX(v)x-pre-module (AA^M),
and let r be a non-negative integer. Re
peatedly applying F* to ij)M and composing the resulting maps yields a morphism
il>M,r : M
(F*)rA1 of left ^-modules. We thus obtain a map of left DX(v)
modules
7M,r : (F'-y®^DX(v) M

IpM.r ® 1 (F!)^}D(V-1) X(F') r M
(F])rDX(v)^
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(The third arrow is provided by Lemma 13.5.3.) Taking the direct sum over all r ^ 0
yields a map
(13.7.4)
MDX(v) O (F1)M ^M.
13.7.5. — We call a right f^j^-module equipped with a map of right iS^-modules
FlA4 —> AA a rightDX(v)-pre-module. A morphism of right i^^x-pre-modules
(AA, IPM)
(AT, ipAf) is defined to be a morphism h : AA —> Af of right
-modules
for which ij)Noh = Flhoijj^f. (Here we are using the functor F! on right f^j^-modules
described in (13.4.3).)
Fix a right f^^x-pre-module (M^M)Repeatedly applying F] to ipM and composing the resulting maps yields a morphism ipM,r • (F!)rA4 —> AA of right i^^modules. We thus obtain a morphism of right 3)^x-modules
MDX(v)( F 1 ) ^ D X ( v )(F')PA* — M.
Taking the direct sum over all r ^ 0 yields a map
(13.7.6)

AA <g>^£)DX(v) —• X .

Proposition 13.7.7. — Let X be a smooth Wn-scheme.
(i) The map (13.7.2) makes @p)x & sheaf of associative Wn-algebras, such that
the natural embedding 3X^ —> x is a Wn-algebra homomorphisrn.
(ii) If AA. is a left 3^ x-pre-module, then the map (13.7.4) gives AA the structure
of a left f$p)x-module.
(Hi) The association of a left 3^) x-module to a left 3^) x-pre-module given by (ii)
establishes an equivalence of categories between the category of left ff^p)x -pre-modules
and the category of left @p}x-modules.
(iv) If AA is a right 3^)x-pre-module, then the map (13.7.6) gives AA the structure
of a right 3^) x-module.
(v) The association of a right 3^)x-module to a right 3^)x-pre-module given
by (iv) establishes an equivalence of categories between the category of right @p\ xpre-modules and the category of rightDX(v)x-modules.
Proof. — The proofs depend on formal considerations similar to those used in the
proofs of Corollary 13.3.5 and Propositions 13.3.7 and 13.5.4.
•
13.7.8. — Recall that (for any value of v) there is a natural isomorphism of left 3^xmodules F*Ox —> Ox- Thus not only is Ox naturally a left ^^-module, it is also
naturally a left i^j^x-module (as one sees by applying part (ii) of Proposition 13.7.7
to the inverse of this isomorphism). Similarly, the isomorphism UJX —• Flcux recalled
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in the proof of Corollary 13.5.6 allows one to define a right 3p{^-module structure
on (Jx13.8. — Recall from [Ber3, 1.3.6] that if £ and T are two left ^j^-modules (resp.
a right 3^x-module and a left 3^x -module), then the tensor product £ ®ox ? *s
naturally a left f^^-module (resp. a right f^j^-module). We will consider the various
refinements of this result that occur when £ and T are equipped with Frobenius
structures.
Lemma 13.8.1. — If £ and F are two left 3X^ -modules, then the natural isomorphism
of Ox -modules
ux ®ox (£ ®ox F) —> (vx <S>ox £) ®ox F
is an isomorphism of right 3^x -modules.
Proof. — This "associativity" property can be seen directly from the local formulas
for the fS^-module structures on the tensor products in [Ber3, 1.3.6] and [Ber2,
1.1.7].
•
Lemma 13.8.2. — Let £ be a left 3^x -module, and M a right ^x -module. Then
there is a canonical isomorphism of right 3^-modules
ux ®ox F*£

F\UJX ®0X £)

and a canonical isomorphism of left 3^x -modules
F*(M ®ox ^x1) —+ F'M ®ox uxl.
Proof. — The isomorphisms are a mild variant of [Ber2, 2.4.5.1, 2.4.5.2], where they
are proved for the relative Frobenius. We adopt the notation of (13.4.3). To prove
the first isomorphism, we apply the analogous result in the relative situation to £' =
F^N£. We obtain
ux ®ox F*£ = ux ®0x Fx/wn£' ^
FX/wSUx' ®°x £)

Fx/wn(ux> ®ox, £')
FX/Wn(FWnUX ®Ox £)

FX/WnFwSUX ®Ox £)
The second isomorphism is proved in a similar way.

F\"X ®Ox £)
•

Proposition 13.8.3. — (i) Let £ and T be two left @px-modules. Then £ <g>ox ^
carries a natural structure of left 3pX-module.
(ii) Let £ and T be left @p)x-modules. Then £ ®ox J~ carries a natural structure
of left 3^) x-module.
(Hi) Let M be a right @pX-module and £ be a left 3p)x-module. Then M ®ox £
carries a natural structure of right @pX -module.
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(iv) Let M be a right 3x-module and £ be a left 9FX-module. Then M ®ox £
carries a natural structure of rightDX(v)x-module.
Proof — In each case it suffices to construct the corresponding pre-module structure
on the tensor product.
(i) [Ber2, 3.3.1], and its proof, show that there is a natural isomorphism of 9X^modules
F*E ®ox F*T ^A F*(£ ®0x T)
More precisely the discussion of loc. cit. proves the analogue of the above isomorphism
for the relative Frobenius, and it is easy to deduce the above isomorphism from the
relative case, as in (for example) Lemma 13.5.1 and 13.5.3. Hence we obtain a map
of 9X ^-modules
F*(£ ®ox ^) ^

F*£ ®ox F*TWEOWF, £ 0Ox ^

which endows £ ®e>x T with the requisite pre-module structure.
(ii) One uses the same isomorphism as in the proof of (i) to construct a pre-module
structure
€ ®ox T ^£®^T , F*£ ®Qx F*T

F*(£ 0Ox T).

(iii) There is a natural isomorphism of right 9X ^-modules
(13.8.4)
F-M ®Gx F*£ ^A F\M ®OX £).
To see this, set M! = M ®ox a;^1. Lemma 13.8.1 yields a natural isomorphism of
right £?x ^-modules
0OX (M* ®Ox £) —+ (^X ®OX M') ®OX £ = M ®OX £•
Applying Fl to the above isomorphism, and using the isomorphisms of Lemma 13.8.2,
we obtain the required isomorphism. Thus we obtain a map of right 3>x ^-modules
UJX

M ®ox £ ^M ® ^ > F-M 0Ox F*£

F\M ®OX £),

endowing M ®ox £ with a right @p\x-pre-module structure.
(iv) One uses the isomorphism (13.8.4) to construct a pre-module structure
F[(M 00x £)

F'M ®0x F*£ ^M®^e , M ®Gx £•

•

13.8.5. — Recall (again from [Ber3, 1.3.6]) that if £ and T are two left 9$modules (resp. a left and a right 3}x"'-module, resp. two right i^^-modules) then
Homox (£, T) is naturally a left 9X ^-module (resp. a right S>x ^-module, resp. a left
9X ^-module).
Proposition 13.8.6. — (i) If £ and T are left modules over the algebras 9pX an^
^F?X> resVectively, then SB.omox(£1Jr) is naturally a left 9^x-module.
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(ii) If £ and T are left modules over the algebras 3^)x and 3FX, respectively,
then Hom0x (£, F) is naturally a left @pX-module.
(in) If £ and M are left and right modules, respectively, over the algebra 3FX,
then Hom0x(£1 M) is naturally a right 3pX-module.
(iv) If £ and M are left and right modules, respectively, over the algebra 3^)x,
then Hom0x (£, M) is naturally a right 3F)x-module.
(v) If M. and JV are right modules over the algebras @pX and 3^)x, respectively,
then Hom0x (M, M) is naturally a leftDX(v)-module.
(vi) If M andM are right modules over the algebras 3^)x and 3FX, respectively,
then Hom0x(M.,M) is naturally a left 3^)x-module.
Proof. — This is proved in a similar fashion to Proposition 13.8.3. The required
natural isomorphisms are: an isomorphism of left 3^x -modules
F*Hom0x(£,T) ^

HomCx(F*£,F*F).

if £ and T are left 3^x -modules; an isomorphism of right 3^x -modules
FlHom0x(£,M) -—> Hom0x(F*£, F'M),
if £ is a left 5^-module and M. is a right 3^x -module; an isomorphism of left
3X^-modules
F*Hom0x(M,Af) ^
Hom0jF-M,F-M),
if A4 and N are right 3X^-modules. The first isomorphism is easily constructed using
the functoriality of F*, and the other two can be deduced from the first one using
Lemma 13.8.2. We leave the (straightforward) details to the reader.
•
13.8.7. — As observed in (13.7.8), the canonical bundle UJX is naturally both a right
i^j^-module and a right 5^x-module. It follows from Proposition 13.8.3 that if
£ is a left ^^-module (resp. a left ^^^-module) then UJX <S>e>x £ ^s naturally a
right f^^x-module (resp. a right f^^-module). Similarly, it follows from Proposition 13.8.6 that if M is a right ^^-module (resp. a right f2^x-module) then
M. <g>ox 00x1 ls naturally a left £^^x-module (resp. a left ^^-module). (Here we
have also used the natural isomorphism M. ®ox ux^
Hom0x (ux^M)-)
13.9. — The natural (@x\ i^^)-bimodule structure on 3^x induces a pair of commuting right 5^-module structures on the tensor product UJX ®ox ^x •> ano^ a Pa*r
of commuting left &x -module structures on the tensor product &x ®ox ^'x - There
are canonical isomorphisms (in fact an involutions)
(13.9.1)

ujx ®ox ®{x
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known as the transposition isomorphisms, that interchanges these two module structures [Ber2, 1.3.4.1, 1.3.4.3]. We will present some extensions of these isomorphisms
to the context of 9^-modules with Frobenius structure.
Fix an integer r ^ 0. First note that, since (F!)r5^ is a 5^-bimodule, the
tensor product LOx ®ox (Fl)r@x^ is equipped with a pair of commuting right 9^xmodule structures: the first arising from the right 9X^-module structure on Fl9x\
and the second arising from the twisting by ux of the left 9X ^-module structure on
{F[)r9{x]. Similarly, uox ®ox {F*)rS{x) is equipped with a pair of commuting right
S>x^-module structures. On the other hand, (F*)r9x^ ®ox 00x1 *s equipped with a
pair of left 9X^-module structures, as is (F]')r@x^ ®ox ^x1- ^n each case, we will
refer to the obvious module structure as the first module structure, and the module
structure arising via the twist as the second module structure.
Lemma 13.9.2. —

(i) There is a natural isomorphism
tox ®ox (F*y@i£) ^

wx ®0x ( F ' r ^ D x ( v )

that interchanges the first and second right 9)^x -module structures on its source and
target.
(ii) There is a natural isomorphism
{F*YDx(v)®0xwx-1^

(F'-y®P ®OX WX\

that interchanges the first and second left 9X^-module structures on its source and
target.
Proof — Consider the transposition isomorphism cux ®ox $x
00x 0ox ^x This interchanges the first and second right 9X ^-module structures on its source and
target. If we apply F] to this isomorphism, computed with respect to the second right
9X ^-module structure on the source, and with respect to the first right S>x ^-module
structure on the target, we obtain an isomorphism
(F'-y(oJx ®ox ^(x]) ^ wx ®ox {

F}J^\

Now Lemma 13.8.2 yields an isomorphism
ux ®ox (F*y2>¥ ^

(F[y(oJx ®ox Dx(v)

Composing this with the preceding isomorphism yields the isomorphism of part (i).
The isomorphism of part (ii) is constructed in a similar fashion. (Alternatively, it
can be deduced from the first as [Ber2, 1.3.4.3] is deduced from [Ber2, 1.3.4.1].) •
13.9.3. — The discussion of (13.8.7) shows that each of ux ®ox ^FX an<^ ux ®ox
@p\x 1S equipped with commuting right ^j^-module and i^^-module structures,
while each of @pX ®ox uxx and @p\x <8>ox wxx is equipped with commuting left
9pX and â^x-module structures.
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Proposition 13.9.4. —

(i) There is a natural isomorphism
UX ®Ox @F,X —^ MX ®OxD(v)F.X\

that respects both the right @pX-module and the rightDx(v)x-modulesstructure on
each of its source and target.
(ii) There is a natural isomorphism
® F ? X ® " X W 1^ ® F I X D x ( v )®OX "X1

that respects both the left 3pX-module and the left 3^)x-modules structure on each
of its source and target.
Proof. — Taking the direct sum over all r > 0 of the isomorphisms of Lemma 13.9.2
yields the required isomorphisms. (We leave it to the reader to check that each is
compatible with the 3pX and i^^-module structures on its source and target.) •
13.9.5. — If £ is a left ^-module, then 3^vDx(v)ofx£ is a left @{")^-module,
and so by the discussion of (13.8.7) the tensor product ux ®ox (@f^x ®@{v) 1S
a right 9FX-module. On the other hand, the tensor product ujx ®ox £ *s a right
S>x ^-module, and hence (ujx ®ox £) 0^(«) @f,x ls a^so a right ^j^-module.
Proposition 13.9.6. — In the situation of (13.9.5) there is a natural isomorphism of
right 9Fx-modules
(oux ®ox £)

<8>^£)Dx(v)

u;x ®ox {®fIXDx(v) £)-

Proof. — Fix an integer r ^ 0. We have isomorphisms of right 9X ^-modules
(13.9.7)

(ux ®ox S) ®a>£> {F*Y^]
"X ®*<«> {{F*y®^
^

®0x £)

wx ®j<.) (£ ®ox (F*)r2>^)
(cox ®ox {F*)r@xJ)) ®^> £

(wx ®ox (F])r®x]) ®9wDx(v)®9M( ( F ' r ^ D x ( v )®ox S),

the first, third, andfifthbeing the natural associativity given by Lemma 13.9.8 below,
the second being induced by transposition of the second and third factors, and the
fourth by the isomorphism of Lemma 13.9.2 (i).
Taking the direct sum over all values of r of the maps obtained by taking the
composite in (13.9.7), yields the isomorphism of the proposition. (We leave it for
the reader to check that this isomorphism respects the f^x-module structures on its
source and target.)
•
Lemma 13.9.8. — If £ and T are two left 9X^-modules, and M is a right Dx(v)
module, then the natural associativity isomorphism
(M ®ox £) ®ox F —> M ®ox (£ ®ox T)
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induces an isomorphism
(M ®0x S)Dx(v) J~ -—> AA <8>^£) {£ ®Gx
in particular, taking T = Ox, we obtain a natural isomorphism
(M ®ox £) ®9iv) Ox

<g>^) £.

Proof. — For any smooth VFn-scheme X, and left 3^x-module £, recall from [Ber2,
1.3.3] the isomorphism of (3(x\ ^J-bimodules je : 9$ ®ox £ ^ £ ®ox 3(x].
Thus, we have natural isomorphisms
(M ®ox £) O^CjO T ^
id (8) 'Yf ® id

(M ®^£) ^

®ox £) ®^W) .F

M ® ^ ) (5®oxDx(v)) ®*£> ^ —* ^ ®#£> E ®Ox J7)-

Since 7£ restricts to the identity on £ C 5 ^ ®ox E we see that this isomorphism is
covered by the associativity isomorphism.
•
13.9.9. — If £ and T are two left 3^x-modules, then there is a natural isomorphism
fax ®ox £) ®^<jo F

ux ®^(«) (£ ®ox F)
UX ®^(«) (^"^Ox £) WX fax ®OX ^ ) ®^£0 £•

(Here the first and third isomorphisms are provided by Lemma 13.9.8, while the second
isomorphism is given by transposing the factors.) This isomorphism is covered by the
isomorphism tax C8>e>x £ ®ox T
^x ®ox Jr®ox £ given by transposing the second
and third factors. The following Lemma gives a version of this for 3X^-modules with
Frobenius structures.
Lemma 13.9.10. — If £ is a left @pX-module and is a left 3^)x-module, then the
natural isomorphism UJX ®ox £<S>ox F WY COY®OX T®Ox £ obtained by interchanging
the second and third factors induces an isomorphism
fax <8>e>x £) ®0(«) F —* fax ®ox F) ®0(«) E
F!,X

F>X

Proof. — Using (13.8.7) and Proposition 13.9.4, we obtain isomorphisms of right
^^x-modules
(13.9.11)

CJX

®Ox £ ^

w ®0X ®F!X ®9$X £~^fa

®ox 9{FIx) ®9<y) £

Applying ®^(V) T to both sides of (13.9.11) yields
F!,X

fax <8>ox £) ®<a(«) F ^ fa ®ox @F*X ®<%{V)
F!,X

'

F!,X

®^(«) £ ^ fa ®Ox F) ®^(«) £•
^F,X
-*F,X
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14. DIRECT AND INVERSE IMAGES
FOR D(v)F,X-MODULES

14.1. — In this section we will define direct and inverse image functors for 3fpXmodules, and establish their basic properties. Since these functors are only defined on
the level of derived categories, we begin with the definition of the relevant triangulated
categories.
If X is a smooth Wn-scheme we denote by n(9pX) the full subcategory of the
abelian category of left 9pX-mochi\es consisting of those modules which are quasicoherent as Ox-modules.
We denote by D(Q)pX) the derived category of the category of left f^^-modules,
and by Dqc(9pX) the full triangulated sub-category of D(9pX) consisting of com
plexes whose cohomology sheaves are in ii(@pX)
If • is one of 0, —, +, b then we denote by Dm(9pX) and Dqc(9pX) the full triangu
lated subcategories of D(9p^x) and Dqc(9pX) respectively, consisting of complexes
that satisfy the appropriate boundedness condition.
We denote by Dh(9{p^x)° (resp. Dbqc(@^x)°) the full triangulated subcategory of
Db(9pX) (resp. Dhqc(9pX)) consisting of complexes that have finite Tor dimension
when considered as complexes of Ox-modules. A theorem of Bernstein implies that
the natural map Db(a(9pX)) —> Dbqc(9pX) is an equivalence of categories (see [Bo,
VI 2.10]). In particular, any complex in Dbqc(9pX) is represented by a complex of
quasi-coherent i^x~m°dules.
14.2. — In this sub-section we are going to define inverse image functors for @pXmodules.
14.2.1. — Let / : Y -» X be a map of smooth Wn-schemes. By [Ber2, 2.1.2], if M
is a 9X ^-module, then f*M has a structure of a left 9y ^-module. If g : Z —> Y is a
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map of smooth VFn-schemes, then there is a canonical isomorphism (fog)*
There are analogous results for 3pX-modules.

#*o/*.

Proposition 14.2.2. — With the notation above, suppose that M is aD(v)F.x-module.
Then f*A4 has a natural structure of a StpY-module. Moreover, there is a natural
isomorphism of 3$pY-modules (f o g)*Ai —> g*f*A4.
Proof. — Consider the map of @x -modules F*Ai —> Ai given by Proposition 13.3.7.
Applying /* we get a map of S>y ^-modules
FT M

/*F*M —• M,

that endows f*M with a structure of f^îy-module, by Proposition 13.3.7.
The vérification that the natural isomorphism of (^-modules (/ o g)*Ai
g*f*M is in fact a map ofD(v)F\modules is straightforward.

•

14.2.3. — We keep the notation above. Proposition 14.2.2 implies, in particular, that
f*@px nas a canonical structure of left l^y-module. It has an obvious structure of
right /"^^--module, and these two actions commute, by functoriality of /*. Thus
F9$x is a ( ^ ^ / - ^ ^ J - b i m o d u l e , that we denote byD(v)F ^ Y ^ X We define a functor
Fr : D(v) F.X D (D(v) F.X)
by the formula
f'M' = ®{gy^x®f-^xD(v)FrlM'[dY/x\,
where Ai* is a complex in D~(£!pX), and dy/x denotes the relative dimension of Y
over X.
The derived tensor product may be computed either by taking a left resolution
of ^ y _ x by ( ^ y > / _ 1 ^ x ) bimodules that are flat as right /"^^-modules,
or by replacing AI* by a quasi-isomorphic complex of flat left S^^-modules, if such
a complex exists. It is defined on the entire derived category (rather than the subcategory of complexes bounded above) because @pY-+x ^as finrte Tor-dimension
as a rightf-1D(v)F-module (using the fact that OY has finite Tor-dimension as an
f~lOx-module - see Lemma 14.2.7 below).
Lemma 14.2.4. — There are canonical isomorphisms of (3>p\ f0g-1, D(v) F bimodules
-*F,Z->X * -"F,Z->Y ^g-i&^lr 3 -"F,Y^X
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Proof. — We have isomorphisms of left f^^-modules
^

x

9*&&-x

^

9*^!Y ® , - X , M g - ' ^ xOG-1D5D(v)F.X-X
^F^Z-*Y ®a-ig>^L9 1^F,Y-*X'

Moreover, it is easy to see that this is also a map of right (/ o g)~1@pX-modules.
Thus, to prove the lemma, it remains to show that the complex 3p\^y ^g-1Q){v)
g~1@FY->x 1S concentrated in degree 0. On underlying O^-modules, this complex is
equal to
®F!Z^Y ®9-I9W 9~X®F!Y^X V1/-1®'"'

9~'f~lM' D (v)F.XD(v)F.X

The complex on the right is concentrated in degree 0, since f*@pX is flat as a left
Oy-module, because @px is flat as a left (9x-niodule.
•
Corollary 14.2.5. — There is a canonical isomorphism of functors (fog)1 ^ A g- o f.
Proof. — If Mm is any complex in D(@pX) then using Lemma 14.2.4, we obtain
isomorphisms
(fogyM-[-dz/x]

= 9™z_x ® г 1 / , 9 , . )

®F!Z^Y

g-lrlM-

® 9 - I 9 W 9~X®F!Y^X V 1 / - 1 ® ' " '

®F!Z^Y ®9-I9W 9~X®F!Y^X V1/-1®'"'

9~'f~lM'

9~'f~lM'W 9~X®F!Y^X ®f-*ox D(v)F.X

Proposition 14.2.6. — The functor /• restricts to functors
f:DQC{^U^ D q c { 9 ^ ) D ( v ) F . X
f:D\^x)D(v.X-,

D\^Y)

and
f : D\9^xy

—> D b ( 4 t ) °

Proof. — The first claim follow immediately from the fact that on the level of Oxmodules, the functor f is simply the derived functor of usual (9x-module pull-back
/*, composed with a shift.
We prove the second and third claims. Let M* be in D~(^x).
On underlying
Oy-modules we have
fM'{-dY/x]

=r ^ x D ( v ) F . X®s-D(v)F.X^x

M' = °y ®f-*ox

M:
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If Ai* is a bounded complex, then the Lemma 14.2.7 below implies that the complex
on the right is bounded. This proves the second claim. If Ai* has finite Tor dimension
as a complex of Ox -modules, then the complex on the right has finite Tor dimension
as a complex of Oy-modules, which proves the third claim.
•
Lemma 14.2.7. — With the notation above, Oy has finite Tor dimension as an
f~lOx-module.
Proof. — Factoring / as its graph followed by a projection Y
X Xwn Y —> X,
one sees that it is enough to show the lemma in the two cases when / is a closed
immersion, and when it is a smooth map. In the former case, the result follows from
the fact that / is a local complete intersection. In the second, / is smooth, hence, in
particular, flat.
14.2.8. — Forgetting the Frobenius structure yields forgetful functors D(@pX) —*
D{9$)

and D{@{pY) -> D(@Y})I

and the resulting diagram

D (D(v) F.X)
f'
D (D(v) F.Y)

D(a#>)X
if1)*
D(9Yv))

commutes. (Here we have written (f1)^ to denote the inverse image functor on
complexes of @^x-modules. Recall from [Ber3, 2.2.3] that this functor is defined
analogously to the functor /•, using theD(v)Y/ - ^ ^ - b i m o d u l e f*®$K In light of
this, the claimed commutativity is obvious.)
14.2.9. — There is an obvious analogue of (14.2.2) for left ^^^-modules. Thus
f*^F^x *s naturally a (@fflY, f~1^^x)-bimodule, which we denote by ^ } Y ^ X '
We can introduce appropriate derived categories of Sf^}-modules, and use the bimodule @F)Y_>X ^° define a derived inverse image functor f. The analogues of the
preceding results clearly hold.
14.3. — In this subsection, we will define direct image functors for S^-modules
andD(v)F-modules under a map f : Y —> X of smooth Wn-schemes. The bimodules
@FY-*X and @% V->x defined above allow one to define the direct image functor on
right modules. We use the usual trick of tensoring with the canonical bundle, together
with (13.8.7), to define the direct image functor on left modules.

14.3.1. — Let £* be a complex of left S^y-modules. The tensor product uoy ®ox £*
is then a complex of right f^j^r-modules. We may form the left derived tensor product with the (^^y,/-1^^x)-bimodule ^F^Y^X
°^ (14.2.9), to obtain a complex
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°^ r^Sn^ /D(v) F.X -modules. Finally, the tensor prod-

uct ((toy <g>oY £*) <8>@(v) ^ F ^ Y ^ X ) ®/_10x Z - 1 ^ 1 ^S a complex of leftD(v)F.X
modules. Applying i?/* yields a complex of leftD(v)F.X-modules. Thus we obtain a
functor D(9{£Y) -> D(@£x).
14.3.2. — As usual, it is helpful to give a description of the functor defined above
in terms of an ( / - 1 ^ p x , i^y)-bimodule. Lemma 13.9.10 (applied to a resolution
of @FY-^X by (@F?YI f'1^^x)-bimod\iles
that are locally free as i^j^y-modules)
yields an isomorphism of right /_1^^x-modules
fay ®oY £*) 0 ^ 0

®ffjY^x ^ faY ®Oy ®FIY-+X) ®9™Y £R

(Here the right /_1^^x-module structure is defined on both source and target via
the right /-1f^^x-module structure on ^p\Y^x'
That this isomorphism is compatible with these module structures follows from its naturality.) Thus tensoring
with Z-1^^1 over f-1 Ox and so converting these right f~x^p?x-modules to left
f-1 D(v) F.X
-modules, we obtain an isomorphism
(fay ®oY £*) ®«(«)D(v)F.X4 i v . y ) ®f-*ox
^

rfax1

(faY ®0Y ®{FIY-+X) ®f-*Ox f'fax1)

®*(^ £9'

The tensor product (uy ®oY &F?y_,x) ®f~xOx f~lujxX appearing in the target of
this isomorphism is the sought-after (f~1^p:X^ ^^y)-bimodule.
14.3.3. — We will give another description of the bimodule of (14.3.2), which eliminates the reference to @p\Y^X' Recall that Proposition 13.9.4 yields an isomorphism
®t\X ®Ox "x" ^

@F,X ®Ox UJX\

which respects the commuting left â^x-module and left i^j^-module structures on
each of its source and target. Applying /* (with respect to the left ^^^-module
structures) to each of the source and target of this map, we obtain objects equipped
with commuting left £^^y-module and left f~~1@pX-module structures, and an isomorphism
(fay ®oY £*) ®«(«) 4iv.y) ®f-*ox rfax1(fay ®o
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that respects these left module structures. Tensoring both the source and the target
of this isomorphism with UY over Oy, each of them becomes a(f-1D(v)F.XSpX,SpY)bimodule, and we obtain an isomorphism of bimodules
UY ®OYf*{®F\\xD(v)F.X00X) ^ WY ®Oy f*(@F,X

®OX Wxh

Clearly the source of this map is isomorphic, as a (f-1 D(v)F.X)-bimodule, to
{UOY ®OY ^F^Y-^X)

®f-xOx Z - 1 ^ 1 - We denote its target by @FX<-Y-

14.3.4. — Let @{xl_Y be the ( Z - 1 ^ , ^})-bimodule defined in [Ber2, 3.4.1]. It
is clear from the construction that there is a morphism of (f~xS>x\ Q)y ^)-bimodules
@xl_Y ~* ^FX*-YI which induces an isomorphism of(f-1D(v)f;x@y^)-bimodules
/ 1^F,XD(v) F.X ^xt-YD(v)F.X> @F,X<-Y-

This observation will be important in the proof of the following proposition.
Proposition 14.3.5. — @FX+-Y has finite Tor dimension as a right @pY-module.
Proof. — By Corollary 13.6.3 it is enough to show that ^FX^-Y nas fimte Tor di
mension as a right Sly ^-module. Since @px 1S locally free as a right ^ x -module,
the isomorphism of (14.3.4) shows that it is enough to show that @X^_Y has finite
Tor dimension as a right Sty ^-module. This is proved in [Ber4]. (It is announced in
[Ber2, 3.4.3]),
•
14.3.6. — We now define a functor /+ : D(^Y)
in D(@FY), we define

-» D(S{pX). For any complex M*

f+M* =Rf*D(v)F.X(O@F,X+-YM*
That this functor is well-defined follows from Proposition 14.3.5 and Grothendieck's
vanishing theorem (which shows that Rf* is of finite cohornological amplitude). It
follows from the discussions of (14.3.2) and (14.3.3) that it is naturally isomorphic to
the functor defined in (14.3.1).
Proposition 14.3.7. — Let g : Z —> Y be a map of smooth Wn-schemes. Then there
are canonical isomorphisms of (g_1 f~lS^x, Sp^z)-bimodules
•^F.X^Z

> 9D(V)F.XY-^F.X^-Y

*®g-*&F% ^F.Y^-ZD(V)F.X> 9 X -*F,X+-Y ^g-1®^

^F.Y^-Z'

Proof. — We prove the second isomorphism first. In order to show that the complex
g~1@Fx^Y D(v) F.X ^FY^-Z *s concentrated in degree 0 it suffices to check on the
underlying complex of Oz-modules.
Note that @pX is locally free as a right Ox-module. Indeed, to see this, it suffices
to see that $)^x is locally free as a right Ox-module, and this follows for example
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from [Ber2, 1.3.1], using the fact that Sx ls locally free as a left Ox-module. This
immediately implies that SpX<_Y ls l°caHy free as a right CV-module.
We compute
i T ^ Ä ^ y ®<,-i@<"> ®F!Y^Z^ S ' ^ F Ì C ^ Y D ( v ) F . Y®„-I®(«) 9 * ( ^ y ® O y w f > o ^ 2
9

@F,X<-Y

®g-i&M 9

{@F,Y ®OY UY )

®g-iOYWZ

9 1@F,X+-Y

^g-'Oy UZ/Y-

Now the final expression is a complex concentrated in degree 0, since we saw above,
that @Fx<r-Y 1S a nat right Oy-module. In the second isomorphism of the calculation
above we have used the fact that Spy ls l°cally free as a right Oy -module, and that
the pull-back g* appearing in the second line is taken with respect to the left SY^module structure on Sp^Y ®cv ^y1 induced by the right SY ^-module structure on
Spy this will also be important below).
Before making the calculation that will establish the first isomorphism, we make
some observations in a more general setting. Suppose that M is a right f^y-module,
and that £ is a (Sp^ Sy ^)-bimodule. Then M ®^{v) £ is a right Sy ^-module, and
£ ®oY ^y1 nas the structure of a left f^y-module, and a left Sy^ module, with
these two actions commuting. There is an obvious Wn-linear isomorphism
(M (g)^(U) £) ®oY Uy1 —+MOD(v)F.X(£ ®oY ^y1)Both sides of this isomorphism are left Sly ^-modules, and one checks immediately
that this is an isomorphism of Sy^- modules. Applying the pull-back functor g* for
Sy ^-modules, we obtain an isomorphism
9*((M <8>^ £) ®OY ^y1)

9_1M ®g-i9g)Y 9*(£ ®oY ^y1)-

Applying this isomorphism with £ = Spy and M = SpX^y we obtain isomorphisms
of (<T V _ 1 ^ ] o ^J-bimodules
9 - l ^ Y ^ g - ^ Y ^ Z F , Y Y V * )® O Z^ Z
9~1®F!X+-Y ®g-i9$Y 9*(@F,Y ®OY «V*) ®OZ ^Z
9*((®F}C^Y ® ^

&F)Y) ®OY ^y1) ®oz OJZ

+ 9*(f*(@F,X ®Ox ^x1) ®OY UY ®OY ^y1) ®Oz ^Z
^

g*r(9L&

®ox uJx1) ®oz uz

S ^ z -
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It is straightforward, but somewhat tedious to check that the composite of the iso
morphisms above is in fact a map of (g-1 f-1 D(v)F.X, D(V)F.Z-bimodules •
Corollary 14.3.8. — With f and g as above, there is a canonical isomorphism of func
tors (f og)+—F+g+.
Proof. — Let M* be in D{2)p\). Using the previous proposition we compute
(fg)+M' = R(f°g).(®(&^z

®9y

M')

Rf*Rg.(9~1®LF.X&*-Y® 3 - ^ « F Y Z®F,Y^Z

RM^X^SDY1®s112*(»> Rg.(®F*~z

®9M

M')

®«(-)M'))D(v)F.X= f+g+M'

Proposition 14.3.9. — The functor f+ restricts to functors
f+:D\®yY)-^
U : Dqc{^Y)

Db
—.

D(x)F.X,
Dqc{9^x),

and
f+:D-qc{^Yy

^Z)-(4^)°.

Proof. — The first claim follows immediately from Proposition 14.3.5. To prove the
second (resp. third) claim, note that by Proposition 13.6.1, it suffices to prove it for
a complex AI* in D(Spy) that has the form
м- = шЪ ®aW м- =ÄD(v)f.y®_())) м where M* is a complex of quasi-coherent Sy -modules (resp. complex of quasicoherent Sy ^-modules, of finite Tor dimension as a complex of Oy-modules). We
compute
f+M* = RM&FX+-Y

®*<">®FYD(v)F.XM#) = Rf*(@FX^Y D(v)F.XM*).

Now the isomorphism of (14.3.4) shows that the expression on the right is equal to
0r>o(F*)r/+M#, where /+M* denotes the D(v)-module direct image. The claims are
local on X, so we may assume that X admits a lifting F of the absolute Frobenius.
Since F is a finite flat map, we see that to show the second (resp. third) claim it
suffices to show that /+M# has quasi-coherent cohomology (resp. has quasi-coherent
cohomology and is of finite Tor dimension as a complex of Ox-modules). These results
are proved in [Ber4] (see [Ber3, 2.4.2, 2.4.5] for the announcements).
•
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14.3.10. — The functor /+ that we have defined is not compatible with the analogous
functor for SY ^-modules defined in [Ber2, 3.4.3], for general v. Let ff denote this
latter functor. The inclusion of (Sx\ i^^)-bimodules S^x —• SpX induces an
inclusion of (f-1D(v)X; D(v)-bimodules i : S{X]_Y -* 0J&«_y. Thus, we have maps
in the derived category of (f~xSx\ ^Vy)-bimodules
-#X^-Y Wg{v) -^F,Y

<9i ® <92 ^ Udi)do
~^X^Y ^2>(v) -*F,Y
-*F,Y^X'

Applying the functor Rf*(- 0^(v) M*) to the composite of the above maps yields a
map of S^x -modules
(14.3.11)

f +f M*—+f+M\

This map is not an isomorphism in general, but is an isomorphism when v = oo. Let
us explain why.
It will be simpler to consider the corresponding functors on right i^j^y-modules.
Let M* be a complex of right i^^y-modules. We have to consider whether or not
the composite
M' <8>9p r®?

—^ M' ®9My

r^lx,

induced by the sequence of natural maps
4<!y Kyr®xD(v)F.X— ®%\Y f*D(v)F.X — r®%\x,
is an isomorphism. Thus we have to consider whether or not the composite of these
latter maps is an isomorphism. These maps in turn may be written as the direct sum
of maps
(F)r D(v)Y OD(v)Y f* D(v)X (F)r D(v)Y O D(v)X f* (Ft) (Ft)r D(v)X
as r ranges over the non-negative integers. To see whether or not the composite of
these maps is an isomorphism, it suffices to consider the corresponding sequence of
maps obtained by applying the functor (Fr)* (since this functor induces an equivalence
between the category of left Sy ^-modules and the category of left SY+r-modules).
If we apply this functor (and use the isomorphisms (Fr)* (F!)r Sy^
Sy^
and
(F*)r/*(^!)r^x} ^ f*(F*)r(Fl)r@xj)
f*@$+r)) we obtain the sequence of
maps
(14.3.12)D(v)F.Xk)9yr ® $ D ( v ) F . X—D(v)F.X+r) ®»« f*®(x — f®{x+r)For a finite level v G N^°, it is typically the case that neither of the maps appearing
in (14.3.12), nor their composite, are isomorphisms. On the other hand, if v = oo,
then v + r = V and so both maps are obviously isomorphisms. This proves our claims
concerning the natural transformation (14.3.11).
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14.3.13. — If / : Y —> X is a morphism of smooth Wn-schemes, then we can define
a direct image functor for complexes of f^?^y-modules. Again, it admits two descriptions. In the first description, we convert from left modules to right modules. More
precisely, if £* is a complex of left â^y-modules, the direct image functor is defined
as
E* Rf* (((wy O0 D(v)F.X D(v) F.Y-Y) O f-1OX f-1 w-1x.
In the second description, we introduce the (/ 1Spl x, Sp) y)-bimodule
C - y

=F.XD(v)F.Y®OYf * № x 1 a®OX UX1) ^

LJy ®Oy P(®FX

®OX W^)

(the isomorphism being induced by the isomorphism of Proposition 13.9.4), and con
sider the functor
E* Rf* (D(v) F, X-Y O D(v)F.X E*).
Considerations analogous to those of (14.3.2) shows that these two functors are nat
urally isomorphic, and the obvious analogues of the preceding results hold for these
functors.
14.3.14. — There is one respect in which the direct image functor for f^?^y-modules
is better behaved than that for Spy-modules. Namely, it is compatible with the direct
image functor ff on Sy ^-modules. To see this, it is easier to consider the direct image
of right f^y-modules. Considerations analogous to those of (14.3.10) shows that we
have to consider whether or not the composite
(14.3.15)

D(v)F.X D(v) F.Y-Y) O f-1OX f-1 w-1x. F.X D(v) F.Y

is an isomorphism. If we work locally on X and Y, we may assume that both X and
Y are equipped with a local lift of Frobenius, compatibly with the map / . We may
then rewrite the sequence of maps as
(14.3.16) 0F>Y ®oY ®(Y] ®*<v) f*®(x]
0F,Y ®0Y ®(Y] ®«(*> /* ^

— f*(0F,X

®Ox $>{x])-

Since OF,Y is locally free as a right Oy-module, and since there is a natural isomor
phism OF,Y
I*OF,X, we that both maps in (14.3.16) are isomorphisms, and thus
that this is also true of both maps in (14.3.15). This establishes our claim.
14.3.17. — Let us note one final compatibility. If £• is a complex of left Sp)ymodules, then there is a structural morphism of left Sy ^-modules £* —> F*£*. If we
forget the left ^^y-module structure on the members of £*, and merely remember
this map as a map in the derived category D{Sy"}), then we may regard £m as an
F — Sy ^-complex, in (an obvious modification of) the sense of [Ber3, 5.1.1]. It is
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easily checked if 8* is an F — $>y^-complex, then the direct image ff£ is again an
F — Sy ^-complex in a natural fashion. (The corresponding fact for F — ^-complexes
is observed in [Ber3, 5.1.2]) We leave it to the reader to check that the direct image
functor on complexes of ^^y-modules that we have defined is compatible with the
forgetful functor to F — $fy ^-complexes, and the direct image functor ff acting on
such complexes.
14.4. — In this subsection we will construct a trace map, which is the key to the
adjointness of /+ and f for proper / , proved in (14.5). This adjointness plays a key
roles in showing that the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence constructed later respects
direct images.
As usual, the construction of the trace map is one of the most delicate points in
the theory. We begin with the following result, about i^x-modules
Proposition 14.4.1. — Let f :Y —> X be a proper map of smooth Wn-schemes. There
is a map in the derived category of right SF,X-modules
L

RUipjyW] ®>®F,v f*@F,x)

—>vx[dx].

Proof. — The proof will proceed in several steps, and is partly inspired by the techniques of Virrion [Vi2]. We begin by recalling some results about the unnormalised
bar resolution.
•
14.4.2. — Let A be a commutative ring, and B an associative, unital A-algebra. We
denote by \x : B ®A B —» B the multiplication map.
Recall that the unnormalised bar resolution of B, Cm(B), is given in degree — n by
Cn(B) = £ ^ + 2 ) for n > 0 with the differential d : £®("+2) _> ^(n+l) given by
d — Y17=o'(—I)'1Jdi where di — id®n_* 0 fi 0 id®*. Here all the tensor products are
taken over A and B®n =: B 0 A B 0 A • • • 0 A B.
The augmentation map p : B®2 —• B makes C.(B) into a left resolution of B by
(B, £)-bimodules. In fact, the map B®n B®n+1 given by hi 0 • • • 0 bn ^ bx 0 • • • 0
bn 0 1 is a contracting homotopy for the augmented complex Cm(B) —• B viewed as
a complex of left J5-modules. Thus, if M is a right 5-module, then M 0 B C.(B) is
a resolution of M by right ^-modules. We also have the analogous statement for left
^-modules.
Finally, suppose that B is flat over A, and that N is a left £?-module that is flat
over A. Then we have isomorphisms in the derived category of left ^-modules
£®(n+2)L OBN_2L+B (n+1) L^a N _ ^ £<8>(n+l) 0A N

£®(n+2) (S)B N^

L

It follows that M 0 B C.(B) 0 5 N computes M 0 s N.
We will use the above considerations, in a sheafified situation. Namely, we will
usually take A = Ox, and B either Sx or @F,XSOCIÉTÉ MATHÉMATIQUE DE FRANCE 2004
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The reader who wishes to compare our calculations to those of Virrion [Vi2] should
note that the complex C9(S>X^)OD(V)XOx, which is a resolution of Ox by left SX^modules, is closely related to the "dual Cech-Alexander" resolution of Virrion.
14.4.3. — Recall that for any map g : X\ —> X2 of finite type Wn-schemes, there
exists a functor gA taking residual complexes on X2 to residual complexes on X\, and,
if g is proper, a morphism of functors g*gA —• id [Hal, VI]. The functor gA realises,
on the level of complexes, the functor g- on the derived category of quasi-coherent
sheaves (when applied to residual complexes) [Hal, VI].
The A-pull-back construction is compatible with composition of morphisms. More
precisely, for (composable) maps hi, h2 between Wn-schemes, there is an isomorphism
chlM : (hi o h2)A ^ hAhA [Hal, VI 3.1].
For any (not necessarily smooth) Wn-scheme X, we set Kx = PxWn, where
px ' X —• Spec Wn is the natural projection. The compatibility of A-pull-back with
compositions implies that Kx is equipped with a costratification. (We are using here,
and will use frequently below, the fact that f and fA coincide as functors on residual
complexes when / is a finite map.) This implies that if g is as above, then gAKx2
depends only on the reduction of g modulo p up to canonical isomorphism. Thus,
gAKx2 makes sense, even if g is only defined modulo p, provided that g has a lifting
locally on X\ and X2. Moreover, in such a situation gAKx2 is still equipped with
a costratification, because the isomorphisms Chlth2 satisfy an "associativity" property
for the composition of three maps [Hal, VI 3.1, Var 1)]. The same property implies
that Chlth2 exists, even if hi and h2 are only defined modulo p, as long as hi and h2
are locally lift able.
In particular, if X admits a local lifting of the absolute Frobenius, then FAKx is
a well defined complex on X, equipped with a costratification. We also have a map
rl>KX : Kx = pAxWn ^

pxFAWn

FApAxWn = FAKX.

That this map respects costratifications follows from [Hal, VI 3.1, Var 1)]. Similarly,
if X\ and X2 admit local liftings of Frobenius, then loc. cit. implies that the maps
*Pg*KX2 : 9 Kx2 gwkx2> g F Kx2Cpx.f0c-1F.px.>FAg*KX2,
and the isomorphisms
Kx,

PXiWn ^

9APX2Wn

gAKx2

are compatible with costratifications, and with the maps ^KXI and tpG*KX2 •
If Xi is smooth these observations translate, via [Ber2, 1.1] and Proposition 13.5.4,
to say that Kxx and gAKx2 are right SF,XX -modules, and that there is an isomor
phism of right $F,XX -modules Kxx —^ gAKx2If X is smooth, then Kx is the unique residual complex quasi-isomorphic to o;x[^x]
[Hal, VI, §1]. It is a resolution of oox[dx] by injective Ox-modules. The definition of
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the right f^i?x-module structure on UJX = P'x^n[—dx] m [Ber2, 2.4.2] and Corollary
13.5.6, using costratifications, shows that Kx is actually a resolution of oox[dx] by
right SF,X-modules.
14.4.4. — Let / : Y —> X be a map of smooth Wn-schemes. By (14.4.2), the (total
complex of the) complex of right f~1@F,Y-modules Ky®$FY C.(SF,Y)®2>f,y f*@F,x
L

represents Ky ®g>FY f*S?F,x- Following [Vi2], we will interpret this complex in terms
of residual complexes.
Fix an integer k > 0. For each positive integer r we denote by Py(k)
(resp. PY/x(h)) the- nilpotent neighbourhood of order r of the image of Y in
yfc+i (reSp. Yk x X.) (cf. [Vi2, II 2.1]). Since the above are regular closed immer
sions, the structure sheaves VY(k) and VY/X(k) of PY{k) and PY/X(k) respectively,
are locally free of finite rank when considered as CV-modules via the first projection
to Y [Berl, 1.5].
By definition [Berl, 2.2], we have
Sy = \\mHomOYiPrY{l),Oy),
r
where the HgmOY is taken with respect to the left (9y-module structure on VY(1).
Similarly, we have
f Dx = lim f- Hom Ox (Px (1), Ox)
r
\^Hom0(rVx
{l),0Y) ^
limHom0v(VY/x(l),0Y)
r
r
Here we have used f*Vx(l) —> ^y/x(l)> which follows easily from the results of
[Berl, 1.5].
Next we have
(®Y)®oYk ^

]hqHom0v(VY(l),0Y)9k
r
where the second isomorphism is given by

limHom0v(VY(l)®k,0Y),
r

/1 ® • • • ® /* '—> / 1 o (1 0 /2) • • • o (l®*"1 ® fk).
Finally for r, r', k,kf ^ 0 there is a natural map Py+r (fc +.k')
VY(k) ®oY (&')>
which becomes an isomorphism after applying Hom0y (-, Oy) and passing to the limit
over r and r' (cf. [Berl, 2.1.4] and [Vi2, II 2.1.1]). Thus we obtain isomorphisms
CQy)^ ^\im
Similarly, we have
®Y*~X ®oY f@x

HornoAVry(ir\Oy)
r

^

li m HornoAVry(k),Oy).
r

lim#omev(W)®fc_1 ®Ov

r

Py/x(1),OY)

\™HomOY{VTY/x(k),0Y).
r
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For i — 0,... k — 1 denote by pl'k (resp.pir,kxthe map from PY(k) (resp. PY/xfà))
to Y induced by the projection from Yk+1 (resp. Yk x X) to the (i + l)st factor. We
have
(14.4.5) KY ®Qy ®T —• tonKy ®oY HomCv(VY(k),Qv)
r
UrnHomOY(PY(k),KY) =
limptfp^KY.
r
r
and similarly
(14.4.6)

KY ®OY 9®k~x ®Qv f*®x

limpSf Po'fc"^yr
Next, we introduce pull-backs by Frobenius. For this it will be convenient to
remark that Py(k) is also the nilpotent neighbourhood of order r of the diagonal
Y c_> yfc+i i SpecZ, when the product is taken over SpecZ. This follows because the
residue field of Wn is perfect, and p is nilpotent on Wn, which implies that the ideal
sheaf of the inclusion Yk+1
yfc+1/SpecZ is equal to its own square. A similar
remark applies to P^(fe),
Let s = (so, si, • • •, Sfc-i) be afc-tupleof non-negative integers. If F is a local lift
of Frobenius on F, then we have maps
F ^ / S p e c Z ^ ^ - x - x ^ x i d , y^i/SpecZ.
and
( Y* x X)/ Spec Z Fs0 X Fs1 x ..... x Fsk-1 x id• FK x X/ SpecZ.i
The remarks of the previous paragraph imply that these induce maps PY(k) —> Py{k)
and PY/X(k) Py/X(fc), which we also denote by Fs° x FSl x • • • x FSfc-1 x id.
As usual, if Xt is a quasi-coherent sheaf on PY(k), which is equipped with a costratification, then (F- x id)lXi is independent of the choice of F up to canonical
isomorphism, so that there is a well defined sheaf on (F- x id)!.M on PY(k) even if
no lift F exists. Similarly, if Xi is a quasi-coherent sheaf on Py/x^)^ equipped with
a costratification, then (F- x id)!Ai is a well defined sheaf on iy^(fe).
We write F**&$k for the pull-backoff (resp. @®k ~x®oYP®x) by (FSo0-• -®
FSfc-1)*. Thefc-foldproduct Ky <g>oY SYk has k commuting structures of right Symodule corresponding to the k ways of writing it as the product of a left S>y-module
and a right S>y-module. (More precisely,for each i between 1 and k we write
KY ®oY @yk = (Ky ®oY <g> • • • ®ev ®Y) ®OY (@Y ®OY • • • ®ev ®Y\
where there are i — 1 copies of Sy in the first bracketed factor, and k — i + 1 copies of
Sy in the second bracketed factor. We regard the first factor as a right ^y-module
via the i^y-action on its right-most factor, and the second factor as a left ^y-module
via the ^y-action on its left-most factor. The indicated factorisation then equips
/Cy <S>oY 9yk with a right Sy-module structure. We ignore for the moment the
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right ^y-module structure induced by the last factor in the product). We denote by
F^(KY ®oY @vk) the pull-back of KY ®oY @yk by Fs0 0 • • • <8> Fs^]. In other
words, we pull back Dky by FSi] with respect to its z + 1st right ^y-module structure.
The result is independent of the order in which one applies these pull-backs.
Now for i = 0,1... k - 1 set U = Y^ZL s,. Using (14.4.3), (13.8.4), (13.5.2) and
(14.4.5) we compute
(14.4.7) KY ®Gy F^@®k ^

(F[)t0Ky ®0y F**@®k

^

(F}'Y-(Ky ®Dy ®T) ^

IjmpS1*^ x ^)lp^klKY
r

Similarly, we obtain an isomorphism
(14.4.8)
KY ®0y F**^®*-1 ®oY f*®x) ^

l i m ^ f F+ x id)lpr0MKY.
r
14.4.9. — We are going to construct a map of complexes of right i^F,x-modules
(14.4.10)

f*(KY ®®FjY C.(@FiY) ®®F,Y f*@F,x) —• Kx ®®F,X C.{@FlX).

The calculations of (14.4.8) show, in particular, that the argument of the functor /*
above is a double complex whose terms are acyclic for /*, since they are direct limits
of push-forwards by finite maps of terms of residual complexes on certain thickenings
of Y. (Here we are again using the fact that (-)! and (-)A coincide on residual complexes
when (•) is a finite map.) Thus, according to (14.4.2) such a map induces a map in
the derived category of right f^x-modules
(14.4.11)

RMuy [dy] ®®F,Y f*@F,x) —> ux[dx]

as required by Proposition 14.4.1. We construct the required map by specifying it
term by term. Let k be a non-negative integer. In degree —k we have
(14.4.12) KY ®9FIY C„k(@F,Y) ®9f,y f*®F,x ^
^

KY ®0y ®$kY ®oY f*@F,x

0 i v y ®0y F**(@$k ®OYf*9x)

where s runs over k + 1-tuples of non-negative integers. Similarly we have
0 Kx ®0x F**(#f fc+1)
S
Applying (14.4.8), and (14.4.7) with X in place of Y, we see that it suffices to construct
for each t as above, a map
(14.4.13)

Kx ®®x C„k{2>F,x)

/.(pJ*+1'(F* x id)ApS,fc+1'A*y) — P5;*+1"(^ x ID)*PZk+1"*Kx
where pr^k" denotes the analogue of the map pr^k but with X in place of Y. At this we
have replaced ! by A in the notation to emphasise that we are dealing with residual
complexes. (Recall again that these two functors are, by definition, equal for finite
maps.)
(14.4.14)
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Now let fr,k : PY/x$) ~~^ ^x(^) den°te the map induced by the projection Yh x
Xf*xidXk+l The isomorphismp^0rk+1zzo fr^k+1 = f ok+1 yields an isomorphism
of functors Po'*fc+1// °f*k+1 = f* °Po*fc+1/- Thus> to construct the map of (14.4.14), it
is enough to construct a map
(14.4.15)

/^(F1-

x id)Apr0>k+lfAKY — (FL x id)Apr*+1,,AKx

By the adjointness between fl'k+1 and /r>fc+lA7 and using the isomorphism Ky
fAKx discussed in (14.4.3) this means we have to construct a map (which will turn
out to be an isomorphism)
(14.4.16)

(F*- x id)Apr^k+VAfAKx —> f^^F1-

xid)Apr0'k+lf'AKx

Now after reducing our whole situation modulo p we have
/ ° Pofc+1/° (P*- x id) = pS'fe+1" o F- x idofrk+1
(of course F- x id only exists globally modulo p) so the discussion in (14.4.3) and
[Hal, VI 3.1, Var 1)] shows that there is indeed an isomorphism between the two
sides of (14.4.16).
14.4.17. — So far, we have constructed the map (14.4.10) as a map of graded sheaves.
We have to check that this is a map of complexes of right $F,X-modules. We first
verify that (14.4.10) is compatible with differentials. For the differentials coming from
Kx and KY this is immediate from the functorial properties of our construction. The
differentials coming from the complexes C9(£?F,Y) and C9(SF,X) can be written as
d = X^=o(—l)ldi corresponding to the analogous expression in (14.4.2). We will
show that each of the d{ commute with the map of (14.4.10). Our technique for doing
this involves giving a geometric interpretation to the differential in the complexes
appearing in (14.4.10) (here we always mean the differential coming from the complex C9(@F,Y), and not from Ky). The required compatibility will then follow from
functorial properties of the trace map for residual complexes.
Before doing this, it will be convenient to slightly reinterpret the isomorphism
(14.4.14). Note that by [Hal, VI 3.1, Var 1)] the isomorphism (14.4.16) fits into a
commutative diagram of isomorphisms
(F- x id)Apr0>k+lfAfAKx

/r,fc+iA(Fl x id)Ap^k+v,AKx

(14.4.18)
Po'fc+1/AfAFtoAKX
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So via the isomorphism given by the left hand vertical map (14.4.15) corresponds to
the map
fl^YoPOk+lfAfAFtoAKx ^

/*r'fe+1/r'fc+lAPoPok+1AFtoAKx

tTfr,k + l r,k+l" A
FtoAKx,
Po
where tryr,fc+i denotes the trace map for residual complexes [Hal, VI 4.2].
For i = 0,...fc,the map di is obtained by contracting the i + 1th and i + 2th term in
the product Ky ®oY SfkY ®oY @F,X (resp. Kx ®ox ^fj?1)- We beSin bY showing
that (14.4.10) is compatible with di for i — 1,... h. Let uy • Py/x№ +Pry^y/x(fc)
(resp. P£(fc + 1) —> Px(k)) denote the map induced by the map Yk+1 x X ^ Yk x X
(resp. Xfc+2 —> X) obtained by omitting the i + 1th factor.
We begin by showing that (14.4.10) is compatible with di for i = l,.../c. For
such i, we have a map
(14.4.19) p^+1Po'fc+1'A/A^oA^x

^>p£'tH.ntpZk'*fAFT°*KX
- ^ P ^ P T ^ F ^ K X .

An unwinding of definitions shows that, via the isomorphisms (14.4.7), (14.4.8), and
the isomorphism induced by the left vertical map of (14.4.18), di is obtained by
summing (14.4.19) over t and passing to the limit over r. The compatibility of di
with (14.4.10) now follows from the commutativity of the following diagram of functors
applied to the residual complex FtoAKx :
f*Prot+1'pïk+1'àf*

v r,fc+l" £r,k+l /»r,fc+lA r,/c+l"A
^ Po* J*
J
Po
tr fr,k + l

£ r,h'
A r,kA XA
f*P0* Vi* Pi Po f

r,fc+l" r,k+l"A
Po* Po

tr u1
nr>k"
... uAr,k"A
Po*
fa*H<i
Po

f*pro*k'prokAfA

F0* /*Jf*xidPo

ui1ax

tl fr,k
r,k" r.k" A
Po. Po
The commutativity of this diagram follows from the compatibility of the trace map
for residual complexes with composition of maps [Hal, VI 4.2, TRA 1)], applied to
IHofr>k = fr>k+1o»i.
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It remains to show that (14.4.10) is compatible with do- We have maps
(14.4.20) pr0*+1'pr0'k+1'àfAFtoAKxPok+1Po.rk+1^ptf+1'pr{k+1'*f*Ft<>*Kx
r,k+l' r,Hl'Ai-ApíoA^ ~ v „г,к' . Ar,k'A rA rpt0A if
Pi* Pi
J * Kx —>P0* ßo*ß0Po / *
K*
tr n+1 r.k r,kA
fAFtoAKx.
Po* Po
Here eY is the map pr0'k+1'A fAFtoAKx ^ppr0'k+1'A fAFtoAKx obtained using the
costratification on fAFtoAKx, while the second isomorphism is simply the fact that
all the projections pl,k+1 are homeomorphisms. Unwinding definitions shows that
d0 is obtained via (14.4.7), (14.4.8), and (14.4.18) by summing (14.4.20) over £, and
passing to the limit over r. The compatibility of do with (14.4.10) now follows as before
from the compatibility of the trace with composition of maps applied to /¿0 0 fr,k =
fr,k+i 0 ^ together with commutativity of the following diagram
pr*+l'AfAFt°AKx
£y
^fc+l'AyApt0hKx

fr^lAp^k+1"AF^AKx
ex
> yr,fc+lApr,M-l"AFt0AKx

The commutativity of this diagram follows in turn from the definition of right Smodules structures on FtoAKx and fAFtoAKx, discussed in (14.4.3), together with
[Hal, VI 3.1, Var 1)].
Finally, we have to show that (14.4.10) is a map of right SF,X-modules. Since the
method for this is largely the same as the proof that (14.4.10) is compatible with d{
for i = 1,..., k we will only sketch it. First, just as we constructed (14.4.10), one can
construct a map
(14.4.21) U(KY ®aFtY C.{SF,y) ®®F;Y P$?FjX ®f-i0x

rX®F,x)

> KX ®^F)X C.{SF,x) ®ox @F,X

This is done by interpreting the left (resp. right) hand side of (14.4.21) in terms of
residual complexes on nilpotent neighbourhoods of the image of Y in Yk x X x X
(resp. Xfc+2), and applying the trace for residual complexes.
The same argument that showed the compatibility of d{ with (14.4.10) for i =
1,..., k shows that (14.4.21) and (14.4.10) are compatible via the maps /ifc+i which
contract the last two factors 3?F,X in the left and right hand side of (14.4.21). However,
the compatibility of the trace map with base change shows that (14.4.21), is nothing
but the map (14.4.10) tensored by ®OX^F,X> Thus, the compatibility of ^&+i with
(14.4.10) and (14.4.21) becomes the compatibility of (14.4.10) with the right @F,Xmodule structures.
This completes the proof that (14.4.11) is a map of complexes of right 2$F,X~
modules, and hence the proof of Proposition 14.4.1.
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Corollary 14.4.22. — Let f : Y —• X be as in Proposition 14-4-1> and v £ N U {oo}.
There is a map in the derived category of right @pX-modules
Rf*(uY[dY}®D(v)F.X^)R^(pX)-^^x[dx]Proof. — We have the following maps in the derived category of ( ^ F , Y » / - 1 ^ F X ) bimodules
L

--->H

-

L

@F,Y ®SM ГЩ;Х ~ " ^F.y ®а»<«) Г ^ . Х — ^F,y ®®F,K Г^F,XHere the second map is induced by the derived category analogue of the morphism
OD(v) F.XD(v) F.Yof bifunctors on the category of f^y-module. We leave it as an
exercise to the reader to check that this map really induces a map of functors on
derived categories (Hint: The fact that any quasi-coherent CV-module is a quotient
of a locally free one implies the analogous fact for @F,Y andD(v)F.Ymodules.) Applying
L

the functor Rf*(ujy[dy] ®@F,Y ~) to the composite of the above maps yields a map
of right /_1^?x-modules
Rh{ujY[dY] è (w) R&^X)

— RU{ÜJY[dY] ®®fìy R®F,X)-

Composing this map with the map of Proposition 14.4.1 yields the map of the corollary.
•
14.4.23. — We end this subsection by explaining a compatibility between the morphism of Corollary 14.4.22 and the usual trace map. Namely, we have a commutative
diagram in the derived category of Ox-modules
Rf*(üjY[dY})

tr .f

->wx [dx]

D(v)F
Rf*{wY[dY] D(v) F.Y

Rf*("Y[DY]®D(V)DXm R®FX)

>UWY*

dx]

Here the top map is the usual trace map of coherent duality theory, while the bottom
one is given by forgetting the right f^j^-module structures in the map Corollary
14.4.22.
The construction of Corollary 14.4.22 shows that to check the diagram commutes
it is enough to handle the case of £^F,y-modules. In this case, we have maps
(14.4.24) f*(KY D(v) F.X
C.(0f,Y))

C.(9F,Y) ®9F,Y F*2>F,X)
—> F*(KY> D(v) F.X

K y O D F.X C. (D F.X)
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with the second map given by (14.4.10) Now the discussion of (14.4.2) shows that the
first term in (14.4.24) is a resolution of /*(i^y), while the third is a resolution of Kx
(note that the terms in all our complexes are acyclic for /*). We have to check that
the diagram
MKY

®®F,Y C.{9f,y))

•

(14.4.24)

MKY)

trf

KX ®®F,X C.(@F,X)

• KX

commutes. For this we only have to examine the effect of (14.4.24) on the term
f*(Ky ®g>F,Y CO(@F,Y))- So we have to check the commutativity of the following
diagram
MKY

®OY @F,Y)

MKY®OY

>

MKY)

f*@F,x)

KX <S>e>x @F,X

> KX

The commutativity of this diagram follows by an argument similar to the one we used
in (14.4.17) to show that (14.4.10) was compatible with do. In particular, it is based
on the compatibility of the trace for residual complexes with composition of maps,
and the commutativity of the diagram
PUl)

Pi'1

Y

Py/xW
FR,L
„R,L1 "

Px{\)I^x
14.5. — In this subsection, we will use the trace map constructed in (14.4) to show
that /+ is right adjoint to f\ for / a proper map of smooth Wn-schemes.
Proposition 14.5.1. — Let f :Y —> X be a proper map of smooth Wn-schemes. There
is a canonical map in the derived category of (SFV\, SpX)-bimodules, called the "trace
map"
(V)
f + fr D(v) F.X 2>\
F,XProof. — We begin with a lemma.
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Lemma 14.5.2. — Let f : Y —> X be a map of smooth Wn-schemes. If M is a right
3>Y^-module, and £ is a left $)^x -module then there is a canonical isomorphism of
right f~lS^x^-modules
(14.5.3)

(M ®0y f*£) ®9y r®™ ^

M ®9y r&P O f -1 Ox f-1 rls.

If Xi is a right Spy-module, and£ is a left D(v)x-module, then there is a canonical
isomorphism of right f~1SFvx-modules
(14.5.4)

(M ®oY f*£)D(v)F.Xf-D(v)F.X^
-"F,Y

M <8)^(«) f*@Px ®f-r0x

'

-"F,Y

f^S.

'

Proof — Let M be a right ^-module, and £ a left ^-module. We define (14.5.3)
to be the composite of the natural isomorphisms
(M ®oY f*£) <8>sy f*^

^

M ®9w (f£ ®oY

M ®9y f*(£ ®ox 9$)

r®^)

l d 0 { 7 £ > M ®oY r(^x]
^

M ®oY f*^

®ox £)
®/-'o,

rx£,

with the first isomorphism being provided by Lemma 13.9.8, and where 7^1 is the
inverse of the transposition isomorphism of [Ber2, 1.3.3]. By virtue of the naturality
of the isomorphisms of Lemma 13.9.8, this isomorphism respects the right f~x^xmodule structures on its source and target.
To construct (14.5.4) note that we have an isomorphism of
(@pY,/_1S^)bimodulesj*2$xD(v)F.XD(v)F.X®^(«)P^x - Th^s as a right /"^^-module the left
(resp. right) side of (14.5.4) is isomorphic to the left (resp. right) side of (14.5.3).
We define (14.5.4) by requiring that on underlying right f~x$)^x -modules (14.5.4)
reduces to (14.5.3) via the above isomorphisms.
We claim that the resulting map, which we will denote by x> respects the right
f~1@F,x-module structures on the two sides of (14.5.4). To see this, note that, by
the functoriality of our construction, if M' —> M is a surjection of right ^^y-modules,
then it is enough to check the claim with M! in place of Xi. Thus, we may assume
that Xi is a locally free i^y-module. Moreover, we may work locally on X and Y",
so we are reduced to the case Xi = @pY. Again, working locally on X and Y we may
assume that there exists lifts F of the absolute Frobenius to X and Y respectively,
and that these lifts are compatible with f: f o F = Fo f.
Let 1 (8) e (8) 1 be a section of the left hand side of (14.5.4), with e a local section
of £, and let </> : £ —• F*£ denote the map defining the $p\ x-pre-module structure
on £. Write (j)(e) = aFe1, with a a section of Ox, and e' a section of £. We again
denote by e the image of e in /*£, and similarly for a and e'. A simple calculation
shows that in (M®oY /*£)®<a<«> f 4 1 ' we have (1 ®e<g> 1)F = aF(g)e® 1. Thus,
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we compute
x ( l 0 e 0 l ) F = ( l 0 l 0 e ) F = l 0 a F 0 e = a F 0 l 0 e = x(a>F®e®l) = x((l®e0l)F),
where in the fourth equality we have used that, by functoriality, x 1S ^py-hnear
(when M. = @FY)- Using this linearity again, and the fact that we already know
that x is a map of right F~x^^p-modules, we find that for any local sections M and
d of M andD(v)F.Xrespectively, we have
x(m 0 e 0 l)d = %(m 0 e 0 d).
Thus for any sections d\, &2 of 3?F,X we have
x(M 0 e 0 <9i)<92 = x(m 0 e 0 l)<9i<92 = x(m ® e 0 <9i<92).
Since any local section of (A4 0ev /*£)D(v)F.XF*^F,XI can °e written as a sum of
sections of the form m 0 e 0 <9i, this shows that x in indeed a map of right F~1£?F,Xmodules.
•
14.5.5. — To prove Proposition 14.5.1, we will apply the above lemma with £ =
@FX ®OX UXLI where the pull-back f*£ is to be computed with respect to the left
S^-module structure on @pX ®OX 00X1 obtained from the right ^x-module structure on $ipX.
Note that if M. is a right f^y-module, that is locally free as a right Sly ^-module,
then M. ®OY f*£ 1S locally free as a right 3ty ^-module, for example by using the
isomorphism 7/*£. It follows that Ai®OY f*£ is acyclic for the functor 0^(v)
f*$p\,
because on underlying Sfy ^-modules this functor is simply ®g(v)f*@X^- Similarly,
M itself is acyclic for the functor 0^(V) f*@pX- Thus, if we take a resolution of
UOY by locally free right fi^y-modules (which are, in particular, locally free as right
&Y ^-modules), and apply (14.5.4), we obtain, using the functoriality of (14.5.4), an
isomorphism in the derived category of (@pXI ^j?Vx)-bimodules
(14.5.6)UFG^XD(v)F.X= RM(WY

®OY RE)D(v)

F.X f* R^X[DY/X})

h
Rf+f® F,x —• "x[dx\ ®ox (®F,X ®ox E (dy/X)]
Rf.Mdy]

<8u<.>r w x ) D ( v )F.X®OX S[-dx]
F,Y
Composing with the trace map of Proposition 14.4.1, we obtain maps in the derived
category of {@pXI ^j^x)-bimodules
f+f®F,x —•w"x[dx\®ox (®F,X ®oxwX-1)[-dx]D(v)F.X
The composite of these maps yields the map of Proposition 14.5.1.
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14.5.7. — The map of Proposition 14.5.1 satisfies a certain compatibility with the
usual trace map for quasi-coherent sheaves. To explain it, note that on the level of
(Ox, (9x)-bimodules, we have

U^Udy/x]

R U U \ ® F - K D ( v )F.X®ox 0JX1) ®oY utY)[dY/x]
Wx®ox

Rf*(uY/x[dY/x}) -

D F.X®2l®oxRf.fLOx,

where we have set coy/x — uy ®OY f*ux ' ano^ written fqc to denote the functor that
is normally denoted f in the duality theory of quasi-coherent sheaves. Then we have
a commutative diagram in the derived category of (Ox, Ox)-bimodules

®gx ®ox RUfqcOx

f+^y[dY/x]

4%

(14.5.8)
Uf^/xD(v)F.X

•*F,X

where the second map in the top line is given by tensoring the trace map of quasicoherent duality theory by $>p\, the vertical map on the left is given by shifting
the projection $>py —• f*^px Dv I^y/xL while the map on the bottom is that of
Proposition 14.5.1.
To verify that the diagram commutes we begin by noting that for any f^j^-module
£ we have a diagram

f*£ ®oY

W

If'S
4

e )

®oY i*£

D(v)x F.1-10 Г1 s

f*£ ®oY f- D(v) X
f*- e
®ox £)
r { £ ® o x ^ x ] ) D ( v ) F . n@x*
X

f*3>x®f-iox

f'l£

The commutativity of this diagram can be seen either via an explicit local calculation,
using the local formulas for the maps js and 7/* s, or, more easily, by using stratifications, and the definitions of the maps 75 and 7/»£ in [Ber2, 1.3.1]. Using the
diagram above, we easily deduce the commutativity of the following diagram, where
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the notation is that of Lemma 14.5.2:
M ®oY f*£

(14.5.9)

• M ®oY f*£

—

M <g

(M O0Y f*£î®»D(v)F.XPY
v)

(14-5.4)

M

(M ®0Y RE) 0 S „ ,R ^ x D ( v )F.X

F,Y ®F,Y ®0Y

-*F,Y r®Vx

fe

®f-^ox

Гге

Now consider the following diagram, where we write £ = @F,X ®e>x 00xl '
U^Udy/x]

Uf^.xD(v)F.X

Rf.{u>Y ®oY F*E[DY/X})

r®F,x[dY/x\)
•RM®FF,X<-Y D(v) F.X
(14.5.4)

Rf*("Y ®oY RE[DY/x}) — > R U { U Y ® <„> / * #
I

®/-io*

RLE)\DY/X

F,Y

(14.4.1)

Rf*(vY[dY/x]) ®Ox £
tTf 0 1
UX 0OX £

=

wx O0 X E

(where the labels indicate the result we have used to construct the relevant map). If
we identify uox ®ox £ w^h @FX, ^nen the boundary of the above diagram can be
identified with the diagram (14.5.8). The above diagram commutes, because the top
rectangle commutes by definition, the middle rectangle commutes because (14.5.9)
does, while the bottom rectangle commutes by the discussion in (14.4.23).
Lemma 14.5.10. — Let f : Y —> X be a map of smooth Wn-scheme, let M* be in
D\C(^FY)> an^ tet be in Dhqc(£}pY). Then there is a natural map
RLRHom (v) (M\AT)
-*F,Y

—> RHom^

tf+M\f+M*).

-*F,X

Proof — This is the analogue of Proposition 4.4.2, and the proof is formally identical,
the main point being the construction of enough objects that are acyclic for the
operations of tensoring by certain bimodules.
•
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Lemma 14.5.11. — Let Af9 be in Dqc(@F,x)> an^ f ' Y ^ X a map of smooth Wnschemes. There is a canonical isomorphism
LM f1 N*

L

h f ^ F X D ( v"D(v)
) F .Af9
XF.X

Proof. — Consider first a bounded above complex of (/ 1@FyX,f 1^^x)-bimodules
A49. We may assume that Af* is a complex of locally free f^^-modules. Then using
the projection formula we compute
- W ) = RMM* ® F-1D(v)F-1
RMM' O F*D(v) /F.X
F.XN*
RU{M')®^)

W.
-*F,X

The lemma now follows from the above isomorphism, if we take
M' =®%X~Y®9™D(v)F.XГЩ!х=Щ!х^у®D(v)F.X^®F!Y^X-

Theorem 14.5.12. — Let f :Y -> X be a proper map. If A49 is in Dbqc(^Y) and Afm
is in Dbqc(^pX) then there is a canonical isomorphism
RLRHom^(v)(M\f'N-)^RHomD(v)F.Xv)(UM\X9).
Proof. — We begin by constructing the required morphism. Combining Lemmas
14.5.10, 14.5.11, and Proposition 14.5.1, we obtain natural maps
(14.5.13) RfJRHom^Y(M\

f'Af*)) —> RHom^AUM9,

Uf'Af9)

—> RHom^(v) (f+M\f+fl9^X®0M Af9)D(v) F.X —+ RHom^(v) (f+M',AP).
F1, X
JF1, X
F) X
We have to show that this map is an isomorphism.
For this, we may assume that A4 is a complex whose term in degree i G Z are of the
form @pY &oY ^ witn M1 a locally free CV-module, and Mi = 0 for i sufficiently
large. Indeed this follows from the fact that A4 is represented by a complex of quasicoherent f^y-modules, by Bernstein's theorem, and the fact that any such module
is a quotient of one that is of the form @py (S)oY M with M locally free.
Let a G Z. We have the "brutal truncations" AA<a and AA^a, and an exact triangle
M^a —> M9 —• M<a —> M>a[l].
Fix an integer i. Since the functor /+ has finite cohomological amplitude, we can
choose a small enough that if we replace A4* by.M<CT in (14.5.13), then the coho
mology of both sides of the resulting morphism vanish in degree ^ i. Thus, to show
that (14.5.13) induces an isomorphism on cohomology in degree i, it suffices to show
it with Ai^a in place of A4*. Finally, by dévissage we are reduced to the case where
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M* is a single f^y-module in degree 0, of the form M = @pY ®OY M with M a
locally free Oy-module. In this case we have
(14.5.14) UM ^

Rf*(f*(@£x ®Gx uxl) ®oY uY ®Gy M)
D(v) F.X
®ox Rf*{wY/x ®oY Af),

and hence a commutative diagram
Rf*RHomOY (M, f*j\f* [dy/X])

RHom0x(RfJu;v/Tr ®oY M),Af')

(14.5.13)

RLRHom^(v) IM,fM')

RHom0xD(v)
f (M,F.X
N*)

~*F,Y

Here the right vertical map is deduced from the isomorphism (14.5.14). The compatibility explained in (14.5.7) shows that the top map is simply the map induced by
duality for quasi-coherent sheaves:
Rf*RHom0v (M, / W [dY/x])
Rf*RHomOY(uY/x <S>oY M,uY/x ®oY f*N*[dY/x\)
RURHomOY(ujY/x ®0y M,fqcM-) ^

RHom0x(RU(uY/x ®Gy M),Af).

In particular, this map is an isomorphism, whence so is (14.5.13).

•

Corollary 14.5.15. — Let f : Y —> X be a proper map. Suppose that AA* is in
D(v) F.Y d5D
and Af* is in Dad^F x)- Then there are canonical adjunction morphisms
f+fW

—• Af' andM' —

f'f+M'.

If f is a closed immersion, then the second map exists even if we only assume that
AAm is inD-D(v)F.X
Proof. — For M* in Dhqc(^Y) and Af9 in Dbqc(^x) this follows immediately from
the adjointness of (14.5.12). In general, the first morphism is given by the composite
f- f1 N*

f-f- D(v) F.X

-*F.X

V-

Af'

where the first map is given by (14.5.11) and the second by the adjunction morphism
already constructed for bounded complexes, applied to @pX.
Similarly if / is a closed immersion we have
M*

D(v) F.X

F,Y

M'

ff+^

Y ®^D(v)F.XM'

f-\^FY^X®g,<»>D(v)F.Xf*(^FX^Y)[dY/x])®G)(WD(v)F.XM*
r'i^v^x
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14.6. — To complete the formalism of our "three operations" we note that Proposi
tion 13.8.3 (i) implies that we have a bi-functor
(M'M') ' * A4' ®OxAf'MOX
Db N*
D(v) F.X
D - ( ^ x ) x D - ( ^ x ) D ( v )F . X
This restricts to a bi-functor
Db 9 % ) xD \ ^ X Y D ( v )D
\ ^ X ) . D ( v )F . X
F.X
14.7. — In this section we will compare the functors defined above with those defined
in §§2,3. We will use the notation of that paper, in addition to the notation introduced
above. Suppose that X is a smooth /c-scheme (i.e. n = 1). Note that we have functors
D'(®F,X)

— D'(0F>X),

D'(0FtX) — D-(S>{FvtX),

where thefirstis given by regarding a complex of S^x-modules as a complex of OF,X
modules, and the second is givenM*D(v)F.XOF.XD(v)F.XM*
Proposition 14.7.1. — Let f : Y —> X be a map of smooth k- schemes. We have
diagrams
D'($>(&)

f

D'(OF,Y)

D'(OF,X)

f-

and

D ' ( ^ Y ) D ( v ) F .D'(OF,Y)
X

f

D ' { ^ Y ) D ( v )F . X

f+

D'{OF,X)

D (D (v) F.X)

which commute up to natural isomorphism.
Proof. — The existence of the first commutative diagram is clear from the construc
tion of f in each of the two cases. (On the level of the underlying Ox-modules it is
L

just Oy (8) -[dy/x].)
The second diagram is more delicate, since the construction of /+ in the case
of complexes of OF,X-modules given in above is not obviously compatible with the
corresponding construction in the case of complexes of @pX-modules given above.
The required compatibility may be verified using the fact that the Cartier operator
is compatible with composition of morphisms of smooth /c-schemes - see A.2.3 below,
applied to the composite Y —> X —» k.
In a large number of cases (which will be sufficient for applications) there is an easier
way to construct the required diagram: Suppose that / is an allowable morphism in
the sense of §9.7. This means that / may be factored as a composite of an immersion
and a smooth proper map between smooth A:-schemes. For such a morphism the
construction of the second diagram is reduced to the special cases where / is either
an open immersion, or a proper map. If / is an open immersion, then the existence of
such a diagram is clear, as /+ both for OF,X and f^x-modules is simply i?/*. For a
proper map, note that Theorem 14.5.12 implies in particular that /+ is left adjoint to
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f for ^^-modules, and Theorem 4.4.1 implies the analogous fact forD(v)F.X-modules.
Suppose M* is in DB(OF,Y) and M* is in DB(@PX). Using the first commutative
diagram, we obtain
Hom^ (®PX % x f+M\N9) ^
HomoFX(UM\N*)
•^p x
'
HomOFY{M',fN') ^ Hom9WD(v) F.X ®oFY M',fM')
~*F,Y '
^ Hom^ (f+{®£x ®oF,x M')M')This implies that
®F,X ®OF,x UM'

^F+D(v)F.XL®oF,x M')

as required

•
!
L
14.7.2. — As with /•, the functor ®ox ls n°t compatible with the extension of
scalars functors D9(OF,X) —> D9(£!pX), but with restriction of scalars: we have a
commutative diagram.
D - ( 4 ^ ) X ^ c ( 4 ^ ) - D ( v D-(0F,x)x
)F . X
Dqc (0 F,x)
L
©OK

L
®OX

D- (D(v) F.X )

D-(0FlX)

14.8. — Suppose that X is a smooth Wn-scheme. For any positive integer j ^ n
there is a functor
D- D(v) F.X

M9 ^ M9 ®z/p"z Ъ/р^Ъ

D- (D(v) F.X O W. W1).

Proposition 14.8.1. — Let f : Y —• X be a map of smooth Wn-schemes. If A4* is in
D~(@FX) then there are canonical isomorphisms
f'M' ®z/P«z Z/p>Z

f{M'

®z/p»z Z/jPZ).

If A4* is in D (@PY) then there are canonical isomorphisms
UM*

0z/p-z Zyy'Z ^

U(M* ®z/pnZ Z/p>Z).

If f is proper, and AA* is in Dhqc(@py), then these isomorphisms are compatible with
the isomorphism of Theorem 14-5.12.
Proof — The first two claims follow immediately from the definitions. The final
claim follows using the compatibility of the trace map with base change [Con].
•
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15.1. — We call a left S>p x-module M a pseudo-unit ^vx-module if the structural
morphism F*M —• M is an isomorphism. By Corollary 13.3.8, a pseudo-unit @pXmodule is automatically equipped with the structure of a @p°x = ^F,x-module. Thus
for the remainder of the paper we will deal with pseudo-unit f^,x-modules.
A unit ^,x-module is a pseudo-unit ^,x-module, which is quasi-coherent as an
Ox-module.
Proposition 15.1.1. — Pseudo-unit (resp. unit) $>F,X-modules form a thick subcategory
of the category of 3>F,X-modules.
Proof. — We must show that if
M\ —• M2 —> M3 —• M4 —> M*>
is an exact sequence of £?F,X modules, such that Mi, M2, M4 and M$ are all
pseudo-unit (resp. unit) i^i?x-modules, then M3 is also a pseudo-unit (resp. unit)
£}F,X-module.

The fact that (f>M3 is an isomorphism follows from the exactness of F£, together
with the 5-lemma. (Compare Lemma 5.2.) Since quasi-coherent ii^x-modules form
a thick subcategory of all modules, we see that if Mi, M2, M4 and M5 are unit,
then Ms is quasi-coherent.
•
15.1.2. — We have already seen in Corollary 13.5.10 that the functor F* admits a
quasi-inverse given by £ 1—> F1@F,X ®@>F,X £- For r a positive integer, we denote the
r-fold iterate of this inverse functor by (F*)~r. For any 5^?x-module M, we can
apply (F*)-1 to the morphism F*M —> M and obtain a morphism M —> (F*)~1M.
We write
(15.1.3)

®F,F\X

= lim(F*)-r^F,x

r
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Proposition 15.1.4. — The $>F,X-module @F,F}-,X has a structure of a sheaf of associative algebras, which naturally contains 3>F,X and @F1,X as subrings.
There is an equivalence of categories between the category of S?F,F1,X-modules, and
the category of pseudo-unit $>F,X-modules.
Proof. — We have @F,F}-,X — ®rez(F*Y@x The multiplication on @F,F],X 1S defined
by maps
{F*Y@x ®®x (F*)s$>x — (F*)r+S®x,
one for each value of r and s obtained by applying (F*)r to the isomorphism S>x <8>2>x
(F*)s@x —> (F*)s@x, and keeping in mind Lemmas 13.5.1 and 13.5.7 if r and s have
opposite signs.
One checks as in the proof of Corollary 13.3.5 that this makes $F,F\X into a sheaf
of associative rings, and it is clear from the definition that it contains @F,X and @F1,X
as subrings.
To prove the last claim of the proposition, consider a 3>f,F',x-m0(^e M. Then
M. is, in particular, both a f^F,x-module and a ^F!?x-m°dule, and thus is equipped
with maps of f^x-modules </>^ : F*M —•> M and (flM : F^S>X <g>gx M —> M. Since
M is a ^FF!?x-m°dule, the composites
M

F*®x ®®x F'®x ®®x M F*ø* M F*@x ®®x M - ^ U M

M

F-®xDX®®xF*@x DX M 1 o øM ) F-®x ®$x M - ^ U M

and

are both the identity map. But this condition means that (f)M is an isomorphism with
inverse F*</>fM.
Conversely, given a f^x-module M. and an isomorphism CJ>M : F*M —• M. we can
define (f)'M by
<\>'M : F-9)xDX®®xM

1®(t>M , F-®x ®$x F*M

M

where the last isomorphism is that of Lemma 13.5.3. Then <J>M and (j)'M give M the
structures of f^p?x-niodule and @F\X respectively, and one checks easily that there
is a unique f^^x-module structure on M compatible with these.
•
Corollary 15.1.5. —
(i) The forgetful functor from the category of pseudo-unit
(resp. unit) @F,X-modules to the category of all 3>F,X-modules (resp. quasi-coherent
@F,X-modules) admits a left adjoint U and a right adjoint V (resp. V).
(ii) U is exact while V (resp. V) is left exact
{Hi) For M a pseudo-unit (resp. unit) @F,X-module, the adjunction morphism
M —> V{M) (resp. M —> V(M)) is an isomorphism
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Proof. — Let A4 be a f^x-module. Set
U(Ai) = @F,Fi,x ®®F,X M
It is evidently exact and left adjoint to the forgetful functor by Proposition 15.1.4.
Since
(F*)-r9F,x ®@F<X M ^ F(F]Y®F,X ®®F,X M = (F*yr(M)
we have U(Ai) — \imr(F*)~rA4. In particular one sees that if Ai is quasi-coherent,
then U(Ai) is quasi-coherent. This proves the claims concerning U.
Next we set
V(M) = Hom3>F,X(®F,F>,x,M).

The functor V is evidently left exact, and right adjoint to the forgetful functor. To
construct V", we recall that the forgetful functor from the category of sheaves of Oxmodules to the category of quasi-coherent O^-niodulesJias a right adjoint AT ~> AT
by [Hal, Appendix, Cor. 1], and we set V(A4) = V(Ai). Then V clearly has the
required adjointness property.
The final claim follows from the adjunction property of V (resp. V) which implies that A4 and V(Ai) (resp. V(A4)) represent the same functor on the category of
pseudo-unit (resp. unit) @F,X-modules.
•
Corollary 15.1.6. — The category of unit @F,X-modules has enough infectives. Furthermore, a unit ^F,X-module is infective in the category of unit £>F,X-modules if and
only if it is infective in the category of quasi-coherent &F,X-modules.
Proof. — The category of quasi-coherent â^^x-modules has enough injectives, so
the first claim follows from Proposition 15.1.4. This claim can also be deduced from
the fact that the category of quasi-coherent f^5x-modules has enough injectives, as
the functor V takes injectives to injectives, being right adjoint to an exact functor.
Now for any unit fi^x-module J there is a natural isomorphism J
V(J).
We have already observed that V preserves injectives, and since the forgetful functor
from unit @F,X-modules to quasi-coherent $>F,X-modules is right adjoint to the exact
functor U, it also preserves injectives. Thus we see that J is injective as a unit £?F,Xmodule if and only if it is injective as a quasi-coherent ^F,X-module. This completes
the proof of the corollary.
•
15.2. -— In this sub-section we show that when n = 1, the theory of unit ^F,X~
modules can be reduced to that of unit OF,X-modules, which was studied in §5.
Together with a dévissage technique to be introduced later, this often allows us to
reduce question about unit i^i?x-modules on a smooth Wn-scheme X to questions
about unit OF,x®k modules.
Suppose that X is a smoothfc-scheme.It is well-known that if A4 is a unit OF,X~
module, then there is a unique way to endow A4 with a connection compatible with
its structural morphism (J>M » and that this connection necessarily extends to a stratification. In other words, the left OF,X-module structure on A4 extends in a unique
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way to a left f^x-module structure. (This is discussed in [Kal, §6] in the case that
M is a locally free (9x-module, and in the general case in [Lyu, §5]. It is also a
consequence of the Frobenius descent results of [Ber2].) In proposition 15.2.3 below
we will prove a strengthened form of this result.
15.2.1. — For any integer v ^ 0, we let ^x

denote the image of &x in @x', then

3 ? can be described as the subring of S>x generated by the differential operators of
order at most p171. Similarly, we denote by &F x the image of @FX M ^F,X- We also
write @Fx = OF,XLemma 15.2.2. — The $F x form an increasing chain of sheaves of subrings of @F,X,
with 3?F,X as their direct limit. They have the property that for any v ^ 0, ^ F X F C
O ..F D(v) F.X
Proof. — The first statement of the lemma is immediate. To see the second, note
that ~@{x~l) is a ^_1)-submodule of &{x\ and soF-D(v)F.Xis a D(v)-submodule of
F * ^ } . In other words,
D(v) X - F* D(v-1) X C F* D(v-1) .X.
and so for any integer r,
(FryD(v)F.X^

-F*®^

C (F(r+1))*^_1).

In particular,
(Fr)*^x} F*OX C (F(r+1))*^_1)
for all r, and thus we have D(v) F.X C OXF^F
as subsets of $>F,X-

X\

where both sides are now regarded
•

Proposition 15.2.3. — If X is a smooth k-scheme and M is a unit OF,X-module then
the natural morphism M —> @F,X ®e>F,x M. in D~(@F,X) is an isomorphism. In
particular, M. is canonically endowed with a left $>F,X-module structure.
Proof. — The claims of the proposition may be checked locally, so we assume that X
is affine. Let (3 : M —> FXM be a generator of M, let P* be a free resolution of M,
and lift /3 to
/?• : P* —> FXP*.
Let V% be the unit (9p,x-niodule generated by (3L. Then the complex V* is a resolution
of M. (compare 5.3.5), and so it suffices to prove that the morphism
V1 — @F,x ®oF,x V1
is an isomorphism for each i.
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Let us fix some value of i, and write P% — Ox for some set I. Then also FxPl =
Ox, and so f3l is simply an / x / matrix ¡1 whose entries are global sections of Ox,
each of whose columns has only finitely many non-zero entries. Thus V1 has the free
presentation
1-uF
Of F.X P0
o,
0 - OF,X
and so 3tF,x ®OFXD(v)F.Xis represented by the complex @F x 1-fj.FD(v) F.XWe must
show that the morphism of complexes
1-fj.F D(v) F.X
O1 F.X 1-uF
oix) - (®F,X
is a quasi-isomorphism.
The argument in the proof of Proposition 5.3.3 that proves that OFX 1-fiFD(v) F.X
is injective. Thus it suffices to show that
is injective also proves that @F x 1-uF D(v)cF.X
the morphism
coker(0FX

1-fiF

coker(^x

Oix)

1-uF

D(v) .X

is an isomorphism.
For any integer ra, we see by Lemma 15.2.2 that {^p^xY flF ^ (^F,X^Y
thus
(D(v) F.X c D(v-1) F.X + D1 F.X (1- uF)
By descending induction on m, we conclude that
{®(Z'xy C (Dp-V)1 + 9FA\

- txF) = O'

+ 9FA\

> AN<^

- »F).

Since v was arbitrary we conclude that
&Ы1 - t*F)Thus the morphism of cokernels is surjective.
To show that this morphism is injective, we must show that
®F,X С OF,X +

oFtX f l ®F,X0- - »F) = oF,x0- -

t*n

Let ei (i G /) denote the standard basis elements of both OFX and S>FX- Let
Pix,..., P{n be an n-tuple of elements of 2#F,X giving rise to a section P^e^ + • • • +
Pinein of @FX such that (P^e^ H
h Pirieiri)(\ - fiF) lies in OFX. We may find
v such that P ^ , . . . , Pin are sections of @FX. Then
(Piieil + • • • + P i n O ( l - /iF) + (Piieil + • • • +

Pi^iJfiF

is the sum of sections of OFX and ( ^ i ? ^ ) 7 - Thus Pil,..., Pin is in fact an n-tuple
of sections of St^x^. By descending induction on v, we conclude that P ^ , . . . ,Pin
is indeed an n-tuple of sections of OF,X, and thus that the morphism of cokernels is
injective. This completes the proof of the proposition.
•
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Corollary 15.2.4. — Suppose that M is a unit 2#F,X -module. Then the natural mor
phism S?F,X ®oF x M —> M. (given by left multiplication of $>F,X on M) is an iso
morphism.
Proof. — The composite M Isid @F,X ®OF]X M —>• M. is simply the identity mor
phism of <M, and the first arrow is an isomorphism, by the proposition. Thus the
second arrow is also an isomorphism.
•
15.3. — In this sub-section we begin to investigate left @F,X-modules M on a smooth
Wn-scheme X that are locally finitely generated unit modules. This means that M
is a unit i^x-module, and that locally on X, there is an Ox-coherent submodule
M C M. such that the natural map @F,X ®e>x Af —» M is a surjection. We will
usually refer to such a module as an lfgu module.
Lemma 15.3.1. — If X is a smooth k-scheme, and if M is a sheaf of quasi-coherent
left 3>F,X-modules whose structural morphism is surjective, then M is locally finitely
generated as a sheaf of left @F,X-modules if and only if M is locally finitely generated
as a sheaf of left OF,X-modules.
Proof. — Since OF,X is a sheaf of subrings of ^F,X» the "if" direction is trivial. Now
suppose that M. is locally finitely generated as a S^F.X-module. Then we may find a
coherent subsheaf Af of M such that M = @F,XM. We will begin by showing that
in fact M. — $iF XM for some non-negative v.
By assumption 4>M is surjective, which is to say that
oo
M = OxFM = OxF$}F,xM = (J OxF~®%]xM.
Since Af is coherent, we find that Af C OxF@F XM f°r some finite v. Using Lemma
15.2.2 we have
M C OxF@^xM CO x F ^ x O x F ^ x D ( v )F.XM c
OxF2~W%]xM c • • • C

OxFa3^xM

for every positive integer s. Now if v' is any integer, choose s ^ v' — v. Then
Ж I r с OxF-Ж

-s) с ОхГЩЬ

с

Ж'х.

Thus
Ж'м

СЙ ' ^ ; и

сW x W x M D ( v )F.X=

Жхм.

Since v' was arbitrary, we see that M = @F,XM = @F,XM- This completes the first
step of the proof.
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Now reconsider the equation M = OxFM. Since M is coherent there is a coherent
submodule Mi of M such that M C OxFMi. Then we see that
M = l J U = ®%OxFM1

c OxFD{r~xl)M1 c D ^ M i .

We may continue by descending induction on v to conclude that there is a coherent
submodule Mv+\ of M such that M = D^x Mv+i = OF,XMV+I. This completes
the proof of the proposition.
•
Lemma 15.3.2. — Let X be a smooth Wn-scheme, and M a unit (resp. Ifgu SF,X)
module. Then for every integer i ^ n, the tensor product M ®z/Pnz Z/plZ is a unit
(resp. Ifgu) module.
Proof — Clear.

•

Lemma 15.3.3. — Let X be a smooth Wn-scheme, and assume that there exists a
lifting F of the absolute Frobenius to X. Let M. be a unit 3$F,X-module.
(i) M is locally finitely generated as an OF,x-module if and only if it is so as a
@F,X -module.
(ii) If M is an Ifgu S?F,X-module, then there exists an Ox-coherent submodule
M C M such that the isomorphism 4>M : F*M -—> M sends M into F*M, and M
generates M.
Proof. — We prove (1). The only claim which is not immediate is that an Ifgu module
is locally finitely generated over OF,X- For this we proceed by induction on n. The
case n = 1 is provided by Proposition 15.3.1. In general, we have an exact sequence
of Ifgu Df x-modules
MZ/pnZ Z/pn~lZ —> M —• M 0z/p-z Z/pZ —> 0
The two outer terms are finitely generated over OF,X by induction on n. Hence A4
is alsofinitelygenerated over OF,X- This proves (1).
The proof of (2) is the same as Theorem 6.1.3.
•
Proposition 15.3.4. — Let X be smooth Wn-scheme. The locally finitely generated unit
left SF,X-modules form a thick subcategory of the category of quasi-coherent left @F,X~
modules, which furthermore is closed under passing to quasi-coherent subobjects and
quotients.
Proof. — To show that the Ifgu ^? x-modules form a thick subcategory of the cat
egory of all left dF-modules we have to show that this category is stable under
taking kernels, cokernels, and extensions. By Lemma 15.1.1, we only have to show
that these are finitely generated, and this is obvious in the case of a cokernel or an
extension. For kernels it follows by the argument of [Lyu, Thm. 2.8], using Lemma
15.3.3. The same argument shows that any unit submodule of M is an Ifgu module.
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It remains to show that any quasi-coherent left Df.x-submodule of Ad is necessarily
a unit module. To this end, let AT be a f^A'-submodule of Ai. Since Af is a subobject
of Ad, we see that its structural morphism must be injective, whence we must also
have an injective map Af —• U(AT). On the other hand, the inclusion Af —> Ad factors
as
Af —• U(Af) —• U(A4)
Ad.
Then U(AT) is a unit submodule of Ad, and so by what we have already observed,
it must be locally finitely generated. Since U(Af) is the union of the f^,x-modules
(F*)-*(A0, i > 0, we must have (F*)"VV = (F*) -i-1 N for i sufficiently large. As
(F*)-1 is an equivalence of categories, this implies that Af ^> (F*)_1A/", whence also
F*(AT)
AT.
•
Lemma 15.3.5. — Let X be a smooth Wn-scheme and M be a unit (resp. Ifgu) $>F,Xmodule. For every positive integer i ^ n the groups Tor^p Z(Ad,Z/plZ) have a
natural structure of unit (resp. Ifgu) $>F,X-modules.
Proof. — Let J* be a left resolution of Z/plZ by finite free Z/pnZ-modules. Then the
Tor groups in (1) are computed by (Ad*®z/PnzJ*)Tot• Since this is a complex of @F,X~
modules, this shows that these Tor groups have a natural structure of ^?x-modules.
Since F* is an exact functor we have
F*Torf pnz(.M,Z/^Z)

Torf pnz(F*A^,Z/^Z)

Torf ^(AA, Z/plZ)

so the Tor groups are unit 3>F,X-modules.
We now show that they are locally finitely generated if Ad is. For any choice of
i ^ n, the long exact sequence, obtained by tensoring the exact sequence
0 —> Z/pn"*Z

Z/pnZ —• Z/p{Z —• 0

through by Ai over Z/pnZ yields an isomorphism
Torf ^(Ad.Z/p'Z)

Tor^f (Al,Z/pn-*Z),

for j > 1. Thus we see that it suffices to consider the case j = 1 (and i arbitrary).
The same long exact sequence shows that Tor^p Z(Ad,Z/plZ) is a unit submodule
of Ai <%>z/Pnz Z/pn~lZ, and hence is Ifgu by Proposition 15.3.4.

•

15.4. — In the notation of (14.1), we denote by D'u(@F,x) (resp. Dbu(®F,x)°) the
triangulated sub-category of DQC(SF,x) (resp. DBQC(@F,x)°) consisting of those com
plexes with whose cohomology sheaves are unit SF,X-modules. We define Dy (&F,X)
(resp. DbfGU($)F,x)0) in a similar way.
The following two results, combined with Proposition 14.8.1, will often allow us to
reduce questions about complexes inD*(f^F,x) to the analogous results for complexes
in D*u(OF,X) proved in §11..
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Proposition 15.4.1. — Let j ^ n be a positive integer. Then the functor
L

M' -> M' ®w
U

\-^F,x)

Z/^Z

,
> U \-/JF,X®WRIWJ)

restricts to functors
®z/p»z

M* ^ M9 ®z/v"Z %/Р3%

Z/p>l:DZ(®F,x)

D- D(v) F.X

and
L
- ®z/P«z Z/p^Z : D^{SFIX)

L
M* »-> M* (g>z/pnZ Z/p>Z

> Difgu{®F,x).

Proof. — The only point which is not immediate is that the functors in question
preserve the property of having unit (resp. lfgu) cohomology sheaves. To prove this
we reduce by a standard spectral sequence argument to the case of a single unit
(resp. lfgu) f^i?x-module. The result then follows from Lemma 15.3.5.
•
Lemma 15.4.2. — Let f :Y —• X be a map of smooth k-schemes. (So we put ourselves
i
L
in the situation where n = 1.) The functors /+, /• and ®ox restrict to functors
f : Du{2FtX) — DU(®F,Y)
U : DU($F,Y) — Du(®F,x)
and
®ox: D-(@F,x) x D-(®F,x) —> D-[SF%X\
The analogous results hold for complexes with lfgu cohomology sheaves.
Proof. — The proof will be given in the course of the proof of the following proposi
tion.
•
Proposition 15.4.3. — Let X be a smooth k-scheme (i.e. n = 1). There is an equiva
lence of triangulated categories
D-(®FTX)^

D-(0FlX),

given by viewing a complex of @F,X -modules as a complex of Op,x -modules. A quasiinverse is given by the functor
M* »-> M* (g>z/pnZ Z/p>Z M*
D-(OF,X)

DZ{®F,X).

This equivalence respects the property of a complex having lfgu cohomology sheaves,
\
L
and is compatible with the functors f+, /• and ®ox, where f is any map of smooth
k-schemes.
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Proof. — We begin by checking that the two functors are quasi-inverse. Let f\f* be
in D~(@F,X), and M* be in £>~(0p,x)- We have to check that the natural map of
complexes of f^F,x-modules
@F,X ®oF,x M* — Af*
is a quasi-isomorphism, and that the natural map of complexes of C^x-modules
M*

> @F,X 0OF)X M*

is a quasi-isomorphism. Since both claims can be checked on underlying OF,X~
modules, it is enough to check the second claim. By dévissage, we can reduce to
the case where A4* is a single unit (resp. lfgu) module concentrated in degree 0. In
this case the required result is contained in Proposition 15.2.3.
That the equivalence respects the property of a complex having lfgu cohomology
sheaves follows from Lemma 15.3.1. Now Proposition 14.7.1 implies that the forgetful
functor from D~(@F,X) to D~(OF,X) is compatible with /!, and that the functor
M* i—• 3>F,X ®oF,x M* from complexes of OF,x-modules to complexes of ^F,Xmodules is compatible with the functor /+. The equivalence of categories we have just
proved then yields the first two claims in Lemma 15.4.2 as consequences of the analogous claims for OF,x-modules, which are proved in Theorem,5.8 (resp. Proposition
6.7 and Corollary 6.8.4] for complexes with lfgu cohomology sheaves). (Note that
although at first it only implies them for complexes bounded above, since both f and
/+ are of finite cohomological dimension, it then follows for complexes that might be
unbounded above.) To see the final claim in Lemma 15.4.2, and the compatibility of
our equivalence with <S>e>x, we reduce as above to the analogous statement for OF,Xmodules by using (14.7.2). The analogue of this claim for OF,X-complexes with unit
(resp. lfgu) cohomology sheaves is given in Corollary 5.5.2 (resp. Corollary 6.4.1). •
15.5. — In this subsection, we deduce the analogues for unit ^F,x-modules of some
results of §5. The proofs are by reduction to the case of unit OF,X-modules, using
the results of (15.4).
Proposition 15.5.1. — Let f :Y —> X be a map of smooth Wn-schemes. The functors
!
L
/+, /• and ®Ox restrict to functors
f : Du(@F,x) —

DU(®F,Y)

U : DU(®F,Y) —> Du(@F,x)

and
®ox: DZ($>F,X) x DZ{@F,X) —>

DZ(®F,X).

The analogous results hold for complexes with lfgu cohomology sheaves.
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Proof. — Since the functors fl and /+ are both of finite cohomological amplitude, a
standard spectral sequence argument shows that is suffices to check this for complexes
bounded above. Then we use Propositions 14.8.1 and 15.4.1 to reduce to the case
n = 1. In this case the result follows from Proposition 15.4.2.
Above we have implicitly used (via Proposition 15.4.2) the second commutative
diagram of Proposition 14.7.1, for which we gave a proof only in the case where / is
allowable. One can reduce to this case as follows: let M* be in D~(SF,Y)- We show
by induction on the dimension of the support Z of the cohomology sheaves oi M*
that f+M* is in D~(@F,X)- Let U C X be a dense open afhne subscheme, such that
U H Z is dense in Z, and let j denote the inclusion of U in X. If M* is in D~(&F,Y)>
then the cone of the natural morphism M* —> j*M*\u is supported on X\U fl Z.
Hence by induction, it is enough to prove that f+j*M*\u is in D~(SF,X)- However
Corollary 14.3.12 shows that this complex is quasi-isomorphic to (foj)+M*\u- Thus,
we may replace X by [/, in which case X —» Y is allowable.
•
15.5.2. — Let X be a smooth IVn-scheme, and Y C X a closed subscheme. As
in 5.9.2, we denote by DU,Y(SF,X) the full triangulated subcategory of D~(SF,X)
consisting of complexes whose cohomology sheaves have support contained in Y.
Proposition 15.5.3. — Let f : Y —>• X be a closed immersion of smooth Wn-schemes.
The functor
U : DU(®F,Y) — Du(@F,x)

is fully faithful, and induces an equivalence of categories between D~($F,Y) and
D~y(SF,X)'
A quasi-inverse is given by the functor f.
Proof. — If M* is in D~(SF,Y), then it is clear that f+M* is in D~Y(@F,X) (it is in
D~(0F,X) by Proposition 15.5.1). Corollary 14.5.15 yields an adjunction morphism
M* f'f+M*. Conversely, if M9 is in Du y(^F,X), then Corollary 14.5.15 yields a
morphism f+flAfm —* J\f9. We will show that these two morphisms are isomorphisms.
Since /+ and f are both of finite cohomological amplitude, it suffices to check this
for complexes bounded above. Then we use Propositions 15.4.1 and 14.8.1 to reduce
to the case n — 1. Proposition 15.4.3 then reduces us to showing the analogous result
for complexes of OF,X-modules, which is given by Corollary 5.11.3.
•
Corollary 15.5.4. — Let X be a smooth Wn-scheme, and Y a closed subscheme. If M
is in DU(SF,X) then the complex RTY(M*) has unit cohomology sheaves. If Y is a
smooth subscheme of X, then there is a canonical isomorphism
RTY(M')

-^UfM'.

In particular if j denotes the inclusion of X\Y in X, then we have an exact triangle
UfM-

—• M' —> j+j-M' — f u f M ' [ i )
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Proof. — The proof of the first two claims is the same as that of Proposition 5.11.5,
using Proposition 15.5.3 in place of Corollary 5.11.3. The final claim follows from the
stated isomorphism.
•
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16.1. — In this section we prove the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence alluded to in
the title of the paper.
16.1.1. — We will begin by working in the étale site. We have the obvious analogue
of all the theory developed in the last three sections, but with the Zariski topology
replace by the étale topology Xét- In fact much of the étale variant of the theory
follows from the Zariski version by étale descent. We refer to §7 for a more complete
discussion of the analogous situation in the case of complexes of OF,X-modules. In
particular we have functors
7T*X : Dqc(@FiX) ^ Dqc(@F,Xet)
and
TTx* : Dqc(@FiXét) —> Dqc(SF,x),
and these are equivalences of categories, each a quasi-inverse of the other. As the
notation suggests, the functor nx* is induced by an exact functor 7Tx* on the category
of f^F,xérmocmles. This is explained in 7.3.2, and uses the fact that RTTX* has finite
cohomological amplitude.
16.1.2. — We begin by defining the relevant functors fromDbifg(@Fixét)° to the
derived category of étale sheaves of Z/pnZ-modules. For technical reasons, it will be
convenient to define a sequence of functors: for each positive integer j ^ n, and M*
in Dbifgu(@F,xét)°, we write
SoW(X-) = RHomerxJM\* 0Xét ®wn Wj)[dx].
Replacing M* by a complex of locally free @F,X-modules, we see immediately that
there is a canonical isomorphism
(16.1.3)

SoW(M' ®z/pnZ Z/p>Z) ^

SoW(AT),
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where Ai* <S>z/Pnz Z/p^Z is regarded as an object of F>b^gu(S>F,xét®WnWj)°• Moreover,
we have an exact triangle
(16.1.4)

SoV(AT) — So\étn(M*) —> So\étn-j(M-) — So\étj(M-)[l]

Sometimes we will simply write Sole-t in place of Sole-/\
16.1.5. — Suppose that X is a smooth /c-scheme (i.e. n = 1). Then the functor Sole'£
is compatible with the functor Sole^ for complexes in D^n(0F,xeJ-niodules, defined
in §9, via the equivalence of categories given by Proposition 15.4.3: if A4* is a complex
inDbifgu(OF,Xét)°i then we have a canonical isomorphism of complexes of étale sheaves
SoUt(M9)

Solét(@F,xét ®oF,Xét M9),

as follows immediately from the definitions.
16.1.6. — We denote by Db(XéuZ/pnZ) the bounded derived category of Z/pnZsheaves on Xét- We denote by Dbctf(Xét, Z/pnZ) the full triangulated sub-category of
Db(Xét, Z/pnZ) consisting of complexes having constructible cohomology sheaves and
finite Tor dimension. A result of Deligne [De, p. 93] asserts that any such complex is
represented by a finite length complex of flat, constructible Z/_pnZ-sheaves.
Proposition 16.1.7. — The functor Solét induces a functor
SoW : Dblfgu(®F,xét)° — Dbctf(XéuZ/pïZ).
Proof. — Let A4* be in Dbfgu(SF,xét)° • We first show that SoleV is bounded, with
constructible cohomology sheaves. A dévissage argument using (16.1.3) and (16.1.4)
reduces us to the case j = n = 1, and (16.1.5) then reduces us to the analogous
statement for O^x^-modules. This is given by Proposition 9.8. It remains to show
that So\étJ(A49) is of finite Tor dimension over Z/p^Z. This is so if and only if
L

So\étJ(Ai*) ®z/piz Z/pZ is a bounded complex. However, we have an isomorphism
SoW(Ar) ®z/p,-z Z/pZ

SoU1 (AO

(as can be see by taking a resolution of Z/pZ by flat Z/p^Z-modules), and so the
complex on the left is bounded, by what we have already proved.
•
Proposition 16.1.8. — Let f : Y —» X be a map of smooth Wn-schemes, and j a
positive integer < n. If Ai* is in Dbjgu(SF,xét)° there is a canonical isomorphism
/^SoW^') ^

So\ét(f(Ai-)).

Proof. — First note that if A4* is in Db(SF,xét) and Af* is in Db(SF,xét), then we
have a natural morphism
f^RHom^J(M-M*)
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This can be obtained by replacing A/"* by a bounded below complex of injective $>F,xétmodules, and taking a resolution of S>F,Yét^xét by [^F,YÉVL /_1^F,xéJ-bimodules,
which are flat as right f~1^F,xét-modules (compare Proposition 2.6). Applying
this to an arbitrary object M* of Dygu(@F^Xét)° and the particular object Afm =
Oxét ®wn Wj[dx] yields a morphism
/^SoWCM-) —+ SoW(/!M-).
We have to show that this is an isomorphism. Using (16.1.3) and (16.1.4), together
with a dévissage argument, we reduce to the case j = n = 1. Then (16.1.5) and
Proposition 15.4.3 reduce us to the analogous statement for OF,xét-modules, which is
provided by Proposition 9.3.
•
Proposition 16.1.9. — Suppose that f : Y —> X is an allowable morphism (i.e. can be
factored as a composite of an immersion and a smooth proper maps between smooth
Wn-schemes), and that M* is in DyGU(@F,xét)0• Then there is a canonical isomor
phism
f,So\étj(M')^So\étj(f
+ M*).
Proof — To construct a morphism of the required sort, it suffices to construct it
when / is either a proper map or an open immersion. In the former case, we get
immediately an isomorphism of the required kind by applying Theorem 14.5.12. In
the latter case, a simple argument using the map constructed at the beginning of the
proof of Proposition 16.1.8 (which is an isomorphism in this case) and the isomorphism
f- f+Xi* ^+ Xi*, shows that there is an isomorphism
r1SoW(/+.M-) ^

W(à**)

(compare with the proof of Proposition 9.5). By adjointness, the inverse of this
morphism gives a morphism
/iSoV'(M') —> SoUJif+M'),
which we have to show is an isomorphism. By the same dévissage argument that we
used in the proof of Proposition 16.1.8, we reduce to the case j — n = 1, and then,
by Proposition 15.4.3, to the analogous statement for complexes of OF,xét modules.
This is given by Proposition 9.5.
We have now constructed an isomorphism of the required type, depending on the
chosen factorisation of / as a composite of open immersions and proper maps. That
our morphism is independent of this factorisation is proved as in §9.7.
•
Proposition 16.1.10. — Let Xi* and M9 be in DHLFGU{^F,xét)°'. There is a canonical
isomorphism
Solétj(M') ®z/piz ScV(M') ^

So\étj(M' ®oXét M')[dx]
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Proof. — The construction of a natural morphism from the left hand side to the right
hand side is easy and formally identical to that in Proposition 9.9. To prove that this
is an isomorphism we reduce, as above, to the case j — n = 1 (using dévissage on both
A4* and A/"*), and then to the analogous statement for complexes of O^x^-niodules,
which is provided by Proposition 9.9.
•
16.2. — In this section we define the functor which will be quasi-inverse to Sol^.
16.2.1. — For C* in Dbctf{XéuZ/pnrL), and j a positive integer ^ n, we set
Métj(C) =RHomy^ziCOxaet®wn W3)[dx}.
Met3 can be computed by taking an injective resolution of Oxét ®wn Wj by @F,xetmodules, and therefore has the structure of a complex in D+ (&F,xét)- (Since @F,xét
is flat over Z/pnZ, any injective ^F,xermocmle is also injective as a sheaf of Z/pnZmodules.) Thus we obtain a functor
vl^' : Dbctf(Xét,Z/pnZ) —> D+(®F,X«).
Just as for SoleV, we have a distinguished triangle
(16.2.2)

MétJ(C*) —> Métn(C*)

Métn->\C*)

Mét3(C*)[l]

and an isomorphism
(16.2.3)

Mét3\C* ®z/P~z Z/P3^) ^

Mét3(£-),

L

.

where we regard C* ®z/p™z Z/p^Z as belonging to D ^ X ^ , Z/p^Z).
16.2.4. — If j = n = 1, then the functor Met = Me'/ is compatible with the functor
Met defined in §10, via the isomorphism of Theorem 15.2.4. Indeed, this follows
from the fact already noted, that if A4 is an injective ^F,xérm°dule, then it is in
particular injective as an Z/pnZ-module, and so can be used to compute the functor
H°mz/Pnz(~' -M)? now thought of as taking values in the derived category of complexes
of OF,Xét-module.
Proposition 16.2.5. — Let j be a positive integer ^ n. For A4* in @bfGU(@F,xét), there
is a natural isomorphism
M* ®Z/P»z Z/p>"Z

M^'(SoU(A4#))

For C* in Dbctf(Xét,%/pn%) there is a natural isomorphism
C* ®z/p„z Z / ^ Z ^

So\ét3\Mét(C)).

In particular the functors Met and Sole-t are quasi-inverse anti-equivalences of categories.
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Proof. — It is straightforward to construct the morphisms of the proposition (compare §11.1). We have to show that they are isomorphisms. To show that the first
morphism is an isomorphism, we begin by applying the usual devissage arguments
which reduce us to the case j — 1. Then, since
M^Sol^AT)) ^

M ^ S o l ^ A T ) ®z/P»z Z/p>Z)
^

M6t\$o\it\M-))

^

M ^ S o l ^ A ^ ®z/Pnz Z/pZ)),

we are reduced to the case j = n = 1, and thus to the analogous statement for
complexes of OF,X-modules, which is provided by Theorem 11.3. The proof that the
second morphism is an isomorphism is formally identical.
•
Corollary 16.2.6. — The functors Me-t and Sole-t are quasi-inverse anti-equivalences
of categories between DbfGU(SF,x6t)° and Dbct^(X^t,Z/pnZ), and satisfy the following
properties
L

L

(i) Me-£ and Sole't interchange the functors ®ox, and ®z/pnz (UP to a shift).
(ii) If f : Y —• X is a morphism of smooth Wn-schemes, then Ma and Sole^
interchange f and
(Hi) If f is an allowable morphism then Me^ and Sole-£ interchange /+ and f\
Proof — This follows from Propositions 16.2.5, 16.1.10, 16.1.8 and 16.1.9.
•
16.2.7. — To complete the construction of our Riemann-Hilbert correspondence, we
descend the results above to the Zariski topology. More precisely we define a functor
Sol:tf>Vgu(®F,x)°—> Db(Xit,Z/pnZ)
by
Sol(Al') = So\6t{nxM')
and a functor
M : Db(X6uZ/pnZ) — nBLFGU(®F,x)°
by
M(£*) =7TX*Met(M-).
Using Corollary 16.2.6 and the observations of (16.1.1), we immediately obtain the
following result.
Corollary 16.2.8. — The functors Sol and M are quasi-inverse anti-equivalences of
categories. They exchange (&ox and ®z/pnz (up to a shift), and also /• and f , for
any smooth morphism of Wn-schemes. If furthermore f is an allowable morphism,
then they exchange /+ and f\.
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17.1. — Let X be a smooth W^-scheme. The goal of this section is to prove that
the natural functor Db(/jJifgu(SF,x))° —• D\f (&F,X)° is an equivalence of categories.
The Riemann-Hilbert correspondence of the previous section is a crucial ingredient in
the proof.
Let * be one of 0, qc, u, or Ifgu. For any abelian subcategory A of the category
of SF,X-modules, we denote by Kb(A) the full subcategory of the bounded homotopy category Kh(A), consisting of complexes whose cohomology sheaves satisfy the
condition *. We denote by Db(A) the corresponding derived category. We denote
by Dl(A)° the full subcategory of Db(A) whose complexes have finite Tor dimension
over OxWith * as above, we denote by /i* the category of @F,X-modules satisfying the
condition *.
We denote by Ind — fiifgu the category of SF,X-modules which are direct limits of
objects in fiifgU.
Proposition 17.1.1. — Let E* denote the residual complex of infective quasi-coherent
Ox ^-modules resolving Ox6t- Then E* is in a natural way a complex of unit S>F,xit~
modules resolving the SF,Xit-module Ox6t- The terms of this complex are in Ind—p>ifguProof. — Since the residual complex on the etale site is obtained by pulling back the
residual complex on the Zariski site, it suffices to prove the analogous fact on the
Zariski site. Thus in the course of the proof we let E* denote the residual complex
resolving Ox on the Zariski site of X, rather than the etale site.
Let Vx(l) be as in (14.4.4). We denote by p\ and pr2 the two projections from
Vx(l) to X. Both these maps are finite and flat and, using local co-ordinates, one
checks easily that their fibres are complete intersections. It follows by [Hal, VI 5.3],
that Pi*E9 and p^E* are residual complexes on Vx(l), and they resolve p[*Ox and
P2*Ox respectively. Thus, by [Hal, VI 1.1], the isomorphism of pointwise dualising
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complexes

vTox^

oVrx(1) ^pr2*Ox

induces a unique isomorphism of residual complexes p[*Em
p2*E*, compatible
with the augmentation map Ox —> E*. This collection of isomorphisms for r ^ 1,
is compatible with pullback via the inclusions Vx(l) -* ^x+1(-0> an(I gives E* the
structure of a complex of £^x-modules resolving the ^x-module OxA similar argument shows that we have an isomorphism of Ox-modules F*E* —>
E* (compare with the proof of Theoremm 4.4.9). To check that this is a map of
$>x-modules we have to check that the diagram
pr*F*E* — F * p r 2 * E *

pl*E9

—^ pr2*F*E*

> pr2*E*

commutes. This follows from [Hal, VI 1.1] and the fact that the corresponding
diagram, with E* replaced by Ox, commutes, since Ox is a £^F,x-module.
We have proved that E* is a complex of f^i?x-modules resolving Ox- To check
that its terms are in Ind — pifgUi we remark that by definition [Hal, IV, §3], the
terms of E* are (infinite) sums of terms of the form HlY(Ox), where Y is a closed
subvariety of X. It is not hard to check that the ^i?x-module structure on the
terms of E* defined above, is compatible with the ^/?,x-module structure on HfY (Ox)
mentioned in Corollary 15.5.4, the point being that both arise by functoriality from
the S^x-module structure on Ox- It follows by 15.5.4 that the terms of E* are in
Ind - lllfgU.
•
Corollary 17.1.2. — The functor Db(¡2ifgu)° —• Dbfgu(@F,x)° is essentially surjective.
If Aim and Af9 are in Db(mfgu)° the natural map
H ^ W ^ ' . ^ )

—> HomDb(^x)(Ar,A^)

is surjective.
Proof — Let Cx denote the category of constructible etale sheaves of Z/pnZ-modules
on X, and let Dbtj(Cx) be the full subcategory of Db(Cx) consisting of complexes with
finite Tor dimension over Z/pnZ. The residual complex E* of Proposition 17.1.1
is a complex of injective sheaves of Ox-modules, and hence a complex of injective sheaves of Z/pnZ-modules. It follows that the functor M may be computed
as 7Tx*Homz/ nZ(-, E') and we have a commutative diagram
Dbtf(Cx)
'ïïX*Homl/pnZ{-, E')
Z4u(Ind - Mgu)°
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Here we have used that for any constructible étale sheaf F, -Kx^HomiF, E*) has terms
in Ind — fjiifgu- This follows from Lemma 17.1.3 below.
Using [De, p. 94], one easily checks that the top functor is essentially surjective,
and induces a surjection on Horn's. (In fact it is even an equivalence - compare with
§17.2 below). The right vertical functor is an equivalence by Corollary 16.2.8.- The
corollary now follows because the natural map Db(/iifgu) —> DBJGU(LND — HIFGU) is an
equivalence of categories. This last claim is an easy exercise (compare with the proof
of Lemma 17.2.3 (i) below).
•
Lemma 17.1.3. — Let T be a constructible sheaf of Z/pnZ-modules on X, and A4 a
locally finite generated unit 3?F,X-module. Then 'Kx*TIomzipnZ{T\ 7rxAi) is a locally
finitely generated unit SF,X-module.

Proof — Keeping in mind Proposition 15.3.4, we may assume by dévissage that T
and AA are killed by p, and that X is a smooth ^-scheme. Another dévissage argument
reduces us to the case when T — j\i*C, where j : U —> X (resp. i : Z —> U) is an
open (resp. closed) immersion of smooth £;-schemes, and C is a locally constant sheaf
of Z/pZ-modules. Then
7TX^Homz/pZ(Jr, TTXA4) = 7rx*j*Homz/pZ(i*C,iTxM\u)
H°(J+nx*Homz/pZ(i*£,nxM\u)).
Since C is locally constant, Hom(i*C, itxAA\u)) is étale locally isomorphic to
a direct sum of copies of 7rxTz(A4\u)^ and this is in fiifgu by Proposition
15.5.1 and Corollary 15.5.4. Applying Proposition 15.5.1 again now shows that
H0(3+Kx*Homz/pZ(i*C,iTxM\u)) is in iilfgu.
17.2. — To prove that the functor of (17.1) is an equivalence it remains to prove that
it is faithful. For this we need some preparation.
Lemma 17.2.1. — Let AA be a unit $F,x-module.
(i) There exists a unique maximal subobject L(A4) C A4 which lies in Ind — Hifgw
(ii) The assignment AA ^ L(A4) is functorial, and the functor L is left exact, and
right adjoint to the inclusion Ind — \i\fgu ~> HuProof. — If .Mi, .M2 are two submodules of AA, which are in Ind — fiifgu, then A4\ +
M2 is unit, being the image of the map A4\ 0 M 2 —> AA, and is Zariski locally finitely
generated. Now (i) follows by an easy application of Zorn's lemma. The functoriality
in (ii) also follows from the fact that the image of a map of unit modules is unit. The
left exactness and right adjointness are clear.
•
Recall from Corollary 15.1.6 that the category fiu has enough injectives. Thus we
may form the right derived functor of L, and we obtain a functor
RL : Db{fiu) — Db(HID- fiifgu).
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The following lemma is crucial to proving the full faithfulness of the functor in Corollary 17.1.2.
Lemma

17.2.2.

— Objects in fiifgu are acyclic for L.

Proof. — Let Ai be in tiifgu- Choose a resolution M. —> A4* by injectives in \iu. For
n > 0, let ln denote the image of the differential Mn —• Mn+1. To check that M is
L-acyclic it suffices to check that the map L(Mn) —> L(In) is surjective.
Let J C Xn be an lfgu f^F,x-submodule. We denote by M^n the brutal truncation.
The complex Ai^n has trivial cohomology outside degrees 0 and n, and corresponds
to an n+1 -extension of Xn by Ai. Let c G Ext^1(X, Ai) be the class of this extension,
and let cj denote the image of c in Ext™*1 (¿7, Ai). Since
Extn^\j,M)

= EomDb(fiu)(J[-n},M)

corollary 17.1.2 implies that there is an n'+ 1-extension of lfgu ^F,X modules, corresponding to cj. This is a complex of lfgu fi^x-module A/"* whose terms are 0 in
degrees outside [0, n] and such that Hl(Af') = Ai if i = 0, J ' i f i = n, and is 0
otherwise. Since A4* is a complex of injectives there exists a map of extensions
0

> Ai

> M^n
0*

0
»M
Now consider the exact sequence

>Af9

> Tn

>0

6»
>J

>0

HomMu(J,.Mn) — HonvJJ, ln) 0 E x t ^ ^ M ) —> 0.
By definition of cj we have 5(6) = cj-, and if 0' : J —» Xn denotes the natural
inclusion, ¿(0') = c\j. Thus 0' - 0 lifts to a map ( F ^ 6 ) : J -> .Mn. This induces
a map Afn -> X n which we also denote by (f^6'). Now (0n + (0^0)){ATn) is an
lfgu ^?x-submodule of Ain which surjects on 0'(J). This proves the lemma.
•
Lemma 17.2.3. — Let HL-AC denote the full subcategory of fiu consisting of objects
which are L-acyclic. The following functors are fully faithful:
(i) Db(plfgu) - Db(fiL -AC (u) Db(iiL-Ac) - Db(flu)
(Hi) Db(/iu)^Db(fiqc).
Proof. — Each of the three morphisms comes from a morphism of corresponding homotopy categories. If K —• K' is one of these latter morphisms, then it is evidently
fully faithful. We will apply the criterion of [We, 10.3.13], which says that the corresponding morphism of derived categories is fully faithful if either of the following two
conditions hold:
(a) If Ai* —> Af* is a quasi-isomorphism in K' with Ai* in K, then there exists an
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M.*' in K and a quasi-isomorphism J\f* —>• A4*f.
(b) If A/'* —• AA* is a quasi-isomorphism in if' with A4* in K, then there exists an
AAml in K and a quasi-isomorphism A1#/ —> A/*#
For (i) we apply (b): Take AT* -* M* in Kbfgu{fiL.AC) with
in Kb(mfgu). The
adjunction map L(Af9) —> A/"# is a quasi-isomorphism because by Lemma 17.2.2, the
terms of A/"* and its cohomology sheaves are acyclic for L. Now L(Afm) has terms
in Ind — Pifgu and lfgu cohomology sheaves. A simple argument shows that L(Af')
contains a subcomplex AA9' contained in Kb(fiifgu) and quasi-isomorphic to L(Af').
For (ii), the full faithfulness follows from (a) and the fact that any complex in
Kb(pu) has an injective resolution.
For (hi) we also apply criterion (a). If M* —> Af9 is a quasi-isomorphism in
Kb(nqc), with AA* in Km(nu), then using the exact functor U of Corollary 15.1.5,
we get an adjunction map Af* —> U(Afm), with U(Af9) in K9(^u). Since U{Af9) is
quasi-isomorphic to U(AAm) = M*, this adjunction map is a quasi-isomorphism.
•
Corollary 17.2.4. — The functor Db(pifgu) —> Dbqc(SF,x) is fully faithful. In particu
lar, the functor Db(nifgu) —* Dbfgu(SF,x) is fully faithful.
Proof. — By Lemma 17.2.3, Db(fiifgu) —> Db(fiqc) is fully faithful. Now the corol
lary follows from Bernstein's theorem which says that Db(pqc) —> Dbqc(S>F,x) is an
equivalence of categories.
•
Corollary 17.2.5. — The natural functor Db(uifgu)° —• Dbfgu(SF,x)° is an equivalence
of categories.
Proof. — This follows from corollaries 17.1.2 and 17.2.4.
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APPENDIX A:
DUALITY AND THE CARTIER OPERATOR

A. 1. — We recall some facts about duality for quasi-coherent sheaves on schemes.Let
/ : Y —> X be a morphism of finite type between Noetherian schemes which admit
a dualising complex (in the sense of [Hal, V], and [Con, 3.1]); for example / could
be a morphism between schemes of finite type over a field. There exits a functor
f : D+(X) —• D+(Y) with the property that if / is proper, then f is right adjoint
to Rf* in the sense of derived categories: for any two complexes £• in D~C(Y) and
T* in D+(X) we have a natural isomorphism
RHombOx JRf*£\F*).

RF*RHORRIQY (£*, F \F*)

If we take global sections and then apply H°, we obtain an isomorphism
HomD(0x)(Rf.£',F*).

nomD{oY){£\fT-)

This adjointness yields a morphism Rf*f\F* —> J79, which we denote trfj7*. (In fact,
in the development of the theory, the key point is to first construct this morphism
in the special case when T* is a dualising complex.) This theorem is explained in
[Hal, VII] and [Con, 3.4], where along with many other compatibilities it is shown
that if g : Z —> Y is a second morphism of finite type /c-schemes then there is a
natural isomorphism (fg)1
glf\ which is compatible with traces if / and g are
both proper.
This theory ought to be compatible with flat base-change, in the sense that if
u : X' —• X is a flat morphism of finite typefc-schemes,giving rise to the cartesian
square
Y'
r

и'

*Y
F

X'

u X.
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then there should be natural isomorphisms
u'*f ^ f*/'V*.
If furthermore / (and hence /') is proper, the diagram of natural transformations
u*f*f

f' u''* f*

tr f*
u*

u*f*f

should commute. Such a result is proved in [Hal, VI, §5] and [Con, 3.2], in the case
that the morphism u is residually stable (which is a very strong restriction). The case
of a general flat base-change is treated in [Ve], using however different foundations.
(See the remarks in the introduction of [Con] on the possibility of reconciling the
approach of [Ve] (which is due to Deligne) with that of [Hal].)
A. 1.1. — In some situations the theory described above, which is constructed via
residual complexes, can be made more explicit, and extended to more general com
plexes T*. Suppose that / : Y —>• X is a regular morphism of Noetherian schemes
admitting a dualising complex, in the sense that / may be factored as the composition
of of a closed immersion i : Y —» W which makes Y a local complete intersection in
W, and a smooth morphism p : W —> X. Then fOx is equal to a line bundle on Y
placed in degree dx/y- (Thus such a morphism / is a special instance of a Gorenstein
morphism, as defined in [Hal, p. 143-4]; note that this definition is more inclusive
then the definition given subsequently in [Hal, V 9.7], in which the morphism is re
quired to be flat. The remarks of this subsection provide a special case of the program
outlined by Hartshorne for such morphisms.) We denote this line bundle by ujy/x
(although of course it depends on the morphism / ) . If / is proper then we have the
trace map try : Rf*fuY/x[dx/y] -> Ox.
Now if T* is any complex in D+(Ox) there is a natural isomorphism
(A.1.2)

flF* ^

ujY/x ® LfF-[dy/x].

(Note that since / is regular, L/* has finite Tor-dimension, so the right hand side
makes sense as a functor on D+(Ox)-) In the case that the morphism / is the
closed immersion of a local complete intersection, this isomorphism follows from [Hal,
III 6.9(a)], together with the compatibility of f with the explicit duality for finite
maps provided by /b, as discussed in [Con, 3.3]. When / is smooth, it follows from
[Con, 3.3]. In general, we may define (A.1.2) via a factorisation of /; its independence
of the choice of such a factorisation follows from the compatibilities proved in [Con,
2.7].
One may use the right hand side of (A.1.2) to define f\F9 for any object T* of
Djc(Ox), and then in the case when / is proper, use the projection formula to define
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trfJ7* (as in [Hal, VII, §4] and [Con, 4.3]). A limit argument as in the proof of
[Con, Thm. 4.3.1], then shows that the resulting morphism
RLRHom-Cv(£\ ff)

—> RHom*Cx(RLS\^)

is a quasi-isomorphism for any two complexes £• in D~c(Oy) and T* in D+c(Gx)>
(Unlike in the situation considered there, we do not need to assume that T* is bounded
with coherent cohomologies, since we are restricting ourselves to a finite-dimensional
Noetherian situation, in which case Rf* is of finite cohomological amplitude, and we
may rely on the usual projection formula, without having to take recourse to the
isomorphism of [Con, 4.3.2].) Furthermore this definition of try is compatible with
that defined via residual complexes for complexes in Dbc{Ox), when one compares
the two via isomorphism (A.1.2). (This compatibility in the smooth case is proved in
[Con, Thm. 4.3.2]. In the case when / is the closed immersion of a local complete
intersection, it follows from [Hal, III 6.9.(c)]. Note that although both trace maps
are defined for complexes in D+c(Ox), the necessary compatibility in the smooth case
is only proved in [Con] for bounded complexes.)
The isomorphism (A.1.2), and the resulting trace map in the case that / is proper,
is also compatible with flat base-change. To see this, one treats the case when / is
smooth and the case when / is the closed immersion of a local complete intersection
separately. For the first case the base-change result follows from [Con, Thm. 3.6.5].
In the case of the closed immersion of a local complete intersection, it follows from
[Hal, III 6.3, 6.6(2)].
Let g : Z —» Y be a second regular morphism, such that the composite fg is
also regular. The isomorphism (fg)lOx —> Q'f'Ox
9'^Y/X
^Z/Y ®OZ
9*^Y/X provides the sense in which formation of ujy/x 1S compatible with composition.
Furthermore, we then have a commutative diagram
(fg) - F*

uz/x ®oz

Hfgyf[dZ/x]

UZ/Y ®Oz g*uY/x ®oz hg*hf*T'[dz/Y}[dY/x}

gfT9

UZ/Y ®oz ^9*(VY/X

®OY

^f*f[dY/x})[dZ/Y]-

These compatibilities will be used in the discussion of the Cartier operator in A.2.
An important example of a regular morphism is one where X and Y are smooth
of finite type over a field k and if / is a morphism of /c-schemes. Factoring / as the
graph morphism followed by a projection shows that / is regular. There is a canonical
identification cuy/x = u;y0/*a;^1, where UJX (respectively uoy) is the canonical bundle
of X (respectively Y).
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It would be useful to fully realise the program outlined in [Hal, III, p. 143-4] for
Gorenstein morphisms. (These would include as a special case morphisms which are
regular (in the above sense) locally on Y, which is a more flexible condition than the
global factorisation that we have required.) The case of flat Gorenstein morphisms is
covered by [Con].
A.1.3. — If / : Y —> X as above is in fact a finite morphism then the compatibil
ity of duality, as defined via residual complexes, with the explicit duality for finite
morphisms of [Hal, III, §6], yields a natural isomorphism
/!r = / j - f c o x ( № , ^ ) .
Thus if / is the closed immersion of a local complete intersection then (A. 1.2) spe
cialises to an isomorphism
(A.1.4)

RHom%::(LQv.T-)

uY/x ® L/*^[dy/x].

In this situation the line bundle ujy/x can be identified with the top exterior product
of the conormal bundle of 7 in J , and the isomorphism (A.1.4) is then explicitly
constructed using Koszul complexes. More precisely, one uses Koszul complexes to
construct an isomorphism
Extdo^(UOYlF)

uY/x ®OY f*F

for any sheaf of Ox-modules T (the fundamental local isomorphism of [Hal, III, §7]
and [Con, 2.5]), and then the isomorphism (A.1.4) is deduced by the homological al
gebra of [Hal, I 7.4] and [Con, 2.1]. This explicit description of (A.1.4) is compatible
with flat base-change; to see this, it is enough (by the construction of [Hal, I 7.4]
and [Con, 2.1]) to observe that the property of being acyclic for the derived functors
appearing on each side of (A.1.4) is preserved by flat base-change. But since locally
both derived functors may be computed via Koszul complexes, this is clear.
Let us close this subsection by making a remark on notation. If / is an ideal cutting
out a closed subscheme Y of X, and / : Y —> X denotes the closed immersion, we will
sometimes write T\l\ = Hom0x( f^Ov^J7) = jf7°(/b.F) for the sheaf of sections of T
annihilated by /. We regard T\I\ as a sheaf of Oy-modules. Given this convention,
we should write f*T\I\ if we wish to regard F(I) as a subsheaf of the sheaf T of
Ox-modules; however, no confusion should be caused if we sometimes abuse notation
and denote this sheaf simply by T\T\ also.
A. 2. — For the remainder of the appendix we assume that k is afieldof characteristic
p. Suppose that / : Y —> X is a morphism of smooth /c-schemes. For any integer r
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we may form the rth relative Frobenius diagram of Y over X :
Y

F*R

*Y/X

y ir)

•> Y

fir)

f
X

f
Fx

+ X.

This is a commutative diagram defined so that the right square is cartesian, and the
composite of the two upper horizontal arrows is equal to FY. (Note that the fibre
product which we denote by Y(r) is frequently denoted by Y^pr\ Since we always
deal with afixedprime p1 our notation should not cause any confusion.)
In particular if we replace Y by X (for any smooth ^-scheme X) and X by Spec A:,
then we may write Fx as the composition of the rth power of the relative Frobenius
Fxjk : X —> X^ (which is a morphism offc-schemes)and the base-change Fk of the
rth power of the Frobenius morphism F£ : Spec k —» Spec k. The morphism FXjk is a
finiteflatmap (since X is smooth over k), but the morphism Fk need not be so (it is
finiteflatif and only if k hasfinitedegree over kp). However it is an affine morphism,
and k is free overK(p)which implies that Fk is an affine map such that Fx^k^Oxr is
free over Ox- Thus Fx = ^x/k-^k ls affine, with the property that Fx^Ox' is locally
free over OxNow return to the situation of a morphism / : Y —> X between smooth fc-schemes.
Since X and Y are offinitetype overfc,we mayfinda subfield k\ of k which is finitely
generated over Fp, smooth schemes X\ and Y\ over fci, and a morphism /1 : Yi —» X\
such that the schemes X and Y and the morphism / : Y —• X are obtained by basechanging the schemes X\ and Y\ and the morphism fi : X\ —> Y\ from thefieldfcito
the field k.
Since the morphism FXl and FJ^ arefiniteflat (ki beingfiniteover kp) we see that
the morphism Fy^Xl is finite (although it is not flat in general). Since the morphism
FY/X is obtained by base-changing from k\ to A:, it is also finite.
Now consider the isomorphisms
f'Ox

F^/M'Ox ^

F^fxf^Fx*Ox

^

F^xFx'*f *Ox

Since Fy^x is finite, we may apply adjointness of Fy^x^ and FyJx and obtain a map
F^xJOx-^

Fx'*f Ox.

Since X,Y are smooth, we may rewrite this (after shifting) as
LY/X ' *Y/X*UY/X

PX wy^YjX-

We refer to this morphism as the rth relative Cartier operator of Y over X.
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A. 2.1. — Suppose that / : Y —> X is a smooth morphism of /z-schemes. Then the r
relative Cartier operator coincides with the restriction to top forms of the rth iterate
of the usual Cartier operator (as described for example in [DI]). For in this case FYjx
is a finite morphism of smooth X-schemes, and so CYjx : Fy/x^Y/x ~* FX*^Y/X
given by the usual trace map on top forms.

is

A. 2.2. — Suppose that / : Y —• X is a closed immersion of smooth /c-schemes.
Then the relative Cartier operator is calculated in the last paragraph of page 96 of
[Lyu] (although not under this name). In this subsection we make several useful
computations involving the rth relative Frobenius diagram of the closed immersion / ,
which in particular make apparent the connection with the calculations of [Lyu].
Let M be an (9x-module. The isomorphism f'M —> F^fxf{r)-M yields a mor
phism
Extdx/Y(UOY, M) — Extdx/Y(r) (/Jr)0y(r), M)[J];
this is an edge map of the spectral sequence
MoY,r) (F^OY,Exfox

(/ir)Oyw, M))

Ex&2(f*0Y,M).

We will describe this edge map in terms of the fundamental local isomorphism.
Let a i , . . . , as be a regular sequence of sections which (locally) define Y. Then
a{,...,
define Y^r\ We may compute Ext^Y (f*Oy, M) as the top cohomology
of the complex X*(a, M). (We are following the notational conventions of [Con,
1.3].) This is the complex whose nth term is equal to Hom(AnOx<M), and whose
nth differential is given by the formula (letting ei,... es denoting the standard basis
of Ox)
71+1

dna(eil A---ein+1) = ^(-iy+1aij.a(eil A • • • A
i=1

A • • • A eip+1).

Similarly, we may compute Ext^Y(r) ( f^Oy^, M) as the top cohomology of
K*(a.q,M). Given this, it is not hard to see that the above edge homomorphism is
given by the taking the top cohomology of the map of complexes
L:K\(A,^M)

^X*(a9,M)

defined in degree n by the formula
^(a)(e^ A---Aein) = a?-1 • • •a2~1a(e*1 A---Ae»B).
Thus the following diagram (in which the horizontal arrows are given by the funda
mental local isomorphism and the left hand vertical arrow is the above edge map)
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commutes:
ExtdJ^x(LQv,M)

EMoT(r)(f*R)°Y^,(M)

-

[I}

>wy/x ®ev f*M
{da\A---Adas) 10m
i
aq1~1---aqs-1(daq1A---Adaqs)-1®m
> (uyir),x ®oy(r) /(r)*M)[J]

(Fx'*wY/x ®0yM /<*>M)[J].
In the particular case that M = Ox, we deduce that the composite of the right
hand vertical arrows is the map
Vy/X

* fy/X FX^X ^Y/X

which induces
Ly/X • ^y/X^Y/X
*X Uy/X
by adjointness. Thus CYjx is given by the formula
(dai A • • • A dag)-1 1—>

• • * aqs~l ® {da\ A • • • A das)_1.

There is one more construction in the context of the closed immersion / that we
will explain. Suppose that N is an Oy-module. Then we may tensor CYjx with
FX*N to obtain a morphism
FY/XA"Y/X

®oY Fy*N) ^

F$Xmwy/x ®oY(r) Fx*N
—Y FX*UY,X

®OYM

Fx*N ^

F^itoy/x

®oY N).

Adjointness yields a morphism
oJy/x ®oY FY*N —+ (Fx*(ojy/x ®oY N))[I}.
The above formula for CYjx yields the explicit formula
(dai A • • • A das)~x 0 m \—> a\~x • • • aq~l <S> (dai A • • • A das)~l 0 m
for this morphism. This map is an isomorphism (as follows either from the isomorphism [Hal, III 6.9(a)], with F* = uY{r)/x = F£*uY/x and Gm = FX'*N, or from
the calculations at the bottom of page 96 and the top of page 97 of [Lyu]).
A. 2.3. — The following list of properties uniquely determines the relative Cartier
operator:
(i) Etale morphisms: If / : Y —> X is etale, so that uoY/x — Oy and FYJX is an
isomorphism of schemes, CYJX : FYJx^Oy —» 0Y(r) is the inverse of the isomorphism
Oy(r) FYIXJDY defined by the isomorphism Fy)x. (This follows from (A.2.1).)
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(ii) Products: If Z is a smooth ^-scheme, we may form the product morphism
f xidz :Y x Z —>X x Z
(all the products being taken over ¥q). Then there is a natural identification of
(Y x Z)^ with Y^ x Z.
Letting pi (respectively p[) denote the projection of the product YxZ (respectively
(Y x Z)^ —> Y^ x Z) onto its first factor, there is a canonical identification
uyxz/xxz = P*VY/X- Then C^z/XxZ is given by
FYxZ/XxZ^YxZ/XxZ
Pi ^Y/X

X ^z)*P*^Y/X

(FY/X

p^Fx'^Y/x

(FRXF

Pi* FRY/X^Y/X

x FIYPIUY/X

FrXxZ*u;Yxz/xxz-

(This follows from the compatibility of duality withflatbase-change.)
(Hi) Composition: Suppose that / : Y —» X and g : Z —> Y are two morphisms of
smooth /^-schemes. Then we may amalgamate the relative Frobenius diagrams of Y
over X, of Z over X and of Z over Y into the following diagram:

Z

r ZIY

rYlX

Z"
(r)

9

Z1

rprff
*X

gir)

9Y

rYIX
Y
f

9

FV

y (x)
/(r)
X

Z

Y
/

Frx

X.

The relative Cartier operator
cz/x • *z/x*uz/x —* b*

uz/x

(r) (r)
is determined by the relative Cartier operators CY/X^Z/V
Fz}x*WZ/X

FY/X*FZ/Y(WZY*^Z/Y
FVXAYSUZIYWZY
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FY%SFzrY^Z/Y®9(Y)^Y/x)
1®9{г)*С?х O1
F^XSFY'*^Z/Y®9(YUOJY,X)

F{Y7XÁF(;XFX''^Z,Y

®

¿X

^Y/X

Uz/Y ® ^y/X^Y

g^Y/x)

Fx"*uz,Y®g(r)*FYRX^Y/x

1®9{г)*С?х

Fx"*uz/Y®g(r)*Fx,*u:Y/x

FX"*ÜJZ/y ® Fx"*g*wY/x
FX"*(LOZ/Y®9*UY/X).

(This follows from the compatibility of duality with composition.)
(IV) EMBEDDING A DIVISOR. If / : Y —* X is the closed immersion of a divisor, let
OX(Y) denote the invertible sheaf corresponding to Y (the inverse of the ideal sheaf
of Y). Then Y^ is the divisor corresponding to the invertible sheaf OX(Y)®Q. There
is a natural isomorphism UJY/X — F*OX(Y) = OX(Y)/OX, and
FX'*OJY/X ^

FX'*F*OX(Y) ^

F^*FRX*OX(Y)

J1+ /«*0x(yW)

OX {Y^R)/OX.

The map FY^X ^s ^ne closed immersion of Y into Y^R\ In this situation, the relative
Cartier isomorphism
Cy/x • FYR/XR(OX(Y)/OX) -+

OX{Y^)/OX

is the map induced by the inclusion
Ox(Y) — OX(Y)®« = Ox(Y^).
(This follows from (A.2.2), if one works in terms of a local equation for Y.)
(V) MAPPING Gm TO A POINT: In the particular case of Y = Gm = Spec K [T,
the differential DT/T forms a global basis for the invertible sheaf cjGm, allowing us
to identify this sheaf with 0cm? and under this identification the Cartier operator
becomes the trace of the Frobenius FY/K : (9cm —> OQM. (This follows from (A.2.1).)
Note that (I) - (V) determine the Cartier operator for any morphism Y —> X of
smooth K schemes. Indeed any such map is the composite of a closed immersion and a
smooth map (use the usual factorisation via the graph), and any smooth map factors
étale locally into a composite of projections Gm x l ^ l .
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B. 1. — Let X be a topological space equipped with a sheaf of commutative rings
A, let A! and A" be two sheaves of commutative *4-algebras on X, equipped with a
morphism of A-algebras A' —> A". Let B be a (not necessarily commutative) sheaf of
S-algebras on X, and write B' = A! <g>A B, B" = A!' (gu B.
Proposition B. 1.1. — In the situation of section (B.l), suppose that A" is flat over
A. Let A4* be a bounded above complex of left B'-modules, let J\f* be bounded com
plex of left B'-modules of finite A!-Tor-dimension, and suppose that the complex of
A'-modules RHomB, (M *, A/"*) is bounded. Then there is a natural morphism in the
derived category of complexes of A!1-modules
A!' <8U' RHom^(M\Af9)

—• RHom*B,,(A!' ®A> M\A"

®A' A/"*).

(Note that our assumptions on M* and J\f* guarantee that all the derived functors
appearing in the source and target of this morphism are well-defined.)
Proof. — In order to compute RHom*B, (M. *, A/"*), we replace A/"* by an injective res
olution. Since the former complex is assumed to be bounded, we may in fact replace
J\f* by one of the finite truncations of this injective resolution. Thus we may as
sume that J\f* is of finite length, and that the complex HomfB,(M9, A/**) computes
RHom^(M\Afm).
The given morphism A! —> A!' allows us to regard A" as an A" <8)A ^'-module. Let
V* be a left resolution of A!1 by flat A!' §§A *4/-modules. (Such a resolution can be
constructed by the technique of [Hal, II 1.2].) Since A!' is assumed to be flat over
A, we see that V* is flat as a complex of sheaves of ^'-modules. If T* is a bounded
above complex of S'-modules then we regard V <&A T* as a complex of ^"-modules
via the ^"-action on V* and the S-action on T*'. This computes the derived functor
A" ®A' F*-
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There is a natural *4/-linear morphism
Hom\*,(M\M*) —> Hom-pJV (g)^/ A49,V9 (gu> A/"*),
which induces a ^"-linear morphism
(B.1.2)

A!' 0 ^ HorrfB,(M\N9) —• Hom^AV9 ®A, M\Vm ®A> Af9)

Let X* be a bounded below injective resolution of V9 <8>A' Af9 (which exists because
our assumption on Af9 implies that this complex has only finitely many non-vanishing
cohomology sheaves). Then combining the augmentations V9 —> A" and V9<g>A'Af9 —»
J# with the map (B.1.2) we may construct a map
V9 <8U/ Hom\*,(M\N9) —• Hom9(V9 ®A,

M\I%

which yields the natural morphism of the proposition upon passing to the derived
category.
•
Proposition B. 1.3. — In the situation of section (B.l), suppose that f : Y —> X is a
map of topological spaces, with Y Noetherian of finite dimension, and also that A"
admits a left resolution by sheaves of A!' ®A A! -modules which are locally free as A!modules. If AA* is any bounded above complex of left f~lBr-modules, then there is a
natural isomorphism in the derived category of complexes of left B"-modules
A" ®A> RUM9 ^

RMf^A"

®/-M/ M9).

(Note that since Y is assumed to be Noetherian of finite dimension, by Grothendieck's
vanishing theorem the functor Rf* has finite cohomological amplitude [Ha2, III 2.7],
and so the derived functors appearing on either side of this map are well-defined.)
Proof. — If T is a sheaf of left /_1i3/-modules on Y, then Godement's canonical
resolution yields a right resolution of f~lB' by flasque /""^-modules. Since Y is
Noetherian of finite dimension, say d, the dth truncation of this complex is again a
flasque resolution of T. Thus we have a canonical construction of a bounded length
flasque resolution of any sheaf of left /_1i3/-modules. Applying this construction to
the members of A49, we may assume that Ai9 is a bounded above complex of flasque
sheaves. Then f*AA* computes Rf*Ai9 (even though AA9 may not be bounded below,
again because /* has finite cohomological amplitude).
Let V9 be the left resolution of A!' by A!' 0 u ^'-modules which are locally free
as ^'-modules, whose existence we have assumed. Then f~lV9 is similarly a left
resolution of f~1A" by f~lA" <8>f-iA /_1w4/-modules which are locally free as f~lAfmodules. Thus f~xV9 (g>/-i^/ Ai9 is a complex of flasque sheaves (since it is locally
a direct sum of flasque sheaves, and Y is Noetherian). We regard this complex as a
complex of sheaves of left /"^"-modules, via the / - 1 ^"-action on f~lV9 and the
/-123-action on AA9. The projection formula yields an isomorphism of B^-modules
V9 %A, UM9

Mf-'V9

®f-iA, UM9).

Passing to the derived category, this yields the desired isomorphism.
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B. 1.4. — In the situation of (B.l), suppose both that A" is flat over A, and that
A!' admits a resolution by A!' ®A *4'-modules which are free as left ^'-modules. Let
j : U —> X be the immersion of an open subset U of X, and assume that U is
Noetherian of finite dimension.
Let M* be a bounded above complex of sheaves of left j ~ ^'-modules on f7, and
let Af* be a bounded complex of sheaves of left S'-modules on X which is offiniteAfTor-dimension. Suppose furthermore that RHom*B, {j\Mm,Af*) is bounded (in which
case RHomj-iB,(Mm, j ' W ' l is also bounded, since it is obtained by pulling back the
former complex by j).
We may form the following diagram:
A" ®A> RHomB, (j\M* ,J\f*)
(B.l.l)
A" ®A, Ri* RHom'i c, (M*, i~1J\f*)

RHomtniA" ®AI 3\M*,A" ®AI JV)

RHomB,,(v(A" ®A, M*),A" ®A, J\fm)

(B.1.3)
Äj.tTM" ® ._1Л, RHom9 1в,(М\ГгЛГ)

(B.l.l)

Rj* RHom*_i c„

Rj*RHom* i „ (i-1 A" ®i-iA M\r\A"

A!' ®J-Ia M\rXX'

®A, Af'))

®i-iA, r1^*)-

We leave it to the reader to check that this commutes.
Proposition B. 2. — Let f : Y —» X be a morphism of topological spaces with Y
Noetherian of finite dimension, and let B be a (not necessarily commutative) sheaf
of rings on X containing the sheaf of rings A in its centre. Then if Xi* is a bounded
above complex of left f~1B-modules andAf* a bounded below complex of sheaves of left
f~lB-modules on Y, there is a natural morphism in the derived category of A-modules
RLRHom*f-,B(Ai*.Af*) —> RHom*B( R L Ai*. RLAf*).
Proof — As in the proof of Proposition B.1.3, we may and do assume that Xi*
is a complex of flasque left /_1S-modules, and we may also assume that Af* is a
complex, bounded below, of injective left /_1S-modules. There is a natural morphism
of sheaves of ^4-modules
(B.2.1)

LHom*f^B(M*M*) —> Hom*B(LM\ fJV*).

Since Af* is a complex of injectives, the complex Hom*c-iB(Ai*,Af*) computes
RHom'f-1B(Xi*, J\f*). Furthermore, again using the fact that the members of Af*
are injective, this is a complex of flasque sheaves. Since A"!* is a complex of flasque
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sheaves, the complex f*M.* represents Rf*M.*. Similarly, the complex f*Af9 com
putes Rf*Af*. Finally, since /* is right-adjoint to the exact functor f-1 we see that
f*Af* is a complex of injective left-S-modules, and so RomB(f*A4'< f*Af*) computes
RHom#(Rf*AA9, Rf*Af*). Putting all these remarks together, we see that (B.2.1)
provides the natural transformation of the proposition upon passing to the derived
category.
•
B. 3. — Let us return to the situation of (B.l). Suppose furthermore both that A!'
is flat over A, and that A" admits a resolution by A" <8>A *4/-modules which are free
as left .A'-modules. Let / : Y —> X be a morphism of topological spaces with Y
Noetherian of finite dimension.
Let Ai* be a bounded above complex and Af* a bounded complex of sheaves of left
/~ ^'-modules on Y. Suppose furthermore that Af* is of finite /~ ^'-Tor-dimension,
that Rf*Af* is of finite ^-Tor-dimension, and that
RHom}-le,(M\Af)
and RRomB, (RLA4\R LAf*)
are both bounded complexes. Then we may form the following diagram
A" ®A, Rf*RHom*_i C,(M*,Af')
(B.2)
(B.1.3)

A" ®A, RHorriç, (Rf*M*, Rf*Afm)

RMf-i-A" ®f-iA, RHom*_iD,(M\Af))
(B.l.l)

|(B.1.1)

RURHom*_,c..(f-1A" k>f-iA, M\rXM' ®f-iA>

(B-2) I

RHom\z,l (A" ®A, RUM9, A" ®A, Rf*N*)
'(B^3)

RHom\z,,(RU(f-1A" ®f-iA, A4•),iг^(/-U,, ®f-iA, M*))
We leave it as an exercise for the reader to check that it commutes.
B. 4. — Although the previous results were phrased in the context of sheaves on a
topological space, it is clear that they extend to more general situations; for example,
to the etale site of a scheme.
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